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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation provides answers to fundamental research questions as to the source, storage, 

transport, distribution and use of water within a 108 km2 study area centred on the Decapolis city of 

Gerasa (modern Jarash) by analysing the available evidence. The interdisciplinary, contextual 

approach combines the evaluation of evidence from new ground surveys and a critical examination 

of evidence in the published corpus with new interdisciplinary studies that provide 

geoarchaeological and historical contexts.  

 

The source, transport and distribution components of the water management system are 

systematically described; some in detail and many for the first time. The comprehensive study of 

natural springs highlights the concentration of springs—especially strong springs—in the Jarash 

valley and the impact this had on settlement patterns and the distribution of irrigation networks. 

Aqueduct-fed storages (reservoirs and basins) are complemented by runoff storages (cisterns) in 

both rural and urban contexts, but wells are rare. The city is naturally divided into two parts by the 

Wadi Jarash. Water on the eastern side city was largely sourced from strong local springs, whereas 

the western side relied on extramural networks of open channel aqueducts supplied from karstic 

springs within 3.5 km of the city. Two groups of aqueducts—the north-west network and the 

northern network—brought water to the western side of the city, but the evidence points to the 

fountains and most baths being supplied from the north-west network only. The contribution of the 

northern network to central city consumers is unknown, and this network may only have supplied 

irrigation water until the Byzantine period, thus contradicting the widely held belief that Birketein, 

1.5 km to the north, was the city’s main water source. Radiocarbon dating shows that the earliest 

aqueduct to the city was in use by the first century AD. The combination of terrain and proximity of 

the springs resulted in steep aqueduct gradients. The complex urban distribution network relied on 

gravity; the fragmentary evidence suggests that open channel conduits delivered water to various 

castella divisoria, although few are preserved. Baths and fountains were key users: There is no 

evidence of private connections to aqueducts, and industrial use is largely unquantifiable. 

Comprehensive spring-fed aqueduct networks irrigated large parts of the Jarash and lower Tannur 

valleys.  

 

The water management system underpinned the growth of the city and the development of its rural 

hinterland throughout the study period and into the Islamic period. In the context of the Decapolis, 
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the number, strength and proximity of springs in the study area are unusual, as are the steep 

aqueduct gradients and the small number of intramural cisterns. The study presents the first 

interpretation of the urban water distribution network in various periods. The aqueduct network was 

prone to damage from the earthquakes and landslides and these factors, together with climate 

change, contributed to the stress on the distribution system reflected in changes to the network in 

the Byzantine period. None of the components of the system is unique; the system planners 

preferred to stick with simple installation types. Unusually steep aqueduct gradients and elevation 

differences within the city required careful management, but it is not clear how this was achieved. 

The general adequacy of the available spring-fed supplies in the study area can be inferred from the 

notable lack of any provision for long-term storage. Variations in annual rainfall and the known 

seasonal variation in spring flows, however, means that it was probably not possible to maintain 

continuous offtake year-round in the city without the assistance of storage installations, as was the 

case in many Roman cities in North Africa.  

 

Overall, the results present a picture of a water management system that was comprehensively 

planned and regulated and built with practicality and economy in mind and may have had its 

beginnings in the pre-Roman period. 

 
 Keywords: Aqueduct, bath, Byzantine, fountain, geoarchaeology, radiocarbon dating, Roman, 

spring, water distribution, water management, water storage. 
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GLOSSARY 

Aqueduct: An artificial conduit used to carry water from a source (modified from Darvill, 2009). 

Calcretisation: The precipitation of calcium carbonate via chemical processes in the regolith that 

indurates the unconsolidated material into a hard limestone-like rock. 

Canal: An artificial watercourse or extensively modified natural channel used for the transport 

and/or control and diversion of water for drainage or irrigation (modified from Darvill, 2009). 

Carbon 14: A radioactive isotope of carbon with a true half-life of 5730 years. Libby originally 

calculated a half-life of 5568 years. 

Carbonate sinter: A term applied to tufa lining aqueducts and other water infrastructure. 

Cement: A building material made by grinding calcined limestone and clay to a fine powder, which 

can be mixed with water and poured to set as a solid mass or it is used as an ingredient in making 

mortar or concrete. 

Cistern: A rock-cut subterranean or part subterranean structure with no outlet used to store 

rainwater. It may be a modification of a natural cave or solution feature. It does not connect to the 

water table. 

Debris flow: An ill-sorted water-laden mass of rock and soil that moves downslope under gravity. 

Knickpoint: A sharp change in the valley floor gradient as a result of rejuvenated erosion following 

a change in base level. 

Locus: A portion of an archaeological site containing a feature and spatially separate from other 

contexts and features. 

Mortar: mixtures obtained by mixing a binder, water and sand in suitable proportions used to bond 

diverse types of stone materials or bricks in ancient and modern masonry. 

Orthorectification: in remote sensing the use of elevation data to correct terrain distortion in 

imagery. 

Panchromatic image: in remote sensing, a single band image generally displayed as shades of 

grey. 

Plaster: A mixture of lime or gypsum, sand, and water, sometimes with other additives used to line 

hydraulic installations such as aqueducts, cisterns, tanks and reservoirs. 

Radiocarbon dating: a technique that can provide the age of (mainly organic) materials through 

the determination of the amount of remnant Carbon 14 present. 

Regolith: Unconsolidated material lying on solid bedrock; it includes alluvium, colluvium, soil, and 

weathered bedrock. 

Relict: An ancient landform or feature that has escaped destruction. 
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Relief: The variation in the physical shape of the earth’s surface. 

Reservoir: A rock-cut or masonry structure, typically supraterranean or part subterranean—with an 

inlet and outlet—used to store water, typically from a spring or wadi source.  

Speleothem: A structure formed in a cave by the deposition of minerals (mainly calcium carbonate) 

from water.  

Spolia: the re-use of earlier building material or architectural piece on new monuments 

Transmissivity: A measure of groundwater movement through an aquifer. 

Tufa: Freshwater calcium carbonate precipitated from cool or near ambient temperature waters 

(Ford & Pedley, 1996, pp. 117–118) 

Travertine: Freshwater calcium carbonate precipitated from thermal/hydrothermal waters (Ford & 

Pedley, 1996, pp. 117–118) 

Water channel: A naturally occurring feature that carries water. 

Water table: The upper surface of groundwater. 

Well: A shaft or hole in the ground that connects with the water table. 
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SECTION ONE: RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

 

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

All round rise the low hills covered with stunted oak and the Circassians come and go along 

the beautiful road that they have made and build acanthus leaves and the inscriptions of 

emperors into their tidy houses with small concern for the wonderful city which they have 

inherited. 

-Gertrude Bell, 28 April 1900; Bell (Gertrude) Archive; Newcastle University Library  

 

1.1 General Introduction  

 The provincial Decapolis city of Gerasa (modern Jarash) in northern Jordan has been the subject 

of historical and archaeological research since its rediscovery by the German explorer Ulrich Jasper 

Seetzen in 1806 (Seetzen, 1810, pp. 32–34).1 Archaeological excavations confirm the creation of a 

flourishing Roman provincial city in the first and second centuries AD,2 on the site of a Hellenistic 

settlement established by the second century BC,3 and that an urban settlement continued until at 

least the tenth century.4  

 The Roman city boasted public monuments, bathhouses, and fountains typical of Roman 

provincial cities of this period, but the water management system that sustained the city and its 

agricultural hinterland has received scant attention from scholars. This dissertation critically and 

comprehensively examines the evidence of the infrastructure and management of the water supply 

and distribution system in the Roman–Byzantine period (henceforth the study period) for the first 

time. The distribution networks are analysed from spatial and temporal perspectives, and the 

importance of the water management system is discussed in the context of the city’s development. 

The archaeological chronologies adopted in his thesis are shown in Table 1.1.  

 
1 The Decapolis is the name given to a group or league of Hellenistic cities with generally contiguous territories 
established from colonies founded at various times under Ptolemeic and Seleucid hegemony in the third and second 
centuries BC in an area known as Coele-Syria. Today the cities lie in northern Jordan and Syria apart from Scythopolis, 
which lies west of the Jordan river. 
2 All dates in this thesis are AD unless otherwise stated. 
3 There is a substantial archaeological corpus covering Gerasa in the Hellenistic and Roman–Byzantine periods. 
Kraeling (1938) synthesised the results of archaeological excavations and clearances conducted on the site in the1920s–
early 1930s and, more recently, Raja (2012, pp. 137–175) provided a useful summary of subsequent archaeological 
activities on the site by various teams. 
4 Walmsley (2011a, p. 142) quoted Arabic ninth and tenth century sources that referred to Jarash as a district capital in 
the Jund al-Urdunn. This implies that Jarash was an Islamic urban centre until at least the early tenth century. In 
Walmsley (2018) he suggests that “Phase 2 [of the mosque] ended sometime in the late tenth/mid-eleventh centuries 
AD.” (p. 250). 
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 Seventeen publications were published or prepared for publication by the author during 

candidature and are listed in Appendix A. 

 

Table 1.1. Archaeological chronological chart. Adapted from Kennedy and Bewley, 2004, pp. 11–
12. Pleistocene Ages and Stage names from Cohen, Finney, Gibbard, & Fan, 2013, p. 200. 
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1.2 Aims, Objectives, and Contributions 

 1.2.1 Aims. Despite more than 90 years of archaeological study, little is known of the water 

management system that supplied the city and its rural hinterland in the period 100 BC to AD 700, 

which encompasses the Late Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods. Answers are needed for 

four primary research questions: 

1. What were the water sources? 

2. How was the water transported and stored? 

3. What was the water used for? 

4. How was the system managed? 

Secondary research questions are: 

1. What role did the water management system play in the city’s growth?  

2. What effects did climate change and natural disasters have on the water management 

system and what impact did these factors have on urban and hinterland development? 

Apart from some consideration given to water use in bathhouses and fountains and speculation as to 

the water sources, answers to the basic research questions remained a desideratum at the 

commencement of this study. This thesis aims to answer the research questions through the critical 

evaluation of the available evidence relating to the water management system in the 108 km2 area 

selected for the study. 

 1.2.2 Objectives. The research project (Jarash Water Project or JWP) seeks answers to the 

research questions through the analysis and synthesis of available information from multiple 

sources using a variety of methods. Water management system design is a function of human 

demand and technology, but is influenced by local geographical factors and, therefore, involves 

multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary considerations. The length of the study period and the need 

to understand the system’s physical setting means that the evidence needs to be considered in its 

historical, geoarchaeological, and climatological contexts. The principal environmental foci were, 

therefore, hydrogeology, landscape archaeology, geomorphology, and palaeoclimatology. 

The specific objectives were: 

1. The identification of the water sources and their hydrogeological and palaeoclimatic 

contexts. 

2. The identification of the components of the distribution and storage infrastructure and 

their periods of use. 

3. The identification of the public, domestic, agricultural and industrial water demands in 

both urban and rural contexts.  
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4. The identification of evidence as to how the hydraulic system was managed. 

 1.2.3 Contributions. The study breaks new ground in its holistic approach to the analysis of the 

ancient water management system in the study area. While constrained by inevitable gaps in the 

evidence that result from a landscape modified by natural and human causes over a long period, the 

study provides answers to several fundamental questions about the ancient water management 

system. These answers are relevant to the understanding of the archaeology of the ancient city and 

territory of Gerasa in the Roman–Byzantine period. The study collates all the major water 

management components inside and outside the city for the first time. The results are used to 

establish the first interpretive plans of the urban system in various periods that will directly assist 

researchers studying water installations within the city and the settlement history more broadly.  

 The geoarchaeological studies result in fundamental changes to the interpretation of the 

Quaternary geological history of the Jarash valley (Boyer, 2018a, 2018d). These studies provide 

insights into climatic and landscape changes but are constrained by a lack of absolute dating 

information.  

 

 1.3 The Study Area 

 The ancient city lies in the foothills of the Ajlun Mountains 50 km north of Amman, the modern 

capital of Jordan (Figure 1.1). These mountains are bounded by the Irbid Plateau to the north, the 

Zarqa River to the south and the Mafrak Plateau to the east (Cordova, 2007, p. 32, fig. 2.5).5 The 

boundary of the area selected for the study is the watershed that defines the catchments of the Jarash 

valley and the adjacent Wadi Majarr–Wadi Tannur valley (henceforth the Majarr-Tannur valley) to 

the east (Figures 1.2).6 These valleys co-join 1.5 km upstream of the confluence with the Zarqa 

River (Figure 1.3). This natural physical boundary was selected as it is clearly defined and 

encompasses two richly endowed valleys close to Gerasa that formed the city’s immediate 

agricultural hinterland. In a regional geographical context, the study area occupies the northern part 

of the “Jarash Basin”, as defined by Kennedy (2000, fig. 13; 2004, pp. 203–204), which forms the 

western part of the much larger “Zarqa River Basin” (Al-Abed & Al-Sharif, 2008, p. 1204) (Figure 

1.4).  

 The boundary of Gerasene territory in the Greco–Byzantine period is not precisely known, but 

rock inscriptions interpreted by Seigne (1997c) to be markers along the south-eastern boundary of 

 
5 This area is described as the “Ajlun Highland” in Admiralty, Naval Intelligence Division (1943, pp. 407–410). 
6 Jarash valley is the name given in this thesis to the drainage that stretches from the town of Suf in the north-west 
through Jarash to the confluence with the Zarqa River to the south (known locally at various points along its length 
from north to south as Wadi Suf, Wadi ed Deir or Wadi Jarash). 
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Gerasene territory lie roughly along the eastern watershed of the Majarr–Tannur valley.7 Seigne 

regarded these inscriptions as possibly being of second-century date, but Walmsley (2003a, n. 9) 

considered it more likely that they date to the Islamic period.  

 

 1.4. Methods and Sources of Evidence 

 The holistic study of the ancient water management system embraced in this thesis collects 

evidence from diverse sources using a variety of methods, and the interdisciplinary approach 

permits the results to be viewed in their historical, archaeological and geoarchaeological contexts. 

Given the lack of previous investigation in the subject matter, this thesis is necessarily 

comprehensive, as it is only possible to consider the operation of a water management system if 

there is an understanding of all of the system’s components. It draws on written and photographic 

evidence in the published corpus, augmented by unpublished archival material, combined with the 

collection of new evidence from ground surveys conducted by the author. Descriptions of these 

various sources of evidence are presented in Sections 1.4.3 to 1.4.6. 

 The application of the combined approach was not uniform within the study area, as preliminary 

analysis revealed a concentration of evidence of water installations in the Jarash valley in the city’s 

immediate hinterland, and no systematic ground surveys were conducted inside the western part of 

the ancient city within the Jarash Archaeological Park.  

 1.4.1 Previous studies. Summaries of research on elements of the water management system are 

provided in Boyer (2016b, 2016c). They show that despite the well-preserved ruins on the west side 

of the city, and intense archaeological scrutiny over an extended period, published work on 

Gerasa’s water management system is mostly limited to studies of bathhouses (Lepaon, 2008, 

2012a, 2012b) and fountains (Seigne, 2008). Urban water infrastructure is discussed briefly in Stott 

et al. (2018), but there is no published study of the city’s water infrastructure comparable to the 

detailed studies on the systems that supplied other Decapolis cities in northern Jordan.8 Two 

projects, the Late Antique Jarash Project (Blanke & Walmsley, 2012, pp. 703–704) and the Jarash 

North-west Quarter Project (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2012–2019), recently commenced 

investigations into water management systems in two residential areas in the western part of the city 

that will likely expand the findings in this thesis.  

 
7 Sapin (1998, p. 118) suggested that the inscriptions were markers demarcating the limit of the rangeland of nomads. 
Caneva et al. (2001, p. 87) suggested an alternative reading whereby the markers represent termini of the municipality 
of Gerasa, as distinct to the territory of Gerasa, which they considered to be more extensive to the east. 
8 For hydraulic studies on Gadara see Al-Daire, 2004; Döring 2005; Kerner, Krebs & Michaelis, 1997. For regional 
hydraulic studies in northern Jordan see Döring, 2004, 2005, 2008, 2016; Kerner, 2004. 
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 The major monuments on the west side of the city have been the main foci of archaeological 

investigations in the study area until recently.9 Published works on water infrastructure in the city’s 

hinterland include brief commentaries on the ancient rural systems east of Jarash (Sapin, 1998, p. 

112) and in the Jarash valley (Kennedy, 2007, pp. 68–70), and preliminary observations on Gerasa’s 

water supply in the context of its hinterland by Seigne (2008). The mostly unpublished results of the 

Jarash Hinterland Survey (henceforth JHS) are particularly important as they record many water 

installations in the city’s immediate hinterland, an area that has seen much damage and destruction 

from building and agricultural activity in recent decades. 

 The lack of previous research into the ancient water management system left many issues 

unresolved. The published archaeological corpus records many water infrastructure components 

within the western part of the ancient city, but there was no attempt to place these components into 

a detailed understanding of the overall delivery and storage system prior to this thesis. The thesis by 

Pickett (2015) describes and analyses elements of Gerasa’s intramural water management system—

especially the fountains along the main street (Cardo), but is not a comprehensive synthesis.10 

While Seigne (2008) studied some fountains on the west side of the city, three of the city’s largest 

water installations—the Nymphaeum, the West Baths and the Large East Baths—have yet to be 

fully excavated and studied. The partially excavated Nymphaeum has been dated from an 

inscription to AD 191 (Welles, 1938, p. 406 no. 69) but its period of use is uncertain, and the 

precise dates of construction and use of the two thermae have still to be determined. The bathhouses 

are the best-studied water installations in the city and are comprehensively described by Lepaon 

(2008, 2012a, 2012b). 

 There was no published analysis of water sources before the present study. Qairawan spring has 

long been recognised as an important intramural source on the east bank of the wadi, and remains so 

to this day; however, its use in antiquity is obscure. The spring lies below the level of the fountains 

and baths on the west side of the city and this fact sustained the long-held assumption that water 

from the spring and reservoir complex at Birketein, 1.6 km north of the city, supplied the west side 

of the city (e.g. Browning, 1982, p. 213; Fisher, 1932, p. 11; Freeman, 2008, p. 21; McCown, 

1938a, p. 162; Watts, 1984, p. 23;). Little evidence was put forward to support this contention. 

Seigne (2004, p. 176) was the only researcher, prior to the present study, to offer a contrary view, 

suggesting instead that the city’s water source probably lay upstream of Birketein. The supply of 

 
9 The names of the major monuments and archaeological features in this thesis follow the convention established in 
Kraeling (1938) and have initial capitals. 
10 The names of streets within Gerasa follow the Latin naming convention adopted in Kraeling (1938), although these 
names differ from earlier names used by the Yale Expedition (see for example Fisher, 1932). 
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water to the east side of the city above the elevation of Qairawan spring in antiquity was unknown 

prior to the present study. Several publications refer to ancient aqueducts in the city’s hinterland; 

most relate to the Jarash valley (e.g. Baker & Kennedy, 2011; Seigne, 2004), although Sapin (1998, 

p. 112) noted several “micro-irrigation systems” in the Majarr–Tannur valley. 

 A core element of the study was the recording of archaeological sites related to the ancient water 

management system in the city’s hinterland using focused field-walking surveys. The JHS relied on 

a similar approach and recorded 1141 archaeological sites within a 3.8 km2 area immediately 

surrounding the ancient city (Kennedy & Baker, 2009; Baker & Kennedy, 2010, 2011). Ten per 

cent of the JHS sites were water-related; however, the present study is the first to focus on water 

installations.  

 Many archaeological ground surveys have been conducted in north-western Jordan, and some of 

these (at least partially) cover the study area (Figure 1.5 and Table 1.2).  

 

Table 1.2. Table of ground surveys conducted wholly or partially within the study area. By author. 
 

 
 

They are divided into two groups based on the intensity of coverage and recording detail.11 The first 

(regional non-selective) group focused on the preliminary recording and dating of individual 

occupation sites of all ages identified from wide-ranging, regional-scale surveys through the study 

of sherd scatters. The “Jarash–Tell-Husn Highway Survey” is an example of a more localised 

regional survey within this group. The second (local, chronologically selective) group recorded 

similar information as the first group but focused on sites relating to specific occupation periods 

within a smaller geographic area. Sapin’s study of the Ajlun–Jarash district (1985) pioneered the 

 
11 This grouping differs in some respects from the grouping of ground surveys in north-west Jordan adopted by 
Kennedy (2004, table 1). 
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geoarchaeological approach in the district,12 and he used a similar approach in his study in the 

Majarr-Tannur valley (Sapin 1998). Sapin’s survey results (and others) were included in a 

comprehensive critical review and analysis by Bradbury, Braemer and Sala (2014).  

 1.4.2 Primary literary and non-literary sources. The study identified four types of primary 

sources (viz. literary, epigraphic, mosaic and numismatic), but these sources yielded little evidence 

relevant to the water management system.  

 References to the few primary literary sources from the Classical period that mention or refer to 

Gerasa are summarised in Cohen (2006, pp. 248–253) and Kraeling (1938, pp. 28–63); however, 

none of the primary texts mentions the city’s water management system or its components. Several 

primary texts from the first and sixth centuries record Gerasa’s inclusion of the Decapolis, but they 

provide no details about the city or its territory.13 Jarash is mentioned by the Arab geographer 

Yakubi in AD 891 and by Yakut in AD 1225 (as cited in Le Strange 1890, p. 462); both were 

written after the study period, but their observations provide rare, contemporary, insights into 

conditions in the city. Yakubi noted that the population in the town was half Greek and half Arab, 

yet less than 250 years later Yakut reported that: 

Jarash is the name of what was once a mighty city but is now a total ruin. This I am told by 

those who have seen it. There are wells of the ‘Adite days to be seen here. Through its midst 

runs a river, which turns at the present day several mills.  

(Yakut. ii 61 as cited in Le Strange, 1890, p. 462) 

Mosaics from various buildings in Gerasa were comprehensively described by Crowfoot (1931a, 

pp. 39–48), Biebel (1938, pp. 297–352) and Piccirillo (1993, pp. 272–300). Water-related scenes 

include the representations of water-birds and fish in mosaics from the Church of St Cosmas and 

Damian, the Church of the Apostles Prophets and Martyrs, and the Church of Saints Peter and Paul 

(Biebel, 1938, pp. 327–337). Perhaps the most significant depiction is a riverine landscape with 

ducks and fish in the mosaic from the Church of St John the Baptist (Biebel, 1938, p. 327) (Figure 

1.6). Such landscapes are recorded elsewhere in the Levant and are often taken to be Nilotic scenes, 

but in Gerasa the scene also resonates in the context of Wadi Jarash and the city’s ancient name, 

Antioch on the Chrysorrhoas.14 

 
12 Sapin divides his study area is into 19 sectors (1985, fig. 2): Sector VII is almost identical with the boundary of the 
Jarash valley used in this thesis and Sector XI broadly coincides with the Majarr–Tannur valley.  
13 They include the philosopher Pliny the Elder and the historian Josephus in the first century, the geographer and 
scientist Ptolemy in the second century, the historians Eusebius of Caesarea and Ammianus Marcellinus in the fourth 
century and the Greek grammarian Stephanus of Byzantium in the sixth century (Cohen, 2006, pp. 248–253). 
14 Hachlili (1998, table 1) provided A list of “Nilotic elements on Byzantine Mosaic Pavements” in Israel, Jordan, Syria 
and North Africa. Nilotic scenes had long been a feature of Roman decoration: See for example Meyboom, 1995, pp. 
350–352. 
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More information on the city’s water management system was revealed in a review of the 

published corpus of inscriptions,15 which identified six Greek inscriptions relating to water 

installations or water consumers.16 Ancient coinage from Gerasa is described by Bellinger (1938), 

Spijkerman (1975) and Walmsley (1999); however, much of the material brought to light since the 

commencement of the Jerash Archaeological Project in the early 1980s has yet to be published. 

There are no examples of water installations in published numismatic material, but river-gods are 

commonly depicted on coins from the second half of the second century and the early third century 

(Spijkerman, 1975, pp. 77–82).  

 1.4.3 Secondary literary sources. Published secondary literary sources were examined for 

evidence relating to the water management system. There is an extensive (and rapidly expanding) 

published corpus relating to archaeological investigations conducted in the 20th century, but the 

review also encompassed literary sources relating to visits to the area by foreigners in the 19th 

century. In the course of the review of the published corpus, the author became aware of potentially 

relevant and essential unpublished literary materials in various archives, and this resulted in visits to 

archives at Yale University in the USA, Dorchester, London and Oxford in the UK and to the DAI 

archives in Berlin.  

 19th-century sources. The study found evidence of 34 visits to Jarash by foreign parties before 

Circassian settlement in 1878 in published and unpublished accounts (see Appendix B); however, 

this total is not exhaustive, especially with respect to unpublished visits. These records are an 

important corpus, as at the beginning of the 19th-century the site had lain mostly undisturbed since 

the cessation of urban occupation around the tenth century. A useful recent overview of 19th-

century visitors is provided by Mortensen (2018).17 Since the commencement of the study, the 

author has published three works on the early visitors, focusing on the contributions by William 

John Bankes and Charles Barry (Boyer, 2015; 2016a) and, to a lesser extent, James Silk 

Buckingham (Boyer, 2017a).  

 The establishment of the Circassian colony in 1878 resulted in serious damage to the extant 

ruins, and details of the city area recorded by visitors before this date are, therefore, particularly 

 
15 Welles (1938, pp. 355–494) remains a key epigraphic reference, with more recent information provided by Agusta-
Boularot & Seigne (2002, 2005), Agusta-Boularot, Seigne & Mujalli (2004), and especially by Gatier (1982, 1988, 
2002).  
16 They comprise a first century dedication to a reservoir or pool in the Artemis complex (Welles, 1938, p. 389 no. 28), 
two second century dedications to fountains (Welles, 1938, p. 404 no. 63, p. 406 no. 69), two early third century 
dedications from an association of fullers (Gatier, 1985, p. 308), an association of gardeners (Gatier, 1985, pp. 310–
312), and two sixth-century dedications to a “pool, bath or canal” (Welles, 1938, pp. 469–470 nos. 277–278). 
17 A comprehensive two-volume work entitled On the Golden River: Gerasa through the Eyes of 19th and 20th Century 
Visitors (Lichtenberger & Raja, forthcoming) is planned for publication in 2019. It will contain contributions by the 
author on visits by Francis Chesney, Alban Guillaume-Rey, Josias Porter and George Robinson. 
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valuable, and are in some cases unique. The importance of these contributions is variable due to the 

knowledge, skill-sets and experience of party members, the size of the surveying party, and the 

length of time the party spent on the site, but even observations by “tourists” can provide 

corroborative evidence. Many visits to Jarash were of short duration—typically one or two days—

notable early exceptions being those by William John Bankes. Details of the duration of important 

visits between 1805 and 1819 are given in Boyer (2015, pp. 37–38, fig. 4.1).  

 The records of the 19th-century visitors typically included written descriptions that were 

occasionally augmented with plans, drawings, and watercolours and—from 1844—photographs. 

Ground-plans of the city area are particularly valuable sources of archaeological evidence, and a list 

of published and unpublished plans by 19th-century visitors identified in the study is given in Table 

1.3. 18 These plans are discussed further in Boyer (2016a, pp. 288–296).  

 

Table 1.3. List of town plans of Gerasa drawn by 19th-century visitors. By author. 

 
 

 Detailed plans of monuments and buildings were recorded by Bankes, Buckingham, Barry, 

Warren, and Schumacher.19 Before the introduction of photography, the appearance of the site was 

 
18 Koch (2013, 42) stated that during his visit to Gerasa (1834), Catherwood “managed to find the time to make the first 
detailed map of Gerasa” and that this map “became part of the Robert Hay collection that was bestowed to the British 
Museum.” Koch is incorrect; the map attributed to Catherwood, now in the British Library (BL ADD.M.29859_f44), is 
in fact a hand-drawn coloured copy of the plan of the city published by Buckingham (Buckingham, 1821, p. 342). 
19 The plans and drawings of Bankes and Barry are described comprehensively by Boyer (2015; 2016a). Buckingham’s 
plans and drawings published in 1821 are virtually identical to plans and drawings by Bankes that relate to the visit on 
31st January–1st February 1816 (see Boyer, 2017a, especially pp. 188–189), although he later claimed that they were 
drawn during a later separate visit by him (Boyer, 2017a, pp. 188–189). 
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preserved in landscape drawings, watercolours and lithographs; foremost among these are the 

drawings and plans by Bankes and Barry (DHC and RIBA archives), and the drawings by William 

Tipping in 1842 (Victoria and Albert Museum archive). Well-executed lithographs of views of the 

western side of the city were published by Léon de Laborde (1837, pp. 94–98), who visited the site 

briefly in 1827. The first known photographs were taken in 1844, and views of Jarash were 

regularly being taken by the leading contemporary Levantine photographers by the 1870s. Taking 

into account site descriptions, plans, and drawings, the most significant archaeological contributions 

from the 19th-century visitors come from the records of private visits made before 1820, and the 

later Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF)-sponsored expeditions by Warren in 1867 and Schumacher 

between 1891 and 1900.  

 The first known European visitor to Jarash was the German geographic explorer Ulrich Jasper 

Seetzen, who was sponsored by the fledgeling Palestine Association (Kark & Goren, 2011, p. 264). 

His one-day visit in March 1806 provided a brief description of the ruins and the first confirmation 

that the site was Gerasa, but made no reference to water-related infrastructure (Seetzen, 1810, pp. 

32–34). He was followed six years later by the Swiss explorer and orientalist Johann Ludwig 

Burckhardt, who spent only four hours on the site but completed a circuit around the city walls and 

provided the first ground-plan of the city (Burckhardt, 1822, pp. 251–265). Burckhardt was also the 

first to record details of springs in the Jarash valley and aqueducts in the city.  

 The period 1816–1819 saw six visits by English parties, three of which were led by the classicist 

and explorer William John Bankes. Very little of Bankes original commentary on these visits has 

survived (but see Bowsher, 1997), and we are obliged to rely on published descriptions by several 

of his travelling companions, especially James Silk Buckingham (1821, pp. 349–405) and Charles 

Irby and James Mangles (1823, pp. 308–318), and on the plans and drawings in the DHC and RIBA 

archives. Barry was responsible for compiling the results of Bankes’ 1816 and 1818 visits onto 

detailed and accurate plans and architectural drawings in preparation for a publication project that 

was never completed (Boyer, 2015).20 A detailed plan of the city titled General Plan of the 

Rvins[sic] of Djerash,21 (henceforth General Plan) compiled by Barry in 1820 shows a level of 

detail and accuracy that was not surpassed in the 19th century (Figure 1.7). In addition to recording 

several water installations within and adjacent to the city, the General Plan shows the first outline of 

the Birketein reservoir north of the city. Close study has found Bankes’ watercolours to be accurate 

enough to be considered as de facto photographs and provide valuable contemporary evidence of 

 
20 Contrary to a claim by March (2009, p. 260), Barry did not travel with Bankes but led a separate party to the site in 
May 1819. 
21 DHC archive reference D-BKL/H/J/7/3/1. 

https://www.google.com.au/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22L%C3%A9on+marquis+de+Laborde%22
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site conditions a quarter of a century before the first photographs by George Keith in 1844 (Keith, 

1848). 

 The significance of Charles Warren’s four-day survey of Gerasa conducted in August 1867 

(Warren, 1870) lies in his photographs and drawings of individual monuments, now in the PEF 

archives, rather than in the brief published description and his survey sketch of the city.22 His 

drawings of the Artemis temple include the first detailed plan of the large vaults beneath the cella 

(see Chapter 5), and his detailed plan of the Large East Baths contains unique detail. 

 Gottlieb Schumacher made many visits to Jarash between 1891 and 1900, and his descriptions of 

the site and hinterland were brought together in Dscherasch published in 1902. His plan of the city 

(Schumacher, 1902, Pl. 6–7) lacked some of the detail contained in Barry’s General Plan but was 

the first to contain elevations and detailed topographic cross-sections of the city based on a 

theodolite survey (Figure 1.8). He was also unique among 19th-century visitors in that he published 

detailed plans and drawings of the Birketein reservoir and the adjacent theatre. 

 Post-19th-century sources. The corpus of archaeological literature on various sites within and 

adjacent to Gerasa is substantial. Archaeological activities at Gerasa in the quarter of a century 

following the publication of Schumacher’s Dscherasch were largely limited to epigraphic studies, 

especially by Lucas (1901) and Thomsen (1917).23 The first systematic field-based archaeological 

activities in Gerasa were initiated and supervised in 1925 by George Horsfield, an architect 

employed by the newly formed Department of Antiquities of Palestine. The work in this early phase 

focused on urgent repairs and conservation on major monuments inside and outside the walled city 

to make the site accessible and appealing to tourists (Horsfield, 1926).  

 The first systematic archaeological excavations were carried out by a joint team from Yale 

University and the British School in Jerusalem under the field direction of John Crowfoot, and later 

by a joint Yale- American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR) team under the direction of 

George Fisher in a series of field campaigns conducted between 1928 and 1934 (henceforth 

collectively referred to as the Yale Expedition). The work was largely confined to intramural sites. 

The team focused on excavating the Christian Churches under Crowfoot; however, under Fisher, 

the focus shifted to the pre-Christian monuments. The results were published in a series of annual 

reports (Crowfoot, 1929b; Fisher, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1934; McGown, 1931) and ultimately 

compiled into a monograph edited by Kraeling (1938), which remains a critical archaeological 

 
22 Warren felt that he could add little to the descriptions of the site published by Burckhardt and Buckingham; however, 
this may have been an afterthought, as he failed to take copies of these publications with him on his field visit (Warren, 
1870, p. 301). 
23 A party led by Otto Puchstein spent a month on the site in 1902 but nothing was published of the work conducted 
apart from a few photographs (Kraeling, 1938, p. 2) 
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reference despite its age. Separate studies were published on the Christian Churches (Crowfoot 

1929a, 1930, 1931a, 1931b), inscriptions (Jones 1928a, 1928b, 1930) and coins (Bellinger, 1938), 

however much of the work conducted between 1928 and 1934 is unpublished, and the records are 

retained in the Yale University Art Gallery (YUAG) archives.  

 Clearance and conservation work continued in the late 1930s and resumed in the post-WW2 

period under Lankester Harding (Harding, 1949). Archaeological activities in the 1950s, 1960s and 

early 1970s were limited mainly to restoration work on several monuments; for example, the South 

Theatre (Kirkbride, 1960) and clearance and restoration work by the Department of Antiquities of 

Jordan (DOA) (e.g. Kalayan, 1981, 1982). Plans for the creation of the Jarash National Park in the 

1960s stimulated renewed interest in the site, and a “Master Plan” was prepared for the Jordanian 

government (Jordan. Jordan Planning Team, 1968). The late 1970s saw a move towards a better 

understanding of the occupational and stratigraphic historiography of the city with the instigation of 

excavations in the city’s south-west quarter in 1975–1977 (Barghouti, 1982). This work identified 

new buildings of Hellenistic date and a revised understanding of street layout in the south-west 

quarter. Archaeological momentum was sustained with an evaluation of the Artemis sanctuary by 

an Italian team under Roberto Parapetti in 1977 (Parapetti, 1983–1984a, 1983–1984b, 1989, 2012).  

 The Jerash Archaeology Project (JAP) initiative launched by the Jordanian government in 1982 

was the most significant advancement of archaeological activity since the Yale Expedition. The 

focus was on the excavation and preservation of the pre-Islamic buildings and monuments and the 

western side of the city and was partitioned into “concessional” excavation areas divided between 

various international archaeological teams. These concessions had ceased to have much meaning by 

the end of the 1990s, and research horizons expanded. Outcomes of this approach included the 

Jerash City Walls Project, summarised in Kehrberg-Ostraz & Manley (2019), and the discovery of 

the remains of a sixth-century water-powered stone saw in the Artemis sanctuary (Seigne, 2002a). 

The DOA continued to carry out excavation and restoration activities throughout this period; 

however, very little of this work has been published.  

 By the end of the 1990s, the main excavation activities on the JAP projects had been completed, 

and attention turned to restoration. The practice had been for the international teams to publish only 

interim and occasional reports on their projects,  with the result that no comprehensive reports 

synthesising the activities and the results have yet been published for the larger projects such as the 

Zeus and the Artemis temple sanctuaries and the Islamic Jerash Project.24 By the end of the 1990s, 

 
24 There are, for example, at least 32 published titles specifically relating to the Zeus temple precinct and 36 titles 
specifically relating to the Artemis temple precinct. 
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archaeological knowledge of Gerasa had been materially advanced, but the results were strongly 

prejudiced in favour of the major monuments. Less than 15% of the city area had been excavated, 

and nearly all of this had been on the west side. Minimal work had been directed towards the 

suburban living areas before the excavations in the south-west quarter by Barghouti (1982), and the 

eastern side of the city was “terra incognita” in terms of its archaeological historiography. These 

prejudices had hampered Fisher (1938, pp. 14–15) in his early review of the city’s urban setting and 

continued to severely constrain the better-informed interpretations of the city’s urban plan and 

historiography published in the 1980s and 1990s (Barghouti, 1982; Parapetti, 1983–1984a, 1983–

1984b; Seigne, 1999a 1999b).  

 Two significant subsequent developments record welcome changes to the archaeological focus 

within the city. The first, the work by the Danish Islamic Jarash Project team on the Umayyad 

congregational mosque initiated in 2002, was the first major Islamic project within the city. The 

mosque was constructed over the Roman–Byzantine Central bathhouse (Blanke, 2015) and 

investigations have conclusively demonstrated that the city continued as an urban centre into at least 

the tenth century (Blanke, Damgaard, Simpson & Walmsley, 2007; Walmsley & Damgaard, 

2005).25 The second was the Jarash North-west Quarter Project (henceforth the DGNWQ project) 

initiated in 2011. This comprehensive project is focusing on the domestic settlement history of a 

part of the city away from the known major monuments and has already yielded valuable 

information on the settlement history (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2015, 2016b, 2018a, 2018b) and the 

water supply network (Lichtenberger & Raja 2017) in this part of the city.  

 1.4.4 Photographic and imagery sources. The changing landscape in the project area brought 

about by natural weathering processes and the passage of time was exacerbated with the resumption 

of permanent occupation of the city area by Circassian colonists in 1878, and greatly accelerated in 

the late 20th century with the growth of the modern town and administrative centre of Jarash. As 

described in Section 1.4.3, investigations have demonstrated that these changes can be traced in the 

records, plans and drawings of the early 19th century visitors, but the development of 

photography—and in particular the use of aerial photography during WW1—introduced a valuable 

new recording and analytical tool for researchers. The modern development of remote sensing in 

the form of satellite imagery has added new perspectives, especially when applied in a Global 

Information System (GIS) context, with the laser airborne scanning (ALS) survey results recently 

published by Lichtenberger, Raja and Stott (2019) being the most recent manifestation. All of these 

 
25 A sub-project, the Late Antique Jarash Project, is investigating the domestic settlement history in the south-west 
quarter of the city (Blanke & Walmsley, 2012). 
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information sources were utilised in the search for, and examination of, evidence relating to the 

water management systems in the study area in this thesis. 

 Ground Photography. The study made extensive use of historical (pre-1977) ground 

photographs. There had been selective use of such photographs by several researchers in the Gerasa 

area previously (for example Seigne, 1989a), and the present study found that these photographs 

were a particularly valuable record of archaeological evidence in the city area.  

 The first ground photographs of Gerasa were three views taken by George Keith in 1844 and 

published by his father, the Rev. Alexander Keith (Howe, 1997, p. 23; Keith, 1848;) (Figure 1.9). 

They provide a valuable visual “snapshot” of the ruins on the west side of the city and can be used 

to corroborate the statements made by travellers of this period. Fourteen years later, the young 

French surveyor Emmanuel Guillaume-Rey took several daguerreotype photographs of monuments 

on the west bank of the city, including a detailed panorama (Rey, 1861, Plate XX) (Figure 1.10). 

Lithographs of original photographs were used in publications in this early period, as the printing of 

daguerreotype photographs proved difficult. Guillaume-Rey’s photographs, together with a series of 

eight photographs taken in 1864 by Louis Vignes (Luynes, 1874) and photographs taken later by 

Henry Phillips and Tancrède Dumas (Abujaber & Cobbing, 2005, figs 55–77), form a valuable 

corpus of detailed photographs of the city in the 15 years preceding Circassian settlement. While 

these photographs mostly depict views of the western side of the city, background views also 

provide visual records of the eastern part of the city before the establishment of the Circassian 

village in 1878.  

 The photographic corpus rapidly expanded in the late 19th century/pre-WW2 British mandate 

period, with material from visitors and professional photographers such as Bonfils, Dumas (Hallote, 

Cobbing & Spurr, 2013, figs. 49–70) and others from the American Colony in Jerusalem. 

Abamalek-Lazarev (1897), Schumacher (1902), and Libbey and Hoskins (1905) were notable 

contributors to the photographic corpus around the turn of the 20th century. The number of 

photographs increased exponentially during the first half of the 20th century with the addition of the 

photographs taken during the clearances and archaeological excavations conducted by the Yale 

Expedition.  

 The dearth of archaeological activity in the post-WW2 period prior to 1977 is reflected in the 

reduction in published photographs from this period. While some ground photographs were 

published (e.g. Kraeling, 1938) many more were not and remain in scattered archives around the 

world. Many photographic archives containing material relating to the study area were accessed 

during the present study, and archives in the UK (UCL, MEC, and PEF), USA (YUAG) and 
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Germany (DAI) were visited in person. The largest archival repositories are the Library of 

Congress, YUAG, and UCL, however important photographs are located in smaller archives—

notably those of Howard Butler, and Harry Philby. 

 Aerial Photography. Historical aerial photography has been used by many researchers in the 

study area, most recently by Stott et al. (2018), and the present study made extensive use of these 

resources. A catalogue of relevant pre-WW2 APs is provided in Appendix C. Except for three 

German aerial photographs (APs) published in Dalman (1925, figs. 91–93), and occasional images 

published by modern researchers (for example Kennedy, 1998, 2004; Lucke, Schmidt, Bäumler & 

Al-Saad, 2007; Segal, 1981), the majority are unpublished and held in various archival repositories. 

The photographs are either vertical (taken at an angle of 90 degrees to the earth’s surface with the 

aircraft in level flight), or oblique (taken at various other angles to the earth’s surface). When 

available, a combination of vertical or oblique APs and ground photography provides a three-

dimensional view that aids interpretation. 

 The AP technique was pioneered in the Near East by German archaeologist Theodor Wiegand in 

WW1 in his capacity as Inspector of Monuments in Syria and Palestine under the Turkish 

administration (Gerster & Trümpler, 2005, pp. 11–12). Wiegand was followed by Gustav Dalman 

(1925), Père Poidebard (1934) and O. G. S. Crawford (1929) in the 1920s. The RAF flew several 

AP sorties over Transjordan in the inter-war British Mandate period, and the use of APs also 

became an established practice in this period by some archaeologists, including Sir Aurel Stein in 

the Jarash area (Gregory & Kennedy, 1985). An overview of the use of historical aerial imagery in 

the Middle East is provided by Bewley and Kennedy (2012). 

 The first AP’s of Jarash were taken in WW1 by the German and Australian air forces.26 Only a 

single photograph of Jarash has been located in the Australian archives; however, the German air 

force flew at least three sorties in early 1918 that included nine vertical and 13 oblique photographs 

taken at various altitudes.27 With one exception, the vertical photographs were taken in two separate 

runs and provide stereoscopic overlap: An example is presented in Figure 1.11. These photographs 

are generally of good quality and provide a detailed “snapshot” of the condition of the ruins and 

landscape just 40 years after the establishment of the Circassian village over the ruins on the eastern 

side of the city and, importantly, before the modifications to the site brought about by the clearances 

and archaeological excavations during the British Mandate period. They, therefore, provide a 

 
26 It is likely that the RAF also flew photographic missions over Jarash in WWI but none have been published and the 
author was unable to locate any in archives. 
27 These photographs are retained in the DAI, Archiv der Zentrale, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand in Berlin. 
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baseline that, when compared with later photographs, allows changes in the local landscape to be 

monitored.  

 The Hunting Aerial Surveys (HAS) APs taken in 1953–1954 provide complete coverage of the 

study area, although they are at a scale of about 1:25,000 and are therefore less detailed than the 

pre-WW2 photographs. They formed the basis of the Remote Sensing for Archaeology in the Middle 

East project, a long-term research project initiated by David Kennedy at UWA. In the Jarash area, 

HAS photographs were analysed in some detail by Kennedy (2000, 2004) in his studies of the 

Jerash Basin and surrounding areas.  

 The RSAME project was supplemented in by the commencement of flying aerial photographic 

sorties in Jordan in 1997 under the Aerial Archaeology in Jordan project (AAJ), a sub-project of the 

Aerial Photographic Archive for Archaeology in the Middle East project (APAAME) (Kennedy & 

Bewley, 2009). APAAME commenced taking APs in the Jarash area in 1998, with >4,000 APs 

taken in the study area to date. They are generally oblique photographs taken at low altitudes and 

are the most detailed in the AP corpus. They are invaluable aids as targeting, recording and 

monitoring tools in support of field surveys and provide an unrivalled record of landscape change in 

the study area over 20 years.  

 Satellite Imagery. Aircraft and satellite-borne remote sensing is now routinely employed as an 

interpretational tool in archaeology and is particularly useful in the assessment of large areas. Both 

publicly available and specially commissioned satellite imagery products were used in the creation 

of this thesis. Publicly available colour imagery products with a generally good resolution such as 

Google Earth and Bing were used in conjunction with historical black and white APs as aids in 

interpretation, field-work planning, and base-map creation. They provide three-dimensional 

photograph-like images of the earth’s surface on a flexible internet-based GIS platform. Such 

products have been used before in the Jarash area; the JHS survey, for example, used Google Earth 

imagery as base-maps for field surveys (Baker &Kennedy, 2011, p. 452).  

 In addition, two separate satellite-based commercial imagery packages were acquired to provide 

the digital surface model (DSM) and other digital products for use in the study. 

 ALOS World 3D topographic data (AW3D). Commercially available, high-resolution 2.5 m 

panchromatic and DSM topographic data were acquired over a roughly rectangular area of 584 km2 

from AW3D satellite imagery collected between 2005 and 2011 (Figure 1.12). The raw data were 

processed by Geoimage Pty Ltd to generate 5 m contours and enhancements such as slope and 

aspect images to aid landscape analysis. 
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 Pleiades satellite imagery. Detailed, very high resolution (0.5 m panchromatic; 2 m 

multispectral) orthorectified satellite imagery was captured from the Pleiades satellite in one swathe 

of 179 km2 over the study area on 19/06/2013 (Figure 1.13). The data were processed into images 

by Geoimage Pty Ltd and used to provide high-resolution baseline multispectral coverage to assist 

in the identification and interpretation of archaeological sites and field targeting.  

 1.4.5 Archaeological evidence from new field surveys. The use of new pedestrian field surveys 

to identify and record water-related installations and infrastructure within the study area was an 

important empirical element of the overall study. As noted in Section 1.4.1, field survey techniques 

were applied to parts of the study area in the past, notably by JHS; however, the current study is the 

first purposive survey to focus on water-related sites.  

 The technique involved the identification of actual and potential archaeological sites of interest 

derived from desk-top studies of the literary corpus and visual sources, and drawing up prioritised 

lists of targets to be ground-checked and recorded. The resultant targets were not evenly spread 

throughout the study area but tended to be concentrated downstream of known water sources, 

usually springs, where localised intensive field surveys were conducted in areas identified as being 

of particular interest. The survey areas were, therefore, often defined by geomorphological 

boundaries. Water sources are typically located close to valley floors or in the adjacent wadi banks, 

and lower foothills in the valleys of the main drainages (the Jarash and Majarr–Tannur valleys), 

which resulted in intensive surveys being conducted preferentially in these areas; less extensive 

surveys were conducted on the upper valley slopes and upland areas. The author had already gained 

prior experience as a member of the JHS team that surveyed the city’s immediate hinterland (Baker 

& Kennedy, 2010, 2011; Kennedy & Baker 2009;), and the 114 water-related archaeological sites 

recorded during that survey formed a useful base for the current study. Key water-installations 

recorded by JHS were revisited and, in some cases, re-interpreted and recorded in more detail. No 

archaeological excavations were attempted during the study apart from occasional small test pits 

allowed under the DOA survey permits.  

The field survey methodology employed was generally similar to that employed by JHS with the 

additional intensive use of historical photographs and the theodolite surveying of selected sites. 

Field surveys involved field-walking along traverses and intensive field-walking in specific 

localities or areas of archaeological interest identified from photographic and satellite imagery 

analysis. At each new archaeological locality, the main features were measured, recorded onto plans 

and Mega-Jordan field sheets and photographed using a digital camera. Field sketches were drawn, 

and the physical location or each locus was determined from hand-held Garmin GPSMap 76Sx 
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instrument to an accuracy of 4 to 6 m. A Topcon differential Global Positioning System (GPS) 

instrument was used at sites JWP 140 and JWP 146 to obtain additional spatial accuracy, and 

theodolite surveys were conducted at nine sites of particular archaeological interest. Sherd and flint 

lithic materials were collected at several sites, and samples of mortar/plaster and carbonate sediment 

were collected from water-installations for further analysis and dating. Geological and landscape 

data were also recorded, and some geological samples—mainly tufa and speleothems—were 

collected for analysis and possible dating. Data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet-based 

database that recorded site type, location, photographic reference and samples collected in addition 

to being recorded on Mega-Jordan forms. Site details are presented in Appendix D. 

Nine main structural types were identified during three seasons of the ground survey, and a total 

of 161 structures were recorded from 93 localities. Site locations are identified in Figures1.14–

1.16, and a chart showing the breakdown of the main structural types recorded at these localities is 

presented in Figure 1.17. 

 The use of less-intensive surveys over parts of the study area means that the study did not 

capture every recordable water installation, however intensive coverage in the main river valleys 

meant that the recording of currently visible remnants of the larger water installations (i.e. the main 

conduits, reservoirs and basins) was comprehensive. The small number of cisterns recorded in the 

field survey certainly does not reflect the total number of cisterns in the study area observed on the 

ground and from APs and satellite imagery.  

 The thesis focuses on water management in the Hellenistic–Byzantine period; however, water-

related installations can be difficult to date from observation alone and, in practice, all such 

installations were recorded in the field unless they were obviously of modern date.  

 1.4.6 Dating evidence. 

 Dating from archaeological evidence. Some of the water installations recorded in the published 

corpus from inside the city were found in secure stratigraphic contexts that permitted the dating of 

their construction and use through the application of ceramic typology. Examples include the dating 

of the use of the Central Baths from the third century to the late seventh-early eighth century 

(Blanke et al., 2007, pp. 195–196) and the dating of a cistern (“067”) flanking the North 

Decumanus dated to the first century (Ball et al. 1986, pp. 359–360). Other installations can be 

dated from inscriptions; examples include the Nymphaeum, dated to AD 190–191 (Welles, 1938, p. 

406 no. 69), and fountains on the Cardo dated to mid-second to the early third century (Seigne, 

2008, p. 49). The only water installation outside the city that was dated prior to the present study is 

the Birketein reservoir, the largest water installation in the study area, which had an early third 
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century terminus ante quem deduced from an inscription dated to AD 209–211 on a fragment of a 

column that formed part of a colonnade or portico beside the reservoir (Welles, 1938, p. 428 no. 

153).  

 Many of the aqueducts in the study area are open, rock-cut conduits, and they present few dating 

opportunities due to their exposed state and the absence of secure stratigraphic contexts. 

Consequently, consideration was given to obtaining absolute dates by using the radiocarbon dating 

method on suitable sample materials.  

 Absolute dating using radiocarbon methods. The advancement of absolute dating techniques in 

recent years, coupled with the application of this technique to the dating of plasters and mortars 

commonly found lining the floors and walls of water-installations, provides a possible alternative to 

the use of secure stratigraphic contexts to date these installations. Radiocarbon dating was 

attempted in the present study wherever suitable dateable material was encountered. Plaster, mortar 

and concrete used in local water installations in antiquity contain either organic or lime binders and 

these materials can theoretically be radiocarbon dated using either conventional radiometric or 

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) methods. In practice, however, the small quantities of 

dateable material in the samples meant that only the AMS method (hereafter 14C AMS) could be 

considered. The potentially dateable lime binder material usually contains limestone or partially 

burnt limestone contamination, which makes radiocarbon dating impossible unless lumps of pure 

lime can be extracted and dated separately, and samples containing organic material—typically 

charcoal—were preferentially selected for dating. 

 14C AMS dating of organics. Samples of dry, organic-bearing materials were collected in the 

field in sealed, airtight plastic bags and shipped to one of two international laboratories (Beta 

Analytic in Florida or Waikato University in New Zealand) for analysis. Each sample was subjected 

to laboratory pre-treatment that involved gentle crushing and dispersion in deionised water followed 

by acid/alkali/acid washes. The quantity of organic material in samples was sometimes found to be 

insufficient after pre-treatment, but a total of 15 acceptable dates were obtained from aqueducts and 

other water installations, and three dates were obtained from charcoal-bearing gravels: The results 

are summarised in Appendix E. The results are discussed in more detail in relevant sections of the 

text; in particular, Chapter 4 (aqueduct JW01) and Chapter 5 (Birketein reservoir).  

 14C AMS dating of lime-binder in plaster/mortar. Given the small quantity of dateable organics 

in many plaster and mortar samples, consideration was given to dating the much more common 

lime-binder present in these samples. As explained in Heinemeier, Ringbom, Lindroos, and 

Sveinbjörnsdóttir (2010), “Atmospheric carbon dioxide is fixed in the carbonate formed during the 
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hardening of lime mortar at the time of construction, which in principle makes it ideally suited for 

14C dating.”; however, the method is sensitive to the sample being contaminated with unburnt or 

partially burned “older” limestone, which will result in dates that are unacceptably older. 

Conversely, samples may be contaminated with younger carbon dioxide (C02) as a result of this 

being introduced during delayed hardening or subsequent recrystallisation, which results in dates 

that are unacceptably young. The methods and techniques outlined in Heinemeier et al. have been 

used to date plasters from Petra (Al-Bashaireh, 2013) and Jarash (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2015). The 

results of the work on 25 samples by Lichtenberger and Raja in Jarash produced many acceptable 

dates but also highlighted the contamination problems inherent in local plasters. Lime-rich binders 

with low contents of dateable organics were found in several aqueduct plasters identified in the 

present study, and a grant from ANSTO (Project N10082) provided an opportunity to have these 

problematic samples analysed in controlled conditions. A total of 11 plaster samples from sites JWP 

142 (aqueduct JE03) and JWP 143 (aqueduct DW01) were analysed, and the ANSTO report 

detailing the methods and results are presented in Appendix F. Acceptable results were only 

obtained from aqueduct DW01, and these are discussed further in Section 4.5. 

 Plaster characterisation chronology.  It is theoretically possible to use plaster characterisation 

as a means of determining a chronological sequence, but this was not attempted in the present study. 

Porath (2002) conducted an empirical study of plaster typology and the way plaster was applied to 

ancient aqueducts in Israel in an attempt to determine a possible chronological sequence. He 

concluded that plaster typology evolved from the single-layer “white mortars” of the Hasmonean 

period (second century BC) to double- and triple-layered types in the early Imperial and later 

periods, although interpretation was complicated by the later re-use of so-called early types in later 

periods. The two studies on plaster and mortar from Jarash published to date by Yaseen, Al-

Amoush, Al-Farajat and Mayyas (2013) and Thomsen (2017) are preliminary and do not address 

the issue of chronology.  

 

1.5 Thesis Organisation 

The thesis is divided into three thematic sections.  

 Section One: Research background and contexts. (Chapters 1 and 2) The first chapter 

introduces the research topic, presents the aims, objectives and benefits of the study, and explains 

the interdisciplinary approach and methods used to critically evaluate the sources of evidence.  

Very little of the voluminous published corpus on Gerasa deals with water management, and what 

little there is has not been critically reviewed in the past. The second chapter outlines the 
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geoarchaeological context in some detail; highlighting the key elements of the physical landscape 

and the combined importance of climate and geology. The historical context section describes the 

settlement history and draws attention to the importance of the distribution of springs on settlement 

patterns.  

 Section Two: The Hydraulic System Supplying Gerasa and its Hinterland. This largely 

descriptive section encompasses the hydraulic system’s components, with sources, transport, 

storage dealt with systematically and comprehensively in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Chapter 

6 collates the system components in the city area into an analysis of the intramural distribution 

network and presents the interpreted results for several key periods. Chapter 7 considers the uses of 

water in both urban and rural contexts.  

 Section Three: Discussion and Conclusions. Chapters 8 discusses the impacts of societal and 

physical environmental changes on urban water management in the Byzantine period and the 

study’s overall conclusions are presented in Chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER TWO: GEOARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL CONTEXTS 

 

 In this chapter, the geoarchaeological and historical contexts are investigated to gain an 

understanding of the background to the system’s creation, the nature of the physical landscape in 

which it was constructed, and how this landscape may have changed over the timeframe of the 

study. Overviews of the geoarchaeological and historical contexts were published by the author in 

Boyer (2018a, 2018d), and more specific references to these publications are included below where 

appropriate. 

 

2.1 The Geoarchaeological Context 

 2.1.1 Physiographic setting. The ancient city lies in the south-eastern foothills of the Ajlun 

Mountains (Cordova, 2007, p. 32) in the “Highland” physiographic region (Al-Bilbisi, 2013, fig. 

1.3) (Figure 2.1). The Highland drops abruptly into the Jordan valley to the west, while to the east 

it slopes gradually towards the plateaus of the Steppe region. The topography of the northern 

section of the Highland comprises a dissected upland formed over uplifted Cretaceous limestone 

basement rocks and is bisected by the Zarqa River valley. The study area is bounded by the Ajlun 

Mountains to the north and north-west and by the hilly but more subdued terrain of the Mafraq 

Plateau to the east (Figure 2.2). 

 2.1.2 Climate. The climate is typified by wet winters and warm, dry summers, but local 

factors such as elevation and topography create significant local variations. Lichtenberger, Raja, 

Seland, Kinnaid and Simpson, 2019 referred to the city and its hinterland in the context of a “semi-

arid environment”, but a single climatic type or environment cannot be applied to the whole area. 

Using the latest Köppen-Geiger climatic classification map published by Beck, Zimmermann, 

McVicar, Vergopolan, Berg and Wood (2018), the study area straddles several climate zone 

boundaries (Figure 2.3). The northern half, including the Jarash valley upstream of the city, lies in 

the “temperate-dry summer Mediterranean zone” (CSa), the Lower Jarash valley lies in the “Arid-

steppe cold” zone (BSk), with mean annual temperatures < 18o C, while the eastern side of the 

Majarr-Tannur valley extends into the “Arid-steppe cold zone” (BSh) with mean annual 

temperatures > 18o C. The term semi-arid can therefore only be justifiably applied to the modern 

climate in the southern half of the study area.  

 Between 1950 and 2008 Jarash’s annual rainfall averaged 355.72 mm:28 Annual rainfall, 

however, reduces rapidly eastwards from the Ajlun Mountains, averaging 543.35 mm at Kitta 4 km 

 
28 This compares with average rainfall of 303.7 mm in the period 1937–1992 (Zaid, 1997, table 2). 
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west of Jarash and only 220.47 mm at Medwar 10 km east of Jarash (Al-Qaisi, 2010, table.11.1), 

resulting in a ca. 150–200 mm variance in annual rainfall across the width of the study area (Boyer, 

2018a, p. 224; 2018d, p. 62) (Figure 2.4). The rainy season occurs between October and April, with 

80% of annual rainfall typically falling between December and March (Al-Shorman, Al-Bashaireh, 

& Bani Doomi, 2011, p. 2).  

 There are two main influences on the amount and reliability of the rainfall; firstly, the number of 

rain-bearing depressions from the Eastern Mediterranean that cross the Ajlun Mountains and, 

secondly, the rapid reduction in rainfall with increasing distance eastwards. The Ajlun Mountains 

lie close to the typical northerly track of the rain-bearing depressions, and annual rainfall decreases 

southwards with increasing distance from this track. Figure 2.5 shows the significant year-on-year 

variation in annual rainfall for Jarash in the period 1942–2008. High-intensity rainfall events are a 

feature of the present climate and evidence presented in Chapter 8 shows the impacts of similar 

events in the Byzantine period. Zaid (1997, p.35) studied Jerash rainfall records for the period 

1937–1992 and found that while rainfall intensities > 25 mm/day occurred on only 8% of rainy 

days, or around five days per year on average, these events contributed 32.4% of the total rainfall.  

 Palaeoclimate. There have been considerable advances in recent years in Levantine 

palaeoenvironmental studies based on the analysis of various proxy data. Palaeoenvironmental 

records are sparse in the southern Levant, with most studies focusing on water levels and 

sedimentation in the Dead Sea area or on cave speleothems in Israel (Rambeau, 2010, fig. 1). There 

are no published palaeoclimatic records for the Highland, the closest studied site being Wadi Ash-

Shallalah 40 km to the north-east of the thesis study area (Cordova, 2008). Cordova found that  

Aggradation took place sometime between 7 ka and 6 ka, followed by stability as evidenced 

by a floodplain soil that was mantled by colluvial deposits between 4.6 and 4 ka. Stream 

incision around or after 4 ka eroded the floodplains. (p. 443) 

The physiographic setting of the Wadi Ash-Shallalah is broadly similar to that in the study area and 

the complex geomorphological history evident in the Wadi Ash-Shallalah might be expected to be 

reflected in the geomorphological history of the thesis study area 

 Rambeau and Black (2011) reviewed published palaeoclimate proxies for the southern Levant, 

and their conclusions imply that the period of Hellenistic colonisation of the Decapolis coincided 

with the onset of wetter climatic conditions that persisted—with periodic variations—until around 

the sixth century. Additional relevant data were published by Orland, Bar-Matthews, Kita, Ayalon, 

Matthews, and Valley (2009). The highly detailed analysis of a speleothem from Soreq cave in 

Israel by Orland et al. revealed that annual rainfall declined overall from ca. 2100 BP to ca. 700 BP. 
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Within this period sharp reductions in rainfall occurred around AD 100 and in the mid-fourth 

century, while Izdebski, Pickett, Roberts, and Waliszewski (2016) identified a late Byzantine “wet” 

phase spanning the sixth and early seventh centuries. These results are broadly supported by less-

detailed proxy data derived from changing lake levels in the Dead Sea (Bookman, Enzel, Agnon, & 

Stein, 2004; Enzel et al., 2003; Migowski, Stein, Prasad, Negendank, & Agnon, 2006) (Figure 2.6). 

 The study area lies in the Dead Sea catchment area and the general palaeoclimatic trends 

reflected in the changes in lake levels observed in the Dead Sea can probably also be applied to the 

study area, but with the proviso that the impact of regional microclimatic differences on the 

palaeoclimatic history of the study area remains to be determined. The study area’s sensitive 

position on the regional climatic gradient suggests that these differences could be significant. Just 

how significant is not presently known, but the record of carbonate sinter found lining north-west 

aqueduct JW01 during the present study (see Section 4.2.7) provides a broad confirmation of a 

prevailing bi-seasonal climate with variations in spring flows in the Roman period.  

 The interpretation of the regional proxy data has attracted much debate. While an overall 

decrease in rainfall has commonly been regarded as having the most significant impact on 

agriculture, Lucke (2011, p. 593) argued that flooding from an “exceptionally high number of heavy 

rainfalls” in the Late Byzantine–Early Islamic period could have had an equally dramatic effect (see 

discussion in Chapter 8). The reliability and variability of rainfall also impact on the level and scope 

of human activity, and Shehadeh (1985, p. 30) emphasised the link between successful dry farming 

and early rainfall.  

 2.1.3 Vegetation. Vegetation types in northern Jordan are closely related to elevation and 

rainfall, and this gives rise to three discrete vegetation types in the study area (Palmer, 2013). The 

Evergreen Oak Forest (mainly Quercus coccifera) is found in the north-western part of the study 

area above an elevation of ca. 1,000 m, where the annual rainfall is >375 mm. Mediterranean non-

forest Batha type is the dominant vegetation type and covers ca. 68 km2 in the Jarash valley and the 

western part of the Majarr–Tannur valley, while Batha-Steppe vegetarian type is found on the east 

side of the Majarr–Tannur valley where annual rainfall is less than ca. 275 mm (Figure 2.7). These 

last two non-forested types are generally regarded as being degraded forest areas (Palmer, 2013, p. 

82). The third vegetation type, Deciduous Oak Forest, is limited to the extreme south-eastern corner 

of the study area. 

 2.1.4 Geology. The geological stratigraphy of the study area was briefly described by Blake 

(1939, pp. 43–127), Burdon (1959), and Quennell (1951) and more comprehensively in Bender's 

Geology of Jordan (1974) and the regional study of sedimentary basins by Nairn and Alsharhan 
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(1997, pp. 358–360). The 1:50,000 scale geology plan by Abdelhamid (1995) remains the most 

detailed published plan available for the area.  

 Pre-Quaternary geology. The area forms part of a tilted and dissected limestone plateau formed 

from units of the Upper Cretaceous Ajlun Group (100.5–93.9 My), which comprise bedded 

limestone, marl and marly limestone (Abdelhamid, 1995). These marine sediments were laid down 

on a shallow platform during the marine transgression that followed the deposition of the Lower 

Cretaceous Kurnub Group sandstone and were subsequently uplifted into the Ajlun Dome 

(Quennell, 1951, p. 106). The incision of the Jarash and Majarr–Tannur valleys into Cretaceous 

basement rocks sequentially exposes the entire sequence from the Balqa Group at the top to the 

Lower Cretaceous Kurnub Group at the base over the length of these valleys (Figure 2.8). The 

formation lithologies are shown in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. Stratigraphic and hydrological classifications within the Jarash Valley watershed. 
Adapted from Hammouri & Naqa, 2007, table 3. 
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 Quaternary Geology. The Quaternary geological period comprises the younger Holocene and 

older Pleistocene epochs and encompasses the last 2.588 Ma of the earth’s history (Table 2.2).  

 

Table 2.2. Neogene-Quaternary Geochronology. Adapted from International Chronostratigraphic 
Chart v. 2013/01 

 

 
 

Only surficial Holocene-recent geological units (alluvium, soil and minor calcrete) were mapped in 

the study area by Abdelhamid (1995); however, extensive depositional events and weathering 

processes tentatively dated to the preceding Pleistocene–Pliocene epochs were recorded during the 

study and are described below. 

 Jarash Conglomerate. A fluviatile unit informally named the “Jarash Conglomerate”, was 

identified during the study over a ca.5 km2 portion of the Jarash valley that includes the city area 

(see Figure 2.8).29 The unit was also noted in the Majarr–Tannur valley, but its extent there is 

uncertain. It lies unconformably on Naur Limestone and Kurnub Group sandstone units in the 

Jarash and Majarr–Tannur Valleys. The unit’s unconformable basal contact with Naur Limestone 

was observed in the Jarash valley at Qairawan Cave (Figure 2.9a) and Bab Amman (Figure 2.9b) 

and has an observed true thickness of ca. 6–8 m near the city’s North Gate. The most extensive 

exposure is at Bab Amman south of the city where the conglomerate caps a low ridge (henceforth 

 
29 This unit was referred to as the “Abu Suwan Conglomerate” in Baker and Sharman (2010, p. 76). 
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Bab Amman Mesa) ca. 700 m long and up to 120 m wide to the east of Hadrian’s Arch (Figure 

2.10). 

 The conglomerate contains rounded rock fragments (clasts) that occasionally exceed 1.0 m in 

length. The clasts are dominantly limestone, with minor flint or chert and rare basalt, and the 

sedimentary structures and fabric point to fluviatile deposition in very high energy environment 

(Figures 2.11a and b). The unit’s uppermost surface has been calcretised and forms a 1–3 m thick 

hard carbonate crust, known locally as Nari. This crust forms an undulating plateau surface incised 

by modern drainages, with recent alluvial/colluvial soils occupying depressions in its surface; it was 

quarried for building stone in antiquity. The crust can be difficult to distinguish from the much 

older Upper Cretaceous limestone; however, the original conglomeratic fabric can occasionally be 

identified in the crust (Figure 2.12) and is readily identifiable in exposures below the crust. Caves 

are frequently found in the softer material below the hard crust: The Bab Amman Mesa is 

honeycombed with these caves; many of which were constructed or modified for use as tombs in an 

extensive Hellenistic-Early Roman necropolis.  

 The dating of the Jarash Conglomerate is conjectural; however, the working hypothesis is that it 

is contemporaneous with the Dauqara Conglomerate dated to the Lower–Middle Acheulian period 

of the Lower Pleistocene, around 0.9–1.0 my BP (Parenti, Al-Shiyab, Santucci, Kafafi, & Palumbo, 

1997, p. 19).  

Relict spring Tufa. A ca. 15 m high relict tufa waterfall or cascade is exposed over a surface 

distance of 200 m on the east bank of Wadi Jarash between the South Bridge and the old city wall 

near the south water gate (Figure 2.13). It probably extended over a greater distance along the east 

bank in antiquity. The waterfall forms the western edge of an extensive tufa terrace covering ca. 21 

ha that would have extended eastwards to the presumed water source (now buried); the eastern edge 

of this terrace would probably have been the escarpment (scarp) that now roughly follows the 575 

m contour. The southern half of the late 19th-century Circassian village was built on this terrace 

(Figure 2.14a)—and over the relict source—and the terrace now lies beneath the modern town 

(Figure 2.14b).

 The thickness of tufa on the face of the waterfall implies spring flow over an extended period. 

The date of deposition is not known, but a tentative correlation with the extensive “Bet Shean 

“travertine” on the west side of the Jordan valley described by Kronfeld, Vogel, Rosenthal and 

Weinstein-Evron (1988), would infer a late-Palaeolithic date. Despite the terrace's prominence, the 

only published reference is Vita-Finzi (1964, p.22) who thought it analogous to pre-Neolithic tufas 

at Ain Fasayil and 'Ain Auja. 
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 2.1.5 Soils. A detailed study of soils is outside the scope of this thesis. As outlined by Lucke, 

Ziadat and Taimeh (2013, pp. 72–76), the history of soil studies in Jordan is a confusing litany of 

competing classifications that seem to be in a state of constant change. The predominant soil type in 

the study area is “Red Mediterranean Soil” under the old classification, which is included in the 

“Xerochrept” category according to the USDA classification (Lucke et al., 2013, table I–17) 

(Figures 2.15). These soils typically veneer the limestone and Nari terrain and are strongly eroded, 

although greater thicknesses are retained in depressions in the limestone on terraced hillsides 

(Figures 2.16a and b) and, more rarely, are concentrated on valley floors. They sustain rain-fed 

cultivation and are particularly productive when irrigated. 

 2.1.6 Hydrology. A detailed analysis of the hydrology of the study area is outside the scope of 

this thesis; however, the local hydrological setting was assessed to contextualise the study of water 

sources and overall water management. 

 As shown in Section 1.3, the study area falls within the boundaries of the Jarash Basin as defined 

by Kennedy (2004), which is a sub-basin within the “Amman–Zarqa hydrological Basin” as defined 

in Jordan. Ministry of Water and Irrigation (2000). Kennedy (2004, p. 204) described the Jarash 

Basin as a “natural” basin; however, while the watershed to the north and southwest is well defined, 

the eastern limit of the Jarash Basin is less obvious, and several interpretations are possible. It is 

argued in this study that the prominent watershed lying immediately east of the Wadi Tannur–Wadi 

umm Qantarah drainage forms a more natural eastern boundary to the Jarash Basin, and also 

coincides with a section of the Gerasa territorial boundary interpreted by Seigne (1997c) from stone 

markers (Figure 2.17). This eastern watershed also marks the limit of well-settled land watered by 

strong springs from the drier Wadi Qunnayah catchment to the east, an interpretation that places the 

Wadi Qunnayah catchment outside the Jarash Basin. 

 Surface Hydrology. Gerasa lies in the centre of the 20 km long Jarash valley that drains 

southwards to the Zarqa River, a tributary of the Jordan River. The study area encompasses the 

Jarash valley catchment and the adjacent 14.5 km long Majarr–Tannur valley catchment to the east. 

Three small adjoining catchments were also included as they lie within the Gerasa territory 

boundary markers described by Seigne (1997c). The disposition of the drainage divides is shown in 

Figure 2.18 and catchment area statistics are provided in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Catchment area statistics. By author. 
 

 
 

 The average gradient profiles of the valley floors within the Jarash and Majarr–Tannur Valleys 

are ca. 5.0% (Table 2.4); however, the profiles in both valleys can be broken down into separate 

sections or stages based on knickpoints (sharp changes in slope) that are marked by waterfalls30.  

 

Table 2.4. Valley floor gradient statistics. By author. 

 

 
 

The profile of the Jarash valley is shown in Figure 2.19. Predictably, the steepest valley sections 

are closest to the headwaters. The drainages typically have steep sides and narrow floors, the 

exceptions being the broader floor of Wadi ed Deir immediately north of the city (Figure 2.20)—

named the “el-hammar” plain by Schumacher (1902, p. 163) (henceforth El-Hammar plain)—and 

 
30 The most significant waterfall today is at the el-Shallal locality in Wadi Jarash, 2.1 km south of the city, which has an 
estimated height of 20–25 m, but the relict cascade above the modern spring at Maghasil (Suf) may have been higher. 
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the floor of Wadi Majarr. These flatter-lying areas are up to 0.5 km wide; they have deep soils and 

would have been intensively farmed in antiquity, as is the case today.  

 A notable topographic feature of the Jarash valley is the natural constriction at the southern end 

of the El-Hammar plain at the point where the wadi enters the city near the North Gate. This 

constriction reduces the width of the wadi to 60–80 metres, and water flow has cut a 20 m deep 

gorge into Naur Limestone and Jarash Conglomerate bedrock. Flash-flood events in the Jarash 

valley catchment would therefore probably pond immediately upstream of this constriction and 

potentially damaging high-velocity water flows would be funnelled through the gorge within the 

city. Such an event occurred in the summer of 1995 (Seigne, 2004, n. 24).  

 Subsurface hydrogeology. 

 Basic principles of water flow in karst landscapes. A proportion of the precipitation that falls 

within the study area ends up as surface runoff, and the deeply incised nature of the surface 

drainages is a testament to the past erosional power of this water flow: The balance of precipitation 

either evaporates or infiltrates the earth’s surface where it may accumulate in aquifers. Bedrock in 

the study area typically comprises limestone that has undergone a chemical and mechanical 

weathering process known as karstification, which creates a rock surface with solution openings 

that aid rainwater infiltration and aquifer recharge (Figure 2.21). Some solution openings penetrate 

the substrate where they form conduits that can allow rapid water movement—also known as 

conduit flow—in an otherwise less permeable host rock. The resultant landscape is distinctive and 

typically comprises “pavements” of barren, exposed bedrock largely denuded of soil (Figures 2.22a 

and b). 

 Amman–Zarqa Basin. The Amman–Zarqa Basin is the highest yielding groundwater basin in 

Jordan (Al-Rawabdeh, Al-Ansari, Al-Taani, & Knutsson, 2013, p. 490) and its hydrogeological 

characteristics have therefore attracted considerable government attention and a growing corpus of 

publications. The first modern detailed assessments were conducted in the 1980s, and useful 

hydrogeological contributions on the thesis study area were subsequently made by Al-Abed and Al-

Sharif (2008), Al-Qaisi (2010) and Al-Rawabdeh Al-Ansari, Al-Taani and Knutson (2013). Al-

Rawabdeh et al. (2013) published a comprehensive and detailed study of climatic, geological and 

hydrogeological aspects of the basin that is an important data source. The study of aquifers in the 

Jarash valley by Hammouri and Naqa (2008) was one of the few studies to deal directly with the 

thesis study area, but its usefulness is impaired by factual errors and the small number of water 

wells and springs included in the study (10 and 14 respectively). This number compares with four 
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water wells and 33 springs in the thesis study area studied by Al-Mahamid (2005) and 332 spring 

sites recorded during the present study. 

 Aquifer systems of the Amman–Zarqa Basin. A geological and hydrogeological classification of 

geological units in the Jarash area is given in Table 2.5. Three aquifer systems are recognised in the 

Amman–Zarqa Basin: The Upper, Middle and Lower Aquifer Systems (Al-Mahamid, 2005, p. 81). 

 

Table 2.5. Geological rock units and their hydrogeological classifications.  
Reprint from Hammouri & Naqa, 2007, table. 12. 

 

 
 

 Aquifer Systems within the Study Area. The Upper System comprises aquifers contained in 

Upper Cretaceous units B2–A7 (refer to Table 2.5) and has the highest yield from water wells of the 

three systems regionally (Al-Mahamid, 2005, p. 105), but only underlies a small portion of the 

study area. The Middle System comprises carbonate aquifers hosted in the Hummar and Naur 

Limestone Formations of the Upper Cretaceous Ajlun Group. These formations include marls and 

marly limestone units, and the main aquifers are limited to areas of karst limestone where solution 

openings provide both storage capacity and water pathways.  

 The Lower System is wholly contained within the Lower Cretaceous Kurnub Group sandstone, 

which is exposed in the southern Jarash valley and Wadi Tannur. This system is typically confined 
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(i.e. not open to the atmosphere) and receives leakage from overlying aquifers. The rock is a well-

bedded quartz sandstone unit, and aquifers are limited in capacity to relatively small, tight, 

structural features (fractures, faults and bedding planes). 

 The Jarash Conglomerate aquifer. The Jarash Conglomerate formation contains an additional 

aquifer system to those previously recognised. The conglomerate is highly permeable and locally 

cavernous. Small Pleistocene gravel aquifers have been recognised elsewhere in the Amman–Zarqa 

Basin (Al-Mahamid 2005, p. 81), but have not been previously described in the study area. The 

aquifer is unconfined and is recharged directly from rainfall falling on the limited exposed area (ca. 

5 km2 in the Jarash valley) and also possibly from wadi stream-flow. The unit is almost certainly 

hydraulically connected to the underlying and adjacent Naur Formation aquifers, allowing 

groundwater from the Jarash Conglomerate to “leak” into the underlying Naur limestone aquifer.  

 It is argued in this study that the water table was much higher at various times in antiquity, 

feeding various—now relict—spring outlets; the evidence and implications of this are discussed in 

Section 3.3.  

 Aquifer characteristics. Measures of hydraulic conductivity such as permeability and 

transmissivity may be determined from the analysis of pump tests conducted on water bores 

intersecting aquifer formations. In relative terms, the permeability results shown in Table 2.5 

demonstrate, predictably, that the karst limestone aquifers of the Naur and Hummar Formations are 

more permeable than aquifers in the underlying more massive and homogeneous Kurnub Group 

sandstone.  

 Springs. Strong springs were noted in the study area by many early 19th century western 

visitors. Qairawan spring within the city was frequently mentioned, and Burckhardt (1822, p. 249) 

was particularly impressed by the strong springs at Suf. Today, despite a significant reduction in 

water flows in recent decades as a result of the impact of excessive extraction from water bores, 

springs still play an important role in the local agricultural economy. There is evidence that their 

significance in the Roman–Byzantine period was even greater, and the implications of this are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

 As no systematic analysis of springs in the study area had previously been published, a detailed 

analysis of the springs was included in the present study as part of a broader analysis of water 

sources supplying the ancient water management system. Spring locations were identified from 

published topographic plans, aerial photography, satellite imagery and new field surveys. The 

coverage was comprehensive, particularly concerning the stronger springs, but was not exhaustive. 

Each spring was classified according to its aquifer source and an estimate made of its flow strength. 
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An additional characterisation was the separation of the dataset into modern springs (for which 

there is evidence of activity since the19th century), from relict springs (that, from the available 

evidence, had probably become inactive before the 19th century). The identification of relict springs 

was, to a degree, subjective, and the total number in the study area is almost certainly understated. 

The author has published a summary of the spring study (Boyer, 2018d, pp. 65–67), and the 

methodology and results are discussed in more detail below. 

 Spring distribution. The locations of modern and relict springs are shown in Figures 2.23 and 

2.24, respectively, and the data are combined in Figure 2.25. Spring location statistics in the 

context of the various watersheds are summarised in Table 2.6. 

 

Table 2.6 Spring location statistics in the context of the watersheds. By author. 
 

 
 

The Jarash valley has almost twice the number of modern springs as the Majarr–Tannur valley, but 

this concentration is reversed when considering relict springs. The smaller number of relict springs 

in the Jarash valley is likely influenced by the difficulty of identifying relict springs in this area as a 

result of development and farming activities, and the true number of such springs in this valley is, 

therefore, likely to be understated.  

 Spring water temperature. No springs with unusually high temperatures were observed during 

the survey, and the only hot spring in the study area identified on government plans is an unnamed 

spring located 400 m west of el-Hammam on the south bank of the Zarqa River (Jordan. Air 

Photography Survey, 1950, Sheet 27/88). Schumacher (1902, p. 114) described el-Hammam as a 

hot spring, but three decades later Glueck (1939b, pp. 220–221) noted that “The waters of the 

strongly flowing spring are not warm, but have the name el-Hammam nevertheless”. Schumacher 

reported that the temperature of el-Hammam spring was 280 C (Steuernagel, 1925, p. A276). which 

places it at the upper end of the lukewarm category according to the scale published by Vouk (1950, 

pp. 36–42). 
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 Spring aquifer source. The aquifer source for each spring was identified from the bedrock 

geology at the spring site, which was determined from either the published 1: 50,000 scale 

geological maps (Abdelhamid 1995; Sawariah & Barjous, 1993) or field observations. 

 Spring typology. Springs are the result of the interaction between local hydrological and 

geological conditions that brings the water table to the ground surface. While conditions are unique 

at each spring site, and the reason for the creation of the spring is not always obvious, springs were 

placed into three groups (contact springs, valley floor springs and fracture springs) using the 

typology outlined by Bryan (1919).  

 Contact springs, the most common type, occur at the boundary between permeable and less 

permeable rock units (Figure 2.26). The Naur, Fuheis and Shueib Formations comprise layers of 

water-saturated permeable limestone alternating with less permeable marly horizons that act as 

aquitards. Springs often form at the boundaries of these layers, which may lie within the formation 

or at the contact between formations. Contact springs can occur at any point in the terrain, but in 

gently dipping terrain the intersection of lithological contacts with the sides of a valley can result in 

springs occurring along a line (spring-line) following a contour. Tannur spring is an example of a 

contact spring occurring on the valley floor (Figure 2.27).  

 Valley floor springs occur in the bed of the wadi. Alfaro and Wallace (1994, p. 113) considered 

them to be the result of aquifers aligned along the valley floor, but more commonly they occur at 

the intersection of the water table with the valley floor. Fauwara spring downstream of Suf is an 

example of a strong spring of this type (Figure 2.28).  

 Fracturing frequently plays a role in the location of contact and valley-floor springs but is the 

principal reason for the formation of the many small springs and seeps in the relatively impervious 

Kurnub Group sandstone. (Figure 2.29). 

 The relative strength of spring discharge. Meinzer (1927) developed a classification of springs 

based on mean rates of discharge that remains in general use (Table 2.7).  
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Table 2.7. Spring classification according to discharge rates. Reprinted from Bowen 2012, fig. 4.9. 
 

 
 

Spring discharges were not measured during the study, and the few published discharge rates are 

listed in Table 2.8.  

 

Table 2.8. Published spring flow rates. By author. 
 

  
 

This table shows that the strongest springs fall into Meinzer’s fourth-magnitude category, with the 

balance being the fifth magnitude and the majority of springs recorded in the study fall into the fifth 

magnitude or lower categories. Table 2.7 also demonstrates the small number of perennial springs, 

the extreme seasonal variability of discharge rates overall, and that many of the springs with strong 
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winter flows dry up in summer. These factors have significant implications when considering 

patterns of settlement and water use.  

 In a regional context, a comparison between the spring flow data in the study area (Table 2.7) 

and spring flow data for the areas surrounding the northern Decapolis cities published by Döring 

(2016, p. 24, fig. 1.10) shows that springs around Gadara, Abila and Adra’a are generally weaker. 

An exception is an area between Tell Astara and Muzerib in southern Syria, one of the possible 

locations of Dion (Kropp & Mohammed, 2006), where there are many very strong third magnitude 

springs supplied from basalt aquifers, including several with flows in the 400-550 m3/hr range. 

 Factors that influence spring discharge. The hydraulic flow within karst aquifers that leads to 

spring discharge is generally described as being a combination of diffuse (or matrix) flow in 

fractures and pores in the bedrock matrix, and conduit flow in large open conduits, the contribution 

of each being determined by local aquifer conditions (Demiroglu, 2016; Martin & Screaton, 2001; 

Smart & Ford, 1986). Transmissivity from the diffuse flow is lower and response time is slower, 

while conduit flow is typically rapid, with short residence times. Springs with a strong conduit flow 

component, therefore, exhibit rapid responses to rainfall, significant variations in flow rates, and 

low storage; features that have previously been noted in karst springs in the Balqa (for example 

Guttman, Klinger, Hoetzl & Salameh, 2015, p. 11) and in the Ajlun area (Hamdan, Wiegand, Toll, 

& Sauter, 2016).31  

 Ionides (1939, p. 307, tables 63–65) published flow rates for Birketein, Qairawan and Maghasil 

springs in the Jarash valley over a ten-month period in 1938–39. Flow rates for each spring are 

shown in Figure 2.30 and are compared in Figure 2.31. These figures show that Magahasil and 

Birketein springs reacted rapidly to winter rainfall and exhibited wide variations in flow rates, with 

minimum flow rates dropping to 13% and 20% of recorded peak flow rates respectively. The peak 

flow from Birketein was three times the peak flow from Maghasil, and almost twice the peak flow 

from Qairawan. Qairawan, on the other hand, exhibited a slower and more subdued response to 

rainfall over the same period and much lower flow variability during the year. Heavy rainfall events 

totalling 162 mm in the first two weeks of November 1938 triggered flow rate increases of 144% 

and 60% respectively at Birketein and Maghasil springs but resulted in an increase of only 22% at 

Qairawan spring (Ionides, 1939, p. 278, Figure 3). Qairawan also maintained a strong flow during 

the summer months, with the minimum flow rate being 76% of the recorded peak flow rate. These 

 
31 Recent isotopic studies at Tanour spring, 20 km north-west of Jarash (outside the study area), by Hamdan et al. 
(2016) showed that the spring response to rainfall events averaged 8 days. 
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results reflect the dominance of conduit flow in the case Magahasil and Birketein springs and the 

dominance of diffuse flow in the case of Qairawan spring.  

 The more recent data in Table 2.7 indicate even greater variability in flow rates during the year: 

Maghasil and Birketein springs have become seasonal; Qairawan remains the strongest perennial 

spring in the district, but the minimum flow rate is well below that recorded on 1938–1939. The fact 

that the perennial springs with the highest summer flow tap aquifers towards the base of the Upper 

Cretaceous limestone sequence (e.g. Qairawan and Tannur) or in the underlying Kurnub Group 

sandstone (Esh Shallal) probably reflects the influence of leakage from overlying aquifers 

contributing to diffuse flow. 

 Ionides (1939) provided Qairawan flow data for only a short period, and it is useful to study such 

data over a longer period in order to confirm aquifer behaviour and spring response. Figure 2.32 is 

a graphical presentation of monthly flow rates from Qairawan spring over a 10-year period using 

data from Daane and McNeil (1997), which range from 60–359 m3/hr.32 There is a noticeable delay 

in the spring’s response to winter rainfall, with the strongest flows generally occurring at the end of 

the rainy season or even early spring, confirming the responses shown in the Ionides data.  

 New estimates of relative spring discharge rates. As discharge figures were available for only a 

small number of springs, a matrix was developed within the study to provide an estimation of the 

relative strength of spring discharge (weak, moderate and strong) for each spring based on the scale 

of water use in three categories—irrigation, water storage and domestic supply—plus a fourth 

category based on known mean discharge rates. These “scale of use” parameters were selected after 

a review of the available evidence and were published in Boyer (2018d, table 5.3) (Table 2.9).  

 

Table 2.9. Spring discharge categorisation matrix. Adapted from Boyer, 2018d, Table 5.3. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.33 shows the relative strength of spring discharges in the context of aquifer sources and 

discharge strength statistics for modern and relict springs are tabulated in Tables 2.10 and 2.11, 

 
32  Flow rates reduced to 30–300 m3/hr in the period 1993–2002 according to Parameswar, Moe, Kolb, and Abu Hijleh 
(2004, Table 1). 
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respectively. The background to this analysis and the implications in the context of the overall water 

management system are presented in Section 3.2.2. 
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Table 2.10. Relative discharge strength statistics (modern springs) in the context of aquifer source. By author. 
 

 
 

Table 2.11. Relative discharge strength statistics (relict springs) in the context of aquifer source. By author. 
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 Relict springs. Although the number of relict springs identified understates the total number that 

existed in the study area, some preliminary conclusions may be drawn from the available evidence. 

Their distribution is skewed towards a concentration below 350 17’ north latitude in both the Jarash 

and Majarr–Tannur valleys, and their topographic locations—coupled with the evidence of very 

strong discharges in several instances—indicate that they were active in a pluvial climatic period 

that resulted in high water tables.  

 Discussion. Modern spring distribution is uneven with an overall concentration in the Jarash 

valley and a scarcity of springs on the west side of the Majarr valley. Springs are associated with 

each of the Ajlun Group limestone formations in the study area, even in stratigraphic units such as 

the Fuheis and Shueib Formations that have been described overall as aquitards. Table 2.9 shows 

that the density of spring distribution within each formation is variable, with Hummar Formation 

springs having the greatest density and Naur Formation springs the least. Moderate to strong springs 

are also represented in each of these formations; however, 42% of these springs are supplied from 

Hummar and Naur Formation aquifers.  

 The concentration of stronger modern springs in the hills surrounding Suf reflects the greater 

distribution of the Hummar, Shueib and Wadi as Sir Formations in this area and higher aquifer 

recharge as a result of higher rainfall. Strong and moderate springs are uncommon in the lower 

Jarash valley, the upper Majarr valley and the small drainages at the southern end of the study area, 

which severely limits the capacity for spring-fed irrigation in these areas.  

 The large number of strong modern springs in the central Jarash valley is anomalous. This group 

includes the strong springs at Qairawan, Birketein, and Esh Shawahid that are discussed in Chapter 

3 as being important sources for the aqueduct networks of the Roman–Byzantine period. These 

springs, with the exception of Qairawan, were supplied by Jarash Conglomerate aquifers. 

 A subset of 17 very strong springs has been identified based on an assessment of the available 

technical, historical and archaeological information. The “strong” and “very strong” datasets both 

show a strongly skewed distribution in favour of the Jarash valley (Figures 2.34 and 2.35). The 

very strong springs had a major influence on settlement locations in both valleys throughout history 

and influenced the placement of Gerasa’s Roman administrative centre on the west bank. 

 The distribution of the 44 relict springs shown in Table 10 is broadly similar to that of the 

modern springs, and the overall breakdown of relative strengths is also similar; however, it should 

be noted that dataset is small and probably incomplete. The strongest relict springs all lie in the 

Jarash valley, where they are concentrated near Suf and Jarash. The virtual absence of moderate and 
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strong relict springs in the Majarr valley implies that agriculture in this soil-rich valley was 

essentially rain-fed in antiquity, as is the case today. 

 The relict springs are evidence of higher water tables, and the existence of aqueducts at several 

relict spring sites that were in use in the study period implies that the period of elevated water tables 

at least partially coincided with the Hellenistic–Byzantine period. The stronger spring discharges 

implied by the elevated water tables, in turn, point to more considerable base flows in the main 

drainages downstream, which lends supports the Hellenistic name for the city “Antioch on the 

Chrysorrhoas” or Golden River.  

 2.1.7 Earthquakes and landslips (seismic history). Historical earthquake evidence comes in 

the form of contemporary records, inscriptions, archaeology, and geology. Such records are rarely 

concurrent, and the evidence is often scant, and as a consequence, the diachronic record is 

incomplete. The problem is compounded by archaeological records that frequently lack the detail to 

distinguish destruction due to seismic events from destruction resulting from warfare, looting or 

natural decay (Abamelek-Lazarev, 1897, p. 2). Eyewitness records are rare—the first for Jarash 

being the January 1837 earthquake witnessed by George Moore reported by Alexander Lindsay 

(1838, p. 107)—but there are many archaeological and geological attestations of earthquake 

activity, and these are described in more detail in the following sections. 

 Seismological Setting. Gerasa lies 28 km east of the Dead Sea Transform (DST), a major north-

south trending fault zone that extends for 1200 km from the Red Sea to Turkey (Figure 2.36). The 

DST comprises several fault segments and the section lying closest to Gerasa is known as the 

Jordan valley Fault or JVF (Ferry, Meghraoui, Abou Karaki, Al-Taj, & Khalil, 2011, p. 39 and fig. 

1). Movement along the DST relieves stresses that build up in the adjacent rocks, and this relief 

manifests itself in the form of earthquakes that can be very severe. While the majority of earthquake 

epicentres lie within the DST, a number have been recorded in neighbouring areas that encompass 

the Jordanian Decapolis (Figure 2.37). 

 Earthquake Record in north-western Jordan. The earthquake record for North-western Jordan 

comes from an assessment of written historical sources, archaeological evidence and geotechnical 

and archaeometric data obtained from within the DST. The most relevant recent studies are those by 

Ken-Tor, Agnon, Enzel, and Stein (2001), Ferry et al. (2011) and Wechsler et al. (2014). The 

distribution of well-attested major earthquakes in the past 2,000 years is shown in Figure 2.38. 

 Earthquake Record in Gerasa. 

 Background. There has been no specific published study of Gerasa's earthquake history to date, 

although the city was one of several Jordanian sites included in a superficial study by El-Isa (1985). 
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El-Isa provided a list of major earthquakes that affected the city and, unusually, estimated peak 

ground acceleration parameters. Our knowledge of the earthquake history of the neighbouring 

Decapolis site of Pella, 30 km to the north-west of Gerasa, is much more advanced thanks to long 

term excavation programs that have focussed on domestic dwellings as well as the larger 

monuments and buildings. Pella also lies close to the eastern edge of the DST, which means that the 

major earthquakes epicentred in the DST that affected Gerasa would almost certainly have also 

been felt—even more strongly—at Pella.  

 The Archaeological Evidence. More than 60 references to earthquakes were identified in the 

published Gerasa archaeological corpus during the study; some refer to the same locus or site, and 

all relate to the west side of the city. The evidence usually refers to a single event, but evidence of 

several events was found in the case of the suburban housing complex beside the South Decumanus 

investigated by Gawlikowski (1986), where detailed excavations provided archaeological data 

spanning perhaps five centuries.  

 Key references to earthquakes in the published Gerasa corpus from the third to the eighth 

centuries are summarised in Table 2.12. There is no attested evidence of earthquake damage prior 

to the third century and only occasional references to damage between the third and fifth centuries. 

There is considerably more evidence in the sixth and seventh centuries, but the most significant 

impacts on the city—and the southern Decapolis region as a whole—occurred in the mid-eighth 

century.  
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Table 2.12. Summary of archaeological and circumstantial evidence of seismic damage at Gerasa. By Author. 
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The study found evidence of the ruination of columns on the Artemis temple podium and the 

deposition of column drums onto the adjacent natural rock surface of the southern part of the 

Artemis Upper Terrace that probably dates to the early period following the spoliation of the 

temple, which suggests that seismic damage may have been more severe in the fourth–early fifth 

century than previously supposed (see the discussion in Section 6.1.2). The ruination of structures 

adjoining the west side of the Nymphaeum and the subsequent construction of a quadriporticus on 

top of these ruins also predates the mid-fifth century, as discussed in Section 7.2.2.33 

 Circumstantial evidence of earthquake damage generally attributed to an event around AD 550 

has been published for sites scattered throughout the city area (Figure 2.39) Hard evidence appears 

to be limited to sites at opposite ends of the city; however, the damage to the North Theatre may 

have been the result of looting (Ball et al., 1986, p. 353). The collapse of the floor of the large 

reservoir in the city’s north-west quarter in the fifth or sixth century must have been the result of a 

substantial shock (Lichtenberger, Lindroos, Raja, & Heinemeier, 2015, p. 120–123), but this 

damage has not been attributed to a specific seismic event.  

 Hard evidence of damage attributed to a mid-seventh century event has been reported from both 

Gerasa and Pella. Although often attributed to the June AD 659 Palestine earthquake (e.g. Russell, 

1985, pp. 51–55) there is no support for this from literary sources, and Ambraseys (2009, p. 222) 

questioned the likelihood of a single earthquake having an epicentral radius of 80 km. Nevertheless, 

at Gerasa, there is convincing archaeological evidence for mid-seventh century earthquake damage 

for the city area west of the wadi (Figure 2.40).  

 A major mid-eighth century earthquake event was felt in all the cities of the southern Decapolis 

(Figure 2.41). There is widespread archaeological evidence of major and locally devastating 

earthquake damage dating to the eighth century affecting the Hippodrome and the entire western 

side of the city (Figure 2.42). While mostly attributed to the January AD 749 event, there is some 

evidence for damage to the Cathedral/St Cosmas/St John/St George Church complex associated 

with an earlier event in the eighth century (Crowfoot, 1931a, pp. 11 & 26). A critique of some of 

the evidence for the AD 749 earthquake in the city is provided by Lichtenberger and Raja (2019). 

Serious damage to several churches has been attributed to the AD 749 event on archaeological 

 
33 The various building components of the Artemis sanctuary are inconsistently described in the corpus. In Kraeling 
(1938) and earlier publications of the Italian team investigating the sanctuary (for example Parapetti, 1995), the terrace 
on which the Artemis podium and cella were built was referred to as the temenos or temple terrace or temple court, and 
the terrace between the propylaeum and the temenos was referred to as the intermediate terrace. Temenos was later 
replaced by upper terrace and intermediate terrace was replaced by lower terrace, and use of upper terrace and lower 
terrace is adopted henceforth in this thesis. An up-to-date plan of the sanctuary layout showing the areas investigated by 
the Italian team is provided by Brizzi (2018, fig. 6.1). 
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grounds, and the suddenness of the event is dramatically revealed in the discovery of crushed 

human and animal remains in a building on the South Decumanus (Walmsley, 2007, p. 259). 

Evidence from the city’s north-west quarter shows that this part of the city was devastated and 

abandoned after the AD 749 earthquake and not reoccupied until the Ayyubid–Mamluk period 

(Lichtenberger & Raja, 2018a, p. 163; 2019, pp. 277-292); however, evidence from the vicinity of 

the Umayyad congregational mosque in the central city area shows that this part of the city was 

resettled after the earthquake (Rattenborg & Blanke, 2017, pp. 319–324).34  

 Blanke (2017) found evidence of earthquake damage in the city’s south-west quarter dating to 

the late ninth–early tenth century. Seigne and Tholbecq (2016) attributed a destruction layer on the 

lower terrace of the Zeus temple to an earthquake around AD 1200; however, the next attested 

earthquake affecting Gerasa after the eighth century is that of January 1837 witnessed by George 

Moore35. Moore noted the columns “chattering on their bases” but did not comment on earthquake 

damage (Lindsay, 1838, p. 107).  

 Earthquake impacts in Gerasa’s hinterland: The geological evidence. The earthquakes that 

impacted the city would also have impacted the city’s hinterland and the water infrastructure within 

it. The few published archaeological investigations conducted in the study area outside the city have 

not, to date, provided any dated evidence of earthquake activity. The landscape is, however, littered 

with geological evidence relating to a long history of seismic activity, although their traces become 

fainter over time as a result of landscape change brought about by weathering and human activity.  

 The more obvious examples of geological evidence are in the form of rock and earth movements 

downslope, as shown in Figure 2.43: Most of the land movement types shown in this figure have 

been observed in the study area, but the commonest are rock falls, topples and landslides. The 

largest of these are landslides, which are typically of the complex type: Many were recorded during 

the geological mapping of the Jarash area by Abdelhamid (1995), and there is abundant evidence of 

them in the palaeolandscape. The combination of steep slopes and relatively unstable marl and clay 

units within the bedrock sequence has resulted in multiple landslides on the valley sides in the upper 

Jarash valley in modern times, particularly in areas underlain by the Upper Cretaceous Shueib 

Formation in the north-western part of the study area. Modern landslips are also common in the 

lower Jarash valley in the Ar Rashaidah locality, where they are associated with steep slopes 

developed over Kurnub Group sandstone and claystone: Malkawi, Al-Sheriadeh, Fahmi, and 

 
34 The critique of Lichtenberger and Raja (2019) makes no mention of the work on buildings adjacent to the mosque by 
Rattenborg and Blanke (2017).  
36 Abdelhamid, 1995, p. 31. 
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Abderahman (1998, p. 19) showed that these lithologies can become unstable after heavy rainfall 

(Figure 2.44). 

 A study of aerial photographic images of the lower Jarash valley reveals a history of landslide 

development, notably on the west bank. While the absolute dating of individual landslide events has 

not been attempted, archaeological and landscape evidence implies a history that spans the pre-

Roman–Byzantine period to the modern era. The historical photographic evidence is particularly 

strong on the west bank of Wadi Jarash south of the city where landslide scarps parallel the course 

of the wadi channel (Figures 2.45 & 2.46): There are smaller landslides downstream of these scarps 

that are younger, and some may be recent. A well-preserved historical example on the west bank of 

Wadi Jarash in the Bab Amman locality dislocates several ancient aqueducts from Qwndeit spring 

(Figure 2.47). Not all landslides are the result of seismic activity: Malkawi et al. (1998, p. 19) 

attributed recent landslides that affected the Amman–Irbid highway in the lower Jarash valley to 

heavy rainfall events that resulted in swelling and instability in claystone layers.  

 Rock falls, and toppling failures along scarp edges are caused by seismic activity and have been 

commonly observed in the study area. Although smaller-scale than landslides they have had a 

material impact on the landscape, causing roof collapse in caves and tombs and damaging water 

infrastructure and agricultural installations that were frequently preferentially placed in high-risk 

locations close to scarp edges (Figure 2.48). 

 2.1.8 Palaeolandscape history. The analysis of the available field evidence provides insights 

into the area’s geomorphological history. The last major pre-Holocene sedimentation event in the 

study area was the deposition of the Jarash Conglomerate: This event has not been accurately dated 

but, by analogy with the Dauqara Conglomerate of the Upper Zarqa (Boyer, 2018a, p. 225), is likely 

to date to the mid to late Pleistocene period. The Jarash Conglomerate was deposited in the proto-

Jarash valley that had been incised into a weathered late Cretaceous limestone plateau modified by 

faulting and structural flexing in the Eocene–Oligocene periods36. The Jarash Conglomerate was 

subsequently eroded and underwent a phase of surface calcretisation that resulted in the distinctive 

sheet-like landforms of exposed calcrete crust that drape the flanks of the main valleys. This crust 

would have originally been covered by soil that was subsequently removed by erosion.  

 Knickpoints in the beds of the main valleys are evidence of periodic base-level changes related 

to seismic events in the Dead Sea Transform and are today manifested by waterfalls. Evidence of 

post-depositional structural deformation was observed in outcrops of Jarash Conglomerate, and later 

 
36 Abdelhamid, 1995, p. 31. 
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earth movements resulted in brittle fracturing of the calcretised crust along the wadi flanks and the 

creation of multiple scarps and landslips on the steeper slopes.  

 The main elements of the landscape described above have not been accurately dated but were 

likely in place by the time of the establishment of the Abu Suwwan PPNB community at Bab 

Amman in the ninth millennium BC37. In the subsequent period up to the second century BC, the 

landscape would have seen many topographical and vegetative changes in response to climatic 

changes and, increasingly from the Neolithic period, there would have been landscape 

modifications resulting from new farming practices.  

 The effects of post-Byzantine landscape changes need to be ignored when considering the nature 

of the landscape in the study period. While historical ground and aerial photography can assist in 

informing an interpretation of the area’s palaeolandscape history, only data from archaeological 

excavations can yield proof, and these proofs are largely confined to the west side of the city.  

 Palaeolandscape of the city. The palaeolandscape history of the city attracted little academic 

attention before the present study, although brief commentaries were published by Seigne (1992, 

1997a, 2002b), Parapetti (2007) and Lichtenberger and Raja (2016a, pp. 99–101). The author has 

published two specific papers on the paleolandscape of the study area. Boyer (2018a) provides a 

broad overview of the history of human interaction with the palaeolandscape of the Jarash valley, 

while Boyer (2018d) describes the key landscape components, presents a diachronic view of 

landscape changes and discusses the impacts of these change on settlement patterns.  

 The city area occupies the lower slopes of a hilly terrain that stretches beyond the city walls. The 

cityscape is dominated by hilltop spurs that project into the Wadi Jarash valley, and a substantial 

terrace on the lower east side of the city (henceforth Eastern Lower Terrace). Evidence presented 

below shows that these spurs were bounded by angular fault scarps in antiquity, although today the 

slopes of these spurs are for the most part reasonably gentle (Figure 2.49).38 The formation of these 

scarps is described in Boyer (2018d, pp. 63–64). A major fault backscarp on the eastern side of the 

wadi separates the eastern lower terrace from an upper terrace (henceforth Eastern Upper Terrace). 

The hilltop spurs were originally separated by prominent wadis (Figure 2.50).  

 The smoothing of the landscape since the Roman period has come about for two reasons: Firstly, 

excavations have shown that virtually the entire western side of the city is mantled by poorly sorted, 

clast-supported, sheet flow gravel deposits that bury or obscure the pre-existing landscape; 

secondly, the original topography was locally modified in the Early Roman period using benching, 

 
37 Al-Nahar, 2013. 
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infilling and the creation of terraced platforms. While some gravels accumulated after the 

abandonment of the city as an urban centre in the tenth century, there is evidence that sheet flow 

gravels were already accumulating over the North Decumanus by the fifth century (Ball et al., 1986, 

pp. 353–357) and against the west wall of the Odeon prior to the fifth century (Clark, Bowsher, 

Stewart, Meyer, & Falkner, 1986, pp. 243–247): are shown in Figure 2.51. A detailed study of 

these gravels remains a desideratum, but they are water-borne and are the product of sheet erosion 

Lowdermilk (1948, pp 10–11). A study of a vertical profile through the gravels exposed at the 

south-west corner of the Artemis Upper Terrace indicates that the onset of climatic conditions that 

triggered the deposition of the sheet flows occurred abruptly (Boyer, 2018d, fig. 5.20a). The impact 

of the late Byzantine wet climatic phase on the urban and rural landscape is discussed further in 

Chapter 8.   

 The hilltop spur in the city’s north-west quarter is the most significant landform on the western 

side of the city and formed an integral part of the Early Roman city plan. Recent excavations in the 

north-west quarter by the DGNWQ team have shown that the northern edge of this spur was marked 

by a prominent scarp39, and a scarp also marked its southern edge.40 These scarps gave the hills 

greater prominence, enhancing their usefulness as high-visibility locations for high-status buildings 

such as temples and churches41; however, they also created barriers to settlement and access. The 

north-western spur was the site of the cella of the Artemis temple, which was placed on a projecting 

terrace on its east side, and was also used for the placement of critical water infrastructure.  

 On the east side of the city, the most significant landform is the north-eastern spur with 

Qairawan spring at its foot. The southern edge of this spur is marked by a prominent scarp; 

however, in the study period it was more prominent and extended southwards where it would have 

formed a natural constraint to the spread of settlement on this side of the wadi. 

 There is archaeological evidence at several locations on the city’s west side that the Roman 

engineers were prepared to modify the existing terrain to suit their plans. The upper and lower 

terraces of the Antonine Artemis sanctuary were both artificial terraces constructed on the north-

western spur, and the eastern end of this spur was benched to accommodate the construction of the 

Cardo and the propylaeum facade facing it. A section through the Artemis Upper Terrace is shown 

in Figure 2.52, and a section through the lower terrace was published by Brizzi (2018, fig. 6.13). 

To the south, the wadi immediately west of Camp Hill was filled to a depth of at least eight metres 

 
39 Kalaitzoglou, Lichtenberger, and Raja (2013, pp. 63-64) reported a 6.5 m high cliff in trench H to the south of the 
supposed alignment of the North Decumanus. 
40 This scarp forms the north wall of the Bishop Genesius church. 
41 Byzantine churches are located at high points on all the hilltop spurs within the city. 
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to accommodate the Oval Piazza. Even though the archaeological evidence is presently missing, it 

is reasonable to assume that a similar level of consideration would have gone into planning major 

constructions on the east side of the city.  

 Conclusions. Good soils, an agreeable climate, and the existence of many natural springs are 

factors that gave local settlers options not commonly available elsewhere in the Near East, and this 

benign physical landscape is reflected in the long human record of use and occupation.  

 The variability and seasonality of rainfall are notable factors in the current climate regime and 

also appear to have also been factors in the Roman period. The steep easterly rainfall gradient 

directly impacts on the level of aquifer recharge and the number of springs and, together with the 

amount of water available for rain-fed agriculture, largely account for the very different settlement 

patterns in the two neighbouring valleys in the study area that are described in Chapter 2. 

 The geology of the area has had a profound impact on human activity. The physical 

characteristics of the various limestone and Nari units and their ready accessibility resulted in the 

locally quarried stone being extensively used for building construction from the Hellenistic period 

onwards, and outcropping limestone “pavements” were used for rainfall harvesting, with the water 

being stored in natural solution cavities or caves converted into cisterns. Caves are commonly 

developed in Naur Limestone and Jarash Conglomerate and have been used for dwellings since 

prehistoric times, and there are many examples of caves developed in Jarash Conglomerate being 

used for cisterns or converted to tombs in the vicinity of Gerasa.  

 Surface runoff played a role throughout the study period, particularly in domestic contexts and in 

rural areas distant from spring sources but, by the Roman period, the city and many rural parts of 

the Jarash valley were supplied from spring sources described in detail in Chapter 3. There is little 

evidence of the use of wells tapping the water table, and the availability of spring water largely 

obviated the need for wells.  

 The area has a high density of springs, but the study results emphasise the overwhelming 

importance of the distribution of strong and very strong springs in determining settlement 

locations—including Gerasa itself—and the placement of irrigation distribution networks that are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The seasonal variation in spring flows highlights challenges that 

would have necessitated tight control of scarce water resources in the dry season in the study 

period, as is the case today.  

 The extant evidence points to seismicity having an impact on the lives and activities of the 

inhabitants, and in particular on the water infrastructure, throughout the historical period. 

Earthquakes in the fourth century may have had a greater impact in the city area than previously 
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supposed, but the best-attested event is the AD 749 earthquake; it is likely that the ruined cityscape 

that greeted the first western visitors to Gerasa in the early 19th century largely reflected the 

damage from this event.  

 An interpreted chronology of landscape-forming events suggests that the main landscape 

characteristics in the central Jarash valley were probably established by the end of the Pleistocene: 

These events included phases of wadi erosion and landslides. Since then, weathering and 

depositional events have smoothed the topography and partially infilled the wadis, and climatic 

changes have resulted in lowered water tables and the loss of some springs, while landslides 

continue to be a problem in the lower Jarash valley. 

 A wet climatic phase in the Byzantine period resulted in gravel wash being deposited in cities 

throughout the Decapolis. In Gerasa, these gravels were accumulating in the lower part of the 

western side of the city by the fifth century, but became more serious in the fifth to the early 

seventh centuries and appeared to have contributed to the abandonment of the North Decumanus 

precinct, emulating similar circumstances in Pella. Climatic conditions triggered debris flows in 

Abila in this period, and there is evidence of debris flows invading Wadi Jarash south of the city 

and burying water infrastructure in the vicinity of Ficus springs. The impacts of the wet climatic 

phase are discussed further in Chapter 8. 

 

2.2 The Historical Context 

 Evidence in this section shows that the study area has a settlement history that encompasses the 

period from the Palaeolithic to the present day; a time frame that probably exceeds 500,000 years 

and may be as much as one million years. As the study is only concerned with a relatively small 

section of this occupational period, it is important to be able to place the development of settlement 

patterns and related land use in their historical and diachronic contexts.  

 Our knowledge of the occupational history of the study area is primarily based on two main 

information sources: Archaeological excavation and surface surveys. Even when combined, these 

sources provide only fragmentary coverage of a landscape littered with hundreds of occupational 

sites spanning many periods that are poorly documented. The evidence from excavation comes 

mainly from the west side of Gerasa, as the eastern half of the ancient city lies beneath the modern 

town of Jarash. Outside the city, the larger published excavations include the theatre and pool 

complex at Birketein (McCown, 1938a), the Christian monastery at Khirbet (Kh.) Munya near 

Asfur (Piccirillo, 1983) and the Roman fortlet known as Tell Faysal near the junction of Wadi 

Jarash and river Zarqa (Palumbo, 'Amr, Musa, & Rasson-Seigne, 1993) (Figure 2.53).  
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 The author has published two overviews (Boyer, 2018a, pp. 226–228; 2018d, pp. 72–75) and the 

area’s settlement history has been discussed in various contexts by Kennedy (1998, 2000, 2004, 

2007).  

 2.2.1 Evidence from surface surveys. Raw data on the occupational history of the area outside 

the city come mainly from the various published surveys described in Chapter 1. The information 

gathered from each site varied considerably in detail and accuracy; some sites were merely 

mentioned, and there is often confusion and inconsistency in their naming and location. In most 

cases the observations are based on surface sherd scatters rather than purposive excavations. 

Another important question is whether the surveys were comprehensive and representative enough 

to support the conclusions made by their authors, and Bradbury et al. (2014) questioned some 

earlier conclusions based on ceramic typology in light of recent advances in this discipline. Glueck 

pioneered the use of ceramic typology to date sites in regional surveys, but his geographic coverage 

was uneven, and both the accuracy of his work and the validity of his conclusions have been 

questioned in light of more recent results (e.g. Schaub, 1992). The uneven geographical coverage of 

the regional surveys conducted between the 1930s and 1990s is not limited to Glueck’s work and is 

evident when the localities visited during this period are plotted onto a single plan (Figure 2.54).  

 The uneven overall coverage reflects the deliberately focused surveys conducted by Leonard and 

Sapin, but it also reflects the selective and unsystematic nature of the earlier regional surveys by 

Glueck, and Mittmann and Hanbury-Tenison’s limited survey of the Gerasa area. Glueck’s and 

Mittmann’s surveys were influenced by the availability of tracks and roads; however, Mittmann’s 

approach was also influenced by a belief that hilltops were not generally used as occupation sites in 

karst terrain (Mittmann, 1970, p. 106). Glueck and Mittmann left large areas of the Jarash and Wadi 

Majarr valleys unsurveyed; a situation that was only partly remedied by the subsequent surveys 

conducted by Leonard and Sapin. This is where the earlier work conducted in the region by 

Schumacher in 1894–1900 becomes relevant (Schumacher, 1902; Steuernagel, 1924, 1925, 1926, 

1927). Schumacher’s contribution to regional survey knowledge has traditionally been ignored, and 

his work was severely criticised by Albright (1926); however, the fact remains that his ground 

coverage exceeded the combined coverage of the later regional surveys, with 60 sites being 

recorded in the thesis study area (Figure 2.55).  

 Schumacher did not employ ceramic typology to date his sites,42 but his work provided 

unparalleled insights on many sites not recorded before or since, as well as a wealth of general 

 
42 Ceramic typology was introduced in Palestine in the 1890’s by Flinders Petrie at the time that Schumacher was 
conducting his surveys and was not in general use (Lehmann & Niemann, 2006, p. 670). 
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geographical observations, in the period when Circassian settlement in the area—and the attendant 

landscape changes—had not long been established. Schumacher also made particular note of 

springs and water installations. When his sites are combined with the sites recorded by the other 

surveys, the “gaps” where no sites have been recorded are reduced but still amount to almost 60% 

of the study area (Figure 2.56). Aerial photographic interpretation and field surveys conducted 

during the present study show that unrecorded settlement sites exist in these gaps, demonstrating 

that the published record of settlement sites is incomplete and that the results of studies based on 

these data are skewed.  

 2.2.2 Settlement history determined from surface surveys and archaeological sources. The 

study is concerned with the Hellenistic–Byzantine period; however, brief consideration was also 

given to the settlement histories of earlier and later periods so that settlements in the study period 

can be considered in their diachronic contexts. 

 Pre-Bronze Age. There is evidence of several periods of human occupation in the Pre-EBI 

period (Figure 2.57). Lower Palaeolithic (Middle Acheulian) flint implements collected from the 

Bab Amman/Abu Suwwan locality 0.5 km south of Jarash in the late 1940s are the earliest evidence 

of a hominin presence (Kirkbride, 1958, pp. 9–11; Zeuner, 1957, p. 23) (Figure 2.58).  

 Epipalaeolithic–Neolithic occupation within the study area was generally sparse; however, the 

important Abu Suwwan Neolithic settlement was established at Bab Amman within a few hundreds 

of metres of the ancient sources of Ficus springs in the Early PPNB and is considered by Al-Nahar 

(2018, p. 13) to have been occupied for four millennia. Lithics recovered by JHS point to a broader 

Epipalaeolithic–PPN presence between Abu Suwwan and Alaya (Alia) spring north of the city 

(Baker & Kennedy, 2011, p. 458; JHS site 597), and PPNB flints were also identified at Kh. Ain 

Riyashi in the Majarr–Tannur valley by Hanbury-Tenison (1987, p. 154).  

 There is evidence of occupation during the Chalcolithic/Proto-urban43 period at opposite ends of 

the Wadi Majarr valley (Figure 2.59). In the Jarash valley, Chalcolithic/Proto-urban occupation has 

been recorded at Tell Jarash (Glueck, 1951, p. 60) and Birketein. The association of PPNB sites at 

Abu Suwwan and Riyashi with known proximal occurrences of flint cobbles in Jarash 

Conglomerate means that a local flint source may have been a factor in locating the settlements. 

Flint cobbles are generally uncommon in the Jarash Conglomerate, but rich pockets exist at Bab 

Amman.44  

 
43 The so-called Proto-urban period is placed between the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age period. 
44 Personal observation; see also Naghawi, 1989, p. 201. 
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 Bronze Age. Human occupation was more extensive in the study area in EBI. The Chalcolithic 

sites at Tell Jarash and both ends of the Wadi Majarr valley continued to be occupied, and 

additional settlements were established around Muqbila and Mansura springs in the upper Jarash 

valley. The prominent rock-cut tombs cut into the Kurnub Group sandstone cliffs overlooking the 

Jarash bridge over the Zarqa River imply the existence of an EBI settlement close to the Wadi 

Jarash Zarqa River junction, but no settlement of this date has been recorded in this area.45 The 

number of settlements declined in EBII and III: Virtually all occupation sites in the Majarr–Tannur 

valley were abandoned, and occupation in the Jarash valley was limited to the area between 

Birketein and Kh. Khaled (Figure 2.60). 

 Occupation in the vicinity of Gerasa moved from the large Tell Jarash site across the wadi to two 

smaller locations on opposing banks of a tributary wadi to Wadi Jarash in the Middle Bronze Age 

(Braemer, 1989, p. 318); an eastern hillock (Camp Hill) and a western promontory that later became 

a cult site and the site of the Zeus Temple (Zeus Hill) 200 m to the south-west. The reasons for this 

move are unknown, but by the Late Bronze Age, evidence of occupation is restricted to Camp Hill 

(Figure 2.61). 

 Iron Age. Occupation on the west bank of Wadi Jarash around Camp Hill/Zeus Hill expanded in 

the late Bronze Age/Iron Age I period to include an area between the Oval Piazza and the North 

Gate (Barghouti, 1982, pp. 221–226; Kehrberg, 2011, Figure 4.1). Ceramic evidence on the east 

bank testifies to activities on the eastern lower terrace in the Iron Age (Braemer, 1989, p. 318; 1992, 

p. 198; Mittmann, 1970, p. 98), while Kehrberg (2011, Figure 4.1) identified Iron Age tombs on the 

upper slopes. Jarash became the largest Iron Age settlement in the Jarash valley, although the 

settlement limits are unknown.46 A cultic site was established in a grotto on Zeus Hill and was in 

use in the seventh or sixth century BC (Seigne, 1997b, p. 995). Elsewhere, sites were occupied 

close to the Tannur and Riyashi springs and at el-Hute in the Majarr–Tannur valley and some 

fortified/defensive sites were established on hilltops close to the northern and eastern boundaries of 

the study area (Figure 2.62). 

 Hellenistic Period. The date of the first settlement and the continuity of settlement in the 

Hellenistic period is uncertain. There is numismatic and literary evidence from the Roman and 

Byzantine periods respectively of a tradition that a colony of veterans was founded by Alexander 

the Great, or General Perdiccas (Cohen, 2006, p. 248); however, this appears to be contradicted by 

the available archaeological evidence (Braemer, 1989, p. 318). Indirect evidence of a Seleucid 

 
45 These tombs were destroyed in a landslide in 2017. 
46 This site may have been given the Semitic name grš referred to by Graf (1992, p. 11). 
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foundation comes from two sources; firstly, the settlement’s Hellenistic name “Antioch on the 

Chrysorrhoas”, which has been taken to imply a foundation by Antiochus IV (175–164 BC); 

secondly, the occurrence of typical Macedonian names in several early inscriptions (Gatier, 1993, 

pp. 19–20 cited by Coleman 2013, p. 155).47 Control of Gerasa passed from the Seleucids to 

Theodorus of Philadelphia in the late second century BC, and then to the Jewish king Alexander 

Jannaeus in the early first century BC (Kraeling, 1938, p. 33). There is a gap in the occupational 

record of the city area between the eighth century BC and the start of the Hellenistic archaeological 

record in the second century BC (Braemer, 1989, p. 318),48 although the evidence of cultic use of 

the Zeus Hill site in the seventh or sixth century BC posited by Seigne (2000, p. 91) narrows this 

gap.  

 The archaeological and other evidence from the Hellenistic period is summarised in Table 2.13, 

and the location of sites is presented in Figure 2.63. 

  

 
47 The existence of a Hellenic foundation was challenged by Raja (2012, p. 149) and Andrade (2013, p. 148). 
48 This situation is mirrored at Pella (Tidmarsh, 2001, p. 191). 
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Table 2.13. Summary of archaeological (excavation) evidence from the Hellenistic period in Jarash. By author. 
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The main problem with understanding the nature of occupation in the Hellenistic period is the 

absence of evidence from firmly dated archaeological contexts; the second century BC rock-cut 

burial found beneath the northern city wall in “trench 100” (Kehrberg & Manley, 2002; Kehrberg-

Ostraz & Manley, 2019) being a rare example. The preponderance of circumstantial evidence of 

Hellenistic occupation has fuelled debate on the location and permanence of occupation in the city 

area. Raja (2012) summed up the problem by stating 

no evidence confirming domestic housing in this [Hellenistic] period has come to light. The 

late Hellenistic finds offer no certain proof of continuous occupation in the last two centuries 

BC and the scanty evidence indicates that an actual town plan did not exist in the late 

Hellenistic period. (p. 148).49 

Initially, the scant evidence suggested that Hellenistic activities were nucleated in the Camp Hill–

Zeus Hill area and covered perhaps 4–5 hectares, with satellite occupational sites, industrial areas 

and necropoleis located outside this area. Excavations by Barghouti revealed walls and streets of 

Hellenistic date, but his interpretation was challenged by Pierobon (1983–1984, p. 31). Pierobon 

was writing before the results of excavations in the Camp Hill area in the mid-late 1980s by 

Braemer became known. Braemer’s work confirmed Hellenistic occupation in this area, but not its 

purpose or extent. Table 2.13 shows that new discoveries of Hellenistic occupation were made at 

various locations over the ensuing decades, but perhaps the most intriguing evidence to emerge 

recently is the recognition of a network of diagonal streets in the south-west quarter that predates 

the Roman north-south orthogonal network and considered by Blanke (2017, pp. 7–9) to be 

Hellenistic. Taken together with the other evidence, the presence of the diagonal streets suggests 

that the main Hellenistic settlement was contained within a perimeter of up to 20 ha in the south-

west quarter (see Figure 2.63), but the evidence of Hellenistic occupation in the north-west quarter 

hints at the possibility of more than one settlement site.  

The extent of the Hellenistic settlement(s) remains uncertain. Kennedy (2000, p. 56) considered 

that the settlement was likely fortified but in contrast to the Decapolis cities of Gadara, Abila, and 

Amman, no definite Hellenistic defensive walls have yet been identified at Gerasa. Kehrberg (2004, 

pp. 193–194) considered that the archaeological evidence pointed to a “fair-sized and developed 

township already by the end of the second or beginning of the first century BC” and that first 

century commentary by Flavius Josephus suggested that “Gerasa was a vibrant town of some 

 
49 Raja (2012) challenged all the evidence, stating “the only certain archaeological evidence being a Hellenistic 
architectural phase, the so-called naos, in the lower temenos of the Sanctuary of Zeus.” (p. 148).  
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standing already in the second century BC.” Graf (1992, p. 30), on the other hand, considered that 

Gerasa was “merely a simple fortified agricultural village”.  

Outside the city, evidence from regional surveys points to Hellenistic settlement of five sites 

close to the wadi within the Jarash valley and two sites in the Majarr–Tannur valley (Figure 2.64).  

 Nabataean Period. There has been considerable debate about the possibility that a Nabataean 

settlement or colony existed in the city area (e.g. Kraeling, 1938, pp. 27–28; Kraeling, 1941, pp. 7–

14; Wenning, 1992, pp. 88–90). The matter is of interest in the context of the present study as the 

existence of such a settlement raises the possibility of Nabataean influence in the design and 

implementation of the water management system. At its height in the first century BC, the 

Nabataean kingdom's western boundary lay close to Gerasa (Figure 2.65). Negev (1978, p. 613) 

and Kropp (2013, p. 217) claimed that reference to GRŠW or Garsu in a Nabataean inscription in 

Petra referred to Gerasa (Jarash), but Tholbecq (2019) recently suggested that GRŠW refers to the 

town of Gerasa in the Negev. Some level of Nabataean presence in Jarash is attested by a late first-

century inscription found on Camp Hill50 and Nabataean architectural fragments from an unknown 

building (Wenning, 1992, p. 89). Although Wenning (1994, p. 35) considered that Gerasa had some 

significance to the Nabataeans as a religious centre, the balance of evidence suggests that the 

Nabataean presence in Gerasa was small and probably related to trading. 

 Roman Period. The locations of Roman period settlements identified from regional surveys are 

shown in Figure 2.66. Gerasa came under Roman hegemony around 63 BC and was placed in the 

newly created province of Syria by Pompey. There is little published archaeological evidence that 

relates to the first century of Roman rule, and none at all from the eastern side of the city. 

Epigraphic evidence attests to the existence of a governing council (boulé) issuing decrees by AD 

10 (Gatier, 2002, p. 278), which shows that a permanent settlement was in place by the turn of the 

first century. The first century BC necropoleis south of the city continued to be used until the early 

second century (Kehrberg, 2011, p. 3). Occupation of Camp Hill continued (Braemer, 1989, p. 318), 

and additions and alterations were made to the lower terrace on Zeus Hill (Seigne, 1997b, p. 998) in 

the early first century. One of the earliest new buildings in the Roman period was a substantial 

building built over a large basin or cistern on the hilltop in the city’s north-west quarter in the first 

half of the century (Philippsen, Olsen, Raja, & Lichtenberger, 2018), and other excavation evidence 

obtained by DGNWQ indicates substantial activities in this quarter in the first century The 

boundaries of the settlement in the first century have yet to be defined, but the evidence from the 

 
50 Depending on the reading, it honours either the erection of a statue to two Nabataean kings, possibly Aretas IV and 
Rabbel II dated to AD 91 (Welles, 1938, p. 371, no. 1), or the delimitation of a sacred area dated to AD 81 (Bowersock 
1973, p. 139). 
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north-west quarter raises the possibility that there were several separate domestic zones in the city 

area. 

 The mid to late first century marked a turning point in Gerasa’s progress, with the evidence from 

excavations and inscriptions indicating the establishment of a new urban street plan and the 

construction of some public buildings on the west bank (Table 2.14). As shown in Chapter 4, 

several first-century water installations are also now attested in the city and near-city area. The 

increase in the number of settlements close to wadis and major springs after the Early Roman period 

evident in Figure 2.66 indicates that this increased activity and prosperity extended to the 

countryside.  

 

Table 2.14. Main public buildings constructed in Gerasa AD 150-200. By author. 
 

 
 

 The fast pace of construction in the city continued into the second century. Gerasa’s transfer to 

Provincia Arabia in the early second century heralded an unprecedented rise in the city’s fortune. 

The city’s elevated position in the province is attested by abundant epigraphic evidence that implies 

it was the headquarters  of the province’s financial procurator from Hadrian’s visit in AD 130 to 

Diocletian’s reign in AD 286 (see especially Haensch, 1997, p. 244; also Cotton & Eck, 2005, p. 

30; Gatier, 1996; Haensch, 1993; Kennedy, 2007, p. 162).51 The greater part of the impressive 

second-century public building program was carried out during the financial procurator’s presumed 

residency in the second half of the second century, and Lichtenberger and Raja (2018a, p. 147) 

considered that the financial procurator’s residency might have triggered the building “boom”. 

 
51 Eight procurators are named in inscriptions according to Welles (1938, p. 592; also, Welles, 1938, p. 435, nos. 171–
172; pp. 436–437, nos.174–179; p. 449 no. 207) and Gatier (1996) provides information on a further seven inscriptions. 
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 Most of the prominent water installations in the city date to the second century. On the west 

bank, public fountains were established along the Cardo (Seigne, 2008, p. 49) and on the North 

Tetrapylon (Seigne, 2008, p. 37) in the second half of the second century and the Nymphaeum was 

completed in AD 193. On the east bank, the monumentalisation of Qairawan spring was attributed 

to the second century by Seigne (2004, p. 175), and the first phase of the Large East Baths has been 

attributed to the mid-second century (Friedland, 2003, p. 413; Lepaon, 2012b, p. 198)52. The 

masonry reservoir at Birketein, north of the city, was probably constructed by the end of the second 

century, as shown in Chapter 4.53 

 The major public building projects had been completed by the beginning of the third century. 

Known public constructions in the third century are limited to additions and improvements to 

existing buildings and installations. On the west side of the city “fountain A” was constructed on 

the Cardo (Seigne 2008, 39), fountains were constructed at the North Theatre (Seigne, 2008d), and 

the first phase of the Central Baths was completed (Blanke, Lorien & Rattenborg, 2010, p. 312), 

while on the east side of the city the second phase of the Large East Baths was completed 

(Friedland, 2003, p. 413).  

 Archaeological information on Roman-period domestic housing is scant. The Roman occupation 

levels were largely removed during later building construction phases, and this, together with an 

over-focus on the major Roman monuments, means that knowledge of domestic housing has 

advanced little in the last 90 years. Gawlikowski (1986) was able to provide rare evidence of 

extended domestic use of a site from the Early Roman period until the Abbasid period, and recent 

work in the north-west quarter revealed evidence of Roman buildings from the third century 

onwards (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2016c, p. 323). 

 Little is known of the size and nature of Roman-period settlements in the city’s hinterland as 

none have been excavated. One of the largest settlements known to the author in the Jarash valley 

was identified from aerial photographic interpretation during the study. It lies about 4 km south of 

the city and immediately east of two Byzantine sites 0.5 km apart referred to as der abu-sadi 

(Steueragel, 1925, p. A275) or der abu saede (Mittmann, 1970, p.107) on the Gerasa–Philadelphia 

Roman road (henceforth Der Abu Saedi). The archaeology of the 7 ha site is obscured by a modern 

plant nursery. The site occupies a mid-slope terrace overlooking the lower wadi (Figure 2.67) and 

comprises large well-constructed masonry buildings, water storage facilities, agricultural 

installations (rock-cut presses and a possible water mill) and a bathhouse (Figure 2.68). The nature 

 
52 An inscription on a large statue excavated in 2016 is dated to AD 154 (Weber-Karyotakis & Gatier, 2018).  
53 A terminus ante quem for the reservoir’s construction is provided by the portico/colonnade around the reservoir that 
is dated by an inscription to AD 209–211 (Welles, 1938, p. 428 no. 153). 
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of the settlement is unclear; however, the size of the buildings and the existence of a substantial 

bathhouse suggest either a settlement built by the local administration or perhaps a villa rustica 

owned by a member of the ruling class. The only dating evidence comes from the Mega-Jordan 

database, which records two adjacent sites at the southern end of the terraces; Akka (site numbered 

31930 and 31931), and Deir Abu Sa’ede (sites numbered 56540–56545). Roman, late Byzantine and 

Islamic dates are listed under the record for the Deir Abu Saede sites. 

 Byzantine Period. Evidence from regional surveys points to an increase in the number of 

settlements throughout the Jarash valley and the lower Majarr–Tannur valley in the Byzantine 

period (Figure 2.69). Major building works in the city contracted still further in the early Byzantine 

Period, being limited to the Small East Baths in the mid-fourth century (Lepaon, 2008, p. 67) and 

the Synagogue in the late fourth-early fifth century (Kraeling, 1938, p. 239). The fifth century, 

however, saw a resurgence of building activity on the west bank. The construction of the large 

Cathedral–St Theodore ecclesiastical complex in the fifth century heralded a frenzy of Church 

building that reached a peak under Justinian emperors in the sixth century–early seventh century 

(Table 2.15).54 A comprehensive synopsis of the Gerasa churches is provided by the author in 

Boyer (2018e). 

  

 
54 Jäggi, Meier and Brenk (1998, p. 429) provided a terminus post quem of AD 404 for the Cathedral’s construction. 
The subsequent discovery of a coin hoard implied a construction date between AD 420 and the construction of the 
adjacent Placcus Baths in AD 454/455 (Brenk, 2007). The Cathedral had previously been dated to the mid-fourth 
century (Biebel, 1938, p. 309; Crowfoot, 1931a, p. 10). 
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Table 2.15. List of confirmed churches. By author. 
 

  
 

 Other construction projects in the late Byzantine period included the construction of the Placcus 

Baths in AD 454–455 (Lepaon, 2012b, p. 359) adjacent to the Cathedral, improvements to the 

North Theatre in the fifth/sixth century (Clark et al., 1986, p. 247), and the restoration of the 

Placcus Baths in AD 584 (Welles, 1938, p. 475–476 no. 297).  

 Much more is known about domestic housing than in the preceding Roman period. A residential 

suburb of ca. 4 ha dating to the Byzantine-Umayyad period lay east of the Cardo between Camp 

Hill and the North Bridge. Further west, Fisher (1938) recorded five Byzantine houses dating to the 

fourth–sixth centuries west of St Theodore’s church, and Gawlikowski (1986) described a multi-

phased Byzantine-Early Islamic house bordering the South Decumanus. Further afield, recent 

excavations have revealed evidence of a Late Roman and Byzantine settlement in the north-west 

quarter (Johnson, Lind, Peterson, Raja, & Raunstrup, 2018, p. 21) and Byzantine housing in the 

south-west quarter (Blanke, 2018b, pp. 44-45). 
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 Post-Byzantine period (AD 639 to present). The excavations of the Islamic Jarash project 

revealed no evidence of destruction following the Islamic conquest (Walmsley, 2003b, p. 17), 

which is consistent with the commentary by the Islamic historian al-Baladhuri (died AD 898) that 

the town surrendered peaceably (Walmsley, 2003b, p. 17). Jarash was established as an 

administrative and urban centre in the Jund al-Urdunn military district within the Islamic province 

of Bilad al-Sham after the conquest in 639 (Walmsley, 1987, p. 17) (Figure 2.70). It lay on the 

caravan route between Amman and Pella (Fihl) and prospered during the Early Islamic period 

(Blanke & Walmsley, 2010, p. 5).  

 Urban life in some parts of the city also survived the devastation of the massive earthquake of 

AD 749; however, it's administrative, and presumably, its economic importance, declined during 

the Abbasid period. Although it was listed in ninth–tenth century Arabic sources as a district capital 

(Walmsley, 2011a, p. 142), it was probably reduced to the size of a large village by the early tenth 

century (Walmsley, 1992, p. 379).  

 2.2.3 Discussion and conclusions. The limited archaeological evidence from the settled suburbs 

constrains our understanding of the location of the city’s “heart” at any given point in its long 

settlement history; however, there is a body of evidence that indicates that parts of the city were 

populated and depopulated at various times during its history. Braemer (1985, 1987, 1989, 1992) 

and Seigne (1984, 1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1987) emphasised the strong evidence of the occupational 

history in the Zeus Temple–Camp Hill area that spans the Bronze Age through to the Byzantine 

period and beyond, which implied that the city’s subsequent growth expanded from this core area. 

 Kehrberg (2011, pp. 6–7) put forward an alternative scenario that saw the simultaneous 

development of separate temple communities at opposite ends of the city; with a Zeus Temple 

community established around Camp Hill, and another community or communities established 

around a group of temples at the northern end in the vicinity of what would later become the 

Artemis Temple complex55. The evidence from the northern end of the town of the early 

establishment of various public buildings and the laying out of the North Decumanus, together with 

shops (Ball et al., 1986, 392), 75 to 100 years before the South Decumanus, and the almost 

simultaneous monumentalisation of the Zeus and Artemis temples in the mid-second century fits 

with Kehrberg’s analysis rather than a gradual expansion of the settlement from the south.  

 A focus at the northern end of the city continued with the establishment of the North Theatre, 

dedicated in AD 165/166 as an odeum (Clark et al., 1986, p. 229) and the construction of a large 

 
55 Raja (2015a, p. 279) referred to epigraphic evidence of “over 100 different gods that were worshipped in Gerasa over 
time”. 
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building on the north side of the South Decumanus interpreted to be a basilica by Agusta-Boularot 

and Seigne (2005, p. 297).56 Agusta-Boularot and Seigne (2005, p. 304) considered that the odeum, 

basilica, and a large adjacent space they speculated to be an agora, formed the city’s civic centre57. 

If correct, then the area ceased to be a civic centre by the early fifth century when the entrances to 

the shops and the basilica lining the North Decumanus were walled up. The odeum/theatre 

continued in use until the early sixth century, by which time the North Decumanus colonnade was 

being dismantled or robbed (Ball et al., 1986, p. 392), and it is likely that the decline in the use of 

these buildings was reflected in the demise of the surrounding urban area.  

 Recent archaeological evidence from the north-west quarter implies that the area was a sparsely 

populated semi-urban space in the early Roman period containing much water infrastructure but 

was densely settled in the late Roman–Umayyad period. The south-west quarter may have 

experienced a similar occupational history, but the archaeological evidence is currently too scant to 

form an opinion. 

 The sparsity of archaeological evidence from the city east of the wadi has resulted in this area 

typically being ignored in discussions on the city’s urban development (Seigne 1992, 1997a). 

Seigne (1992, p. 332) considered that the eastern side of the city was not settled before the 

beginning of the third century. It seems likely, however, that an area so well endowed with natural 

springs and an extensive adjacent terrace would have been settled well before the third century if 

only to service the installations constructed around the springs and the Large East Baths in the mid-

second century. The access to the Artemision via the North Bridge and eastern propylaeum around 

the middle of the second century also implies that there was a population located on the east side of 

the river that would use it. 

 The components of the hydraulic system are discussed in the next section of the thesis. 

  

 
56 The so-basilica is referred to as the “Corinthian building” by Ball et al. (1986, p. 392), and was built after the North 
Decumanus colonnade. 
57 An alternative view on the space adjacent to the basilica was presented by Ball et al. (1986), who considered that this 
space was vacant as there was no entrance to it from the North Decumanus. 
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SECTION TWO: THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM  

 

CHAPTER THREE:  WATER SOURCES 

 

 This chapter looks at the water sources that supplied the water transport and storage installations 

described in chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Water sources in the study area can be conveniently 

divided into two main harvesting groups based on source type; those sourced from groundwater and 

those sourced from surface runoff (Figure 3.1). Both surface and groundwater sources were 

available to the inhabitants of the study area in the Hellenistic–Byzantine period, and these sources 

are described and discussed in this Chapter.  

 All water sources in the study area are derived from the direct or indirect harvesting of rainfall. 

The present rainy season lies between October and April, and typically no rain falls in the 

remaining months. Modern weather records show significant variation in annual rainfall year-on-

year, maximum daily rainfall, the number of rainy days and the duration of the wet season (Table 

3.1).  

 

Table 3.1. Modern rainfall statistics for weather stations within and adjacent to the study area.  
Data sources as shown. 

 

 
 
Al-Houri, Al-Omari and Saleh (2014, table 4) calculated that maximum daily rainfall of 47.4 mm 

had a two-year return period, and maximum daily rainfall of 63.7 mm had a five-year return period 

(Al-Houri et al., 2014, table 6), thus showing the frequency of significant runoff events and local 

flooding in the present climatic regime. Closer analysis of Jarash station weather records conducted 

during the study found that precipitation falls in more frequent, but less intense, events may result in 

runoff; for example, hourly rainfall exceeded 4 mm/hr on 27 occasions between 1988 and 2016.  

 Palaeoclimatic proxy evidence obtained by Sürmelihindi, Passchier, Baykan, Spötl and Kessener 

(2013) from the analysis of carbonate sinter lining an aqueduct at Patara in southern Turkey 
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confirmed that a climatic pattern broadly similar to today’s pattern of variable winter wet season 

rainfall existed in the Roman period in the eastern Mediterranean region. Sinter material from 

Jarash similar in appearance to that at Patara is described in Section 4.2.7. 

 

3.1 Surface runoff 

A rainfall regime of higher intensity events leading to surface runoff will support rainfall harvesting 

systems wherever there are suitable surfaces for its collection. In areas where groundwater sources 

are scarce or non-existent, rainfall harvesting is usually the only water source, and many such 

harvesting systems were identified throughout the study area.  

 Surface runoff systems can be separated into two subgroups based on the permeability of the 

runoff surface. 

 3.1.1 Impermeable surface runoff. 

 Rooftop/courtyard. Rooftops are ideal catchments for the collection of clean rainwater runoff for 

human consumption and the storage of this water in cisterns. Many cisterns of Roman–Byzantine 

date have been identified within the city, but few can be directly associated with domestic 

dwellings, an exception being the cistern found beneath House VI west of St Theodore’s church 

(Kraeling, 1938, p. 289). Lepaon identified stormwater pipes draining the roof areas of the West 

Baths (2012, p. 268) and the large East Baths (2012, p. 325), demonstrating that the roofs of civic 

buildings in the ancient city collected runoff, and some of the largest cisterns in the city are 

associated with the civic buildings, temples and churches.  

 A far greater quantity of rainwater would have collected on the paved courtyards and streets in 

the ancient city, especially the terraces of the city’s main temples, but it does not appear to have 

been collected for storage. In the case of the Artemis temple, for example, stormwater from the 

upper terrace was discharged into the main sewer on the south side of the Artemis sanctuary 

(Kraeling, 1938, p. 289), and the runoff from the Antonine lower terrace was directed into the 

Cardo main drain via an elaborate network of conduits (Parapetti, 1989, p. 24). Cisterns are 

discussed in more detail in Section 5.4. 

 Bedrock runoff. There are extensive tracts of exposed karst limestone bedrock on hilltops 

bounding the study area, and evidence of rainfall harvesting is commonly found in these areas and 

on smaller bedrock exposures elsewhere. Today, as in the past, rain falling on these surfaces is 

directed into nearby cisterns and reservoirs via natural channels and man-made canals. Very little 

water is lost to ground infiltration in such systems when properly constructed and maintained, and 

clean, potable water can be harvested from even small rain showers. The study found evidence of 
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larger-scale (but older) systems that supported runoff farming by the construction of diversion 

walls, canals or ditches to direct water down-slope onto fields, terraces or storage installations, and 

this evidence is presented in Chapter 4.  

 3.1.2 Permeable surface runoff (Overland flow). Rainfall that falls on the land surface away 

from bedrock outcrops loses water to ground infiltration, the degree of infiltration being largely 

determined by rainfall intensity, slope, surface roughness and the amount and nature of any 

vegetation cover. Three types of overland flow are generally recognised: Sheet flow and rill flow on 

homogeneous hill slopes without natural channelling, and channel flow within channels, wadis and 

swales. 

 Hill-slope runoff. Flow on the uppermost part of such slopes starts as sheet flow, however, 

continuing rainfall results in saturation of the near-surface soil profile and an increase in flow 

velocity, such that within a short distance (<100 m) the flow changes to shallow concentrated flow 

(NRCS, 1986, P. 3–3) or rill flow (where water collects in rills and small gullies). Unless checked, 

overland flow can result in soil erosion (Nouwakpo et al. 2016, p. 76), and—as shown in Chapter 

4—farming societies in the Near East and elsewhere developed strategies to harness seasonal 

overland water flow to limit soil loss and retain soil moisture for as long as possible, based on the 

use of terraces, cross-wadi walls and barrages. Such strategies were particularly important in the 

study area, as the combination of strong winter rainfall and steep valley slopes contributed to a 

high-energy runoff regime.  

 Importantly, vegetation cover intercepts sheet flow and impacts directly on sheet flow discharge. 

Nowakpo et al. (2016, p. 79) argued convincingly that the removal of vegetation cover or a change 

in cover type significantly increases the erosional power of shallow concentrated overland flow, 

which highlights the potential impacts from overgrazing.58 

 Channel flow. Channel flow is a form of shallow concentrated flow and can be strongly 

erosional unless controlled. Prehistoric and later farming societies applied similar strategies to 

control channel flow runoff, as they did to hillslope runoff, involving terracing and barrages, and 

these responses are discussed in Chapter 4. 

 Streamflow in wadis. The extent to which the streamflow in wadis was harnessed as a water 

source in the study area is difficult to assess. Today, the majority of wadis in the study area are 

ephemeral, and perennial flow is limited to sections of the Jarash valley below Suf and the Majarr-

Tannur valley below Tannur spring. A similar situation would have existed in the study period, with 

 
58 Experiments have shown a four-fold to eight-fold increase in erosion (Nowakpo et al., 2016, p. 79). 
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perennial flow sustained from surplus spring flows, but this supply would have reduced over time 

as spring flows were increasingly directed to irrigation networks.  

 Lichtenberger and Raja (2017, p. 122) posited that the “river Chrysorrhoas” was a major water 

source and “would certainly have fed several of the monumental water-consuming structures” but 

offered no evidence. No evidence of the use of the wadi stream in the vicinity of the city in the 

study period was found in the present study, but the possible use of the wadi stream to supply 

several aqueducts in the central Jarash valley is discussed in section 4.1.2. 

  

3.2 Groundwater Sources 

 The present climatic regime delivers strong winter rainfall that directly recharges the bedrock 

aquifers. These aquifers supply many important seasonal springs, particularly in the Jarash valley, 

used primarily to provide water for irrigation, with only Qairawan—a perennial spring— making a 

meaningful contribution to urban domestic supplies. Evidence is presented below to show that springs 

played an important role in the Roman–Byzantine period in supplying extensive aqueduct networks 

that delivered good quality water for both urban and rural consumers. In contrast, there is little 

evidence of the use of water-table wells giving access to shallow groundwater resources. 

 3.2.1 Wells. 

 Wells, in this study, are man-made structures that intersect the shallow unconfined water table 

and become useless if the water table falls below the bottom of the well. No wells were found to be 

in service during the field survey, and there is no evidence that wells were ever a common or 

important water source in the study area.59 Only three relict well sites were identified during the 

study by field survey, and two of these are uncertain (Figure 3.2). A further four sites identified as 

wells were located on plans drawn by the Yale Expedition in the late 1920s–early 1930s,60 and two 

wells are shown in Wadi Asfur on a topographic plan dating to 1950 (Jordan. Air Photographic 

Survey, 1950, Sheet 27/77). A well shown on a Yale Expedition plan west of the Synagogue church 

in the city’s north-west quarter lies very close to a cave and maybe the entrance to a cistern rather 

than a well. 

 
59 The Arab geographer Yakut cited in Le Strange, 1890), writing in 1225, recorded that “There are wells of the ‘Adite 
days to be seen here [Gerasa]”, but the reference is more likely to have been to springs rather than wells. It is interesting 
to note that an alternative translation the same Arabic sentence by in French by Marmarji (as cited in Lichtenberger & 
Raja, 2016b. p. 70) reads “There are very old wells that are of great magnificence”, without any mention of “Adite”.  
60 1:2,000 scale plans (YUAG 1938.5999.5004.52; 1938.5999.5004.22); 1:500 scale plan (YUAG 1938.5999.5004.28). 
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 Wells have a small footprint in the landscape and can be difficult to distinguish from cisterns, so 

their number may be underestimated. They are not common in the study area, however, and 

Braemer et al. (2009, p. 40) also found them to be rare in the Hauran landscape.  

 3.2.2 Springs. Evidence presented in Chapter 2 showed that the study area is well endowed with 

springs. Spring distribution was reviewed in its geological and hydrological contexts and, as there is 

only limited published data on spring flow rates, the study adopted a matrix that estimated the 

relative strength of spring discharge based on evidence of the scale of water use.  

 The following section describes the more important springs in their geographic contexts. The 

stronger springs supplied aqueduct networks (referenced alphanumerically) that are described and 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

 Upper Jarash valley (Upper Wadi Suf). This sector covers a 4 km-long, deeply incised section 

of the Wadi Suf valley between the township of Suf and Umm Qahara spring west of Mukhayyam 

Suf (Figure 3.3) and includes 26 (41%) of the strong springs identified in the study area. Strong 

springs near Suf were mentioned by several early 19th-century western visitors, including 

Burckhardt who visited in 1812. Burckhardt (1822) noted “three copious springs that issue from 

under a rock near the village, at a short distance from each other. They bear the names of Ain el 

Faouar (Fauwara[?]), Ain el Meghasib [Maghasil], and Ain el Keykabe [Keykebe]” (p. 249–250). 

The clearest description of the state of the Suf springs in the late 19th century comes from 

Schumacher (Steuernagel, 1925), who noted that the main springs were “el-keykebi”, “Maghasil” 

and “el-fauwara” (p. 268), with el-fauwara being the strongest. Maghasil and Fauwara remain the 

strongest in the upper Wadi Suf sector, although only Fauwara still supplies significant irrigation 

water (Namrouqa, 2012). The evidence of Early Bronze Age 1 occupation from el-Mansura 

(Mittmann, 1970, p. 95) and Muqbila (Hanbury-Tenison, 1987, p. 156), and Middle Bronze Age 

occupation from Suf (Mittmann 1970, p. 95), infers that the springs in the upper Suf valley have 

been a settlement focus since the fourth millennium BC. The large relict cascade preserved in the 

cliffs above the modern Maghasil spring at Suf may well have been flowing in the Bronze Age. 

 Only limited archaeological evidence has been reported from the spring sites themselves. A 

fragment of rock-cut canal found 500 m south-east of Maghasil spring was the only direct evidence 

of the spring’s ancient use identified during the study. The only spring site in the upper Wadi Suf 

valley that has been archaeologically examined in detail is the east-bank spring in the village of 

Muqbila investigated by Thompson and De Vries (1972). They recorded a masonry tunnel of 

probable Roman date extending 21 m from the spring, although an Iron Age or Byzantine date 

cannot be excluded. The roof of this tunnel is initially corbelled but becomes vaulted. Muqbila 
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village was occupied in the Iron Age (Hanbury-Tenison, 1987, p. 156) and the initial construction 

of a corbelled tunnel in the Iron Age followed by a tunnel vault in the Roman–Byzantine period 

seems likely. Thompson and De Vries (1972, p. 90) considered the tunnel construction to be unique, 

however “an arched building” was noted over the spring at el-Keykebe by Burckhardt (1822, p. 

251), who also recorded a fragment of an inscription in Greek (Bowsher, 1997, p. 240). During the 

survey, the owner of Nabhan spring reported that there is an arched or vaulted roof over the spring. 

Tunnel (or barrel) vaults were commonly used in the Roman–Byzantine period, and many examples 

can be found among the buildings in Gerasa.  

 Three springs in upper Wadi Suf—Fauwara, Umm Qahara at the southern end of the sector and 

an unnamed site 2 km downstream of Fauwara—are regarded as valley floor springs. The strength 

and elevation of Fauwara spring make it a possible source for Gerasa’s north-west aqueduct 

(conduit JW01), and it continues to supply irrigation canals on both sides of the wadi. No definite 

ancient buildings are identified with it, and its exposed location in the wadi bed means that any such 

structures would likely have been either destroyed by flooding events or lie buried beneath wadi 

sediments.  

 En Busat Zreg spring is identified as the most likely source for aqueduct conduit JW01 on 

present evidence. Today, it is a weak spring that emerges downslope from its original site, but the 

evidence is presented in Section 4.3.2 to show that it must have been a very strong spring in ancient 

times. 

 There are many springs on the upper valley slopes of Wadi Suf whose strong flows in the past 

irrigated much farmland and sustained many village communities. These springs still flow, but at 

much lower rates than historically.  

 Central Jarash valley (North of Birketein). The Wadi Suf valley broadens below Umm Qahara 

spring, and the 2 km-long area downstream of this spring contains strong springs supplied from 

Jarash Conglomerate aquifers that played an important role in supplying farmland in the lower 

Wadi Suf area (Figure 3.4). The strongest springs recognised in this sector in publications to date 

have been Umm Qahara, Bisas er Rum, Esh Shawahid and the ez-Ziknana springs at Birketein. 

Three additional important relict sites were identified during the study; es Soda, site JWP185 

(henceforth, Birketein West spring), and a spring located immediately south of the Birketein baths 

named the  Birketein South spring. Umm Qahara and Esh Shawahid are valley floor springs, with 

the others occupying sites at various elevations on the lower valley slopes. Between them, the 

strong springs performed two important water-supply functions in the Roman–Byzantine period; 
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supplying irrigation systems in the lower Wadi Suf, lower Wadi Asfur and Wadi ed Deir, and 

supplying several key aqueducts that carried water to the city area that is described in Chapter 4.  

 Most of the farmland in this sector lies on the east bank, and the available evidence shows that 

this was mainly irrigated from Bisas er Rum spring adjacent to Kh. esh Shawahid61 and from ill-

defined sites close the wadi bed. Further south, es Soda spring supplied conduits SE05 andSE06.  

 Esh Shawahid spring on the west bank supplied several conduits that irrigated the small area of 

farmland on the valley’s west bank (SW01, 01a, 02, 02a), but continued southwards along the west 

side of the Wadi ed Deir valley towards the city. The spring at site JWP181 probably contributed to 

the supply of conduits SW01 and SW02, or it may have replaced Esh Shawahid spring. The very 

strong es-Ziknani springs supplied the Birketein reservoir. The major masonry aqueduct DW01 was 

probably supplied from this reservoir and can be traced across the El-Hammar plain to within 150 m 

of the city’s north wall.  

 The location of Birketein South spring is inferred from conduits cut into the bedrock beneath and 

adjacent to the Birketein bathhouse (Figure 3.5). This spring was probably the source of conduit 

DW05 observed in situ 230 m south of the spring at site JWP144. The Birketein bathhouse was 

built over the northern conduit (DW05a) from this spring, and this conduit was reused as a 

discharge channel for waste water from the baths. DW05a and other rock-cut conduits in the 

vicinity drain to the north-east. 

 There is archaeological and historical evidence that attests to the ancient use of strong springs in 

the area. Mittmann (1970, p. 98) identified evidence of EB1 occupation in the vicinity of Birketein, 

and utilisation of the Birketein springs by at least this date can be inferred; however, the first 

attested structures are of Roman date. Buildings dated to the turn of the second/third century prior 

to the present study include the masonry reservoir (Welles, 1938, p., 428, no. 153), the Tomb of 

Germanus, the festival theatre and (probably) the Birketein Baths (Lepaon, 2012b, p. 247). These 

structures lay adjacent to the road from Gerasa to Adra’a, considered by Agusta-Boularot, Seigne 

and Mujjali (1998, p. 293) to have been built or repaired in the Trajanic period. On the opposite side 

of the valley, Bisas er Rum spring lies adjacent to the site of Kh. esh Shawahid and close to the 

second milestone on the Trajanic road to Adra’a. The word Rum implies use in the Roman period,62 

and epigraphic evidence indicates the existence of a Roman necropolis at Kh. esh Shawahid in the 

second and second/third centuries (Welles, 1938, pp. 448-451 nos. 205, 206 & 216). It is likely that 

 
61 Schumacher originally referred to these ruins as Kh. esh Shawahid, seemingly in error, as he subsequently changed it 
to Kh. ed dscheide (Steurenagel,1925, p. 271 & note 1). Mittmann (1964, p. 114 & note 10) referred to the site as “ed 
ğdēde or hirbet ebsas er-rūm”. The name Kh. esh Shawahid has been retained in this study. 
62 According to Wittek (2013, p. 75), in the Early Islamic period rum referred to the Roman Empire, and particularly 
Anatolia. 
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occupation in the area became more intensive in the Byzantine period, with archaeological evidence 

showing that Kh. el-Munye (Mittmann, 1970, p. 98) and Kh. esh Shawahid (Steuernagel, 1925, p. 

271) on opposite banks of Wadi Asfur were both occupied in this period. Schumacher noted 

“Byzantine walls, columns, capitals and channels” in the vicinity of Esh Shawahid spring 

(Steuernagel, 1925, p. 262), and it is likely that the well-constructed masonry basin and outlet 

channel still visible inside the modern spring building is of Byzantine date if not earlier. 

 In recent decades, spring flows in the area have been dramatically impacted by declining water 

tables and yields, brought about, at least in part, by water extraction from the nearby Esh Shawahid 

water bores. Esh Shawahid spring (elev. 655 m) and the Birketein springs (elev. 619 m) are still 

active but flow only during winter. Mittmann (1970, p. 97) described Umm Qahara (elev. 685 m) as 

a strong spring; however, the irrigation canals from this spring ceased to flow by the second half of 

the 20th century, while Bisas er Rum (elev. 655 m) flowed until the end of the 20th century. 

 Central Jarash valley (South of Birketein). Tell Jarash North spring, located ca. 400 m north-

east of Qairawan Cave spring outside the northern city wall, is the only strong modern spring in the 

Wadi ed Deir valley between Birketein and the city (Figure 3.6). It supplied an aqueduct network 

(DE02) on the west side of the tell that extended into the eastern side of the city. The spring site 

now lies beneath modern buildings but was still flowing in the early 20th century. The aqueducts 

that it supplied are described in Section 4.3.2, and their size indicates that the spring was originally 

strong.  

 City area. The valley profile changes abruptly at the site of the northern watergate, becoming 

more incised as it passes through the city. The wadi initially cuts into Jarash Conglomerate and 

Naur limestone, then erodes more deeply into the underlying Kurnub Group sandstone downstream 

of the city. The Jarash valley would have presented a different landscape in the wetter periods of the 

Palaeolithic compared to today. The 3 km-long section of the valley between the northern end of the 

city and the Shallal waterfall locality to the south would have included spectacular waterfalls, tufa 

cascades and very strong springs that may have been among the most dramatic natural water 

features in the Highland. Evidence for when these wetter periods occurred comes from the Negev, 

where the last tufa deposition has been dated to the last glacial period in the late Palaeolithic around 

70,000 to 10,000 years BP (Frumkin, Bar-Yosef & Schwarcz, 2011, p. 445). Spring discharges and 

perennial wadi flows would have lessened, and water tables would have fallen in the ensuing drier 

periods, but the evidence points to higher water tables than today extending into the Roman period, 

when the springs on the lower east bank at the northern end of the city would have been striking 
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features in the landscape. The locations of springs in the southern Jarash valley are shown in Figure 

3.7a, and slopes in the same area are shown in Figure 3.7b. 

 The springs in the city area occur in three geographic zones (Figure 3.8). Except for the spring 

on the eastern lower terrace that supplied the relict tufa cascade (henceforth the Upper Tufa 

Cascade spring), the strongest springs lay in the Central Zone close to the valley floor and were 

supplied from either Jarash Conglomerate or Naur limestone aquifers. All the strong springs in the 

Central Zone are on the east bank apart from a west bank spring just south of the South Bridge.  

 Central Zone. 

 Qairawan spring. The strength of the perennial flow from this spring probably made it the 

paramount spring within the study area in the Roman–Byzantine period, and it still contributes to 

the town’s water supply. Changes to the area since the establishment of the Circassian settlement 

means that the full nature and extent of buildings originally associated with the spring can never be 

known. Early 20th-century photographs, however, show a section of a constructed of moulded 

ashlars that are described in detail in Section 7.2.3 (Figure 3.9). Seigne (2004, p. 175) dated the 

construction of this wall to the second century on architectural grounds.  

 The existence of a significant east bank spring in the vicinity of Qairawan was noted by many 

early 19th century western visitors, but it is often not clear whether Qairawan or the nearby 

Qairawan Cave spring is being described (Figure 3.10). Burckhardt (1822, p. 263) recorded a 

spring on the east bank during his visit in 1810, but its location cannot be identified from the 

description. William Bankes visited in 1816 (Bowsher, 1997) and noted that “There rises a 

charming clear spring which supplies a brook. There are vestiges of buildings (probably Baths) 

about & in this Fountain” (p. 236), and a plan of the city drawn the same year shows the site is 

probably Qairawan spring (Figure 3.11a). The first unequivocal mention of Qairawan spring and its 

monumental wall is by Charles Barry, who visited Jarash in early summer in 1819. On May 5th, 

Barry (1819) wrote: 

Near this Temple [Church of the Prophets] to the south issues a spring of excellent water into 

a large natural cavity opposite an embankment wall which may perhaps have been the 

abutment of a bridge across the valley. The wall is extremely well built the stones large, 

squared, and gauged to level courses wrought on the front, and surmounted with a moulded 

cornice – The surplus water of the spring runs off to the rivulet.63 (My italics)  

 
63 The quotation is taken from the author’s transcription of Barry’s travel diary that is held in the Charles Barry archives 
at RIBA. The diary volume is labelled 12th March 1819 at Cairo – Journey from thence to Acre 15 May 1819 and the 
RIBA reference is SKB 400/5. 
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Barry’s 1819 plan of the area around Qairawan spring is shown in Figures 3.11b and 3.16c. John 

Fuller (1830) visited the site in1819, six months after Barry, and noted: 

We soon arrived at a pool of water overhung with fine shady plane-trees and surrounded by 

various plants and shrubs. It is supplied from two springs, at both of which are considerable 

remains of ancient buildings and some blocks of marble. (p. 336).  

 Qairawan Cave spring. This spring lies in a different geological setting to Qairawan spring. 

While Qairawan spring flows from a small underground cavity in Naur limestone, water from 

Qairawan Cave spring flowed from multiple outlets in an open cave at the geological contact 

between Jarash Conglomerate and Naur limestone and discharged over a limestone platform as a 

natural cascade. Although presently undated, it is inferred from the existence of rock-cut canals and 

a plastered facade over an outlet that Qairawan Cave spring was active in the study period. The 

prominent cave was eroded into a cliff of Jarash Conglomerate, 40 m north of Qairawan spring and 

20 m east of the fifth century Church of the Prophets, Apostles and Martyrs. The cave was 

originally a ca. 20 m deep grotto, but a roof collapse drastically reduced its size and destroyed much 

of the limestone platform in front of the spring outlets. The spring outlets are at 577 m elevation, 

which is 11 m higher than Qairawan spring.64 This is notable as it meant that the Qairawan Cave 

spring could provide a canalised water supply to nearly the whole of the eastern lower terrace, 

whereas Qairawan spring could potentially only supply the small portion of this terrace below 566 

m elevation.  

 The site was first recorded by James Buckingham, who visited Jarash in the winter of 1816 with 

William Bankes. Buckingham (1821) noted that 

the spring, which waters all the valley, rises close by the temple [Church of the Prophets]. It 

was from among these rocks, that Mr. Bankes, stooping down behind them, contrived to take 

one of his drawings of the ruins of Geraza, in which most of the prominent edifices of the city 

are included…at the head of the spring are foundations, hewn and sculptured stones, and other 

vestiges of altars, perhaps erected to the deity of the stream, whose statue it was usual among 

the ancients to place near its source. (pp. 392–393) (My italics) 

Copies of the drawing (watercolour) that “Mr Bankes.... contrived to take” according to 

Buckingham (above) are preserved in the Dorset History Centre (DHC) archives. A comparison 

with a modern view from outside the entrance to Qairawan Cave (Figure 3.12a) shows that the site 

 
64 Elevation of Qairawan Cave spring was determined by Total Station survey conducted during the study. The 
elevation of Qairawan spring (566 m) is taken from Seigne, 2004, p. 174. 
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of the spring, and the point from which the watercolour by Bankes was drawn (Figure 3.12b), was 

Qairawan Cave, and not Qairawan spring.  

 The available evidence from the cave, including the monumentalisation of one of the spring 

outlets, point to it having been an important cultic site in the Hellenistic–Early Roman period. 

 Bankes, Buckingham and Fuller all mention the presence of ruined buildings in the vicinity of 

Qairawan spring and Qairawan Cave spring and it is likely that these springs lay within a precinct 

(henceforth Qairawan Precinct) dedicated to water display and use. This precinct is discussed 

further in Section 7.2 in the context of the role played by the Qairawan spring basin.  

 Springs at the southern end of the city. Strong springs discharged from sites on both wadi banks 

in the area between the South Bridge and the south city wall in the Roman–Byzantine period. They 

lay close to the wadi bed and supplied irrigation networks in the southern Jarash valley. They 

include Es Suq spring and the relict Lower Tufa Cascade spring on the east bank, and an unnamed 

west bank spring located immediately south of the South Bridge.  

 Eastern Zone. This group includes two springs that were supplied from Jarash Conglomerate 

aquifers; the Upper Tufa Cascade spring that supplied the tufa cascade and the Eastern spring. Each 

lies at the foot of a low scarp marking the edge of a natural terrace. The Eastern spring and 

associated rock-cut basin were described by Boyer (2016b, pp. 522–524; 2018b, p. 362). It was 

located at an elevation of ca. 605 m and flowed as recently as the mid-20th century. The site of the 

Upper Tufa Cascade spring now lies beneath the modern town, and its precise location is uncertain, 

but this spring had probably ceased to flow before the Roman period. It is likely that other springs 

were flowing in the section of the Eastern zone between the Upper Tufa Cascade spring and 

Qairawan Cave spring in the study period. 

 Western Zone. This group includes two confirmed relict spring sites and two probable sites that 

lie at elevations between ca. 598 m and ca. 614 m on the western side of the city. All would have 

been supplied from Jarash Conglomerate aquifers. The positioning of the springs is similar to those 

in the Eastern Zone in that they lie at the foot of low scarps at the edge of natural terraces. Of the 

two known sites, the northernmost lay just outside the northern city wall and was supplying an 

irrigation network in the early 20th century, but has since been destroyed. The other known site is a 

subterranean spring of Hellenistic date recently identified by Blanke (2018a, pp. 31–32) that lies 

adjacent to a large rock-cut reservoir in the south-west quarter of the city (Fig. 3.13). Blanke 

believes that the stairway access to the spring was blocked before the construction of the reservoir 

that was built over it in the early Roman period.  
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 Two other possible relict spring sites in the Western Zone were identified in the present study. 

The first is located on a cave beneath the southernmost reservoir in the north-west quarter of the 

city, a positioning that is very similar to the Hellenistic spring site in the south-western quarter just 

described. The identification of the relict spring site is based on the evidence of natural water 

channels in the bedrock, with the cave acting as a spring chamber (Figure 3.14). The original 

cave/spring entrance opened to the south and south-east but was blocked with masonry when the 

reservoir was constructed in the late first century. Early 20th-century APs show what appear to be 

the walls of a passageway adjacent to the blocked entrance in the south-east corner of the later 

reservoir structure. The second possible relict spring site lies at the foot of a prominent scarp ca. 

150 m north-east of the site just described at an elevation of ca. 614 m (Figure 3.15). The site is 

marked by a small cave and several natural water outlets in the rock-face, and a rock-cut stairway 

that gave access to the terrace above.  

 The springs in the Western Group would have been a valuable water source for local settlers and 

farmers who would otherwise have had to rely on supplies from cisterns before the availability of 

aqueduct-fed supplies in the early Roman period. 

 South Wadi Jarash. South of the city, the strongest springs were located close to the valley floor 

or on terraces on the lower slopes and were supplied from Kurnub aquifers. Hydraulic leakage from 

overlying aquifers into the Kurnub Group sandstone contributes to spring flows and results in a 

multitude of springs and seeps along the length of the lower Jarash valley. This makes it the best-

watered section of the Jarash valley today and flows would have been even stronger in antiquity; 

however, the narrow, steep-sided and unstable nature of this section of the valley constrained the 

agricultural benefit. The major spring sites at Qwndeit spring, Ficus Springs and in the Shallal 

locality were active and supplying irrigation water to the lower valley in the Roman period.  

 Qwndeit spring. This spring still flows today, although the flow is much diminished, but it does 

not appear on any government map.65 The modern spring emerges among private dwellings on the 

south side of the Amman–Irbid highway at the northern end of the Bab Amman Mesa. A detailed 

plan of the immediate area completed in the 1930s66 shows a canal carrying water from the mouth 

of a large 8 m x 10 m cave at the foot of a ca. 3 m high scarp, and APs from 1918 suggest that there 

were several springs upslope of this location (Figure 3.16). The spring supplied a local aqueduct 

network (JW03) that delivered irrigation water to the terraces at the southern end of the Bab 

 
65 Qwndeit [Къундет] is the Circassian name for this spring (Jaimouka, 2012).  
66 Gerasa Plan SE D1, YUAG archive. 

http://jaimoukha.blogspot.com.au/2012/02/circassians-in-jerash.html
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Amman Mesa, and possibly also to aqueduct JW04 on the western side of the Mesa. There may 

originally have been a small settlement associated with the spring, but no trace has survived. 

 Ficus Springs. This large 0.7 ha site lies 1 km south of the city and includes relict spring outlets, 

fountains, cascades and basins on both sides of the wadi. (Figure 3.17) The springs discharged from 

outlets in Kurnub Group sandstone cliffs that originally flanked a 30 m wide ravine that now lies 

largely buried beneath wadi sediments. The site has not been confidently dated, but it lies 250 m 

east of the Abu Suwwan Neolithic mega-site and is likely to have been an important source during 

the Holocene period. The site is one of the most important in the lower Jarash valley and is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

 Shallal springs. Another major relict spring site is located on the east bank of the waterfall at the 

Shallal locality, one kilometre south of Ficus Springs. The site (JWP173) lies at the foot of a steep 

slope below the Roman–Byzantine site named “Mesar Tokh” by Glueck (1951, pp. 68–69) (Figure 

3.18). The spring was one of a number spread over a ca. 100 m long section of the lower east bank 

and the locality would have been one of the most significant spring sites in the Jarash valley in 

antiquity. At site JWP173, water was carried from a spring chamber behind the rock face via a short 

canal and discharged into an adjacent irrigation conduit. Water also cascaded over the rock face via 

natural and rock-cut channels and was directed into a small rock-cut draw basin. (Figure 3.19) The 

irrigation aqueduct ran along the foot of the scarp and received additional water directly from other 

springs in the hillside above it. The scarp is covered with cascade tufa encrustations from relict 

spring flow indicating that, although the spring sites are located in Kurnub Group sandstone, the 

spring sites were connected to aquifers in the overlying lime-rich Jarash Conglomerate. (Figure 

3.20)  

 Site JWP181. This strong Kurnub spring was located downstream of Shallal at the foot of an 

upper west bank terrace and contributed water to upper-level irrigation canals in this section of the 

Jarash valley (Figure 3.21). It is a moderate-strength spring today, supplying plant nurseries beside 

the Amman–Irbid highway. It is not named on government maps but may be Ain Jebarat (station 

AL0686, elevation 480 m) in the list of major springs in the area published by Hammouri & Naqa 

(2008, table 1). It may also have contributed water to the large Der Abu Saedi settlement 

established on a lower terrace 500 m to the south-east. None of the ancient spring installations is 

visible. 

 Majarr–Tannur (Riyashi) valley. The most important springs are Riyashi, and Tannur located 1 

km apart in the section of this valley below the Wadi Umm Qantara/Wadi Majarr junction (Figure 

3.22). Both are perennial valley-floor springs supplied from Naur limestone aquifers. Below the 
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Wadi Umm Qantara junction, the wadi is known by several names but is referred to by its modern 

name Wadi Tannur in this study. 

 Riyashi spring. The modern spring site lies at the Wadi Umm Qantara/Wadi Tannur junction, but 

until the mid-20th century, the spring discharged from several sites a little further upstream in Wadi 

Umm Qantara. (Figure 3.23) Archaeological evidence shows that the hill slopes around the spring 

were a settlement focus in the PPNB, Chalcolithic to Middle Bronze Age, and Roman–Byzantine 

periods (Glueck. 1951, pp. 69–70; Hanbury-Tenison, 1987, p. 154), and the site also lay at a road 

junction. Schumacher (Steuernagel 1925) referred to the settlement above the spring as “Kh. esch-

Schinekije” and to the east bank settlement as “er-Rijaschi (pp. 367–368), while Glueck (1951, pp. 

69–70) referred to both settlements as Kh. Ain Riyashi. The long settlement history is a testament to 

the enduring nature of the spring, and numerous ruined structures are visible on the hills and slopes 

to the north-west and south-east of the spring on mid-20th-century APs (Figure 3.24). The 1 km-

long section of Wadi Tannur between Riyashi and Tannur springs was irrigated via rock-cut canals 

in antiquity, with additional water supplied from at least one east-bank spring (site JWP 187). 

Silting up of the wadi floor in modern times has covered any evidence of ancient spring-related 

installations, although the system operating in the mid-20th century included the diversion of spring 

discharge into three separate canals.  

 Tannur spring. This spring discharges at a level ca. 35 m below that of Riyashi spring. The site is 

a low cliff and a geomorphological nick point in the Tannur valley floor profile. In its natural state, 

the spring discharges from the cliff face, but in antiquity, the flow was directed into ancient rock-cut 

canals that still supply an extensive irrigation network along both wadi banks downstream (Figure 

3.25). The area irrigated by the spring is > 1 km2 and is probably the largest irrigation system in the 

study area supplied from a single source.  

 Evidence of several ruined masonry structures was observed on the slope below the spring. They 

include a masonry canal for a water mill and an adjacent structure that may have been the mill-

house. A ruined penstock mill lies 200 m downstream of the spring on the east bank: This is 

probably “tahunet et tannur” described as a ruin by Schumacher in a visit at the end of the 19th 

century (Steuernagel, 1925, p. 368), and is presumably of early Ottoman date or older.  

 

3.3 The Relationship Between Water Availability and Settlement Location 

A comparison between spring locations and known settlement sites provides an opportunity to 

determine the significance of water availability on historical settlement distribution patterns. The 

study found that the average density or concentration of springs in the study area is around 3/km2, 
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which means that all settlements will, on average, lie within 500 m of a spring. In light of this, the 

study looked at settlement locations in relation to the strong springs, using the strength of spring 

discharge as the measure of a spring’s significance, in addition to analysing the overall 

spring/settlement relationship. The results were discussed by the author in a recent publication 

(Boyer, 2018a, especially pp. 226–228, figs. 5–8). 

 The distribution of settlement sites in the context of the distribution of strong springs is shown 

for three periods (Hellenistic, Roman, and Late Roman–Byzantine) in Figures 3.26, 3.27 and 3.28, 

respectively. The data show that the number of sites increases progressively during the Hellenistic–

Byzantine period and that there is a close association of Hellenistic and Roman sites with strong 

springs close to valley floors, with expansion away from the strong springs only becoming evident 

in the Late Roman–Byzantine period. Settlements in the Majarr–Tannur valley were still located 

close to the valley floor in the Late Roman–Byzantine period; however, in the upper Jarash valley, 

some settlements were also established close to strong springs on the upper slopes.  

 The absence of Roman–Byzantine settlements on the upper slopes in some areas despite the 

presence of many springs coincides with gaps in survey coverage noted in Chapter 2 (see Figure 

2.56), and future surveys in these areas will likely find evidence of Roman–Byzantine occupation 

(Figure 3.29). This contention is supported by the evidence of Roman–Byzantine occupation in the 

apparent gap on the upper slopes on the east side of the Jarash valley south-east of Birketein from 

data collected by the JHS in 2010. This survey recorded a wine press installation of likely Roman–

Byzantine date at JHS site 853 (Baker & Sharman, 2010, p. 59) and obtained evidence of Late 

Roman–Early Byzantine occupancy from sherd scatters at JHS site 839 nearby (Kehrberg, 2010, p. 

39).  

 

3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The study area is generously endowed with natural water sources of good quality. The generally 

moister climatic conditions indicated from regional palaeoclimate proxies meant that water sources 

should have included perennial flow in the various wadis derived from surplus spring discharges 

and flows from rainfall runoff. The extent of the perennial flow would have depended on the 

season, the location of the strong springs, and the extent to which the spring flows were used by the 

local inhabitants. Perennial flows would likely have been strongest downstream of the city and 

downstream of Tannur spring, where flows from Kurnub Group springs would have added to the 

flows coming from karstic springs upstream. 
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 Ionides (1939, p. 154) noted that irrigation off-takes in Wadi Jarash resulted in very little of the 

perennial flow in the wadi reaching the Zarqa River in the 1930s, and a similar situation is likely to 

have prevailed in the Roman–Byzantine period when irrigation water use appears to have peaked. 

Perennial flow may have been stronger in the Hellenistic period, before the construction of the large 

irrigation aqueduct networks in the main valleys in the ensuing Roman period, which is consistent 

with the Hellenistic name of the city—Antioch on the Chrysorrhoas (or golden river). Today, 

perennial wadi flow is small and is limited to Wadi Jarash downstream of the city 

 While it is axiomatic that water availability is a factor in determining the location and density of 

human settlement, the available evidence shows a clear relationship between settlement locations 

and strong springs close to valley floors in the Hellenistic–Byzantine period, and this is most 

pronounced in the Majarr–Tannur valley. The extensive use of high-quality spring water for 

irrigation in antiquity is unusual and is discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER FOUR:  WATER TRANSPORT 

 

 Water in the study area was transported as either natural overland flow or via man-made 

conduits. We know from prehistoric studies elsewhere in Jordan—for example, Jawa (Müller-

Neuhof, 2014)—that some Chalcolithic–Early Bronze Age societies adopted sophisticated runoff 

catchment and surface flow management practices that generated greater agricultural yields. These 

greater yields were able to support proto-urban populations in the prehistoric period and larger 

urban populations in subsequent periods. In the study area, the large areas of exposed bedrock and a 

strong winter rainfall regime provide ideal opportunities for the application of runoff catchment and 

surface flow strategies, and many ancient and modern examples are visible in the present landscape. 

The information presented in Chapter 3 shows that strong springs were an important water 

source in the study period. These springs provided a reasonably reliable and controllable supply of 

good quality water that was distributed to urban and rural users via networks of conduits that are 

described below. 

 

4.1 Transportation by Natural Surface Flow 

 Perennial streamflow in the wadis is negligible today as spring flows in the dry season are almost 

entirely taken up by the irrigation networks, and natural overland flow is limited to winter season 

runoff. A similar regime is also likely to have existed in the study period, although the wetter winter 

seasons in the Roman–Byzantine period inferred from the palaeoclimatic data presented in Chapter 

2 would have delivered greater winter runoff. What is not clear, however, is whether these wetter 

conditions resulted in greater perennial streamflow or whether the higher spring discharges were 

“absorbed” by the extensive irrigation networks described in Sections 4.3 and 7.4.1. Structures 

associated with surface water collection are identified in Figure 4.1 

The use of rainwater harvesting via runoff catchment to supply water for cisterns remains a 

common practice, and some of these cisterns have been in use since historical times. While cisterns 

are a welcome—and cheap—source of water for domestic use and for watering livestock, the 

generally small scale of the catchment systems means that they have only limited potential to 

contribute to irrigation. The ability to divert and store water from wadi streams via canals, barrages 

and reservoirs offer much greater potential for agricultural application.  

4.1.1 Structures employed to control and harness hill-slope runoff. As noted in Chapter 3, 

ancient societies in the Levant developed strategies to control overland water flow resulting from 

hill-slope runoff in areas of strong relief. Such flows can remove topsoil and societies responded by 
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constructing terraces and cross-wadi walls to restrict water flow and limit soil loss while increasing 

the amount of retained moisture in the soil profile. The application of these remedial strategies in 

the study area is discussed below. 

There is abundant evidence of the widespread establishment of agricultural terracing in the past. 

Terracing is still practised today, and modern forms often replace earlier wall systems, but evidence 

of the earlier systems can still be traced on APs, especially in the central Jarash valley (Figure 4.2) 

and lower Majarr–Tannur valley (Figure 4.3). These earlier systems have yet to be studied in the 

study area in detail, although ancient systems of terracing and cross-wadi walls have been studied in 

detail in Wadi Faynan (Newson, Barker, Daly, Mattingly & Gilbertson, 2007, pp. 152–155; Smith 

et al., 2011, p. 222).  

The older, more degraded, terraces can be difficult to identify in the modern landscape. They are 

sometimes linked by long walls running down the slope, which are more resistant to degradation 

and, as noted by Sapin (1998, p. 114), are the only means of identifying historical terracing in some 

areas. No attempt was made to date terrace walls during the study, and there are no published dates 

for these structures in the area. Researchers have tended to rely on indirect methods to date terraces, 

such as the proximity of ancient settlements or buildings, even though such methods are 

acknowledged to have a low level of reliability (e.g. Wilkinson, 2003, p. 66). Recent research by 

Gadot et al. (2016) in the Judean Highlands (Mt Eitan) cautions against the assumption that terraced 

walls are of ancient date, although it remains to be seen if the important conclusions from the Israeli 

sites can be applied more broadly in the southern Levant. 

4.1.2 Channel flow structures.  

Barrages. Barrages (dams) can be used to store water, to divert water to other storage facilities 

or irrigation channels, and to control the flow of water. There are no known examples of substantial 

barrages being constructed across wadis in the study area or elsewhere within the Jordanian 

Decapolis. Several are known to the north of the Decapolis in southern Syria, where they are 

generally found in areas with less than 150 mm of annual rainfall (Calvet & Geyer, 1992). Small 

barrages, however, have been identified at two locations in the study area.  

The first location is at Riyashi in the Majarr–Tannur valley, where an upstream barrage wall 35–

50 m long was constructed to trap silt contained in wadi streamflow from Wadi Umm Qantara and 

to redirect the wadi stream away from the Riyashi springs downstream of the barrage (Figure 4.4). 

No trace of this structure remains, so its construction details are unknown. The structure visible in 

the 1953 AP may be an Ottoman period replacement of an earlier structure associated with rock-cut 

features in the bed of the wadi 100 m upstream.  
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The second is a possible barrage in the vicinity of the city’s South Gate. Excavations in between 

the Zeus lower terrace and Camp Hill in the early 1980s identified a ca. 1.3 m thick layer of 

sediments dating to the late Iron Age–Early Roman period deposited on the bed of a small wadi 

near the South Gate (Seigne, 1986a, p. 45; 2004, p. 178). The sediments are interpreted by Seigne to 

have been deposited in a depression behind a barrier across a small wadi, but the evidence does not 

preclude the barrier being a natural feature (Figure 4.5).  

While no constructed barrages have been confirmed in the Jarash valley, the local topography 

makes Birketein an ideal location for such a barrage. This site is adjacent to the strong Birketein 

springs at a point where the valley is constricted to a width of <150 m and lies immediately 

upstream of the fertile El-Hammar plain just north of the city (Figure 4.6). It is hard to imagine that 

prehistoric and later settlers would not have irrigated such a choice agricultural area if the means 

were at hand, and this is discussed further in Section 7.4.1.  

Canals. The construction of canals to carry water from the wadi stream (wadi offtake canals) is 

one of the earliest uses of overland flow in the archaeological record. Well-documented evidence 

from Neolithic sites in north-eastern Jordan shows how prehistoric societies were able to harness 

surplus water in the wet season and direct it onto fields and into storage in the PPNB (Müller-

Neuhof, 2014). Outside of the wet season, streamflow is entirely derived from surplus spring flows, 

and the widespread establishment of spring-fed aqueduct systems in Roman and later periods—

together with the natural decline in spring flows after the wet season—would have severely limited 

the availability of surplus wadi flow for wadi-offtake canals. No wadi offtake canals dating to the 

study period were definitely identified during the study, but the number of offtake canals from the 

wadi stream supplying water mills and irrigation water in the central and lower Jarash valley in the 

Late Ottoman and modern periods suggests that they likely existed. Four aqueducts in the central 

Jarash valley described in Section 4.3.2 have sources in or close to the wadi near Umm Qahara 

spring, including at least one ancient rock-cut example (SUFW02); however, these aqueducts may 

have been supplied from springs in the floor of the wadi rather than the perennial wadi stream.  

 

4.2 Transportation by Man-Made Conduits 

The study focused on the extramural water management system, although it also included a 

thorough assessment and interpretation of evidence of the intramural system obtained from the 

published corpus and inspections of the extant ruins by the author. The results are included in the 

discussion below.  
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4.2.1 Rock-cut conduits. Conduits cut directly into bedrock are the commonest form of conduit 

in the hinterland, but are less common in the city because cover sequences and ruins obscure the 

bedrock. Conduits are generally cut into surface bedrock, but several examples of conduits cut into 

the floor of tunnels were identified and examined during the study. The bedrock is usually 

calcretised Jarash Conglomerate or Cretaceous limestone; however, in the lower sections of the 

Jarash and Majarr–Tannur valleys, the bedrock is Kurnub Group sandstone. Calcretised bedrock 

surfaces are often quite hard, and can only be cut with non-metallic tools with difficulty, while 

Kurnub Group sandstone is softer and can theoretically be cut with stone tools.  

The use of rock-cutting technology predates the study period by several thousand years. There is 

evidence of it being applied to the construction of tombs at Byblos from at least the third 

millennium BC (Steiner & Killebrew, 2014, p. 301), and the technique was probably applied to 

water conduits around the same time. Improved excavation techniques brought about by iron tools 

meant that the technique was widespread by Iron Age II. Rock-cut conduits are found in both 

rainwater harvesting and spring-fed delivery systems. 

Open rock-cut conduits associated with rainwater harvesting delivery systems. These systems 

are commonly encountered in rural areas. They have small catchments, sometimes only a few 

hundreds of square metres, and the harvested water is stored in surface or subterranean cisterns. The 

associated rock-cut conduits have generally smaller sectional profiles and carrying capacity 

compared to rock-cut conduits in spring-fed systems. They are enduring installations that, given 

adequate rainfall and a minimum of maintenance, can last for centuries unless damaged by 

earthquakes. Many systems in the study area are therefore likely to predate the study period; 

however, the availability of readymade storage installations from the reuse of stone quarries means 

that many new systems were established in the Roman–Byzantine period.  

Site JWP162 beside the Asfur road north of Mukhayyam Suf is an example of a rural system that 

involved the reuse of a stone quarry. The installation utilised a sloping pavement of calcretised 

bedrock in which conduits 0.15–0.20 m W and up to 0.10 m H were cut. They were modifications 

of natural channelways and drained onto a quarried platform before cascading into a basin 18 m L x 

4.2 m W (Figures 4.7a and b). 

Rainwater harvesting systems supplied by rock-cut conduits are less evident in the city area as 

the establishment of urban Gerasa in the Roman–Byzantine period buried the original rock-surfaces 

that carried the installations. An exception is to be found in the vicinity of the Artemis upper 

terrace, where a small system is exposed beneath the original cella podium stairway on the northern 

side. The preserved section comprises a shallow 0.1 m wide rock-cut supply conduit from the 
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original high ground that lay upslope to the west, a cistern and a smaller rock-cut overflow conduit 

(Figure 4.7c, d). 

Open conduits. Unless buried by later deposits, ancient water conduits cut into exposed rock 

surfaces have experienced long periods of weathering that result in eroded conduit walls and clean, 

smooth surfaces with no dateable archaeology. Construction of spring-fed conduits involved the 

cutting of a specus or canal, generally rectangular or trapezoid in cross-section, with subvertical 

walls (W 0.2–0.4 m; H <0.70 m), and a flat or slightly concave floor (Figure 4.8). Conduit wall-

heights are necessarily uneven where the conduits were constructed on slopes or bedrock ledges: In 

such cases, the wall on the upslope side is always higher. Thinner walls on the downslope side were 

susceptible to damage and mortar, or opus caementicium was used to repair them. There is presently 

insufficient dating information to determine if the conduit design changed over time.  

Rock-cut conduits with a stepped sectional profile created by the cutting of a narrow, deeper 

specus inside a broader specus were observed at several locations and are distinctive enough to be 

regarded as a separate stepped specus conduit type. This conduit type is discussed further below in 

the context of flow control within the conduit. 

Intramural conduits are commonly roofed, but the extent to which extramural rock-cut conduits 

were roofed is uncertain. Roofing blocks were only found in situ at one site on conduit JW01, and a 

21 m section of the conduit from Muqbila spring in the upper Jarash valley is also roofed. The 

Muqbila spring conduit is unique in the study area in that both corbelled and vaulted roof 

construction was used. Aqueduct studies in the southern Levant do not always comment on the 

roofing of aqueducts; however, Caesarea’s high-level aqueduct is an example of an entire aqueduct 

system being roofed (Porath, 2002, p. 110). Roofing prevents contamination, reduces evaporation, 

and inhibits algal growth by excluding light and keeping the water cooler, but it also impacts on 

access for cleaning and sinter removal operations. Evidence in the study area from conduit JW01 

suggests that roofing was also used to prevent water loss on sections of the conduit running full or 

where there was excessive turbulence (Figure 4.9). 

Picks were commonly used to construct the surface conduits and tunnels, and relict pick marks 

have been found at many sites. The commonest finish shows a series of continuous, curved, roughly 

concentric subparallel grooves, probably made by sharp-pointed iron picks of the “escoude” type 

(Bessac, 1988, p. 42; Waelkins, de Paupe & Moens, 1988, p. 15) (Figure 4.10), although there are 

also several examples of conduit beds with a “pecked” finish (Figure 4.11).67 

 
67 The pick marks are similar to marks recognised in Greco–Roman quarries from the sixth century BC as having been 
made by small iron picks of the “escoude” type. Waelkins et al. (1988, p. 15) found that their use continued into the late 
antique period. 
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The plastering of conduits limits water loss through defects in the conduit walls, reduces surface 

friction and improves the uniformity of flow by maintaining a consistent specus profile. The extent 

to which the surface rock-cut conduits were plastered is uncertain as natural weathering has often 

removed any plaster originally present, but evidence of multiple plaster applications is preserved on 

two sections of conduit JW01 that were buried beneath colluvium and therefore protected from 

weathering (Figure 4.12).  

Evidence of periodic aqueduct maintenance comes from the multiple plaster applications visible 

at sites on conduit JW01 referred to above and a plastered repair to a conduit block on aqueduct 

DW01 to fix a problem caused by erosional abrading of the specus floor. The evidence of thick 

calcareous sinter deposits at site JWP128 (see Figure 4.12b) shows that the regular maintenance 

program did not necessarily extend to the regular removal of sinter accumulations.  

Tunnels. In direct contrast to the Decapolis cities of Gadara, Abila and Adra’a in northern 

Jordan, which were served by an extensive aqueduct network that included 136 km of water tunnels 

(Döring, 2016, table 12.2), rock-cut tunnels were recorded at only three locations in the study area 

and have a combined length of <300 m. Two of these locations are in the city, while the third—the 

Ficus Springs locality—is in the lower Jarash valley. In all cases, the tunnel was in the section of 

aqueduct closest to the source. 

Ficus Springs. The tunnel is located on the east bank of Wadi Jarash at Ficus Springs, 1 km 

south of the city, where it formed part of a more comprehensive ancient water management system 

present on both wadi banks (Figure 4.13). It was first recorded by the JHS (site JHS 666; Baker & 

Kennedy, 2011, p. 459). The relatively well-preserved site was examined in some detail. The 

modern landscape is dominated by 15 m high cliffs of Kurnub Group sandstone on the east bank; 

however, the topographic profile would have been more severe in the Hellenistic–Roman period. 

Bedrock outcrop on both banks constricts the flow of the wadi stream and, over time, the wadi has 

cut deeply into the soft bedrock to form a gorge 30 m wide (see Figures 4.14a and b). 

The tunnel is the uppermost of a series of conduits cut into the west-facing rock face supplied 

from springs at the northern end of the site (Figures 4.15a and b). The tunnel was cut into the 

bedrock immediately below the top of the cliff and probably carried water from a large spring 

located close to the northern end of the tunnel. Subsequent seismic activity destroyed much of the 

tunnel structure, and full cross-sectional profiles of the tunnel are only occasionally preserved 

(Figures 4.15c and d). Structural damage was not limited to the tunnel but extended to the northern 

end of the site where a landslide removed a 25 m long section of the eastern cliff, severing the link 

between the tunnel and surface conduits and their sources (Figure 4.16). Although undated, the 
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degree of weathering on the damaged rock faces suggests that the destruction event(s) occurred in 

Late Antiquity or earlier.  

The tunnel has a rounded rectangular profile in section (W 0.5–0.7 m; H 1.0–1.5). A shallow 

gutter (W 0.2 m; H 0.1 m) was observed on the floor at one location (see fig. 4.15d) and may have 

been present throughout the tunnel. Pick marks are visible on much of the eastern tunnel wall, and 

the shape of the marks indicates that sections of the tunnel were excavated from different directions. 

Kurnub Group sandstone is soft enough to be easily cut with bronze, copper or even flint tools, so it 

cannot be assumed that all the water installations were constructed with iron tools.68  

The outer (western) wall of the tunnel was deliberately pierced in at least three locations by 

variably shaped “windows”. These may have been installed during construction to provide tunnel 

access, and could later have been used for maintenance access and to control water levels inside the 

tunnel during exceptionally strong spring discharge events (Figure 4.17). 

The walls and floor of the tunnel are roughly finished, and there are several examples of changes 

in direction remaining uncut or unfinished, which may be evidence of incomplete construction 

(Figure 4.18). Even if finished, the tunnel was subsequently rendered inoperable by extensive 

structural damage that collapsed several sections. While much of this damage can be attributed to 

seismically-induced fracturing, some structural damage was the result of erosion from strong spring 

discharges (Figures 4.19). These strong discharges are the result of high hydraulic pressure and 

indicate a high water table. Simple rock-cut installations constructed to create fountains and 

cascades around these strong discharges at two sites are evidence that these springs continued to 

flow after the tunnel and surface conduits lower down the east bank went out of use.  

The natural fountains and cascades at Ficus Springs provide an interesting study and are 

discussed further in Chapter 7. The period of use of these later water installations is unknown. 

While the high water table inferred by the elevation of the source springs suggests that the springs 

discharged during a wet climatic phase, the later fountain installations post-date the destruction 

event that terminated the tunnel and surface conduit systems. One plausible explanation is that the 

destruction event was associated with the AD 749 earthquake and that the wet climatic phase 

implied by the continued spring activity was related to the moister climatic phase in the Mamluk 

period identified from various regional proxies (e.g. Rambeau & Black, 2011, p. 102). Based on this 

interpretation, the later water installations likely date to the Late Islamic period. 

 
68 The west bank water installations at Ficus Springs lie <250 m east of the Abu Suwwan Neolithic “megasite” being 
investigated by Al-Nahar (2010). 
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Tufa cascade. Sections of a tunnel conduit (JE01) were recorded intermittently over a distance of 

ca. 100 m in the lower face of the tufa cascade on the east bank of the wadi in central Jarash (sites 

JWP156, 177 and 178) (Figure 4.20).69 The tunnel can be traced upstream to the Lower Tufa 

Cascade spring located in a small cave roughly midway along the original tufa cascade. (Figure 

4.21). This knowledge negates the hypothesis put forward by Seigne (2004, p. 179) that the tunnel 

source may have been associated with the so-called deflector wall at the South Bridge. 

Landslides, rock falls, and wadi erosion have removed sections of the cascade, and consequently 

only short sections of the tunnel system remain. The tunnel (W 0.65–0.95 m; H 1.0 m) was 

excavated in tufa close to the base of the cliff (Figures 4.22a-4.22d). Access within the tunnel 

sections is often blocked by thick historical accumulations of wash (Figures 4.23a and b), but 

elsewhere it is possible to view the construction technique and tunnel profile (Figures 23c and d). 

The absence of significant new speleothem growth inside the tunnel shows that the tufa cascade 

system was inactive at the time of tunnel construction. 

Qairawan cave. The third tunnel locality is at Qairawan Cave spring, where a ca. 30 m section of 

ruined half-tunnel is visible along the foot of the cliff that runs north from Qairawan spring in a 

photograph taken ca. 1903 (Figure 4.24). The half-tunnel conduit (JE04a) disappears under slope-

wash to the north in the photograph, and its destination is unknown but may have been a masonry 

structure—perhaps a reservoir—visible in early 20th century photographs (Figure 4.25). A relict 

section of the half-tunnel (W ca. 1.0 m; H ca 1.0m) still exists at the foot of the cliff 15 m north of 

the cave spring. (Figures 4.26a-4.26c). 

Aqueduct JSE01. This extramural east bank aqueduct carried water from Ficus Springs. A 

section in the vicinity of Kh. Mesar Tokh was carried in a half-tunnel similar to that described for 

Qairawan Cave above. 

4.2.2 Conduits constructed of masonry or field stones. While the majority of ancient 

aqueducts recorded outside the city during the survey were cut into surface bedrock, other 

construction methods were used where the aqueduct crossed soil-covered areas or where there was a 

need to raise the level of the aqueduct above the natural surface. In these circumstances, the conduit 

was constructed of masonry or field stones, and the method was used extensively within the city. 

Conduit blocks. One construction method involved the use of conduit blocks joined end-to-end 

and bonded with mortar. Conduit blocks have been observed at sites inside and outside the city 

(Figure 4.27); however, with one possible exception (described below), none of the blocks have 

 
69 This is presumably the canal mentioned by Seigne (2004. p. 179) as “partly excavated in the cliff behind the 
wholesale fruit and vegetable market”.  
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been found in situ. In most cases, they comprise dressed limestone blocks in which a rectangular, 

square or U-shaped specus has been cut, but there are also several instances of spolia being used. 

Intra muros. There are many intramural examples of drainage conduits constructed of conduit 

blocks, but the only confirmed evidence of conduit blocks associated with a supply aqueduct is a 

site located just south of the St Theodore–Cathedral complex, where loose conduit blocks out of 

context lie on a dump of material excavated from the St Theodore church area. These blocks have a 

specus lined with opus signinum plaster up to 3 cm thick (Figure 4.28). Maximum block 

dimensions are L 0.6 m, W 0.5 m, H 0.25 m. L and the specus has a square cross-sectional profile 

with a 10 cm x 10 cm canal.  

Extra muros. The best-preserved example in the study area of an aqueduct constructed of conduit 

blocks is conduit DW01 in the Wadi ed Deir valley that carried water from the Birketein area across 

the El-Hammar plain towards the city. Conduit blocks used in walls and piled up on field 

boundaries by local farmers provide evidence of at least one large primary conduit and several 

smaller conduits from branch canals that carried water to fields and farms in antiquity. Blocks from 

the primary conduit have a specus 0.3–0.45 m W and ca. 0.3 m H cut into mainly large, dressed 

limestone blocks with dimensions of up to 1.0 m L x 0.8 m W x 0.7 m H that weigh up to 1 tonne 

(Figures 4.29 a and b) or, less commonly, spolia (Figure 4.29c). Relict plaster, including opus 

signinum types, is sometimes present (Figure 4.29d, e). Blocks from secondary conduits have 

smaller overall dimensions and a specus around 10 cm wide (Figure 4.30a); a sediment trap in the 

floor of the specus was found in one example recorded by JHS (Figure 4.30b). From their size, the 

larger blocks have not moved far from their origin, and at one location may be in situ (Figure 4.31). 

The foundations of the conduit blocks are not exposed, but evidence from the Dille–Adra’a 

aqueduct (Döring, 2016, fig. 3.2) in southern Syria suggests that it would have been opus 

caementicium.  

Conduit blocks with a 10 cm wide specus recorded on the roadside between Mukhayyam Suf and 

Asfur by P. Freeman in the late 1990s (personal communication, 2012) are interesting in that they 

are the only known example in the study area of the use of interlocking blocks (Figures 4.32a-

4.32c). The source and destination of the conduit are unknown.  

Conduits constructed of dressed masonry. The Yale Expedition excavated aqueducts 

constructed of ashlars at several locations in the city in the period 1928–32. Examples from the St. 

Theodore–Cathedral area were published by Kraeling (1938). These installations were typically 

rectangular in cross-section and roofed with either horizontal (Figure 4.33a) or inclined (gabled) 

blocks (Figure 4.33b). 
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The aqueduct from Qairawan spring is an example of a masonry conduit constructed on top of a 

substantial purpose-built substructio of dressed limestone blocks. This structure was described by 

Lepaon (2008, pp. 65–67) in connection with the excavation of the Small East Baths, where a 4 m 

high section formed the east wall of the bathhouse. Cross-sections of this wall were later presented 

in Lepaon (2012b, Pl. CXLVII) (Figures 4.34a and b). This section of the substructio has since 

disappeared, but another section was recorded at site JWP111 just north of the site of the small East 

Baths. At this locality, a U-shaped plastered specus 0.52 m W x 0.62 m H. was constructed on a 

substructio at least 3.25 m high and ca. 2.0 m wide (Figures 4.34c–4.34f). The style of construction 

is similar to the conduits built on a substructio of dressed basalt blocks described by Döring (2016, 

pp. 66–70) in Syria on the Dille–Raphana section of the aqueduct system that supplied Abila, 

Adra’a and Gadara (Figures 4.35a and b). 

Conduits bordered by partly dressed masonry/field stones. Evidence of these conduits is 

commonly found intra muros: They were probably also common in the hinterland, but few were 

recorded in the study as a result of damage and stone robbing. An example in the hinterland was 

recorded bordering a field at the Kh. esh Shawahid locality at site JWP121 (Figures 4.36a and b). 

In the city, they are recorded in archaeological contexts that range in date from the Early Roman 

period (Figure 4.37a) to the Late Byzantine–Early Islamic period (Figures 4.37b and c). 

4.2.3 Pipelines. Pipelines were ubiquitous in the Roman and Byzantine towns and cities. In the 

Eastern Empire there have been studies on the pipelines in Corinth (Palinkas & Herbst, 2011) and 

Ephesus (Pickett, 2016), but no equivalent studies on pipeline networks in the cities of the 

Decapolis. 

Within Gerasa, pipelines were used to supply water to end-users from castella divisoria and 

carried rainfall runoff and wastewater. Pipelines are likely to have been used outside the city, but 

only one occurrence—a ceramic inlet pipe at the foot of the north wall of the Birketein reservoir—

was found during the present study. Lead pipelines became more common in the Near East in the 

Roman period but were not used as extensively as they were in the Western Empire. Pipeline 

typology is discussed briefly below, and pipeline use is discussed in the context of the overall 

intramural water distribution system in Chapter 6. 

Ceramic (terracotta) pipelines. Excavations throughout the western part of the city have shown 

that interlocking ceramic pipes of various diameters were a common component of the ancient 

suburban water distribution system, but they have not been studied in detail to date. Photographs 

taken by the Yale Expedition revealed a variety of pipe shapes and styles based on lengths of round 

pipe with a socketed or tapered male end that fits into a recessed female end that is often flared or 
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“belled”. The segments were laid end to end, and the joints were typically sealed with white lime-

based mortar. The Yale photographs show pipe widths ranging from 8.5–18 cm and pipe lengths 

ranging from 25–43 cm (Figures 4.38a and b).  

Ceramic pipelines were often laid directly on the surface or in a trench (Figures 4.39a–4.39c), 

but there are examples in the city where they were laid inside a walled conduit (Figure 4.39d). 

Ceramic pipelines were used for both water supply and drainage, and it is often difficult to 

discriminate use from the available contextual evidence. Ceramic pipelines offered several benefits 

over open conduits in suburban contexts, including ease of placement and the ability to carry 

pressurised water to water installations such as fountains. However, they generally transported 

smaller volumes of water and, in rural contexts, there was a need for the greater carrying capacity 

offered by open conduits and a negligible requirement for a pressurised supply.  

Lead pipelines. The occurrence of lead piping in the published archaeological record is 

uncommon and limited to suburban contexts. This may be because in the Near East, unlike Europe, 

local lead sources were relatively scarce and lead pipes would have been costly. Knowledge of the 

extent of the original use of lead piping is limited by the area excavated to date.  

Lead piping was commonly used in high hydraulic pressure environments, such as are found in 

public fountain installations, but the evidence of a lead pipe draining “Cistern 1” into an adjacent 

“sewer” west of St Theodore’s Church (Fisher, 1938C, p. 282) is an example of lead piping being 

used in a low hydraulic pressure environment. Lead pipe diameters are generally less than 12 cm, 

but pipelines with an internal diameter of up to 30 cm are known.70 The lead piping associated with 

fountains appears to have been used in short lengths, but the study found photographic evidence of 

more generous use of lead in public pipelines along the South Decumanus (Figure 4.40a) and 

beneath the threshold of the South Gate (Figure 4.40b). This contradicts Kamash (2012, fig. 1), 

who found no evidence of the use of lead in public pipelines in Gerasa.  

4.2.4 Aqueduct bridges. The only plausible evidence of a possible aqueduct bridge dating to the 

study period to emerge from the present study is a masonry pier-like structure visible in early 20th 

century photographs on the west bank of the wadi just north of the West Baths. This well-built 

structure may have formed the western abutment of an aqueduct bridge carrying water from 

Qairawan Cave spring to the West Baths in the Roman period. The evidence is presented and 

discussed in Chapter 7. 

There are several references in early 19th century publications to structures carrying aqueducts 

across the wadi in the city area (e.g. Buckingham, 1821, p. 357, 393; de Laborde, 1837, p. 96); 

 
70 See the description of the pipeline supplying the fountain in Fountain Court in Appendix I. 
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however, they can generally be shown to be misidentifications of either pedestrian/traffic bridges or 

water mill installations. A plan of the city by Schumacher (1902, plate 6) shows an aqueduct from 

Qairawan spring crossing to the west bank of Wadi Jarash via a bridge, demonstrating that the 

bridge was in place by 1898–1900, but the date of the bridge’s construction is uncertain. Its 

construction postdates the visits by William Bankes and party in 1818, as there is no sign of a 

bridge of any sort in the vicinity of the West Baths in a watercolour painting by Bankes (Figure 

4.41).71 As noted in Boyer (2017b, pp. 396–397, fig. 14), a possible aqueduct bridge carrying a 

conduit (JW05a) over Wadi Jarash is recorded in a photograph by Guillaume-Rey during his visit in 

1858 (Rey, 1861, plate 20).his photograph shows a crudely built arched bridge over wadi Jarash 

near the West Baths (Figure 4.42). George Robinson (1837), who visited in 1830, described an 

aqueduct crossing the wadi on “a solid and flat-looking structure, coming from the eastern hills, and 

not at all an attractive piece of architecture” (p. 237). This description fits the bridge in Rey’s 1858 

photograph and infers that this bridge—whatever its function—predated Robinson’s visit in 1830. 

4.2.5 Conduit hydraulics. A detailed hydraulic assessment of the Gerasene water management 

system did not form part of the study. In this section, we review the basic hydraulic parameters of 

the system and describe the methods used by the system planners to overcome problems created by 

seasonal variations in spring flows and steep conduit gradients.  

 The conduits in the water delivery systems in the study area fall into two groups; open channels 

and closed pipes. All conduits recorded outside the city are of the open channel type, whereas both 

open channels and pipes were used within the city.  

Open channel hydraulics. Open channels are exposed to the atmosphere and water flow within 

them is a function of the cross-sectional profile of the conduit and the gradient of the conduit. By 

definition, open channels are not pressurised and are not designed to run full. Water flow within the 

conduit is reduced by factors that include friction at the water/conduit interface caused by surface 

roughness, constrictions caused by the build-up of carbonate sinter on the conduit walls precipitated 

from the karstic spring water supply, and water turbulence. Roman water engineers sought to 

ameliorate these conditions by constructing conduits with smooth, plastered walls to prevent 

leakage and reduce surface friction and, where possible, maintain a low, constant gradient to reduce 

turbulence and flow irregularities. Periodic maintenance was required to repair or replace the plaster 

lining and to remove carbonate sinter accumulations. Outside of Rome itself, constant aqueduct 

gradients were rarely achieved in Roman water delivery systems, according to Hodge (2011, p. 

218). The study area was no exception, as the variable surface relief and reliance on surface 

 
71 The water colour is referenced D-BKL/H/J/7/3/28 in the DHC archives. It was first published in Boyer, 2015, fig. 4.2. 
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conduits cut directly into bedrock meant that it was rarely possible to maintain a consistent gradient 

over the length of the conduit.  

 The velocity of flow in open conduits is determined by the gradient and surface friction and is 

not uniform (Hodge, 2011, p. 219).72 The hydraulic efficiency of a conduit depends on its cross-

sectional profile, with a U-shaped profile having the greatest hydraulic efficiency.73 Rock-cut 

conduits in the study area typically have a rectangular or trapezoid cross-sectional profile. The flow 

rate of water in an open conduit can be calculated using Manning’s Formula (Formula 1 in 

Appendix K) where the gradient and depth of water in the conduit are known;74 however, these 

calculations assume uniform flow conditions and can only be regarded as rough estimates. Flow 

calculations are particularly sensitive to the selection of the roughness (friction) coefficient.  

The lack of water depth and gradient data means that flow rate estimates in the study area have 

been limited to a few sites on conduit JW01. The calculated aqueduct flow rates listed in Table 4.1, 

therefore, represent peak winter flows, and minimum summer flows are likely to have been 

considerably less. We know from our understanding of seasonal spring flow rates and from the 

distribution and thickness of carbonate sinter lining the conduits, that there were strong variations in 

flow rates and other hydraulic parameters during the year. 

 
72 Hodge (2011) also noted:  

at all points on an aqueduct the discharge, the throughput, must be the same irrespective of velocity or depth of 
water in the channel...variation in velocity is automatically compensated for by variation in depth; when the water 
runs fast, downhill, it also runs shallow, and conversely. (pp. 219–220). 

73 Hodge (2011) noted that “the most [hydraulically] efficient form of conduit is in fact semi-circular in Section, or, if 
one prefers it, the bottom half of a U.” (p. 224); and: “most efficient flow in a [rectangular] aqueduct is achieved when 
depth of water is half width.” (fig. 157). 
74 It is notoriously difficult to find archaeological evidence of depth of water in an ancient conduit and it has only been 
possible in the study area at localities where preserved carbonate sinter deposits show water depth. 
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Table 4.1. Calculated hydraulic parameters for conduit JW01 using Manning’s Formula. The data are listed in order of increasing distance downstream 
from the aqueduct source. By author. 
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It is inferred from the markedly lower maximum flow rate estimated for site JWP155 that the 

conduit received an additional supply of water between sites JWP155 and JWP114. Site JWP 155 

lies on an eastern loop of the conduit, and the additional water supply would have been introduced 

from springs close to the western branch of the conduit in the vicinity of Meisar el Liyat (Figure 

4.43). Site JWP 114 lies downstream of the installations associated with the Trapezoid Precinct 

described in Section 4.3.2, and the one-third reduction in estimated maximum flow rates between 

sites JWP 128 and JWP 114 is attributed to an offtake associated with the Trapezoid Precinct 

installations. The flow rates in Table 4.1 are well in excess of maximum flow rates from modern 

springs in the area (see table 2.7) and are important evidence that spring flows were much stronger 

in the study area in the Roman period. An estimated maximum flow rate of 150 L/s for the section 

of aqueduct JW01 closest to Gerasa compares with a flow rate of 250 L/s for the entire 207 km long 

first/second century Firaun–Turab system in the northern Decapolis (Döring 2016, Table 11.2).  

Pipe Hydraulics. Pipes are closed conduits that operate under a degree of pressure caused by the 

“head” of water, which is the vertical distance between the pipe and water source. While they were 

generally designed to run full, they did not always do so. Flow velocity in a pipe is a function of 

head and pipe size but, as with open conduits, it is also subject to reduction caused by friction and 

carbonate sinter deposition. 

4.2.6 Methods adopted to overcome issues affecting conduit system design and operation. In 

the context of the study area, once a suitably strong spring source had been identified at an 

appropriate elevation, the two main problems facing the original system designers were the 

management of the seasonal variations in spring flow and the stresses on the system resulting from 

steep conduit gradients. 

Seasonal variations in spring discharges. The strongly bi-seasonal nature of the local climate 

results in strong spring flows in the winter season, with karstic springs generally responding rapidly 

to strong rainfall events. This wet season is followed by a long dry season with no rainfall, high 

evaporation, and spring flows that frequently decline to a fraction of the peak winter season flow. In 

the case of the main long-distance aqueduct networks in antiquity, this climatic reality required 

astute management to ensure that the aqueduct network operated effectively, the structural integrity 

of system components was maintained, and adequate water supplies were provided to priority users.  

Water supply to the long-distance networks from the sources needed to be controlled during the 

year for different reasons, including the need for periodic maintenance. Strong winter flows needed 

to be restricted to ensure that aqueducts were not overwhelmed and the best way to achieve this was 

by providing a mechanism for flows to be diverted away from the aqueducts at or close to the spring 
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head. Examples of diversion installations were noted at two sites in the city, Qairawan spring 

(JEO2) (Figure 4.44a) and the Lower Tufa Cascade spring (JE01) (Figure 4.44b), and at Tannur 

spring (Figures 4.44c and d). The Tannur spring example is unusual in that the overflow was 

incorporated into a cascade (fountain 33—see Chapter 7). 

The challenge for aqueduct management in summer would have been to find sufficient water 

sources to allow the system to operate, bearing in mind demand requirements and the need to 

maintain a minimum flow along the entire length of the conduit. One option was to make provision 

for the water to be drawn from additional springs along the route of the aqueduct and this seems to 

have been the case for JW01, SW02, JSE01 and JSW01. Where there were no alternative springs 

nearby, another option was to access more remote springs by linking with the conduits from these 

sources. While there are instances in the northern and north-western aqueduct networks of adjacent 

conduits converging, the lack of evidence means that it cannot be shown that adjoining conduits 

were actually linked and that they operated coevally.  

The flow needs to be maintained within a conduit, and this is challenging in cases where the 

gradient of the conduit is not constant. The selection of the cross-sectional conduit profile can assist 

in handling variable flow rates, with trapezoid profiles offering greater flexibility and hydraulic 

efficiency compared to rectangular profiles: The study found that a trapezoid cross-sectional profile 

was generally adopted for conduit JW01 and also for the conduits supplying the southern Jarash 

valley. An alternative solution is to construct a conduit with a stepped specus, where stronger flows 

are carried in the wider specus, and weaker flows (and any sediment) are accommodated in a 

second specus or gutter cut into the floor of the wider specus. Examples of this type were identified 

in conduits SW02, and DW05 north of the city and conduits JE01 and JSE01 to the south (Figures 

4.45a–4.45c) and a stepped specus was also noted in a large intramural drain (Figure 4.45d). Tsuk 

(2002b, p. 286 & Fig. 11) described similar features in a section of the e-Reina aqueduct to 

Sepphoris. What is not clear, however, is whether the cutting of the smaller specus in these 

examples was part of the original design or a later addition.  

Reduced flows at the demand end of the conduit were managed through the use of storage 

installations, and this is discussed in Chapter 6. 

Problems created by steep gradients. Compared to published gradient data on aqueducts from 

elsewhere in the Roman Empire (Hodge, 2011, pp. 347–348) and the northern Jordanian Decapolis 

(Döring, 2016, fig. 12.2) the average gradients of the conduits in the study area shown in Table 4.1 

are much higher overall, and the average gradients of JW01 and JW01a are extraordinarily high. 

The average gradients of Gerasene aqueducts are similar to the average gradients of spring-fed 
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aqueducts at Petra constructed by the Nabataeans in the first century BC/first century AD, which 

range from 2.1–8.1% (Bellwald, 2008, p. 62), and Tsuk (2002b, p. 285) reported a gradient of 10% 

for a section of the Mash-had aqueduct to Sepphoris close to the city. Tsuk (2002b, fig. 10) reported 

even higher gradients for aqueduct sections closer to the sources of the Sepphoris aqueducts. 

The gradient of a typical aqueduct in the study area was not always constant over its whole 

length, and use of the average conduit gradient should, therefore, be used with care: For example, 

the gradient of aqueduct JW01 varied from 1.3% to almost 21%, and exceeded 10% for around 12% 

of its length (Table 4.2).  

 

Table 4.2. Gradients calculated for Gerasa aqueduct JW01. By author.  

 

 
 

The cross-sectional profile of the specus could be adjusted to ensure uniformity of discharge to 

accommodate the changing flow velocity within an aqueduct with a variable gradient.75 High flow 

velocities (supercritical flow) on the steeper sections could damage the aqueduct unless controlled, 

and Roman engineers devised installations to dissipate the energy. A probable example of part of 

one of these installations—an interpreted stepped chute cascade—was identified on the north-west 

aqueduct JW01 at site JWP127 (Figure 4.46).76 In this example, the water was carried down the 

 
75 As noted by Hodge (2011, p. 219), speed of flow within an aqueduct is not uniform and is affected by gradient. He 
also notes that “at all points on an aqueduct the discharge, the throughput, must be the same irrespective of velocity or 
depth of water in the channel...variation in velocity is automatically compensated for by variation in depth; when the 
water runs fast, downhill, it also runs shallow, and conversely ....’still waters run deep’.” He further explained that “the 
usual speed of water in the channel was around 1.0–1.5 m per second.” 
76 The site was destroyed during building operations in 2015. 
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face of a bedrock scarp in a smooth rectangular conduit in two steps. The water may have then 

flowed into a stilling basin to reduce its velocity, as outlined by Chanson (2000), but this section of 

the aqueduct was not visible when the site was recorded.77  

Problems in pressure pipelines. There would have been a need to deal with air entrapment and 

excessive pressure in the pressure pipeline networks within the city. As already noted, these 

pipelines are constructed of both lead and ceramic tubuli, but ceramic pipes appear to be more 

common. Various hydraulic devices have been found in Roman pipelines, but their operation is 

poorly understood. Vitruvius described a device called a colliviaria that was used to remedy these 

problems, but there is no general agreement on how it operated (Hodge, 2011, pp. 241–245). Peleg 

(2002) described hydraulic devices (“standpipes”) installed on the aqueduct to Caesarea Maritima 

dated to the third–sixth century period that he considered to be colliviaria. Although not previously 

recognised, similar-looking devices were identified in the study in archival photographs of two sites 

in Gerasa: The first, a vertical ceramic pipe encased in concrete, was located in the pipeline 

servicing the fountains on the Cardo (Figure 4.47a), and the second smaller device was installed on 

the lead pipeline to the fountain in the Fountain Court of the Cathedral (Figure 4.47b). Both 

installations were incomplete when found and have since disappeared, so further analysis is not 

possible.  

4.2.7 Calcareous sinter lining conduits.  

Water in karstic aquifers contains carbon dioxide (CO2) and dissolved calcium carbonate 

(carbonate). When this water emerges from a spring, the CO2 is removed—a process known as 

degassing—and the dissolved carbonate precipitates on bedrock surfaces as freshwater tufa (Figure 

4.48). The amount of tufa deposited depends on factors that include temperature, amount of 

dissolved carbonate, and the speed of CO2 degassing, so that rapid degassing—as occurs in 

cascades—will result in greater thicknesses being deposited (Ford & Pedley, 1996, pp.117–118). 

The tufa cascade in central Jarash is a good example of this. The carbonate will also be precipitated 

on the walls of water installations carrying the spring water downstream where it forms laminated 

deposits known variously as tufa, carbonate sediment, or calcareous sinter (henceforth, sinter) 

(Figure 4.49). 

Sürmelihindi and Passchier (2013, p. 270) found that at least 40% of major Roman aqueducts 

contain sinter. Sinter thickness generally decreases with distance from the source, but rapid CO2 

degassing due to turbulence in conduits with steep gradients will generally create thicker deposits, 

 
77 Chanson (personal communication, September 14th, 2017) has suggested that stepped chutes were very efficient for 
low flows and a stilling basin may not have been necessary in the example at JWP127. 
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even some distance downstream of the source as in the case of conduit JW01. The overall steep 

gradient and the propensity for turbulent flow conditions in JW01 accounts for the greater 

development of sinter lining this conduit compared to others in the study area. 

Recent research has found that the sinter laminae reflect seasonal variations in sinter deposition 

and can be a source of palaeoclimate proxies analogous to those found in cave speleothems 

(Sürmelihindi & Passchier, 2013; Passchier, Sürmelihindi & Spötl, 2016; Passchier, Sürmelihindi, 

Spötl, Mertz-Kraus & Scholzhas, 2016). Viewed in hand specimen, the laminated sinter found in 

conduit JW01 is similar to sinters in other Roman aqueducts in the eastern and western Roman 

empires in that it comprises macroscopic “couplets” of thicker, lighter-coloured lamina containing 

coarse-grained calcium carbonate and thinner, darker lamina of finer-grained carbonate ca. 1–5 mm 

thick (Figure 4.50). These couplets are thicker when compared to the Patara aqueduct in Turkey, 

where the couplets were found to be around 1 mm thick (Sürmelihindi, Passchier, Baykan et al., 

2013). Three sequences of laminated sinter with a combined thickness of ca. 17 cm, separated by 

plaster layers, are present in conduit JW01 at site JWP128 and represent perhaps half a century of 

aqueduct flow. Radiocarbon dating of charcoal in four plaster layers at this site constrains the period 

of sinter deposition, and this is discussed in the following section.  

 

4.3 Extramural Aqueduct Networks 

 The construction of ancient aqueduct networks reflected not only the prevailing physical realities 

of the location but also the human realities of technology, financial capacity and available human 

resources. Even small aqueduct networks represented a significant investment of time, resources 

and commitment by the local communities that they served, and they often remained in use for long 

periods.  

This section provides an overview of the aqueduct networks in different rural sectors of the study 

area (Figure 4.51). The bulk of the published corpus on the aqueduct networks relates to the results 

of the present study by the author (Boyer 2016b, 2016c, 2017b, 2018a–2018c). which, as already 

noted, are based on literature review, the interpretation of photographic and satellite products and 

field surveys. Recently, Stott et al. (2018) published a plan of “water sources and infrastructure” of 

an area centred on Jarash based largely on the interpretation of “orthophotographic and ALS data”. 

Their work confirmed many of the aqueduct alignments already published, although no distinction 

is made between ancient aqueducts and those dating to the Islamic and post-Islamic periods. Several 

interpreted alignments are contentious, especially the so-called “southwest aqueduct” (henceforth, 
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south-west aqueduct) and the speculation that this aqueduct included a 1700 m long inverted 

siphon. This supposed aqueduct is discussed further in Section 6.1.1. 

The study found that the networks fall into two principal groups; local (nucleated) networks and 

long-distance networks. Local networks were sourced from moderate or strong springs, typically 

associated with an adjacent settlement, with multiple branches often <1 km in length. Long-distance 

networks typically comprised a single primary aqueduct up to 4.5 km in length sourced from strong 

and very strong springs and were capable of delivering water to consumers some distance from the 

source.  

To aid interpretation, all long-distance and some local networks in the central and southern 

Jarash valley and the lower Majarr–Tannur valley were referenced alphanumerically. The 

alphabetical prefix identifies the section of the valley in which the source lies (e.g. Wadi Suf, Wadi 

ed Deir etc.) and distinguishes between east and west banks, while the number is based on the 

elevation of the source. Thus, the west bank aqueduct with the lowest elevation source in Wadi ed 

Deir is labelled “DW01”, and the equivalent east bank canal in this wadi is labelled “DE01”. The 

numerical sequencing includes most major conduits identified in the central and southern sections 

of the Jarash valley, including some that post-date the study period. 

 The main extramural aqueduct networks are described below. Data regarding conduit source, 

length and gradient of the main external aqueducts are summarised in Table 4.3  
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Table 4.3.  Aqueduct conduit statistics. By author. 
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4.3.1 Upper Jarash valley (Upper Wadi Suf). Most aqueduct networks in the upper Jarash 

valley are regarded as local networks that were probably constructed and maintained by local 

communities. As is the case elsewhere in the study area, the modern spring-fed aqueduct systems 

evident on the 1953 and earlier APs in this area are probably adaptions of earlier systems dating to 

Late Antiquity or antiquity (Figure 4.52).  

Selective surface surveys conducted during the study focused on the lower slopes close to the 

bed of Wadi Suf. The spring cascade at Maghasil and the Fauwara valley floor spring currently 

supply the two largest irrigation networks in this part of the valley, and this was probably also the 

case in antiquity. There is evidence of smaller local systems supplied from springs on higher, mid-

level, slopes on both sides of the upper Jarash valley at Keykebe, Nabhan, En Busat Zreg and 

Muqbila.  

There is sufficient evidence to confirm the existence of aqueduct networks in this part of the 

valley in antiquity, but very little hard archaeological evidence of the original networks has 

survived apart from the spring heads themselves. The Keykebe, Nabhan and Muqbila spring heads 

all have evidence of vaulted masonry spring buildings, and a marble fragment inscribed in Greek 

was found at Keykebe spring in the early 19th century (Bowsher, 1997, p. 240; Burckhardt, 1822, p. 

251).  

The study found that there was a general preference in antiquity to cut conduits directly into 

bedrock wherever possible, whereas the modern irrigation networks in the upper Jarash valley are 

typically constructed of cemented field stones, concrete, or earth (Figure 4.53a–4.53c). A fragment 

of a rock-cut conduit in a secondary context is shown in Figure 4.53d. Evidence of rock-cut 

conduits in the Keykebe network is to be found in a commentary by Burckhardt (1822, p. 251) and 

from modern aerial imagery. 

4.3.2 Central Jarash valley. An overview of the locations of the ancient aqueducts and their 

sources identified in the study in the central Jarash valley is shown in Figure 4.54. 

Local irrigation networks north of Birketein. The area in the vicinity of the Wadi Suf/Wadi 

Asfur junction was irrigated by local irrigation networks on both sides of the wadi below the 680 m 

contour in antiquity. These networks included individual networks based on springs at Umm 

Qahara, Bisas er Rum and es Soda on the east bank, and Esh Shawahid and Birketein West spring 

on the west bank. These networks adjoined and were possibly interconnected.  

The largest section of the network was supplied from various sources in the vicinity of Umm 

Qahara spring at the western end of the area (Figure 4.55). This section is referred to as the Umm 

Qahara network, but it includes sources spread over a 1 km long section of the valley from a point 
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400 m west of Umm Qahara spring to Esh Shawahid spring. Part of this network was supplied from 

Umm Qahara spring itself, but the majority of conduits had sources in or close to the wadi bed. It is 

not known if these sources were springs emerging from the wadi bed, as in the case of the strong 

Fauwara spring upstream, or diversions of the perennial wadi stream.  

No ancient structures are visible today at Umm Qahara spring, but several rock-cut sections of 

conduit SUFW02 were recorded (Figures 4.56a and b). The SUFW02 alignment can be traced for 

2 km to the modern village of As Sutayh west of Birketein at an elevation of ca. 677 m. It could 

potentially have continued from here southwards down the western slopes of the wadi ed Deir to the 

city. No trace of an aqueduct along this slope was found on the ground, although mid-20th-century 

APs show a prominent linear feature following the crest of the spur. This feature may be a 

trackway; however, if it is an aqueduct alignment, then it potentially connected with conduit SW02a 

at the foot of the hill (Figure 4.57). Aqueduct SUFW02 fell into disuse at an early date, probably as 

a result of earthquake damage in antiquity, and was not re-used. 

Bisas er Rum spring sustained a conduit network that irrigated rich farmland on the banks of 

Wadi Asfur close to the junction with Wadi Suf until the late 1990s. Excessive pumping from a 

nearby water well has since lowered the local water table, and the spring has dried up. The original 

systems of rock-cut and stone-lined conduits have been incorporated into the modern network of 

earth and concrete canals, so very little of the earlier system is preserved, but the modern network 

probably reflects the extent of the earlier system (Figure 4.58). The best-preserved evidence is 

found at the south-eastern edge of Kh. esh Shawahid, where a shallow rock-cut conduit (SE04), 

walled with roughly dressed blocks and field stones, lies at the foot of a platform associated with a 

ruined building. 

Two ancient rock-cut conduits (SE05, 06) can be traced to an east bank source (es Soda spring) 

close to the presumed site of Kh. es Soda (Steuernagel, 1925, p. A271), 800 m south-east of Bisas 

er Rum spring (Figure 4.59). The source still provides water for a local farm, but the two ancient 

canals that can be traced to the south-east have long been out of use. The lowest level conduit 

(SE05) includes a ca. 100 m long section of the rock-cut canal: This conduit can be traced as far as 

a ca. 25 m x 15 m rock-cut reservoir on the north bank of a tributary wadi. Conduit SE06 lies at a 

slightly higher level and continues around the head of the tributary wadi at least as far as a 15 m x 

10 m reservoir identified on photographs and a plan in the YUAG archives. 78 Both ancient conduits 

supplied irrigation water to the lower east bank of Wadi ed Deir.  

 
78 Birketein 1:2,000 plan (YUAG negative 1938.5999.5004.80-05). 
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The area between Esh Shawahid spring and Birketein was probably irrigated from the Esh 

Shawahid and Birketein West springs, but the alignments of the early local systems are no longer 

preserved. Both sources are also believed to have supplied several long-distance aqueducts that are 

described in the section below.  

Local irrigation networks south of Birketein. The study identified only two examples of local 

irrigation networks in this section of the valley. 

 Aqueduct DE02. An east bank spring at the northern end of Tell Jarash (Tell Jarash North 

spring) was the source for aqueduct network DE02 that was identified from APs (Figure 4.60). It 

would probably have been the main spring sustaining the Early Bronze Age settlement established 

on the hilltop (Glueck, 1951, pp. 57–60), and also irrigated fields on the slopes below the tell. A 

short section of a branch conduit exposed at JHS site 238 was recorded in 2008. The conduit carried 

water to a basin ca. 120 m down the slope to the west that remained in use until the mid-20th 

century, and a section of this conduit is exposed in a road-cutting close to the modern road.  

 A branch of the aqueduct continued southwards into the city along the edge of the eastern upper 

terrace at an elevation around 600–610 m. The dating of this section of the aqueduct is uncertain: It 

appears to have supplied a substantial ca. 10 x 4 m basin close to the lower edge of the Upper 

Terrace, which probably dates to the study period, and two pre-Circassian oblique chute water 

mills. 

Alaya network. Alaya spring on the western side of the valley supplied an ancient local irrigation 

network on adjacent terraces, but the evidence is scant. The spring is weak today, but stronger flows 

in the past are inferred from the extent of evidence of occupation in the Neolithic and later periods 

identified in a JHS survey (Baker & Kennedy, 2011, p. 45). The Alaya network is described further 

in Section 4.5.2. 

Long-distance conduits. There is evidence that several aqueducts on the western side of the 

Wadi ed Deir section of the Jarash valley carried water supplies to the city from sources at or close 

to Esh Shawahid spring. The number of springs, the linking of several alignments, and the paucity 

of direct evidence, however, makes interpretation problematic. The study found evidence for three 

groups of west bank aqueduct alignments at different elevations that are discussed below.  

Aqueducts probably sourced from Birketein reservoir. Before the present study, it was generally 

assumed that the city received its water supplies from Birketein reservoir, although Seigne (2004, p. 

176) thought it likely that the source of at least one aqueduct to the city lay upstream of Birketein. 

Aspects of the water supply to the Birketein reservoir and of the reservoir’s construction and use are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5, but it is appropriate to note here that the elevation of the original 
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reservoir outlets and the spring sources supplying the reservoir lie around 619 m.79 While no 

ancient conduit can be traced directly from the reservoir, it is likely to have been the source for 

conduits DW01 and DW04. Unlike the other conduits that approached the city from the north, 

whose alignments followed the perimeter of the El-Hammar plain, the DW01 and DW04 conduits 

crossed the floor of the plain diagonally (Figure 4.61).  

Large masonry blocks from conduit DW01 can be traced to within 60 m of the reservoir’s south 

wall. Although in a secondary context, these blocks weigh > 500 kg and are unlikely to be far from 

their original location. It is likely that conduit DW01 connected to the reservoir’s central outlet 

(elevation 618.78 m) in the south wall. The conduit blocks from DW01 can be found scattered 

across the El-Hammar plain, but none are in situ. Two sections of the aqueduct were still in situ in 

the 1930s, one 370 m long, and are shown on a plan in the YUAG archives (see inset to Figure 

4.61). 

The alignment of DW04 is inferred from the alignment of the much later, probably Ottoman, 

aqueduct DW04a. DW04 crosses the El-Hammar plain along the 618 m contour from an origin 

close to the Birketein reservoir. A single conduit block found in a secondary context (site JWP 107) 

close to Birketein suggests that this section of the conduit may have been constructed of conduit 

blocks. In contrast, although starting from a similar origin to DW04, DW01 follows an alignment at 

a lower elevation 30 m west of the wadi bed, before crossing to the western side of the plain along 

the 608 m contour. The reason for the deliberate placement of DW01 at a lower elevation is not 

known.  

Aqueducts sourced from esh Shawahid spring. Esh Shawahid spring lies at the southern end of 

Wadi Suf at an elevation of 656 m. Although weak today, it was an important perennial source in 

antiquity supplying high-level conduits SW01/02 and lower-level conduit SW02a. 

Conduits SW01/02 are the highest-level west bank conduits to the city area identified in the 

Wadi ed Deir section of the Jarash valley. Their main purpose may originally have been to supply 

irrigation water to the southern end of the El-Hammar plain, which extends into the northern end of 

the city. Five sites were recorded along the alignment of SW02, and a further two (JHS221 and 274) 

were recorded by the JHS in 2008 (Baker & Kennedy, 2008), but around two-thirds of the 

alignment of SW01/02 has been inferred from terrain analysis. The entry point of SW02 into the 

city has not been identified, but the conduit can be traced to a rock-cut installation—either a basin 

or castellum divisorium within 50 m of the northern city wall.80 There is little doubt that the city 

 
79 Hammouri & El-Naqa (2008, Table 1) give a grossly incorrect elevation of 590 m for this spring that is also cited by 
Pickett (2015, p. 37). 
80 The basin inlet is at an elevation 617 m. 
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area was the conduit’s ultimate destination, but its use within the city area is presently unknown 

(Figure 4.62). 

Conduit SW02a branched off from SW02 immediately west of Birketein and also supplied the 

city area, with a branch conduit that may have supplied the Birketein baths. The supply to the 

SW02/2a aqueducts was probably augmented or replaced by water from Birketein West spring, 

located 200 m north-west of Birketein at an elevation of ca. 649 m.  

The aqueducts sourced from Esh-Shawahid spring converge with those crossing the El-Hammar 

plain from Birketein at a point ca. 300 m to the north of the city and the closeness of the alignments 

coupled with poor archaeological preservation means that the interpretation of the routes of these 

aqueducts into the city is uncertain (Figure 4.63). The DW01 alignment is interpreted from 

historical vertical APs to crossover the lower alignments of DW04/DW05, which it may have 

replaced, and to merge with SW02a ca. 170 m north of the city wall  

Aqueduct sourced from Birketein South spring. The low-level conduit DW05 was probably 

supplied from the relict Birketein South spring (elevation ca. 632 m) located immediately south of 

the Birketein baths (see Figure 4.54 inset). The spring site is no longer visible, and its existence is 

deduced from north-east draining rock-cut conduits and a basin in the vicinity of the bathhouse. The 

bathhouse was partially built over these installations, indicating either that the spring had become 

insignificant or its flow had been redirected at the time the bathhouse was built. The mortared 

foundations of a wall on the east side of the bathhouse adjacent to the buried basin returned an Iron 

Age II date (sample Beta-480984), and the water installations beneath the bathhouse may date to the 

same period. DW05’s alignment has been determined from APs and three recorded archaeological 

sites (JWP 144, JHS 469 and JHS 485). An early (Roman?) date for the aqueduct and its 

abandonment is inferred from the evidence of quarrying that removed sections of the aqueduct at 

sites JWP144 and JHS 485 (Figures 4.64a–4.64e). Site JWP 144, the most southerly attested site on 

DW05, is at an elevation at ca. 596m and lies 150 m north of the city’s north wall, although the 

conduit likely predates the construction of the wall. DW05 and DW04 appear to meet ca. 1 km 

north of the city, and from this point, they would either have run side by side or conjoined. 

East bank aqueduct. East bank conduit DE01 may have originally connected to one of the outlets 

in the Birketein reservoir via an aqueduct bridge over the wadi, and the Tell Jarash North spring 

may have contributed water to the aqueduct near the city; however, this conduit was supplied from 

the wadi (offtake at ca. 619 m elevation shown on a ca. 1930 plan in the YUAG archive) in the 

British Mandate period. Use of conduit DE01 in antiquity is inferred from several extant sections of 

highly weathered rock-cut conduit. The conduit can be traced along the 572 m contour to a point 
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close to the northern city wall and supplied several water mills in the Medieval to Late Ottoman 

period. The conduit’s low elevation limited its usefulness in the city area. 

The north-western aqueduct networks. The city was supplied from several springs in the hills to 

the west and north-west via networks of conduits that entered the western side of the city; these 

conduits are labelled JW01 and JW01a–JW01e (Figure 4.65).  

The number of recorded sites and the level of preservation detail makes JW01 the most carefully 

studied ancient aqueduct in the present study. The rock-cut conduit was recorded at eight JWP sites 

over a distance of 1.6 km, and these and other sites referred to in the text are shown in Figure 4.66. 

It was supplied from sources on the southern slopes of the upper Wadi Suf valley. Site JWP115, at 

an elevation of 765 m, is the most westerly confirmed site on this aqueduct and the source must lie 

above this level.81  

Aerial photographic interpretation traced a likely alignment of JW01 to a point close to the 

source of En Busat Zreg spring,82 although additional sources to the west—perhaps Fauwara spring 

or even Maghasil spring at Suf—cannot be discounted. The interpreted alignment passes by several 

relict springs that may also have contributed to the supply. The modern outlet of En Busat Zreg 

spring (elevation ca. 795 m) is weak, but there is photographic evidence of a substantial relict canal 

network downstream. The original source was probably the relict spring site 200 m west of the 

modern outlet at an elevation of ca. 845 m, where several rock-cut basins adjacent to the source 

attest to ancient use (Figure 4.67). The alignment of JW01 has been traced for a distance of 4.5 km 

from En Busat Zreg spring to site JHS143 within 200 m of the city’s western wall, but the precise 

alignment of the aqueduct from site JHS143 to the city is uncertain. Table 4.3 shows that the 

average gradient of the aqueduct is 4.5% but that it varies considerably, with two short sections 

having gradients around 20%.  

Except for conduit JW01b, which may have been a realignment of JW01, conduits JW01a–

JW01e were probably sourced from Deir al Liyat spring or another spring nearby. Their alignments 

have generally been interpreted from APs, although a single site (JWP126) was recorded on conduit 

JW01a 250 m south of Deir al Liyat spring.  

The disposition of aqueducts approaching the western city wall is shown in Figure 4.68. Conduit 

JW01d intersects the western city wall close to “site Q” excavated by the DGNWQ team 

(Kalaitzoglou, Lichtenberger, & Raja, 2016, pp. 93–94). This excavation exposed a conduit 

 
81 The conduit at site JWP155 lies to the west of site JWP115 and although this conduit was probably supplied from the 
same source as JW01 it may have been a side branch to the main conduit. 
82 This spring was named by Mittmann (1970, p. 96, site 246) and may be synonymous with a spring site identified as 
El-Kharj by Hammouri and El-Naqa (2008, p. 88 table 1). 
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constructed on bedrock that carried water from a source west of the wall. The city wall may have 

been constructed over this conduit, which, if correct, means that conduit JW01d likely dates to the 

Late Hellenistic–Early Roman period.83 Aqueduct JW01e passed through the city wall 100 m south 

of “site Q” just described. The entry point is visible in “trench 500” excavated by the City Walls 

Project (Kehrberg-Ostraz & Manley, 2019) (Figures 4.69a and b). The only other aqueduct conduit 

to be observed entering the western side of the city (JW07) passed below the threshold of the South-

West Gate and has a Late Byzantine–Umayyad terminus post quem.84  

A section of aqueduct conduit identified in a road cutting 300 m west of the city wall (site 

JWP166) is not associated with any other recognised aqueduct alignment and shows that the water 

supply infrastructure to the city from the west is more complex than is indicated by the alignments 

described above. It is suspected that there were several springs in the hills immediately adjacent to 

the city wall in antiquity and that these supplied several aqueducts, including the conduit at site 

JWP166. 

A large walled enclosure, trapezoid in plan and covering an area of 2400 m2 (Trapezoid 

Precinct) has been identified from APs 200 m west of the Gerasa city wall at the point where 

conduits JW01 and JW01a–JW01c converge (Figure 4.70). It appears to be associated with the 

water supply infrastructure, although the internal details of the complex cannot be resolved beyond 

the recognition of several basins and a probable building roughly 12 m square. 

4.3.3 City area—east bank. The Qairawan and the Lower Tufa Cascade springs supplied 

separate long-distance aqueduct systems that provided water to extramural networks south of the 

city that are described below (Figure 4.71). The east bank intramural aqueduct networks were 

supplied from Qairawan, and Qairawan Cave springs and these networks are described in the 

context of the intramural water distribution system in Chapter 6.  

Lower Tufa Cascade spring. This spring was the source for aqueduct JE01 that supplied water 

to rural consumers south of the city. The initial 100 m of the conduit from the spring was contained 

within a tunnel cut into the base of the tufa cascade. Several sections of this tunnel are preserved, 

but landslides and wadi erosion have removed much of it. The conduit had an average gradient of 

ca. 0.5%, which is the lowest recorded in the study area. 

Qairawan spring. The aqueduct from this spring was among the first to be described by early 

19th century western visitors to Jarash (Buckingham 1821, p. 393; Burckhardt, 1822, p. 263). The 

 
83 The date of the construction of the city wall is contentious. Kerhberg (2011, n. 1) maintains that “the city walls 
foundations to be not later than Hadrianic”. Seigne (1986a, pp. 47–59), however, considers that wall construction dates 
to the late third/early fourth century. 
84 The conduit overlies a charcoal layer that has been radiocarbon dated (Sample Wk-44857; see Appendix E).  
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alignment of the second-century Qairawan conduit (JE02) can be traced from known archaeological 

sites for a distance of ca. 930 m along the edge of the eastern lower terrace. Parts of this conduit are 

still in use; the modern irrigation conduit continues for a further distance of 1.3 km along the 

eastern side of the wadi and follows an alignment that was already in use in the early 19th century 

(Buckingham, 1821, p. 393).  

The construction method used for the original aqueduct was varied to suit the terrain. At the 

source, the conduit from the spring chamber was cut into bedrock (Seigne, 2008, pp. 174–175), 

while in the vicinity of the Small East Baths the canal was built on top of a 3–4 m high masonry 

substructio constructed against the edge of a scarp (Lepaon, 2012b, plate 147). Further downstream, 

at site JWP141, it was constructed of large dressed limestone conduit blocks similar to those used 

for conduit DW01. 

4.3.4 City area—west bank. The intramural west bank aqueduct network is described in the 

context of the intramural water distribution system in Chapter 6; however, the layout of the 

extramural aqueduct networks supplied from intramural and nearby sources is discussed below. The 

disposition of the aqueducts is shown in Figure 4.72. The rich farmland flanking the Bab Amman 

Mesa south of the city was supplied by a variety of local aqueduct networks in antiquity. There is 

no evidence of substantial settlements in the area after the abandonment of the PPNB–Neolithic 

settlement of Abu Suwwan, so the water was presumably used for irrigation.  

The ancient conduit network has been overprinted and modified by later networks that remained 

in use until recently, and this complicates the interpretation and identification of the older network 

elements. Aerial photographs show that most of the farmland area described above was irrigated by 

conduits JW02 and JW05a in the Late Ottoman period. These were supplied from Qairawan spring 

via an aqueduct bridge across the wadi in the vicinity of the West Baths. These conduits were Late 

Ottoman refurbishments of conduits that probably dated to the Medieval–Early Ottoman period.85 

The Medieval conduits replaced older conduit networks that had, at least in part, been supplied from 

springs outside the city.  

The lower west bank area of Wadi Jarash south of the city was irrigated via conduit JW02 that 

appears to have branched off conduit JW05a within the city area. Branches of conduit JW05a 

irrigated the terraces at the southern end of the Bab Amman Mesa and the eastern banks of Wadi 

Madba'a to the west. Conduit JW06 is only known from early 20th-century APs, and its 

construction history is unknown.  

 
85 Plans showing canals supplying farmland within the Hippodrome drawn by early 19th century visitors William 
Bankes and Charles Barry (Boyer, 2016a, fig. 4.3) indicate that this section of aqueduct JW05a pre-dates Circassian 
settlement in 1878. 
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While the Late Ottoman networks show that springs within the city could have supplied the 

ancient networks in the Bab Amman area, there is uncertainty due to a lack of direct evidence and 

the recognition of the importance of Qwndeit spring at the northern end of the Bab Amman Mesa 

that emerged from the study.86 The location and elevation of this spring gave it the potential to 

supply water to virtually any point in the Bab Amman area, and it is described in more detail below.  

Aqueducts sourced from Qwndeit spring. Evidence from sites JWP147 and JWP147a on the 

east side of the Bab Amman Mesa shows that the JW03 conduit network was supplied from 

Qwndeit spring (Figure 4.73). The network supplied water to agricultural terraces at the southern 

end of the Bab Amman Mesa in the vicinity of the former Abu Suwwan Neolithic settlement. The 

best exposure of the JW03 network is at site JWP147, located 300–500 m south of the spring, where 

parallel conduits cut into calcretised bedrock are preserved on a steep east-facing slope. At least one 

example of the re-use of a cave to store aqueduct water is also preserved at this site. The uppermost 

conduit visible on the hillside at this site is at an elevation of 558.6 m (by Total Station Survey), 

which indicates that the source lies at or above this level.  

A study of the evidence at site JWP147a located 100 m south of Qwndeit spring throws light on 

the dating of the JW03 conduit network.87 This site is particularly important as it shows the 

Qwndeit conduit cut by a later rock-cut feature thought to be the dromos of a tomb in the Bab 

Amman necropolis (Figures 4.74a–4.74c).88 The Qwndeit conduit must have been disused by the 

time that the dromos was excavated. Two implications flow from this; firstly, that the aqueduct was 

decommissioned by the first century BC/AD, as the construction of these tombs is considered to 

have a ca. 50 BC terminus post quem and ca. AD 75 terminus ante quem (Kehrberg & Ostrasz, 

1997, p. 168) and, secondly, that the construction date of the aqueduct is likely to be pre-Roman.  

The JW03 conduit was originally constructed close to the edge of a scarp that formed the eastern 

edge of the Bab Amman Mesa. The cutting of a specus up to 1.4 m deep created a line of weakness 

in the bedrock that focused fracturing during a subsequent major landslide event that was 

presumably triggered by seismic activity. This landslide created a backscarp, with the western wall 

of the Qwndeit aqueduct at site JWP147a forming part of this backscarp, and removed a 200 m long 

section of the JW03 conduit network. The landslide event postdates the cutting of the tomb dromos 

and therefore has a second-century terminus post quem.  

 
86 This spring still flows but does not appear on modern maps. The name “Qwndeit” is Circassian (Jamoukha, 2014). 
87 The site was first recorded by JHS in 2010 as part of site JHS 793. 
88 The rock-cut feature was previously interpreted to be a possible drain from the Hippodrome area (Boyer, 2017b, fig 
17). 
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Aqueduct JW04. JW04 was a rock-cut conduit that supplied a local irrigation network on the 

east side of Wadi Madba’a. A branch aqueduct may have carried water to the large (ca. 25 x 15 m) 

reservoir on the hilltop overlooking the former Abu Suwwan Neolithic site described in Section 

5.2.2. The recorded section of JW04 is 170 m long, but the conduit probably continued for a further 

170 m along the western edge of the Abu Suwwan terrace.  

The source for JW04 is uncertain, but on present evidence, Qwndeit spring is the most likely 

choice. The study found traces of what may be a poorly preserved rock-cut conduit in the bedrock 

floor of several rooms in the eastern cavea of the Hippodrome, north of site JWP152. The rock-cut 

features beneath the cavea predate the construction of the Hippodrome, which has been dated to the 

mid to late second century (Kehrberg & Ostrasz, 1997, p. 167). If the rock-cut features were part of 

a water conduit, and if this conduit was linked to aqueduct JW04, then it follows that aqueduct 

JW04 also predates the construction of the Hippodrome. 

Aqueduct JW05. Historically, the Hippodrome area south of the city was supplied with water 

from an aqueduct that can be clearly traced on early APs from the lower west bank area within the 

city. The aqueduct remained in use until the mid-20th century, but virtually all traces have since 

disappeared. The interpretation in the present study relied on evidence in early photographs and the 

records of early visitors from John Burckhardt (in 1810) onwards.89 

The present study found evidence of three phases of use that are attributed to separate water 

sources (Figure 4.75). Evidence of likely pre-Islamic use is limited to the alignment of JW05 

between the North Bridge and the southern city wall and comprises several rock-cut reservoirs 

adjacent to the alignment and two structures associated with possible spring sources (Figure 

4.76a).90 The first possible source site is a partially excavated masonry structure exposed in DOA 

excavations south of the South Bridge (Figure 4.76b). The structure is tentatively interpreted as an 

arched spring house, based on analogies with arched spring buildings in the upper Wadi Suf valley. 

The postulated spring lay at an elevation of ca. 563 m, which is close to the elevation of Qairawan 

spring on the opposite bank, and a modern spring outlet lower down the slope confirms the 

existence of a proximal spring system. The second possible source site is an enigmatic structure 

located ca. 60 m south of the North Bridge (Figure 4.76c). It is only known from Guillaume-Rey’s 

1859 panoramic photograph of the west side of the city (Rey, 1861, plate 20) and APs from 1918. 

 
89 The Section of the aqueduct between the Hippodrome and the North Bridge, for example, was recorded on plans by 
John Burckhardt (1822, p. 263), Charles Barry (Boyer, 2016a, Figs. 4, 5 & 6), and Guillaume-Rey (1861, plate 20). 
90 Jacques Seigne has also advised that he observed a Section of ancient aqueduct close to the South Gate (personal 
communication, March 3rd, 2017). 
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The ruins surround a subsurface feature that is thought to be a basin or reservoir, perhaps associated 

with a spring.  

Two later conduits with sources north of the North Bridge reused the JW05 alignment; both were 

carried over the eastern end of the ruined west abutment of the bridge and post-date the destruction 

of the bridge in the sixth century (see Section 7.2.1). A plan of the city by Schumacher (1902, plan 

6) shows that JW05a was supplied from Qairawan spring via an aqueduct bridge that crossed the 

wadi close to the West Baths. Early visitor records show that the aqueduct bridge was built 

sometime between 1819 and 1858 and the conduit remained in use until the mid-20th century. 

JW05b was probably supplied by one of the northern aqueducts to the city. Its route across the 

northern part of the city can be traced from the reuse of the alignment in the Late Ottoman 

(Circassian) period from the northern city wall to a point between the North Theatre and West Baths 

before joining the JW05 alignment at the North Bridge. A water mill was located on the north side 

of the bridge close to the junction of JW05 and JW05b, and from its ruined state in 1858 (from 

Rey’s 1858 photographic panorama) this mill probably dates to the Medieval–Early Ottoman 

period. 

Aqueduct JW06. Aerial photographs taken in 1918 indicated that the west side of Wadi Madba’a 

was supplied from an ancient local conduit system (JW06) sourced from a spring (Madba’a spring) 

in the hills south-west of the Zeus Temple, but field inspection failed to find any trace of this 

source.  

The so-called south-west aqueduct. Stott et al. (2018, pp. 4–5) recently proposed an extramural 

aqueduct to the city from the south-west, which they referred to as the “southwest aqueduct”. Their 

proposal is based on the photolinear analysis of APs and ALS and is discussed further in Section 

6.1.1 in the context of urban water distribution.  

4.3.5 Lower Jarash valley downstream of Bab Amman. There has been no previous published 

commentary on the aqueduct network in the southern Jarash valley apart from a brief note by 

Glueck (1951, p. 69). The study found evidence for an extensive conduit network in the Jarash 

valley between Bab Amman and the Zarqa River junction on APs and conduits were also recorded 

at some sites during field surveys. Landslides and highway construction have obliterated sections of 

the conduit system visible in the APs in several areas, but selective surface surveys in accessible 

areas confirmed that the modern irrigation network overlies an earlier poorly preserved system. 

Conduits in the network can be grouped as follows:  

• A substantial and largely spring-fed long-distance network servicing terraces on the lower 

slopes of the valley between Bab Amman and the Wadi Tannur junction. 
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• A group of small, local, spring-fed networks located in the southern half of the tributary 

valley to the east of Wadi Jarash that lies between the Roman–Byzantine settlements of Kh. Rabu el 

Jermish and Kh. Abu Harasi (henceforth Jermish–Harasi valley). 

• A poorly preserved local network on the middle slopes of the Jarash valley on the west bank 

supplied from streamflow in Wadi Bab Amman. 

• A local network on the lower slopes between the Wadi Jarash–Wadi Tannur junction and the 

Zarqa River junction, supplied from several west bank springs and perennial flow in Wadi Jarash 

(west bank) and Wadi Tannur (east bank). 

The long-distance conduit networks in Wadi Jarash between Bab Amman and the Wadi 

Tannur Junction. The aqueducts near Mesar Tokh referred to by Glueck (1951) were part of an 

ancient conduit network sourced from various springs that supplied water to agricultural terraces on 

the lower wadi slopes for a distance of at least 4.5 km downstream of the Wadi Bab Amman 

junction (Figure 4.77). There are numerous springs and seeps on both wadi banks, and this section 

of the wadi also has a small perennial flow.  

There is photographic evidence for a single major conduit on the wadi’s eastern bank 

downstream of Ficus Springs, but hard archaeological evidence is sparse and is concentrated in the 

zone between Ficus Springs and the Shallal waterfall. The conduit appears to been supplied from 

several spring sources. It was initially supplied from the east bank sources at Ficus Springs via a 

tunnel and surface conduits that are collectively designated JSE01 (Figure 4.78). The supply from 

Ficus Springs eventually failed, probably as a result of wadi erosion and landslides, and the conduit 

(now JSE02) was supplied from a group of springs on the east bank at Shallal (Figures 4.79a–

4.79d) and several others in the tributary wadi immediately north of Mesar Tokh. The JSE02 

alignment was initially a few metres higher than JSE01, but the two conjoined west of Mesar Tokh. 

A section of the original JSE01 conduit is preserved as a half-tunnel cut into the sandstone cliffs 

immediately upstream of this conduit junction. JSE02 can be traced on APs for 3 km downstream of 

Mesar Tokh: The original system may have extended all the way to the Wadi Jarash/Wadi Tannur 

junction, but the 1.3 km long section upstream of this junction is very prone to landslides and, to 

date, no credible evidence of ancient conduits has been found in this section.  

The original source of the lowermost west bank conduit, JSW01was probably Bab Amman 

spring, but the original conduit may also have been supplied from the wadi stream and conduit 

JSW02. Much of the alignment of JSW01 is inaccessible due to steep terrain, and its route has been 

largely determined from the Late Ottoman canal that replaced it. A well-preserved section of the 

original conduit was recorded at site JWP175 (Figures 4.80a and b), where the conduit has a large 
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trapezoid cross-sectional profile 0.8 m wide at the base and up to 1.85 m high. Shallal West spring 

is located 180 m south-southwest of site JWP175 and presumably also supplied JSW01.  

Aqueduct JSW02 lay at an elevation ca. 20 m higher than JSW01. It was originally supplied 

from one or more spring outlets on the west bank at Ficus Springs at site JWP140 (Figure 4.81a) 

and probably also Bab Amman spring. The connection between spring and conduit at Ficus Springs 

is no longer visible, but an outlet marked by a horse petroglyph may have been one of the sources 

(Figure 4.81b). The alignment of JSW02 can be traced for 4.3 km before being lost in an area of 

landslides, so its original length would have been greater. The only physical trace of the ancient 

conduit was found at the southern end of the alignment (Figure 4.82). 

Two broad terraces covered by prominent strip field systems lie above the level of aqueduct 

JSW02 in an area known as Haud Abu el Hajal to the west of Bab Amman spring (Figure 4.83). 

The aerial photographic interpretation shows that the terraces were irrigated via two local networks 

supplied from the Wadi Bab Amman stream at an elevation close to 520 m. The lower terrace was 

irrigated by conduit JSW03 and the upper terrace by conduit JSW04.  

Local conduit networks in the southern part of the Jermish–Harasi Valley. This valley extends 

from Kh. Rabu el Jermish to Kh. Abu Harasi. The northern half of the valley was supplied via 

conduit JE01, but conduits visible in APs taken in 1930 and 1953 show that the southern half of this 

valley was supplied via conduit systems supplied from several local springs (Figure 4.84). The 

valley is overlooked by the hilltop settlements of Kh. Rabu el Jermish, Kh. Khaled, Kh. Mesar 

Tokh, and Kh. Abu Harasi that were occupied in the Roman–Byzantine period.  

The clustering of spring sites in a relatively small area combined with poor conduit preservation 

makes interpretation of the conduit alignments problematic; however, in contrast to the lengthy 

conduits in the Jarash valley, the Jermish–Harasi networks comprised branched networks of short 

conduits.  

The best-understood network in the southern Jermish–Harasi Valley on present evidence is the 

small branching network that supplied Kh. Mesar Tokh and the fields below it. The study recorded 

rock-cut conduits on the hilltop site of the Roman–Byzantine settlement (Glueck, 1951, pp. 68–69) 

and these were supplied in antiquity by the source still in use at the northern end of the hill. The 

only ancient spring site found during field survey was the relict spring and basin recorded at site 

JWP170 (Figures 4.85a and b).  

No parts of the Jermish–Harasi networks have been archaeologically dated but the use of these 

aqueducts in the Roman–Byzantine period is inferred from the existence of adjacent settlements 

dating to this period. The Kh. Khaleb settlement dates from the Bronze Age (Hanbury-Tenison, 
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1987, p. 156; Leonard, 1987, p. 354) and this raises the possibility that parts of the network predate 

the Roman period.   

Local conduit networks in lower Jarash valley near the Zarqa river junction. There is aerial 

photographic evidence of conduit networks in the lower Jarash valley near the Wadi Jarash/Zarqa 

River junction at a locality named Haud el Bal’la (Figure 4.86). The junction is marked by a delta-

shaped fan of alluvium below terraced hillslopes and was probably intensely cultivated in pre-

Roman times. The locality was also strategically important as it controlled access to the Jarash and 

Majarr–Tannur valleys from the south and it is highly likely that it was occupied from at least the 

Bronze Age period. In the Roman period, the locality lay at the crossing point of the Roman road 

from Philadelphia to Gerasa. A second- or third-century Roman fort (Tell Faysal) was located 

beside this road on the west bank of Wadi Jarash (Palumbo et al. 1993), and a Roman-period spa (el 

Hammam) was located beside the river crossing on the south bank of the Zarqa River (see Section 

7.2.1). 

Modern road construction and landslides have destroyed archaeological evidence of the original 

west bank conduit network, and the alignment of this network is based entirely on aerial 

photographic interpretation. Conduit ZW03 delivered water from an unnamed spring to the so-

called Tell Faysal Roman fort while conduit ZW02, probably sourced from the Ain el Marhafija 

spring 500 m north of the fort, passed beside the fort at a slightly lower elevation. Much of ZW02’s 

alignment was utilised by later conduit ZW01, which appears on a 1: 10,000 scale topographic plan 

as Qanat et Tawahin (Jordan. Air Photography Survey, 1950, Sheet 27/76)91; it supplied at least one 

Ottoman water mill named Tahunet el Ekra (Steuernagel, 1951, p. A276) and also irrigated fields 

on the north bank of the Zarqa River.  

The two east bank conduits ZE01 and ZE02 both appear to have been sourced from the wadi 

stream. The upper conduit (ZE02) was supplied from Wadi Tannur and irrigated the upper east bank 

terrace. ZE02 terminated at a water mill beside the Zarqa river at site JWP149. Conduit ZE01 was 

supplied from Wadi Jarash and irrigated the lower east bank terrace, but its date is unknown. 

4.3.6 Majarr–Tannur valley. The aqueduct system in the lower Majarr–Tannur valley 

comprises conduits sourced from the Riyashi and Tannur springs.  

Local conduit network sourced from Riyashi spring. The Riyashi springs supplied a local 

conduit network that irrigated the narrow, 900 m long Wadi Riyashi that terminates at Tannur 

spring (Figure 4.87). The locality lies at the junction of several important ancient routes, and the 

valley is overlooked on three sides by the sites of ancient settlements, some of which date to the 

 
91 Qanat in this context refers to a surface canal. 
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Neolithic period. The west bank conduit (RW01) remains in use, but no evidence of ancient 

construction was found during the field survey. The lower east bank conduit (RE01) was supplied 

from Riyashi spring and also from a relict spring recorded at site JWP187 (Figure 4.88a). A short 

section of the original rock-cut conduit is preserved downslope of site JWP187 (Figure 4.88b). An 

upper east bank conduit (RE02) has been inferred from aerial photographic analysis and appears to 

have terminated at a section of a rock-cut canal that may have supplied a water mill.  

Long-distance conduit networks sourced from Tannur spring. Surface surveys confirmed the 

existence of at least one substantial ancient rock-cut conduit on each bank of Wadi Tannur (Figure 

4.89), but the original conduits have been modified substantially since their original construction. 

These many changes confuse the interpretation, but it appears that originally there was a west bank 

conduit (TW02) sourced from the western spring outlet and an east bank conduit (TE01) sourced 

from the eastern spring outlet (Figure 4.90).  

The original connection between the western spring outlet and TW02 is buried. The modern 

canal sourced from the ancient TW02 source can be traced for 3 km along the wadi’s west bank. 

While it is thought likely that an ancient canal followed the same alignment, reconnaissance field 

surveys failed to locate any further evidence of ancient use. TW01 is a modern canal, and there is 

no evidence of an ancient precursor.  

The eastern spring outlet originally discharged into a shallow rock-cut spring basin. A large 

rock-cut conduit (TE01) carried water from this basin to the east bank (Figures 4.91a and b), with 

surplus water being directed over an overhanging semi-circular cascade close to the spring.92 The 

modern TE01 conduit can be traced for 4.75 km, and a subordinate local network (TE01a) can be 

traced for a further 2.5 km on the slopes below the Roman–Byzantine hilltop site of Kh. el ‘Abbara 

(Glueck, 1951, p. 89). A 9 m-long rock-cut section of the original TE01 conduit was recorded at site 

JWP179 near the junction with aqueduct TE01a, 3.55 km downstream from Tannur spring (Figures 

4.92a and b). 

A second east bank conduit (TE02) has been interpreted from aerial photography. The source for 

TE02 is a relict spring site (henceforth Tannur East spring) located 120 m south-east of Tannur 

spring, that was ca. 10 m higher in elevation than the main Tannur spring outlets. A conduit from 

Tannur East spring could have supplied the substantial Roman–Byzantine building at Mehbethah 

(Glueck, 1951, p. 89)93, but the field survey found no certain trace of a conduit.  

 

 
92 See entry for fountain 33 in Appendix I. 
93 Schumacher (Steuernagel, 1925) referred to the site as “el-haddade” fort (p. 360). 
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4.4 Control and Management of the Aqueduct Networks 

The number and complexity of the aqueduct networks outlined in the previous section attest to a 

comprehensive system of water use that ultimately embraced all of the strong and moderate springs 

in the study area. The smaller village-based local networks were the earliest and would have been 

operated managed and maintained by the local community, as in the case of villages in the Hauran 

described by Bremer et al. (2009, p. 48). The scale of the longer-distance networks established in 

the Roman period to supply urban and rural consumers required access to far more substantial 

resources and a concomitant need to manage all available water resources in a holistic fashion in 

order to ensure that priorities and competing demands were met. No direct inscription evidence to 

explain how this was achieved in the study area has survived, so it is necessary to look to the 

Empire generally, and to the Decapolis more specifically, to find the likely answers. 

General comment on water rights. The study area was subject to Greek and later Roman 

hegemony, and both jurisdictions had laws relating to water rights (Bruun, 2000, pp. 557–604). We 

learn from Plato’s Laws that Greek law distinguished between rural and urban water supplies, but it 

is not known how such laws were applied to small Hellenistic colonies such as the one established 

in Gerasa in the second century BC. There are only a small number of known Hellenistic 

occupation sites in the study area away from the town, and the water resources in the pre-Roman 

period in Gerasa’s hinterland were probably utilised and managed in ways that had changed little 

since the Bronze Age.  

 Control of water resources in the study area. The application of Roman law to water rights is 

typically viewed from the point of view of private and public ownership but, as pointed out by 

Bannon (2017), the subject is far broader than this. Bannon considered that “water rights are not 

monolithic but are represented by component rights, including rights of access, withdrawal, 

management, exclusion and alienation”. City water supplies were the main water supply priority for 

the Romans (Bannon, 2017, p. 75). To achieve this, the public water sources were controlled, and 

civic aqueducts were constructed to convey the water from these sources to the city. The legal basis 

of the component rights was extensively codified, and some were included in two important 

compilations of legal statutes—the Codex Theodosianus (AD 438) and the Codex Justinianus and 

the Digest (AD 529) (Bruun, 2010)—to which imperial edicts were added from time to time. Few 

edicts relating to water rights have survived in the Near East, a rare example being a Byzantine 

edict found near Bethlehem announcing that planting within 15 feet of an aqueduct attracted the 

death penalty (Di Segni, 2002, pp. 63–64). The only edict found in the study area to date is the 
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third-century edict outlining penalties for vineyard pillagers (Johnson, Coleman-Norton, & Bourne, 

1961, p. 230). 

 The introduction of Roman law following the Roman conquest may not have initially resulted in 

significant changes to the existing water rights regime. Bannon (2017, p. 82) considered that “The 

Romans typically endorsed pre-existing property regimes in conquered territory”, and provided an 

example from Urso in Spain where inscriptions refer to municipal law endorsing “the pre-existing 

legal regime by granting the same rights of access and withdrawal to current owners and possessors 

as had been held before.” It is likely, however, that changes occurred to the prevailing water rights 

regime in Gerasa in the first century in connection with the city building program and the 

construction of the long-distance irrigation aqueducts. The decision to establish a new provincial 

city straddling the wadi was based on a variety of factors, but foremost among these was the 

existence of strong springs on the west bank to the north and west of the existing Hellenistic 

settlement. These west bank springs supplied the civic aqueducts that carried water to the city that 

was being established on the west side of the city, as there were no strong east bank springs at a 

suitable elevation, although some of these aqueducts may pre-date the Roman conquest (Figure 

4.93).  

 The unusually good water resources and rich soils in the Gerasa area, however, meant that the 

Roman authorities had a second water supply priority, which was to increase agricultural production 

by constructing new, long-distance civic aqueducts supplied from very strong springs in the Jarash 

and lower Majarr–Tannur valleys. The extent to which the irrigation networks in the Jarash valley 

north of Birketein were controlled by the civil administration is uncertain, but there is evidence that 

farms on the El-Hammar plain north of the city received irrigation water from Birketein. The very 

strong Tannur spring supplied an extensive irrigation network in the lower Tannur valley that still 

operates today. Strong springs within and adjacent to the city supplied farmland on both banks as 

far as the Wadi Jarash/Wadi Bab Amman junction. South of this junction, the lower Jarash valley 

was mainly supplied from the very strong Ficus Springs. The irrigation networks in the lower Jarash 

valley that were probably civic aqueducts are shown in Figure 4.94. 

It is assumed that the civic aqueducts were built under the direction of the provincial 

administration, as they were in Bosra, Adraa and Suweida (Braemer et al., 2009, pp. 48–51). The 

probable involvement of the provincial administration in civic aqueduct construction in the study 

area is reinforced through the mention of the provincial governor in a mid-second century 

inscription relation to a fountain (Welles, 1938, pp. 404 no. 63) and in a late second-century 

inscription on the Nymphaeum (Welles, 1938, pp. 406–407 no. 69). In addition, the province’s 
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procurator was based in Gerasa during the construction period of several aqueducts in the second 

and early third centuries. Once constructed, the local administration would probably have been 

responsible for ongoing conduit maintenance, as was the case in Bosra (Braemer et al., 2007, p. 52), 

and the widespread evidence of seismic damage to aqueducts in Gerasa suggests that this 

maintenance obligation was onerous. 

 

4.5 Dating of the Aqueducts 

4.5.1 Radiocarbon dating. Radiocarbon AMS dates were obtained from organic materials found 

in plasters from three aqueducts (JW01, JE01, DW01) and, and a terminus post quem was obtained 

for a fourth aqueduct (JW07) by dating charcoal obtained from a gravel horizon beneath it (Figure 

4.95). These are the first radiocarbon results from aqueducts outside the city and make it possible to 

consider the chronology of the supply of water to the city. The small number of dates reflects the 

fact that most conduit sections lie exposed on the ground surface and remnant plasters rarely 

survive prolonged exposure to weathering. Radiocarbon AMS dating of the lime binder was also 

attempted on samples from several sites, but useable results were only obtained from aqueduct 

DW01. A chart of calibrated dates from organic materials for all aqueduct samples is presented in 

Figure 4.96. 

Aqueduct JW01. A total of seven 14C AMS dates were obtained from charcoal-bearing plaster 

from aqueduct JW01; six of these were obtained from plaster horizons preserved in a sealed 

archaeological context at site JWP 128 (Figure 4.97), and the seventh was obtained from site JWP 

115 located ca. 1 km upstream of site JWP 128. The calibrated results from these seven samples are 

presented in Figure 4.98. The results from site JWP 128 show median calibrated dates that range 

from 64 BC to AD 183. This range is far in excess of the ca. 50 years of flow indicated from a 

macroscopic study of the laminae, and it is thought that the major repair attested by a thick 

application of several plasters on top of sinter 2 represents a major break in the aqueduct’s 

operation. The early date for sample B-461932 compared to B-417370 may be due to an “old 

wood” effect, or it might perhaps reflect the mixing of a new plaster with an older pre-existing 

plaster. If B-461932 is ignored, the likely date of the first plaster application is the first century AD, 

while the oldest date of the last application (B-417372) and the thin sinter that lay on top of it 

suggests that the aqueduct went out of use around the end of the second and the beginning of the 

third century. The plaster sample from site JWP 115 upstream of site JWP 128 cannot be directly 

compared to a specific plaster layer at site JWP 128, but the late first–early second-century date 

falls within the same date range as the plasters from site JWP 128. 
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The reason for the cessation of use of JW01 at site JWP 128 is not presently known, and it is 

possible that other sections of this aqueduct remained in service beyond the third century. Certainly, 

the confirmed use of a large rectangular reservoir south of the Synagogue church into the fifth/sixth 

century reported by Stott et al. (2018, p. 8) shows that one or more of the aqueducts of the north-

west aqueduct system to the city’s north-west quarter were still in service at this time. 

Aqueduct JE01. Charcoal recovered from the wall of aqueduct JE01 supplied from the Tufa 

Cascade spring on the eastern side of the city shows that this aqueduct was supplying rural users 

south of the city by the middle of the second century.  

Aqueduct DW01. This aqueduct was probably supplied from Birketein. 14C AMS dates were 

obtained from both charcoal and lime material obtained from a major plaster repair to one of the 

DW01 conduit blocks (Figure 4.99). The repair was related to erosional damage to the specus and 

obviously occurred after the aqueduct had been in use for some time. The charcoal sample returned 

a median calibrated date of AD 293, around a century after the completion of the Birketein reservoir 

(see Appendix F), but the three lime samples all returned younger dates. There is, however, some 

overlap between the date of the charcoal and the date of the oldest lime lump (OZV756U1), which 

has a median date of AD 415. An early fifth-century date from the plaster is acceptable if it is 

assumed that the charcoal date reflects “old wood”. It is likely that the two younger dates from lime 

material area reflect contamination from younger carbon. 

Aqueduct JW05. This masonry aqueduct passed under the threshold of the South-West Gate into 

the city. Plaster from the aqueduct failed to produce enough charcoal for AMS dating; however, 

charcoal from an occupational horizon below it provides a late seventh-century median date and an 

Umayyad terminus post quem for the aqueduct. 

4.5.2 Evidence for pre-Roman aqueduct systems. As already noted, the expertise to construct 

irrigation canals was already established in the Near East by the Early Bronze Age and so the local 

irrigation networks constructed near villages such as Muqbileh, Kekebe, Kh. En Busat Zreg and Kh. 

Khaled with settlement histories that go back to the Bronze Age may have had their origins in the 

pre-Roman period. There is no hard evidence of a pre-Roman date for any these networks at 

present; however, the local network supplied from Qwndeit spring south of the city has an implied 

pre-Roman date. 

Iron tools would have made the construction of rock-cut conduits much easier, but this does not 

preclude the use of bronze or even stone tools to cut these conduits in the pre-Iron Age period. The 

surface relief of the Bab Amman Mesa makes it theoretically possible for a simple system of 

shallow surface canals to have been constructed along the eastern edge of the Bab Amman Mesa 
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from Qwndeit spring to provide water to the Abu Suwwan Neolithic community on the upper 

terrace at the southern end of the Mesa. Shallow, crudely constructed and strongly weathered linear 

features that may represent rock-cut canals have been observed at several locations on the mesa’s 

surface but remain undated. Similar features have been observed in the vicinity of the Alaya and 

Meisar el-Liyat springs (Figures 4.92a and b). Prehistoric occupation from the Neolithic period 

onwards has been attested from the Alaya spring locality (Baker & Kennedy, 2011, p. 458; JHS site 

597) and a prehistoric date for some of these water features is possible.  

The study found no definitive evidence of aqueducts carrying water to the Hellenistic settlement 

of Gerasa, and it is possible that the settlement’s requirements were met from springs and runoff 

(cistern) storage within the settlement.  

 

4.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

 The study period coincides with a generally wet climatic phase that enabled the rural population 

to benefit from the availability from both spring and runoff water sources. Rainfed agriculture 

would have been possible in average years over the entire study area, and rain-fed catchments and 

storages provided a backstop, but the availability of water from perennial wadi flow and many 

strong springs meant that spring-fed irrigation was an attractive and realistic option for much of the 

Jarash valley and the lower part of the Majarr–Tannur valley. The availability of metal tools would 

have allowed villagers to establish permanent and durable rock-cut water distribution networks 

centred on the stronger springs and there is extant evidence of such networks in the upper Jarash 

valley. Such networks would have been controlled and maintained by the local community, but the 

areas irrigated were small. These local systems are very long-lived and indeed often survived into 

modern times until lowered water tables caused the springs to fail. Based on the proximity to Early 

Bronze settlements, it is likely that the first local irrigation networks were established in the Early 

Bronze Age (EBI and EBIV) and would have been followed by others in the Middle Bronze Age 

and Iron Age.  

The establishment of larger communities provided the manpower needed to establish and 

maintain more extensive irrigation systems in the Jarash and lower Majjar–Tannur valleys, and the 

earliest of these longer-distance networks were dated in the study to the Early Roman period. 

Frequent seismic activity meant that repair and maintenance was a significant factor when 

considering the size of an irrigation network, and it is likely that longer-distance irrigation networks 

were constructed and maintained by the local administration. Imperial or provincial assistance may 
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have been provided in some cases, and provincial assistance is attested in the context of the 

provision of several urban fountains.  

 The main extramural conduits were simple open channel installations that, where possible, were 

cut directly into natural bedrock surfaces. Conduit gradients varied with the surface relief but were 

very high by Roman standards and similar to the gradients of the main Nabataean aqueducts that 

supplied Petra in the first century BC/first century AD. The steep gradients necessitated the use of 

energy dissipation devices, and specus design needed to accommodate the significant differences in 

seasonal spring flow, but it appears that the establishment of the aqueduct networks did not present 

any large-scale engineering challenges. No Roman–Byzantine aqueduct bridge has yet been firmly 

attested, and the distribution of springs may have obviated the need for these structures.94 

Döring (2016) showed how the Decapolis cities of Gadara, Abila and Adra’a were obliged to 

augment weak local water sources with supplies from more distant sources via one of the longest 

tunnel systems in the Roman Empire. In contrast, ancient water requirements in the study area were 

met from a variety of strong springs within 4 km of the city; however, the multiplicity of aqueducts 

from different sources directed to the city is seen as a response to seasonal uncertainty in spring 

supplies. Although the actual quantity of water delivered is poorly understood, it is estimated that 

conduit JW01 from the north-west carried peak flows of around 150 L/s (ca. 13,000 m3/day) to the 

city, enough to support a substantial urban population; minimum flow rates, however, are presently 

unknown. 

Two important conclusions can be drawn from the likely first century AD construction date for 

conduit JW01. Firstly, taken together with its large carrying capacity, this aqueduct was probably 

integral to the planning and execution of the city’s main building phase on the west bank 

undertaken in the second half of the first century, especially the water-consuming installations. This 

early date makes it possible that JW01 supplied the fountains along the Cardo constructed by the 

first quarter of the second century (Seigne, 2008, p. 49), although supplies from one of the northern 

aqueducts to the city cannot be ruled out on present evidence. Secondly, it is reasonable to infer that 

the resources employed in the planning and construction of such an important aqueduct and the 

hydraulic difficulties that had to be overcome in connection with the steep gradients encountered 

make it likely it was not the first aqueduct to be constructed in the city area.  

The aqueduct networks established in the Roman period eventually tapped all the available 

strong springs to sustain irrigation networks that encompassed the floor and the lower slopes of the 

 
94 A possible aqueduct bridge to the West Baths is described in Chapter 7. 
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entire length of the Jarash valley below Suf, a distance of ca. 17 km, and a 4 km section of the lower 

Majarr–Tannur valley below Riyashi spring.  

 How the water from the various aqueduct networks was stored is discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE:  WATER STORAGE 

 

 In this chapter, we discuss the installations and methods used to store water carried in aqueducts 

or collected from runoff for practical use (ornamental pools are discussed in Section 7.2.3). For 

convenience, they are collectively referred to as storage installations, although some had a public 

water supply function (draw basin), or a combination of functions in addition to storing water for 

future use. While an attempt was made to assign specific functions to individual installations, the 

paucity of archaeological evidence—especially concerning the location and elevation of inlets and 

outlets—means that there is uncertainty in many cases. Many installations described below were 

identified from publications, and others were recorded during the present study for the first time. 

The study focused on identifying the main installations and their functions and a detailed study of 

the smaller installations, especially cisterns, remains a desideratum.  

 Studies of urban water storage in the Roman provinces outside of Europe include the work by 

Wilson (2001, 2007) in North Africa and by Kamash (2010, pp. 101–111) in the Near East. Kamash 

looked at urban water storage from both aqueduct and rainwater sources, but other studies on urban 

sites in the Near East have typically focussed on runoff storage installations. No comprehensive 

study of water storage installations in the study area has been published to date, but contributions 

have been provided by Boyer (2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2017b, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c), Lichtenberger 

and Raja (2017), and Seigne (2004).  

 The intramural and extramural water storage installations discussed below are listed in Table 5.1 

and Table 5.2, respectively. 
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Table 5.1. Summary of the main intramural water storage installations. By author. 

 

  
 

Table 5.2 Summary of main extramural water storage installations described in the text. By author. 
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5.1 Storage Installation Terminology 

 There is no generally accepted modern terminology for ancient storage installations, which are 

inconsistently described in publications as cisterns, reservoirs, tanks or basins. In this study, storage 

installations are divided into two groups based on the water source; installations that stored 

rainwater runoff— regardless of size—are referred to as cisterns, while storage installations 

associated with all other (generally aquifer-fed) sources are referred to as reservoirs (capacity > 500 

m3) or basins (capacity <500 m3). 

 In this study, installations whose primary function was water storage are distinguished from 

installations whose primary function was either the regulation of water flow or the distribution of 

water. Regulation and distribution basins are discussed in Chapter 6.  

 

5.2 Reservoirs  

 The reservoirs identified in the study are all located in the Jarash valley (Figure 5.1) and four are 

known only from historical photographs. They are all open installations that were at least partially 

built above-ground, and there is no evidence to show that they were roofed. There is also often no 

evidence of the location of the outlets, but the outlets are assumed to have been at a low enough 

level to allow the stored water to be distributed. The positioning of the outlet is important because, 

as pointed out by Peleg (2006, p. 347), an installation with an outlet at the same level as the 

aqueduct inlet cannot have stored water as it would have been unable to distribute the stored water 

downstream. We will return to this point when considering the function of basins.  

 A brief overview of the reservoirs is given by the author in Boyer (2016b, pp. 526–528). The two 

largest reservoirs in the city are currently under investigation by others; these are the so-called 

“southern cistern” in the city’s north-west quarter (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2017, pp. 123–124) and a 

reservoir in the city’s south-west quarter (Blanke, 2017, p. 9).  

 5.2.1 Intramural reservoirs. Despite climatic and geological contexts that mimic those in North 

Africa, where large intramural reservoirs are well-attested, such reservoirs are rarely found in the 

Decapolis. Large, aquifer-fed reservoirs at Capitolias, Jarash (Birketein) and Tiberias were included 

in the list of urban reservoir storage installations in the Near East published by Kamash (2010, 

Table 10); however, this list includes extramural installations servicing urban sites and only the 

1800 m3 reservoir at Tiberias is an intramural installation (Winogradov, 2002, pp. 302–304).95 The 

locations of intramural reservoirs in Gerasa are shown in Figure 5.2 and are described below. 

 
95 Winogradov estimates the reservoir capacity to be ca. 3,000m3, but the dimensions quoted (32 x 9.6 x 6 m) only 
support a capacity of ca. 1800m3. 
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 Reservoirs in the north-west quarter. The hilltop overlooking the Artemis sanctuary is the 

highest point in the city and was the destination of the aqueducts of the north-western network. The 

locality’s elevation made it an obvious site on which to place reservoirs to supply the gravity-fed 

reticulation system of the Roman settlement established on the wadi’s west bank. Two reservoirs 

were identified from the available evidence (Figure 5.3): Both lie above 617 m elevation, which is 

higher than any known or interpreted aqueduct from the north of the city, and were therefore 

supplied by the north-west aquifer network.  

 South Reservoir. A substantial reservoir is preserved on the hillside a short distance to the south-

west of the Synagogue church (henceforth South Reservoir). Prince Albert et al. (1882, p. 653) 

referred to “a large excavation like a huge tank” behind the Synagogue Church, and this is probably 

the first published reference to the South Reservoir. The reservoir was partially excavated recently 

(Lichtenberger and Raja, 2015, pp. 488–491; 2017, pp. 123–124), but a plan of the reservoir was 

drawn by the Yale Expedition in the early 1930s (Figures 5.4a).96 The rectilinear reservoir has an 

average length of 40.5 m and an average width of 18 m (Figure 5.4b), which is close to 140 x 60 

Roman feet. It is mainly rock-cut, but there is also evidence of masonry walls on top of the bedrock 

in several areas. The recent excavations revealed the northern wall of the reservoir was > 3 m high 

(Lichtenberger & Raja, 2015, fig. 7) and from this it is inferred that the reservoir had a capacity of 

around 2200 m3. The reservoir outlet has not yet been identified (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2015, p. 

489), but the water inlet and settlement basin were located at the north-west corner in 2016. 

Radiocarbon dating of the plastered walls showed that the earliest plaster was applied in the late 

first or early second century and the last was applied in the fifth or sixth century (Lichtenberger & 

Raja, 2018a, p. 149). The floor of the reservoir subsequently collapsed over a natural cave at the 

eastern end, but the reservoir area remained in use as a habitation, and a cistern was constructed in 

the cave to store bedrock runoff. The water source for the reservoir has yet to be determined but 

was likely to have been conduit JW01d (see Chapter 6). 

 North Reservoir. This reservoir is located 175 m north of the South Reservoir and is interpreted 

from APs and field evidence (henceforth North Reservoir). It is square in plan with approximate 

dimensions of 24 m x 24 m (or ca. 80 x 80 Roman feet). It is at least partly of rock-cut construction 

and may be a reused quarry site (Figure 5.5). It is interpreted to lie at the end of conduit JW01b and 

may pre-date the city wall’s construction. Its original depth is unknown, but if a depth of at least 2 

m is assumed its capacity would have been >1,000 m3. 

 
96 The reservoir is drawn on a 1:500 scale plan “NW C3” in the YUAG Jerash archive. 
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 Central reservoir. A previously unrecognised reservoir or basin (henceforth Central Reservoir) 

was identified from the aerial photographic analysis to the east of the St Cosmas/St John/St George 

precinct (Figures 5.6). The boundaries of the low-lying site are well defined by ruined stone walls 

on three sides on pre-WWII APs, but it is not clearly defined in the remote sensing data 

interpretation presented by Lichtenberger et al. (2019) and Stott et al. (2018). The structure has 

approximate internal surface dimensions of 20 m x 25–35 m. The original depth is unknown due to 

later fill. The location and elevation of the reservoir point to it probably being supplied by north-

west aqueduct JW01e or perhaps JW01d. 

 Reservoir in the south-west quarter. Another reservoir is preserved on a hill in the south-west 

quarter of the city, 50 m south of the Church of Saint Peter and Saint Paul (Figure 5.7a). The site 

falls within the Late Antique Jarash project study area (Blanke, Barnes, Jensen, Rattenborg & 

Thing, 2013, pp. 233–235; Blanke, 2017), but only preliminary results on the reservoir have been 

published to date. The context of the reservoir in the city landscape is difficult to discern today, but 

the structure is more visible in APs taken in 1918 (Figure 5.7b).  

 The reservoir’s construction date is unknown, although the Late Antique Jarash project found 

ceramic evidence of occupation in the south-west quarter spanning the Hellenistic Period to the 

tenth century (Blanke et al. 2013, pp. 229–230, Rattenborg & Blanke, 2017, fig. 13). The reservoir 

is roughly rectangular with internal dimensions of ca. 35 m by 15 m and is located at ca. 610 m 

elevation (Figures 5.8a). The structure of the reservoir is exposed in the south-western corner, 

where the wall was cut into bedrock (possibly a quarry cut) capped by one or two courses of 

masonry (Figure 5.8b). The original depth is unknown, but if a depth of 2.5 m is assumed, then the 

reservoir would have had a capacity of ca. 1300 m3. No suitable local runoff field can be identified, 

and it is probable that an installation of this size would have been supplied via a spring-fed 

aqueduct, although there is no evidence of such a conduit.97 Two aqueducts, however, visible in an 

unpublished DOA excavation in the vicinity of the South-West Gate could have potentially supplied 

it (Figures 5.9a–5.9c).  

 Possible reservoir in the north-east quarter. A possible masonry reservoir was identified from 

early 20th century photographs on the highest point in the city’s north-east quarter (Boyer, 2018b, 

pp. 358-359) (Figures 5.10a, b). The site was field-checked (site JWP 137) but is covered by 

modern housing. Aerial photographic interpretation identified a rectangular walled structure 

approximately 31 m x 17 m and aligned east-west (Figures 5.11a and b): It is visible on many pre-

 
97 Blanke et al. (2013, p. 234–235) suggested that the reservoir was supplied by runoff and was not used for permanent 
water storage. 
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1930 APs of Jarash and a later ground photograph taken by Glueck shows it in more detail (Boyer, 

2018b, fig. 12a). The interpretation of the structure as a possible reservoir is based on: 

• The thick, substantial walls, with masonry blocks estimated to be up to 1 m in length. 

•  The presence of slots or niches in the north wall that may be related to arch springers and a 

vaulted roof. 

•  The absence of any obvious doorway. 

• The absence of any obvious apse at the eastern end. 

•  A hilltop location that is analogous to the hilltop sites for the reservoirs already described in 

the city’s north-west and south-west quarters. 

No water source has been confirmed, but it could potentially have been supplied from the north via 

aqueduct DE02. If the structure was a reservoir, it probably had a capacity of at least 1,000 m3. 

 Possible reservoirs associated with the northern aqueduct system. It is likely that a reservoir 

would have been constructed at the end of each of the aqueducts to the city from the north. None 

were confidently identified in the field, but several sunken-walled structures of unknown date were 

identified in the city’s north-western quarter from early APs. Their surface dimensions range from 

22 m x 8 m to 48 m x 11 m (Figures 5.12a and b). 

 5.2.2 Extramural reservoirs. Five reservoirs or probable reservoirs were identified in the Jarash 

valley during the study and are described below. Except for Birketein reservoir, they were identified 

from APs, and these photographs are the only record of their existence.  

 Birketein. The two-compartment masonry reservoir located at Birketein, 1.6 km north of the 

city’s North Gate, is by far the largest reservoir in the study area. It lies within a 2.5 ha historical 

precinct that contains substantial ruins dating to the Roman period (Figure 5.13). The published 

dates of main structures within this precinct are listed in Table 5.3.  

 

Table 5.3. Dates of main structures at Birketein. By author. 
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The installation was studied in detail as it has been regarded by many as the city’s main water 

supply in antiquity and because it is the largest storage-type installation in the study area. 

 The first recorded mention of the Birketein reservoir was by John Burckhardt (1822, p. 265) 

during his visit in 1812. William Bankes visited the site in 1818 and described “A great tank 

supplied by a spring to the northwest walled all around with very solid masonry” in a notation 

(“Reference 31”) on the General Plan of the Rvins of Djerash (sic) compiled by Charles Barry in 

1820 (Boyer, 2015, fig. 4.3) (Figure 5.14a). Bankes’ description was based on information from a 

field sketch drawn during his 1818 visit (Figure 5.14b).98 Schumacher (1902, pp. 165–171) visited 

the site in the late1890s and published a detailed description, survey plans (Figures 5.15a and b) 

and the first photograph (Figures 5.16a). McCown (1938a, pp. 162–163) carried out excavations in 

the Birketein precinct thirty years later, including a small sounding in the north-east corner of the 

reservoir, but the main contribution to our knowledge of the reservoir from the 1920s and 1930s 

comes from photographs and plans from the Yale Expedition in the YUAG archives and 

photographs by George Horsfield in the UCL archives (Figures 5.16a; 5.17a–5.17c).  

 The Jordanian army removed the accumulated debris in the reservoir and carried out repairs in 

the early 1960s. The structure visible today is, therefore, a combination of original in situ masonry 

and re-laid courses, but no published record of the army’s restoration was located.99 Published work 

on the reservoir since then has comprised a brief note by Browning (1982, pp. 211–214), brief 

descriptions by Boyer (2016a, pp. 526–528; 2016c, especially p. 150), commentary and critique of 

previously publications by Seigne (2004, pp. 174–178), commentary on possible water sources by 

Lichtenberger and Raja (2016a) and an archaeogeophysical survey conducted by Hawamdeh, 

Jaradat and Alsaad (2015).  

 Work conducted on the reservoir during the present study included: 

(a) A critical review of the published corpus. 

(b)  The interpretation of historical photographs. 

(c)  A new total station survey. 

(d)  Close inspection of the extant structures. 

(e)  Radiocarbon dating of selected concrete samples.  

Despite the many modifications to the original structure that resulted from the 1960s restoration, 

the surviving elements of the original structure and the new station survey results provide sufficient 

data to sustain a revised interpretation of the construction history. 

 
98 DHC reference D-BKL/H/J/7/5/54 Sheet 19. 
99 The commemoration plaque is dated 1962. 
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 Structural details. The revised plan of the present site shows a masonry reservoir aligned north-

south comprising two compartments separated by a substantial east-west cross wall. The northern 

compartment has an internal area of ca. 3025 m2 and the southern compartment has an internal area 

of ca. 805 m2. The reservoir walls are pierced by a total of 12 outlets (labelled A–L), including three 

that pass through the cross wall (Figure 5.18). Ten of these outlets were recorded in the present 

structure, and two (H & I), no longer visible, were reported by Schumacher (1902, pp. 167–168).  

 Much of the lower coursing in the northern, eastern and southern walls of the northern 

compartment is original in situ masonry, but virtually the entire western wall in both compartments 

was re-laid by the Jordanian army.100 The original walls were built in regular courses varying in 

height from 0.48 m to 0.70 m and were seemingly un-plastered. Ashlars are up to 1.9 m long and 

exposed faces range from smooth to strongly bossed, and original joints are tight and free of mortar: 

In contrast, the modern re-laid masonry has mortared joints. 

 Construction history. The study found that the construction of the reservoir was carried out in 

several stages and that the present two-compartment configuration was not part of the initial design. 

The three interpreted stages of construction are shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.19 and are 

summarised in Table 5.4. Additional construction details are provided in Appendix G 

 

  

 
100 Photographs from the 1930s show that much of the original western wall was still in situ at that time. 
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Table 5.4. Summary of the interpreted construction stages of Birketein reservoir. By author. 

 

 
 

 Water sources and delivery. Water infiltrates into the northern compartment via inlets 

established at the base of the west and north walls. This is an unusual arrangement—most reservoirs 

have water inlets placed close to the top of the retaining wall—but is not without precedent. Within 

Gerasa, water still infiltrates from the Qairawan spring chamber into an adjacent second-century 

basin via slots in the basal masonry course, as described in Chapter 4, and an infiltration basin 

associated with the Roman aqueduct at Sens (Noé, France) had a similar infiltration arrangement to 

Birketein (Germain de Montauzan, 1908; Perrugot, 2008).  

 The water infiltrates from spring chambers located behind the western and northern walls of the 

northern compartment, and a portion of the western spring chamber is visible through the slots in 

the lower wall (Figures 5.20a and b): Results from a geophysical resistivity survey conducted by 

Hawamdeh et al. (2014, fig. 2) shows that this spring chamber (represented by high resistivity 

values referred to as anomaly “B”) abuts the western wall at the same level as the floor of the 
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reservoir. The spring chamber has approximate dimensions of ca. 50 m north-south and 5 m east-

west.  

 North-south and east-west geophysical resistivity profiles recorded by Hawamdeh et al. (2014, 

fig. 5) to the north of the north wall show what I interpret to be spring chambers extending 

northwards for a distance of ca. 30 m from the north wall at the level of the reservoir floor (Figure 

5.21a). Evidence of the original water delivery arrangement for the northern wall includes basal 

wall slots created by spaces between the masonry blocks in the basal course (course one), and 

several concrete-filled rectilinear cavities built immediately behind course one during the original 

construction. A ceramic pipe (0.22 m outside diameter) found embedded in concrete in a 

compartment at the eastern end of the north wall shows that water was probably delivered to the 

cavities in the wall via pipes (Figures 5.21b and c) , although poor preservation means that this 

method cannot be confirmed for the two other known concrete-filled cavities in the northern wall. 

 Water from a third (unseen) spring source north of the reservoir was carried via an aqueduct to a 

small vaulted chamber built against the rear wall to the northern compartment to the height of 

course seven, where it joins a masonry conduit that runs eastwards along the outside of the north 

wall (Figures 5.22a and b).101 This conduit may also have run westwards, but this area was not 

visible when inspected. The vaulted chamber probably contained a settling basin and may have 

acted as a small castellum. The destination of the masonry conduit is unknown, but it was probably 

the reservoir as the conduit’s elevation (619.0 m) is the same as the maximum water level in the 

reservoir. It is inferred from the construction of the vaulted chamber to the height of course seven 

that it was constructed during the reservoir’s interpreted third construction phase.  

 Dating. Radiometric AMS dates were obtained from charcoal samples taken from two water 

inlet sites in the north wall of the northern compartment. The first sample location was the mortar 

encasing the ceramic inlet pipe at the eastern end of the north wall, and the second was mortar 

associated with an inlet cavity behind the lowest masonry course in the centre of the north wall. The 

calibrated dates are shown in Figure 5.23.102 Given the location of the sampled sites, it was 

assumed that the mortars were applied at the same time in the construction of the reservoir and this 

is reflected in the calibrated AMS dates, with three of the four samples showing congruence in the 

 
101 The location of this source is not known. Although believed to be local, the west bank spring at Esh Shawahid is a 
plausible possibility, although no trace of a connection has been observed. Seigne (2004) provided no evidence for his 
speculation that water was supplied from an east bank spring. 
 A pencilled note on a detailed plan of Birketein reservoir surveyed by the Yale Expedition in the early 1930s gives 
an elevation of 618.8 m for the spring to the north of the northern compartment (YUAG negative 1938.5999.5004.45). 
102 The original laboratory determinations are listed in Appendix E. 
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late first–early second century. Median dates for these three samples lie in the first quarter of the 

second century. These radiocarbon dates probably represent the stage one construction period.  

 The second construction stage is not dated; however, the third construction stage is attributed to 

the early third century based on an inscription associated with the reservoir’s colonnade (Welles, 

1938, p. 428, insc.153). The third construction stage is associated with the construction of the 

colonnade by two pieces of evidence. Firstly, the common elevation of the top of the outer 

perimeter wall of the two-compartment reservoir and the terrace upon which the colonnade was 

constructed and, secondly, the building of a gateway at the western end of this terrace (McCown, 

1938b, p. 688) on an extension of the southern wall of the southern compartment. 

 Discussion. The reservoir’s construction history is complex, but the balance of present evidence 

supports the view that it was constructed in three stages between the first century and the early third 

century. The creation of the second reservoir compartment in the third construction stage added little 

storage capacity but increased the number of reservoir outlets, thereby creating greater flexibility in 

water distribution. It also created a separate pool (the southern compartment) that could, 

hypothetically, have been used as a cold-water bathing pool or natatio. This is of interest, given the 

known association of the reservoir precinct with the Maiumas rituals from an inscription on a pillar 

adjacent to the gateway to the colonnade terrace just 6 m west of the suggested natatio location 

(Welles, 1938, pp. 470–471 no. 279).  

 Most substantial Roman reservoirs in the southern Levant were supplied from streams or runoff 

catchments, and spring-fed reservoirs the size of Birketein appear to be rare. There are several spring-

fed examples in Jerusalem (Gurevich, 2017, table 1); however, only one (Twin Pools) has two 

compartments. Examples of larger two-compartment Roman reservoirs have been identified at 

Manqoura in Syria (Musil, 1928, 104–109; Poidebard, 1934, plate XXI) and at La Valuerna in Spain 

by Domergue (as cited in Viollet, 2007, p. 179), but both were supplied from streams and used the 

first compartment as a settling basin (Figures 5.24a and b).  

 In the typical case of reservoirs supplied from streams or runoff, the inlet is set at or close to the 

top of the wall, and water depth is limited by wall height. Birketein, however, is a large spring-fed 

basin with the inlets set at the base of the wall, which means that water depth is constrained by the 

elevation of the spring sources. With the reservoir outlets closed, the water level of the Birketein 

reservoir rises to an elevation of 619.3 m, which is the level of the outlets in the stage two reservoir 

but is ca. 2.7 m below the top of the stage 3 reservoir wall. The additional wall height appears to have 

been the result of a decision to include the reservoir in the monumentalisation of the surrounding 
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precinct, which included a southern gateway and colonnade beside the reservoir at an elevation of ca. 

622 m. 

 The maximum historical water level in the reservoir was at an elevation of 619.3 m. The combined 

water capacity of both compartments to this level is ca. 8350 m3 (effective capacity), which is only 

46% of the maximum net volume of the reservoir (ca. 18,000 m3) to the top of course seven at ca. 622 

m elevation, after taking account of the volume of the cross wall. The limited effective capacity of 

the installation, coupled with the multiplicity of outlets, leads to the conclusion that it acted primarily 

to regulate and prioritise the distribution of water to rural and urban users downstream. The 

substantial size of the chambers hosting the supply springs infers that these springs would have been 

very strong in the Roman period and amongst the strongest in the Jarash valley. 

 Wadi Suf valley. Three possible reservoirs were identified from the analysis and interpretation of 

HAS APs of the upper Suf valley (Figure 5.25). Two are associated with a south bank aqueduct 

conduit from Fauwara spring and lie among a group of rectangular depressions within an area 

roughly 300 m east-west that lay downslope of the conduit on a terrace overlooking Wadi Suf. The 

area was not inspected on the ground.  

 Reservoirs south of the city. 

 Bab Amman. A prominent rock-cut reservoir was preserved at the southern end of the Bab 

Amman Mesa, 275 m south-southeast of Hadrian’s Gate (Figures 5.26a–5.26d), until the late 20th 

century, but the site is now covered by housing. A brief description of the site is given in Boyer 

(2016b, p. 528). The entire reservoir was cut into the bedrock on the western slope of the Mesa, 

approximately 50 m west of the crest. In its final form, the reservoir was cut to a rectangular 

outline, with surface dimensions 25 m x15 m and an estimated depth of 3 m, giving a capacity of ca. 

1100 m3, but may have originally been a natural cave. In its first phase of use the installation 

probably received runoff from the Mesa summit; aerial photographs show a linear feature to the 

north of the reservoir that connected with the north-western corner of the reservoir, and this is 

interpreted to be either the trace of an aqueduct conduit along the contour from a source to the 

north, or a contour bank collecting hill-slope runoff. The reservoir lies 150 m upslope of the Abu 

Suwwan Neolithic site, and it is possible that the first use of the reservoir site dates to the Neolithic 

period. The later rectilineation of the plan of the reservoir could date to the study period.  

 Jarash University reservoir. A rectangular storage installation with approximate dimensions 57 

m x 24 m is visible in HAS APs in an area that is now occupied by Jarash University (Figures 

5.27a and b). The reservoir lay in a small wadi (Raud Habb er Rumman) and was supplied from a 

spring located on the hillside 200 m to the south-east. The hilltop south of the spring was probably 
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the site of a small ancient settlement or military post. The reservoir was destroyed by the 

construction of the modern university, but the spring site (Figure 5.27c) and part of the rock-cut 

supply conduit to the reservoir (Figures 5.27d and e) were recorded as site JWP 172. Photo-

interpretation suggests a reservoir wall height of at least one metre and the reservoir capacity is 

therefore calculated to be at least 1300 m3.  

 Der Abu Saedi reservoir. A rectangular masonry reservoir is interpreted from APs in an ancient 

settlement known in this study as Der Abu Saedi.103 The 7-ha settlement occupies an intermediate 

terrace on the west bank of Wadi Jarash beside aqueduct conduit JSW01.104 Several water-related 

installations are evident on the terrace, including a bathhouse and a probable water mill. The 

reservoir has approximate dimensions of 40 m by 16 m, and a capacity of >1,000 m3 is likely 

(Figures 5.28a and b).  

 

5.3. Storage Basins 

 5.3.1 Intramural storage basins. Storage basins in the city are generally associated with 

aqueducts, and the majority lie to the west of the Cardo in the area bounded by the two decumani 

and the city wall (see Figure 5.2). The major storage basins are described below. 

 East side of the city. 

 Upper east side spring basin. An ancient rock-cut basin was recorded at site JWP 138 ca. 90 m 

west of the eastern city wall at an elevation of ca. 604 m (Boyer, 2016b, p. 524. Figure 4). It is 

associated with a spring on the upper eastern slopes of the city that was still flowing in the 20th 

century. Early 20th century photographs show a rectangular basin ca. 16 m by 5 m (Figures 5.29a–

5.29d). The basin had a capacity of ca. 160 m3 to an assumed depth of 2m. The site may be the 

source that supplied a stream on the eastern side of the wadi recorded by Burckhardt in 1812.105  

 West side of the city. 

 Basin supplying Placcus baths. The Placcus bathhouse was supplied from a rectangular basin 

lying at the north-western corner of the Placcus baths complex (henceforth Placcus Baths Basin) 

(Figures 5.30a and b). The basin was excavated in 1931 by Fisher (1938c, pp. 265–269) (Figures 

5.31a and b), but most of our present extensive knowledge of its archaeological context comes 

from the careful re-evaluation conducted by Lepaon in 2007 (2012b, 313–385). The construction of 

the bathhouse is dated by inscription to AD 454/455 (Welles, 1938, p. 475 no. 296) and a second 

 
103 The site is named “Akka” on Mega-Jordan (Mega site 6657). 
104 The settlement may have been a large rural villa (see Section 2.2.2). 
105 “A stream of water descends from a spring in the mountain, and after flowing through this division of town, passes 
this building [Large East Baths], and empties itself in the river”. (Burckhardt, 1822, p. 262). 
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inscription (no. 297) refers to a restoration carried out in AD 584. The basin’s use as a supply to the 

bathhouse in the mid-fifth century was its second phase of use. If Lepaon (2012b, p. 221) is correct 

in his assessment that the basin was first used to supply the Glass Court baths, then the first phase 

of use could date to the second or third century.  

 The basin is 10.9 m x 3.78 m in plan, and the original depth was at least 2.95 m (Lepaon, 2012b, 

p. 345), giving an original basin volume of at least 121.5 m3, but the absence of evidence of the 

location and elevation of the original inlet means that the original water capacity of the basin is 

unknown. The inlet was probably located in the west wall at or above the topmost level of the 

surviving wall (600.7 m), which approximates to the surface level of the upper terrace of the 

Artemis sanctuary. The source of water for the basin is also uncertain, but only an aqueduct can 

have provided the security of supply necessary for the operation of the baths. Lepaon’s survey 

revealed four outlets in the south-eastern corner of the basin (Lepaon 2012b, plate CCVII): Two 

bottom outlets (“Can. 002 and 006”) were constructed in the southern wall, while three later outlets 

(“Can 003, 004 and 007”) were constructed at a higher level (ca. 599.2 m) (Figures 5.32a and b). 

A stone block protrudes from the base of the south wall inside the basin and may be the blocked 

entrance of an early outlet to the south (Figure 5.33). None of the outlets has been dated, but later 

blocking shows that the basal outlets (“Can. 002 and 006”) operated early in the basin’s history.  

 In its early form, with basal outlets, the Placcus Baths Basin would have functioned as a storage 

basin, although, as discussed in Chapter 6, it may also have functioned as an important castellum 

distributing water to other installations in the insula. In the fifth and sixth centuries, when it 

supplied the Placcus Baths, the basin’s function changed. The raising of the height of the outlet 

meant that it could no longer effectively store water and the installation functioned as a flow 

regulation and settling basin (piscina limaria) with a reduced capacity of ca. 55 m3.  

 Basins west of St Theodore–Cathedral ecclesiastical complex. Two storage basins (“cisterns”) 

came to light to the west of St Theodore’s church during the excavations conducted by the Yale 

Expedition in the late 1920s and early 1930s by Fisher (1938c) (Figure 5.34).  

 The oldest is a rectangular, partially rock-cut basin discovered beneath “House VI” that was 

considered to date to the mid-second century by Fisher (1938c, p. 286). The basin was up to 3 m 

deep and was ca. 3 m x 9.5 m in plan (Figure 5.35a), but its capacity was limited to ca. 50 m3 by a 

water inlet set roughly midway up the northern wall (Figures 5.35b and c). Fisher thought that the 

basin stored runoff from the Temple of Artemis via a conduit that passed beneath the southern 

gateway to the temple precinct; however, given that this conduit appears to pre-date the gateway’s 
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construction it is more likely that the basin was supplied by an aqueduct that predated the temple’s 

construction.  

 Fisher (1938c, pp. 282–293) speculated that the basin storage below House VI was later 

supplemented by the much larger “Cistern 1” (10 m x 9.4 m), located 25 m further south, with a 

capacity of 300 m3. From Fisher’s description, the inlet to Cistern 1 must have been ca. 3.2 m above 

the floor, but he does not mention any outlet other than a small lead drainage pipe, so it is not clear 

how water was drawn from the basin. Cistern 1 was a strongly built storage basin that appears to 

have been built largely above ground; it originally had a vaulted roof (Figure 5.36a) that was later 

replaced by an arched roof supported on inverted columns (Figure 5.36b). The basin was supplied 

by conduit “a–a” from the north (Figure 5.36c), which Fisher believed was probably connected to 

conduit “b–b”. Fisher referred to both of these conduits as “drains”, but such a large basin would 

require a reliable supply and a spring-fed conduit crossing the upper terrace of the Artemis 

sanctuary is a more likely source. The basin was dated by Fisher to the late third century and 

remained in use until the Early Islamic period.  

 Nymphaeum supply basin(s). Analysis has revealed evidence of two possible supply basins to the 

Nymphaeum. The evidence for the earlier of these basins was found in a room located immediately 

west of the Nymphaeum that was partially excavated around 1930. The room first appeared on an 

unpublished 1:500 scale plan dating to ca. 1930 in the YUAG archives (sheet NW A1) (Figure 

5.37). The three exposed walls of this room are reconstructions that have been dated to the fifth 

century (Brenk, 2009, 21–24; Brenk, Bowden & Martin, 2009, pp. 215–217), but they retain 

fragments of earlier masonry structures that probably formed part of the infrastructure of the 

original Nymphaeum. The west wall is not structurally connected to either of the other walls. The 

lower west wall of the room was originally sealed with plaster and mortar layers that clearly predate 

the Byzantine rebuilding phase.106 The basal mortar layer resembles opus caementicium and is up to 

10 cm thick; it contains limestone cobbles and ceramic fragments and is used to infill irregularities 

in the wall surface. It is overlain by one or two thinner, plaster layers (Figures 5.38a–5.38c). This 

ordering of plaster layers differs from that by Brenk (2009, p. 24) who concluded that the 

lowermost layer of plaster was opus testaceum that had been applied as a base for wall cladding of 

opus sectile and marble. No evidence of opus testaceum or opus sectile was visible when the site 

was inspected in September 2017. 

 
106 The Byzantine rebuilding phase included rooms added to the northern side of the Cathedral propylaeum stairway and 
a portico constructed on elevated ground to the west of the Nymphaeum. Bowden and Martin (Brenk et al., p. 212) 
presumed that the rooms were broadly contemporaneous with the Cathedral building phase, and by extension, the 
portico is similarly dated, but a later date cannot be excluded on the available evidence  
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 The Byzantine masonry that forms the south wall abuts an earlier masonry structure, only 

partially exposed, at the eastern end that is also plastered. Brenk (2009, p.24) noted a “trapezoid 

capital” at this location; however, in the present study, the structure is interpreted to be a corner of a 

Roman-period wall or a pier topped by three courses of voussoirs (Figure 5.39a and b). The lowest 

voussoir sits on impost blocks with mouldings similar to those in the vaults beneath the lower 

terrace of the Temple of Zeus dating to the Early Roman period (Figure5.39c). This pier or wall 

corner would presumably have formed part of the structure supporting a vaulted roof. Brenk (2009, 

p. 24) considered that the original chamber was functionally related to the Nymphaeum and the 

present study concluded that the evidence of a vaulted roof and plastered walls are consistent with 

the earlier installation being a storage basin that formed part of the Nymphaeum’s supply 

infrastructure. The full dimensions of the basin are not known but were larger than the present 

room, and a capacity of at least 200 m3 is inferred from the available evidence.  

 Evidence of another storage installation was brought to light in Brenk’s excavations to the south 

of, and adjacent to, the room just described. These excavations revealed evidence of extensive 

remodelling to accommodate a portico constructed on a fill platform placed over earlier Roman 

structures in the first half of the fifth century (Brenk, 2009; Brenk et al., 2009). According to Brenk, 

the first installation constructed on this fill was an aqueduct conduit that carried water to a water-

holding structure (“cistern”) 3.8 m deep located against the rear wall of the Nymphaeum (Figures 

5.40a–5.40d). This infers that the Nymphaeum was supplied via the cistern; however, neither the 

function nor construction date of the cistern has been confirmed, and the destruction of the supply 

aqueduct conduit by the Byzantine rebuilding phase means that the cistern cannot have been in use 

for long. Runoff from the portico was directed into the repurposed storage installation via a section 

of the original aqueduct conduit.  

 The source of the water to the Nymphaeum is unknown, although a connection to either the first 

phase of the Placcus Baths Basin or to the basin on the Artemis Lower Terrace (henceforth Artemis 

Lower Terrace Basin) is likely and is discussed further in Chapter 6.  

 North Theatre basin. A partially excavated multi-roomed structure adjoining the northwest 

alleyway of the North Theatre is interpreted to be a storage basin. (Figures 5.41a and b). The area 

was excavated in the 1990s but remains unpublished. As presently exposed, the structure comprises 

a ca. 1.2 m thick outer wall with overall dimensions of 10 m x 12 m, divided into two parts by a 

thick wall running east-west. The western end of the original structure is not exposed. The floor of 

the structure is about the same floor level of the adjacent theatre portico. The outer walls include 

some spolia blocks, and their exposed height ranges from 2.0–4.5 m. The notional minimum 
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combined capacity is ca. 150 m3. Later additions include thick internal north-south walls and the 

provision of a doorway and stepped access in two separate compartments. One compartment has no 

visible access. A blocked inlet or outlet is visible part way up the eastern wall of the eastern 

compartment (Figure 5.41c).  

 The interpreted basin would have been well placed to supply the fountains flanking the stairway 

to the entrance portico, which were linked to the pipeline beneath the pavement on the north side of 

the North Decumanus.  

 North-west quarter basin. A substantial underground basin, described as a “monumental cistern” 

was recently excavated by the DGNWQ team in the city’s north-west quarter (Lichtenberger & 

Raja, 2018a, pp.148–153). The basin measured 12 x 18 m and was placed on the hilltop and its 

construction dates to the first half of the first century (Philippsen et al., 2019). The excavators 

assumed that it was supplied by an aqueduct in the north-west network and it lies close to the 

presumed entry point of aqueduct JW01. The basin was particularly well built, and a high-quality 

building was built over it, but the entire structure was deliberately demolished in the late-third-

fourth century. 

 West bank basins beside aqueduct conduit JW05. Several predominantly rock-cut basins are 

visible on early 20th-century APs on the lower west bank of Wadi Jarash adjacent to aqueduct 

conduit JW05. The three largest have capacities of at least 300–400 m3 each and presumably 

supplied gardens on the adjacent slopes (Figure 5.42). 

 5.3.2 Extramural storage basins. The study identified storage basins constructed at irregular 

intervals beside irrigation aqueducts to store water allocations for later use. They received water 

from the adjacent aqueduct en passant. Some were recorded in the study during the field survey, 

while others were identified from APs or historical plans. All are or appear to be, of rock-cut 

construction, and while several have regular geometric shapes in plan, others are irregular in shape 

and are re-purposed quarries or natural caves. Their capacities are quite modest, the largest being 

around 450 m3 (site JWP 168), and it is assumed that they were used by farmers to store their share 

of aqueduct water allowances that were surplus to immediate requirements (henceforth offtake 

basins). The stored water was likely used to water stock or for hand-watering, as only a small area 

could be irrigated with the quantities stored in these basins. 

 Offtake basins were recorded in the field at two sites (JWP 168 and 169) close to the southern 

end of aqueduct JE01, which was supplied by the Lower Tufa Cascade spring (Figure 5.43). In 

both cases, the basin was a reuse of a quarried area associated with a cave beside the aqueduct, and 

this arrangement is repeated in the case of a basin beside aqueduct JW03 on the eastern slope of the 
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Bab Amman Mesa at site JWP 147 (Figures 5.44a and b). Site JWP 147 was first recorded in 2010 

by JHS (JHS 786), when it was described as a “cave birket” (Baker & Kennedy, 2011, p. 459). 

Water entered the basin via a side canal from a rock-cut aqueduct conduit that passed over the roof 

of the cave (Figure 5.44c), and an overflow conduit was cut into a lower wall on the east side 

(Figure 5.42d). The basin’s original depth is uncertain, but the maximum storage capacity is 

estimated to have been 100–200 m3. 

 

5.4 Cisterns 

 Domestic cistern construction in the Near East has been recorded as early as the Chalcolithic 

(Wahlin, 1997, p. 238) and became widespread by the Early Bronze Age (Findlayson, Lovell, Smith 

& Mithin, 2011, p. 208). There have been several cistern studies relating to the Hellenistic–

Byzantine period in sites in modern-day Israel (for example Kloner, 2002; Tsuk, 2002a, 2006; 

Tanriöver, Baykan, N. O., & Baykan, N. 2006), and Keilholz (2007, 2014, 2016) carried out 

comprehensive studies on Hellenistic and Roman cisterns in the Decapolis city of Gadara. No 

comprehensive study of cisterns in the study area has been published to date; however, the studies 

on Gadara provide insights that may apply to Gerasa.  

 In-ground cisterns are sound structures that, if properly maintained, can remain in use for 

centuries. Some ancient rural cisterns are still in use in the study area today, although many more 

are neglected. There was intensive use and reuse of cisterns in the Hellenistic–Byzantine period in 

the Near East: Keilholz (2014, p. 33 & Table 1), for example, found that cistern use in Gadara had a 

terminus ante quem that ranged from the beginning of the first century to the second century. 

Evidence from Beit Ras of intensive cistern construction in the Crusader–Mamluk period (Wahlin, 

1997, pp. 238–239) shows that cistern construction was not limited to antiquity. 

 The construction, distribution and typology of cisterns in the study area are discussed below. 

Two main types of cisterns were recognised in the present study:  

(a) Closed cisterns: Entirely subterranean rock-cut installations with a roof and a small, single 

top entry (that served as both water inlet and draw point) sealed with a puteal (a block 

protecting the cistern entrance) and a narrow neck (round or square) leading to a wider 

chamber below. The resultant cross-sectional profile is variously described as a bottle-

shaped, pear-shaped, bell-shaped, funnel-shaped, or cubic-shaped profile—as at Gadara 

(Keilholz, 2014, fig. 4)—although subsequent infilling with debris means that it is often not 

possible to discriminate between the various profiles without excavation. Closed cisterns are 
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generally smaller than open cisterns and are commonly associated with domestic 

habitations.  

(b) Open cisterns: Natural, rock-cut or masonry installations that may be partly or wholly 

subterranean. Natural open cisterns have an irregular profile, but the constructed types are 

typically square or rectangular in plan and profile. They may be open or artificially roofed. 

 5.4.1 Intramural cisterns. Both closed and open cistern types were observed on the western 

side of the city during the study (Figure 5.45). None were observed on the eastern side of the city; 

however, cistern openings are visible among the Circassian houses in early APs.  

 Closed cisterns. The sites of 22 closed cisterns have been identified on the western side of the 

city within an area of 20 ha, including ten recently reported by Blanke (2017, p. 7) in the south-west 

quarter that were found to be associated with domestic dwellings: Elsewhere, however, the 

archaeological evidence is rarely sufficient to identify the source of the runoff stored in these 

cisterns. The draw-point of closed cisterns is protected by a stone puteal (Figures 5.46a–5.46f) that 

covers a narrow circular or square shaft 0.5–2 m deep cut through a surface crust of hard, 

calcretised Jarash Conglomerate (Figures 5.47a–5.47c). In the softer bedrock below this crust, the 

cisterns were cut wider into a variety of shapes similar to those described by Keilholz (2014) at 

Gadara. The full sectional profiles of these cisterns are rarely fully visible due to later infilling, but 

three examples are described below.  

 The first is a pear-shaped cistern preserved in the bedrock below the site of the second-century 

stairway from the Upper Terrace to the podium of the Artemis temple (“cistern F”; Parapetti et al., 

1986, pp. 189–190) (Figure 5.48). This is described as being 1.74 m deep, 2.1 m wide and “has a 

0.5 m mouth cut out of an inserted stone ring 0.25 m thick”, giving a maximum capacity of ca. 6 

m3. The cistern has an early second-century terminus ante quem construction date from ceramic 

evidence.  

 The second example is a bottle cistern that was excavated on the lower terrace of the Zeus 

temple (Rasson & Seigne, 1989, pp. 149–150) (Figures 5.49a and b). Rasson and Seigne state that 

the cistern had a theoretical maximum capacity of 125 m3, but that only up to 95 m3 of this was 

used. They also claim a construction date between the second and sixth century, based on the dating 

of the conduits that supplied it; however, the published evidence does not preclude the possibility 

that this may be re-use of a pre-existing cistern.  

 A closed cistern of similar size to that just described, but with a cubic profile and a more 

complex construction history, is located beneath the floor of the Bishop Genesius church in the 

city’s north-west quarter (Figure 5.50). An interpretation of the installation (“cistern A”) is given 
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by Pickett (2015, pp.73–76), who estimates a capacity of ca. 110 m3. The cistern has two access 

points (Figure 5.51a). The western access is a draw-point marked by a square puteal block covering 

a rectangular shaft ca. 4.2 m deep (Pickett, 2015, p. 74). Access at the eastern end is via a 

rectangular rock-cut opening, but the eastern wall is blocked by a later crude masonry wall not 

recorded by Pickett (Figure 5.51b). The evidence points to more than one period of construction 

and use. The eastern wall was constructed in the top of a stairway that is believed to have been the 

dromos of an earlier hypogeum tomb, but a water inlet in the north wall and the installation of the 

draw point at the western end attests to subsequent reuse as a cistern. This inlet may be coeval with 

the original construction of the church, dated by inscription to AD 611 (Welles, 1938, pp. 486–487 

no 335). The last construction phase was revealed in excavations by Harmaneh and Mujalli (2009); 

it included the placement of a mortared surface on top of the eastern wall of the opening and a 

plastered conduit from a small basin built against the north wall of the church that probably 

collected roof runoff (Figure 5.52a and b). This last phase is thought to date to the seventh or 

eighth century when the church was still in use by the Christian community.  

 The known number of closed cisterns is likely to be a gross underestimate of the original total, 

with many more hidden from view in unexcavated areas or covered by later structures. The degree 

of underestimation may, perhaps, be gauged by comparison with Gadara, where 80 cisterns were 

documented in an area of ca. 5 ha in the vicinity of the Hellenistic acropolis (Keilholz, 2008, fig. 1).  

 Domestic open cisterns. There are some square or rectangular open storage installations among 

the excavated areas on the west side of the city. Such installations can be used to store water from 

both aqueduct and runoff sources, but, as already noted, it is rare in Jarash to have sufficient 

evidence to confirm the supply source. An exception is probably to be found in the cisterns 

recorded on Camp Hill by the Yale Expedition in the 1930s (Fisher, 1932, p. 10), as their elevated 

location makes runoff from adjacent domestic buildings the most likely source. Unfortunately, no 

plans or drawings of these cisterns have been published, and they are no longer visible, but 

photographs taken in the early 1930s show well-built rectilinear installations with arched roofs, 

stepped access, and well-plastered interior masonry walls (Figure 5.53a–5.53c). Scaling from the 

available photographs suggests capacities of <50 m3. Fisher stated that the cisterns were Byzantine 

reuse of rooms constructed in the Late Roman period 

 Open cisterns storing runoff from public buildings and monuments. The roofed and paved 

areas associated with public monuments and spaces cover around 11 ha (21%) of the area of the city 

west of the wadi (Figure 5.54 and Table 5.5) and would have generated substantial runoff during 

significant rainfall events. The location of these runoff sites together with estimates of runoff (based 
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on runoff area, a runoff coefficient of 80% and hypothetical rainfall events) are given in Table 5. 

Some of this runoff, for example from the main streets and the Oval Piazza, would have been 

carried directly to the city’s drainage system, but there are some public buildings that have one or 

more cisterns or possible cisterns in the vicinity. While there is only one confirmed instance of a 

cistern storing runoff from a monument—the bottle cistern that stored runoff from the Zeus temple 

in the Byzantine period described above—a possible example of a large cistern associated with the 

Temple of Artemis is described below.  

 

Table 5.5 Public monuments and spaces on the west side of Gerasa showing estimated runoff 
volumes using a runoff coefficient (RC) of 80%. By author. 

 

 
 

 Chambers beneath the podium of the Temple of Artemis. The cella and portico of the Artemis 

temple are supported by a substructure of interconnected vaulted chambers. These chambers 

comprise two groups of parallel masonry barrel-vaults; a western group of three chambers under the 

cella and an eastern group of three smaller chambers under the portico (Figs 5.55a-5.55e). The vault 
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walls are generally of Jarash Conglomerate, apart from the east-west walls—built first—which are 

of hard, finely dressed, pinkish limestone known locally as malakiu (Brizzi, 2018, p. 92). Adjoining 

vaults in each group are linked via short galleries ca. 1.6-1.8 m wide and the two groups are 

connected via a central low passage (Figures 5.56a and b). This central passage is constructed 

entirely of malakiu limestone, is roofed with horizontal slabs and contains a frame for a blocked 

entrance at its eastern end (Figure 5.56c). It underlies the doorway at the eastern end of the cella 

and gives every appearance of being a load-bearing structure.  

 The vaults are well known, but their study has been neglected. The first accurate record of the 

chambers appears to be an unpublished sketch by Charles Warren, drawn following Warren’s visit 

to Jarash in August 1867 (Warren, 1870) (Figures 5.57a and b). The vaults were surveyed by the 

Yale Expedition in the early 1930s (Fisher, 1938b, p. 135 & plan XXI) (Figure 5.58) and were 

surveyed again by the Italian archaeological team in the 1980s (Parapetti, 1983–1984a pl. XII–XV; 

1983–1984b, pp. 82–83).  

 The vaults were primarily built to provide substructural support for the superstructure above 

them, but their construction also created the opportunity for secondary use. This secondary use is 

discussed here briefly in the context of the available archaeological evidence; for, while the 

prevailing view has been that the vaults formed part of a water-related installation, the evidence has 

not been seriously questioned. William Bankes visited the Temple in 1818 and noted that “There 

are remains of Thermae in its basement”,107 and one of the vaults is labelled “Tank” in Charles 

Warren’s plan of the structure drawn in 1868 (see Figures 5.60a and b). Fisher (1938b, p. 135) 

considered the vaults “to have served as a place for the storage of water”. More recently, Pickett 

(2015, pp. 55–63) discussed the use of the chambers for water storage but was unable to confirm 

their use, and Raja (2015b, p. 313) speculated that they might have been used for cultic purposes or 

as storage rooms. 

 Several pieces of evidence need to be taken into account when considering the storage function 

of the chambers. They include: 

• The vertical slots in the walls between the chambers in each group (Figure 5.59a). 

• The provision of inclined slots of similar width and height in the walls of the outer 

chambers (Figure 5.59b) that connect with the surface of the podium ambulacrum and 

also the adjacent service corridor (Parapetti, 1983–1984b, p. 83) (Figures 5.60a–

5.60c).108  

 
107 Note “18” on a plan of the city drawn for Bankes by Charles Barry ca. 1820 (Boyer, 2015, fig. 4.3). 
108 Fisher (1938b, p. 135) stated that the slots from the eastern chambers “opened upon the floor of the portico itself 
through small stone grills”.  
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• The alignment of the external slots with either internal slots or connecting galleries. 

• The provision for the eastern end of the central low passage to be blocked off, allowing 

the separation of the two groups of vaults.  

• The absence of any obvious provision of original draw holes in the floor of the cella.109  

• The lack of evidence of a plaster lining to the vaults.  

• The lack of evidence of watermarks on the walls.  

The provision and alignment of the slots in the walls are consistent with them providing cross 

ventilation to the vaults (see Parapetti, 1983–1984b, p. 83). Ventilation is not necessarily 

inconsistent with their use for water storage and Wilson (2001, p. 85), for example, noted the use of 

ventilation holes in Roman cisterns in North Africa. The inclined slots in the western group appear 

to have several possible functions in that they connect with the ambulacrum and could, therefore, 

have carried runoff and provided light into the vaults, while also allowing ventilation into the vaults 

from the adjacent service corridor. Set against this evidence is the absence of plaster waterproofing 

of the vault walls, the absence of physical evidence that water was ever stored there,110 and the 

absence of surface draw holes in the cella.  

 The answer to this conundrum may be that the vaults were intended for water storage, but that 

they were never actually commissioned for this purpose. This scenario fits the available facts and is 

consistent with evidence that some elements of the Artemis temple (e.g. roof, pediment and 

peristasis) were not completed (Parapetti, 1983–1984b, pp.83–84; Brizzi, 2018, pp. 88–91). Had the 

vaults been commissioned for water storage it is estimated that it would have had a capacity of 

around 245 m3, based on a hypothetical water depth of 1.6 m in the western vaults. This volume 

compares with a much lower estimate of 68 m3 by Pickett (2015, p. 58).  

 5.4.2 Extramural cisterns. The city area occupies <1% of the study area, and there is a greater 

variety in cistern designs recorded in the city’s far larger hinterland. Common types similar to those 

recorded in the city are certainly present, but there are also other varieties. Whereas most intramural 

cisterns appear to have been supplied by runoff from man-made structures, all the recorded 

examples in the hinterland appear to have stored bedrock runoff. 

 None of the extramural cisterns has been accurately dated but, contextually, they probably range 

in date from prehistory to Early Islamic. Some remain in use, though modified, but the majority 

 
109 The existing hole in the floor of the portico connects to the eastern group of vaults and appears to be a later addition. 
110 The presence of saltpeter noted by Fisher (1938b, p. 135) is indicative of water inflow into the vaults from 
groundwater seepage containing nitrates from surface soils (Hill, 1981), and not from the introduction of nitrates via 
runoff from the temple structure. 
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appear to be long-abandoned. Kraushaar (2016, p. 49) found evidence that Roman cisterns in 

northern Jordan were generally abandoned in the Abbasid period (AD 760–860). 

 Closed cisterns. 

 Narrow shaft type closed cistern. Examples of closed rock-cut cisterns are to be found 

throughout the study area. This type commonly has a narrow circular or square shaft 1–3 m in 

length and <0.75 m in diameter leading to a wider, usually plaster-lined, space below that forms the 

storage installation. The largest examples of this type were identified in the Bab Amman Mesa 

locality south of the city. The exposed bedrock pavement on this hilltop covers approximately 3 ha 

and forms one of the largest runoff fields in the vicinity of the city. It is also honeycombed with 

natural caves that were converted by residents for use and re-use as tombs, cisterns and, ultimately, 

dwellings or animal enclosures. Some converted caves are of considerable size, which is a reflection 

of the strength of the surface crust of calcretised Jarash Conglomerate that allows for unsupported 

spans of 15 m or more. Two large examples were recorded at Bab Amman by the JHS in 2010 at 

sites JHS 766 and 767, but many more probably lie buried beneath modern housing. 

 The installation at site JHS 766 is interpreted to be an intact example of a cube-shaped cistern 

with lateral dimensions of 15 m by 15 m and a height of ca. 3.2 m and a maximum capacity of ca. 

650 m3 (Figures 5.61a and b). The breach in the western wall is believed to be modern. Early APs 

show a dromos tomb entry adjacent to this installation, and it is likely that the space was used as a 

tomb and cistern in different periods. The single, narrow shaft-type cistern inlet with a diameter of 

0.6 m visible in the roof is covered by a modern building, but an original puteal is still in place 

(Figure 5.61c). The cistern is well placed to have stored runoff from the upper west side of the Bab 

Amman Mesa.  

 Site JHS 767 lies ca. 100 m south-east of site JHS 766 on the eastern flank of the mesa. The site 

was originally a natural cave, roughly 20 m square and with an irregular shape, and was 

subsequently exposed when the roof over the eastern half collapsed in a major seismic event 

(Figures 5.62a–5.62c). A section of the rock-cut aqueduct conduit from Qwndeit spring to the north 

passed over the cave but was destroyed in the roof collapse. The subterranean space shows evidence 

of varied use, the latest use being as a dwelling, and was described as a cave shelter by the JHS 

survey (Baker & Kennedy 2011, p. 462). The 0.6 m square rock-cut circular shaft in the roof is 

interpreted to be a typical shaft entry to a closed cistern (Figure 5.62d). Use as a cistern is also 

evidenced by a fragment of a square puteal block on the cave floor (Figure 5.62e) and the remnant 

plastered interior surfaces. The cistern would have had a maximum capacity of ca. 600 m3 before 

the roof collapse. The date of cistern use has not been determined but may be earlier than the 
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construction of the Qwndeit aqueduct conduit, which probably dates to the pre-Roman period (see 

Section 4.3.4).  

 Closed cisterns with concave top to the shaft. A variant to the above cistern design has a wider, 

concave basin-shaped top to the shaft. Only one intramural example of this variant type is known 

(in the south-west quarter of the city, described above), but several extramural examples have been 

identified. Three examples were identified at the ancient site of el Hute at the head of the Majarr 

valley (Figure 5.63a–5.63c), and another was recorded by the Jerash Hinterland Survey in 2010 

(Figure 5.63d). 

 Open cisterns. This category covers a wide variety of subtypes; however, in all observed cases, 

water is collected from exposed bedrock surfaces (runoff fields) and directed into cisterns via 

natural channels and rock-cut conduits. Unless artificially covered, for which no evidence was 

found during the survey, these cisterns were exposed to the atmosphere and various contaminants. 

Consequently, water in such cisterns was of inferior quality and would have generally only been 

used for agriculture or stock watering.  

 Open cisterns were recorded at nine extramural sites during the JWP field surveys. None of the 

recorded cisterns was purpose-built; they were either an adaptation of natural features or of pre-

existing man-made features. The simplest cistern form is a natural depression or solution cavity in 

the bedrock surface capable of retaining water, and such depressions are common throughout the 

study area. Hilltops and slopes of calcretised Jarash Conglomerate provide optimal conditions for 

runoff and cistern establishment, as this lithology typically has a hard, smooth crust with relatively 

few fractures. These natural features may be enhanced by rock-cutting or the addition of a plaster 

finish. Examples of this simple subtype were recorded at sites JWP 110, and JWP 162 and many 

more are visible in APs and satellite imagery. The well-preserved cistern at site JWP 110 (locus 3) 

lies on the lower slope of a large runoff-field developed on Jarash Conglomerate north-west of 

Mukhayyam Suf (Figure 5.64a). The cistern at this site is roughly semi-circular in plan with an area 

of ca. 50 m2 and is probably on the site of a collapsed cave (Figures 5.64b and c). It is now full of 

rubbish, so its capacity is unknown but is likely to have been < 50 m3. This cistern has several 

crudely cut inlet conduits, and a single crudely cut overflow outlet. The crude nature of the conduits 

and the degree of weathering on the cistern walls suggests that they may date to the prehistoric 

period. The shallow outer lip makes for easy access to the water, and the installation could have 

served both humans and stock animals. 

 The majority of extramural open cisterns recorded during the study are more sophisticated 

installations that involved the reuse of small quarrying areas and are referred to as quarry-cisterns. 
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Stepped access into the cistern was recorded in several instances, and the provision of a settling 

tank was recorded at one site (Table 5.6). Evidence of quarrying activities is to be found throughout 

the study area but is particularly common within the Jarash valley. None of the quarry-cisterns has 

been dated definitively in the present study, but a Roman–Byzantine terminus post quem is inferred 

from the quarrying. They are modest in size, generally having capacities <25 m3, although the 

cisterns at sites JWP 110 (locus 1) and JWP 117 have capacities >100 m3. 

 

Table 5.6. Details of open-type cisterns recorded by JWP. By author. 

 

  
 

 The degree of modification required to bring each cistern into use varies. The cistern at site JWP 

133 above the ancient settlement of el Hute in the Majarr valley is unusual in that the original 

quarry had a basinal profile and no additional work was required to convert it into an open cistern 

(Figure 5.65). Most quarries, however, were cut into hill slopes and usually needed a wall to be 

built on the downslope side of the quarried area to retain the water. These walls are rarely 

preserved, but remnant ashlar walls survive in the quarry-cisterns at sites JWP 109 and JWP 117 in 

the vicinity of Mukhayyam Suf.  

 There is evidence of significant modification to the quarry at site JWP 110 (locus 1), which lies 

120 m north-east of the simple cistern at site JWP 110 (locus 3). The quarry at locus 1 had been 

established to take advantage of a 3 m thick crust of massive Jarash Conglomerate above a natural 

cave. The main quarry was established over a rectangular area of ca. 65 m2, with a rear wall 

(including the cave) at least 5 m in height (Figures 5.66a–5.66c) A new quarry had been started to 

the north (a partly quarried 1.6 m long architrave block still lies in situ) before being abandoned 
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(Figure 5.66d). The establishment of the cistern involved the cutting of stepped access in the north-

west corner, the creation of an inlet in each of the north-eastern and south-western walls, and the 

construction of a wall at the eastern end (Figs 5.67a–5.67d). Rock-cut settlement tanks adjacent to 

the inlets appear to be re-purposed cisterns that predate the quarrying activities. The cistern’s 

capacity can only be roughly estimated at >100 m3. The cisterns at loci 1 and 3 lie within 100 m of 

the ancient settlement of Kh. el Munje (or Qasr Munje), described by Mittmann (1970, pp. 97–98) 

as dating to the Late Byzantine period and use of both cisterns in the Byzantine period is likely. 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

 There are many gaps in our knowledge of water storage installations in the study area; however, 

the collected data provide insights into the types of installations and their broad distribution. The 

concentration of major springs in the Jarash valley means that spring-fed and associated aqueduct-

fed offtake storages are essentially confined to this valley. Rural water storage installations all 

appear to have been associated with aqueduct-fed irrigation systems. Water storages on the western 

side of the city, on the other hand, probably assisted in the effective year-round operation of the 

distribution system to the fountains and bathhouses.  

 Reservoirs are uncommon; the intramural reservoirs are interpreted to lie at the end of aqueducts 

and be analogous to the terminal reservoirs recognised at various sites in North Africa, although 

with a maximum estimated capacity of 2200 m3 the Gerasene installations are smaller than most 

North African examples. The apparent concentration of storage installations on the western side of 

the city west of the Cardo to the area bounded by the two decumani is influenced by the greater 

archaeological knowledge available in this area. Two reservoirs in the north-west quarter were 

associated with the city’s north-west aqueduct network, but no equivalent reservoir installations 

dating to the study period have yet been confirmed concerning the city’s northern aqueduct 

network. Estimates of the combined capacities of the various attested installation types show a far 

greater proportion of water stored in reservoirs and basins compared to runoff stored in the larger 

cisterns. 

 The eastern side of the ancient city was well-provided with springs, but the residents on the 

western side needed to augment the more modest spring sources with cistern storage to meet their 

domestic needs prior to the provision of the first aqueducts. The terrain and geology on the west 

side favoured bedrock rainwater harvesting, which would have been replaced by roof-top runoff as 

the area became urbanised. Knowledge of the distribution of intramural cisterns is limited by the 

relatively small area excavated to date, but comparison with Gadara suggests that the number of 
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cisterns identified to date in Gerasa is a fraction of the original total. Runoff from public buildings 

was a substantial potential resource but was seemingly little used, with runoff being largely directed 

to the main drains. The largest cisterns identified in the study stored bedrock runoff from a 3-ha 

runoff field on the summit of the Bab Amman Mesa, 1 km south of the city.  

 The lack of provision for long-term storage in the study area is notable and is interpreted to mean 

that it was unnecessary owing to the overall adequacy of the available spring-fed supplies, but 

seasonal variation in spring flows required careful management that is reflected in the aqueduct and 

network design and the provision of intramural reservoir storages. The functions of the water 

storage installations in the urban distribution network are discussed further in the next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER SIX:  URBAN WATER MANAGEMENT  

 

This chapter identifies and synthesises the components of the intramural water management 

system in the study period and establishes plans of the distribution network in various time periods. 

The analysis draws on evidence from the published corpus and field observations by the author over 

ten years. The subject has been touched on by several other researchers, the most recent being the 

work by Pickett (2015) and Stott et al. (2018), but this is the first comprehensive city-wide 

consideration of intramural water distribution. 

 

6.1 Water Distribution Components 

6.1.1 Water supply. In the Roman–Byzantine period, the city was supplied with water from 

both extramural and intramural spring sources via many gravity flow open-channel conduits 

(Figure 6.1). 

Supply from extramural springs. 

North-west aqueduct network. The conduits of the north-west aqueduct network (JW01–JW01f) 

entered the western side of the city at elevations estimated to be between 608 m and 629 m. Conduit 

JW01 carried water sourced from various high elevation spring sources to the north and north-west 

of Deir al Liyat, whereas the other conduits in the network appear to have been supplied from lower 

elevation springs in the vicinity of Deir al Liyat.  

Northern aqueduct network. The northern aqueduct network includes conduits SW02, SW02a 

DW01, DW04, and DW05 that approached the city area at various elevations on the western slopes 

of the central Jarash valley. None of the entry points of the main northern aqueducts that entered the 

city in the study period was found in the study; however, they probably entered the city at 

elevations estimated to be between 596 m and 615 m.111  

Postulated South-West Aqueduct. Stott et al. (2018, pp. 4–5) recently proposed an extramural 

aqueduct to the city from the south-west (the “southwest aqueduct”), based on photolinear analysis 

of APs from 1939 and 1953. The presumed sources are in the vicinity of Deir el Liyat, and the 

alignment includes a possible siphon around 1,700 m long spanning a valley. The present study 

found photographic evidence of a local spring (Gharbiy es Sur) supplying an aqueduct to the south-

western corner of the city wall in the Late Ottoman period and the last section of the south-western 

aqueduct that features in Stott et al. (2018, Figure 6 inset B) coincides with this alignment (Figure 

 
111 A branch from a northern aqueduct, entered the city through the North Gate at an elevation of 581 m. 
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6.2). Stott et al.’s interpretation of the balance of the alignment of the south-western aqueduct is 

questioned, as is the need for such an expensive aqueduct given the other water resources available 

to the city. Water may have been carried to the city from the springs suggested as the source for the 

south-west aqueduct, but via a much shorter route and without the need for a siphon. 

 Dating. The construction of the city wall foundations provides an important terminus ante quem 

for the dating of external aqueducts to the city, as these aqueducts were carried on, or were cut into, 

the natural rock surface and could not have passed into the city after the walls had been built on 

their foundations unless they passed through a gateway.112 There is disagreement among scholars as 

to the date of city wall construction; Kehrberg and Manley (2019) argued that the foundations date 

to the early second century, although presumably after the construction of the North Gate—

dedicated in AD 115 (Welles, 1938, p.401, nos. 56 & 57)—as the gate was originally a free-

standing structure unconnected to the city wall. Seigne (1986a), however, found convincing 

evidence that the walls in the South Gate area date to the turn of the third/fourth century. As will be 

shown in the next chapter, there was a massive increase in water demand from public installations 

within the city in the mid to late second century, and the aqueducts in the north-west network 

supplying the city must have been in place by this date. 

 The wall foundations are usually obscured by later fill, and so the aqueduct crossing points are 

often not visible. The entry of conduit JW01e from the north-west aqueduct network, however, was 

exposed in “trench 500” excavated by the City Walls project (Kehrberg & Manley, 2019), and the 

crossing point of adjacent conduit JW01d was also probably recorded in a DGNWQ excavation 

(Trench “Q”, Jerash Northwest Quarter project: Report on the excavation project in 2015, 2017). 

Radiocarbon dating from the present study (see Appendix E) shows that north-western conduit 

JW01 was in use by the end of the first century, but its crossing point through the city wall has not 

been observed. 

Supply from intramural springs. The aqueducts on the eastern side of the city were almost 

exclusively supplied from Qairawan spring (aqueduct JE02), Qairawan Cave spring (aqueducts 

JE03, JE04, JE04a), and the Eastern spring and these are described in Chapter 3. The study 

identified only one extramural aqueduct (DE02) to the eastern part of the city.  

 6.1.2 Water transport.  

Aqueducts on the western side of the city. 

 
112 Kehrberg and Manley (2019, p. 19) estimated that the final wall height was up to 7.5 m. The only known examples 
of an aqueduct conduit dating to the study period passing through a city gate are an aqueduct (JW05) through the South-
West Gate and a conduit that passed through the North Gate. 
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Artemis–St Theodore precinct. More is known of the supply aqueducts in the north-west quarter 

than in any other part of the city, although even here the evidence is fragmentary. Most of the 

evidence of the supply aqueducts in this quarter comes from the Artemis–St Theodore precinct 

(Figure 6.3), especially from the Yale Expedition excavation records (Crowfoot, 1938; Fisher, 

1938a; 1938b) and, and to a lesser extent the more recent work by the Italian team (especially 

Kalayan, 1981; Parapetti, 1983–1984a, 1983–1984b). The aqueduct network evident in the 

Artemis–St Theodore precinct must have been supplied from the north-western or northern 

aqueduct networks to the city. It was not possible to confidently identify specific extramural sources 

for the aqueducts on the Artemis upper terrace, but northern aqueducts DW04 and DW05 can be 

excluded as their interpreted entry point(s) lay below the elevation of the upper terrace (ca. 600 m). 

DOA excavations on the south-western portion of the Artemis Upper Terrace in the 1970s 

uncovered a long basin (henceforth Artemis Upper Terrace Basin) and several aqueducts. The 

excavations were briefly described by Kalayan (1981, pp. 331–333) and Pierobon (1983–1984, p. 

87) and were also recorded by Parapetti (1983–1984a, pl. 10). The uncertain dating of the basin is 

compounded by the general lack of securely dated archaeological evidence from the Artemis 

sanctuary attributable to the period between the second and fourth centuries. Kalayan (1981) 

associated the basin with an inscription dated AD 79/80 (Welles, 1938, p. 389 no 28), which makes 

reference to a lakkos, but the basin is the same length as the temple podium—and, as noted by 

Seigne (2008, p. 37)—is parallel to it, and its construction is therefore likely to be coeval with the 

podium. Parapetti (1995, p. 177) placed the date of the construction of the podium to ca. AD 150–

160. The basin precinct provides a rare opportunity to analyse the relationship between several 

components of the water delivery system in this portion of the Artemis sanctuary, and it was studied 

in some detail. The new interpretation recognises four aqueduct construction or event phases that 

are summarised in Figure 6.4. 

Phase 1 involved the construction of a rock-cut conduit (aqueduct 1) from an unknown source to 

the north. This conduit changed direction immediately south of the temple podium, but it is not 

clear if this reflects the pre-existence of the podium or was necessitated by the terrain. Either way, 

the conduit has a ca. mid-second century terminus ante quem as it was truncated by the basin’s 

construction. The conduit was cut deeply into the bedrock and probably terminated in the castellum 

in Room B-76 west of St Theodore’s church described by Fisher (1931, p. 148). 

Phase two involved the construction of a partially rock-cut basin (Kalayan, 1981, p. 332). The 

construction of the basin truncated aqueduct 1, which either went out of use or was realigned to the 

east of the basin (referred to as aqueduct 2). The bedrock adjacent to the basin had previously been 
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quarried, and cavities were filled with opus caementicium before the construction of the basin’s 

north wall. The opus caementicium foundations also formed the floor of a new aqueduct conduit 

(aqueduct 3), adjacent to the basin’s north wall, that was supplied from the west, presumably from 

the north-west network. The construction of the basin and aqueduct 3 may have been synchronous. 

The destination of aqueduct 3 is not known, but it may have been the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin. 

In phase three, aqueduct 3 went out of use, and a line of fallen column drums was deliberately 

placed along part of it to form a wall. These drums originally came from columns placed on the 

adjacent podium that were displaced during a severe earthquake event: It is speculated that this 

earthquake was the cause of aqueduct 3 going out of use.  

Phase four involved the modification of the basin’s northern wall to accommodate a new 

aqueduct from a source to the west (aqueduct 4). The placement of the wall of column drum spolia 

left insufficient room for the aqueduct between the drums and the existing north wall of the basin: A 

new north wall (substructio) was built inside the basin to create a platform wide enough to take the 

new aqueduct while allowing the continued use of the basin. Aqueduct 4 had rough masonry walls 

and was traced in DOA excavations from the south-western corner of the upper terrace to a small 

distribution basin at the south-eastern corner of the temple podium.  

Kalayan (1981) noted that that aqueduct 4 was constructed on a surface clear of debris and 

paving and was later covered by debris that included layers of “stonedresser’s chips”. A 

radiocarbon date from a debris layer lying directly on top of the stone chips in the south-west corner 

of the upper terrace returned a calibrated mid-third–mid-fourth-century date (sample B-476377-see 

Appendix E). This single date needs to be confirmed by additional radiocarbon dating, but it 

provides a tentative late fourth-century terminus ante quem for the stone chip layers and the 

aqueduct.113 This date is consistent with published archaeological evidence of similar material 

accumulating prior to the fifth century on the North Decumanus (Ball et al., 1986, pp. 353–357; 

Walmsley, 1986, p. 353) and against the west wall of the Odeum (Clark et al., 1986, pp. 243–247).  

Other aqueduct sites in the north-west quarter. Four other aqueduct sites in the north-west 

quarter warrant a special mention (Figure 6.5).  

Site 1 is a section of open channel masonry conduit (Trench “H”) that was recently recorded by 

the DGNWQ (Kalaitzoglou, Lichtenberger & Raja, 2013, pp. 63-64; Lichtenberger & Raja, 2017, p. 

123 & fig. 7) (Figures 6.6). The conduit drained eastwards along a ca. 6.5 m high scarp that marked 

 
113 This terminus ante quem also applies to the earthquake that brought down the peripteral columns on the south side of 
the Artemis podium and for the placement of the column drum spolia on aqueduct 3. As discussed in Chapter 2, the AD 
363 earthquake is suspected to have caused severe damage to the Hippodrome (Ostrasz (1989, p. 76) and to the so-
called Umayyad house on the South Decumanus (Gawlikowski, 1986, p. 110), and may also have been responsible for 
the collapse of some of the peripteral columns on the Artemis temple podium. 
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the northern edge of the settlement in this quarter in the Roman period.114 It lies at an elevation of 

ca. 625 m, which means that it was supplied from the north-west aqueduct network. A wall can be 

traced on APs from this location for a distance of ca. 175 m to the east (Figures 6.7a–6.7c). The 

conduit’s ultimate destination is presently unknown, but it could potentially have delivered water to 

the Artemis Upper Terrace and the North Theatre basin.  

Site 2 lay adjacent to the city’s western wall and was excavated by the DGNWQ team (Trench 

“Q”; Jerash Northwest Quarter Project: Report on the Excavation Project in 2015, 2017; 

Kalaitzoglou, Lichtenberger & Raja, 2016, pp. 93–94). Excavations revealed an early conduit 

constructed on bedrock that was overlain by later ceramic pipes. The excavators considered that the 

early aqueduct might have had a source west of the city wall. Although no trace of the aqueduct was 

found in an excavation west of the wall, the site coincides with the end of conduit JW01d (this 

study) identified from pre-WWII photographs. The conduit’s destination may have been the 

reservoir (“southern cistern”) 100 m to the south-east that was in use by the early second century 

(Lichtenberger & Raja, 2017, p. 123). 

Site 3 is a section of aqueduct visible on pre-WWII APs that was probably linked to the 

SW02a/DW01 aqueduct alignment from the northern network (Figure 6.8a). The original 

alignment was largely destroyed by a Late Ottoman concrete irrigation canal, but rock-cut structures 

possibly associated with it were identified close to the city wall (Figures 6.8b and c). The aqueduct 

likely provided irrigation water to adjacent fields, but its elevation meant that it was also well-

placed to have delivered water to the Artemis upper terrace at an elevation of 600 m, although no 

direct link to this terrace has yet been found. The alignment of DW01 crossed over the alignment of 

DW04/05 ca. 300 m north of the city so as to reach the city at a higher elevation (603 m), which 

strongly suggests that the aqueduct’s route across the El-Hammar plain was determined by the need 

to reach a destination elevation of ca. 600 m. 

Site 4 lay on the presumed alignment of the North Decumanus west of the Odeum and was 

excavated by the DGNWQ team (Kalaitzoglou, Lichtenberger & Raja, 2014, pp. 74–75). The 

masonry conduit was constructed close to bedrock in material that contained early Byzantine–

Umayyad sherds and is presumably of similar date. Its elevation suggests it was supplied from the 

north-western aqueduct network, but its destination is unknown. 

The North Gate aqueduct. An aqueduct conduit cut into the gateway floor at the North Gate is a 

rare example of a visible aqueduct entry to the city, but it has not previously been described. The 

 
114 No date for the open conduit in trench H has yet been published, but Kalaitzoglou et al. (2013, p. 63) described it as 
being older than the ceramic pipeline that lay adjacent. Mortar around the pipeline was dated to the second century 
(Lichtenberger & Raja, 2014, p. 643). 
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North Gate as seen today is a modern restoration of a structure built in the early second century over 

the foundations of an earlier gate and was excavated by the Yale Expedition in 1933 (Detweiler, 

1938; Fisher, 1934).  

 Examination of APs taken by APAAME during the period of restoration between 2006 and 2010 

revealed new information about the aqueduct. The reconstructed alignment of the aqueduct is shown 

in Figures 6.9a–6.9c. The aqueduct was supplied from an unknown extramural source to the north-

west of the gate. The conduit approaching the gate was built of masonry and passed directly in front 

of the gateway sill to connect to the conduit cut into the gateway floor (Figures 6.10a and b). On 

emerging from the southern end of the gateway, one conduit branch supplied a fountain installation 

(fountain 24) and another continued along the eastern edge of the Cardo (Figure 6.11).  

The North Gate was subsequently severely damaged, probably by the AD 749 earthquake, and 

the gateway was completely blocked by tumble. This buried the gateway aqueduct and would 

probably have also cut the water supply to the conduit if the aqueduct was still operating at this 

time.115 The aqueduct postdates the laying of the gateway floor but was constructed when the 

gateway was still in use. The aqueduct, therefore, has an early second-century terminus post quem 

and a likely mid-eighth century terminus ante quem.  

 The ultimate destination of the Cardo conduit is unknown. The penstock and the mill race wall of 

the nearby water mill are built of spolia taken from the North Gate at some point after its ruination, 

and the present mill structure, therefore, post-dates the North Gate aqueduct and the study period.  

South-west quarter. The only pre-Islamic aqueduct in this quarter identified in the study is 

conduit JW07 that was supplied from Gharbiy es Sur spring. This conduit may have supplied the 

south-west reservoir.  

Aqueducts on the eastern side of the city. With the exception of extramural aqueduct DE02 

supplied from the Tell Jarash North spring, the known aqueducts on the eastern side of the city were 

all supplied from intramural springs. The best-attested intramural aqueducts are those supplied from 

Qairawan spring and the Lower Tufa Cascade spring, but Qairawan Cave spring also supplied 

several aqueducts.  

Qairawan spring. This spring was the source for conduit JE02 that supplied both urban and rural 

consumers and is the only ancient perennial source still in use. The variation in the spring’s flow 

rate is much less than that from the other major springs in the Jarash valley, and Qairawan would 

have been considered a very reliable spring in antiquity.116 This reliability would have made it the 

 
115 Historical photographs show that the gateway remained blocked until cleared in the late 19th century to allow the 
construction of a new canal to the water mill. 
116 Refer to flow rates listed in table 2.7. 
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pre-eminent source and an obvious choice to supply the thermae (Large East Baths) established 300 

m downstream, and later the Small East Baths, although frustratingly, no direct connection to either 

of these baths has been proven to date. The monumentalisation of Qairawan spring and the 

construction of the thermae’s first phase probably date to the second century but, given the spring’s 

reliability, it almost certainly supplied earlier aqueducts. 

The construction style of conduit JE02 varied with the terrain, and there are examples of it being 

cut into bedrock, carried on a masonry substructio, and constructed from conduit blocks. The 

section close to the Small East Baths was carried on a masonry substructio up to 4 m high 

constructed against the western edge of the Eastern Lower Terrace. A section of this substructio was 

recorded during the study at site JWP111 located 15 m north of the Small East Baths. 

From APs taken in 1918, conduit JE02 can be traced along the eastern perimeter of the thermae 

precinct (along the edge of the Eastern Lower Terrace) and was coeval with, or post-dated, the 

construction of the thermae. The Small East Baths were built against the JE02 substructio (Lepaon, 

2012b, p. 303), which gives the substructio a late fourth-century terminus ante quem. Lepaon 

(2012b, plate XCI) considered that “room 13” in the south-east corner of the thermae’s bathhouse 

was probably a pool that stored water from the Qairawan aqueduct for use in the thermae (Figure 

6.12). A careful analysis of APs taken in 1918 revealed evidence of previously unrecognised 

masonry structures surrounding a subterranean cavity or basin immediately south of room 13 that is 

tentatively interpreted to be a castellum divisorium:117 The photographs show that a substantial 

open conduit carried water to the south from this basin. The basin may have originally controlled 

the water supply to the thermae and downstream users. 

The unusual alignment of conduit JE02 requires some explanation. It followed the ca. 565 m 

contour around the eastern perimeter of the baths’ precinct and then abruptly deviated to the south-

west with a 2.5 m fall in elevation. One plausible explanation is that the second-century alignment 

around the perimeter of the baths’ precinct was a deviation from an earlier alignment at a lower 

elevation that was destroyed by the construction of the precinct (Figure 6.13). The two aqueduct 

alignments are shown in Figures 6.14a and b. Two sites along the interpreted earlier alignment 

offer some evidence for its existence. The first is an early masonry structure adjacent to the DE02 

substructio recorded at site JWP111, described in Boyer (forthcoming, a), that may be part of a 

lower watercourse from Qairawan spring (Figure 6.14c). The second is a structure, possibly a 

castellum divisorium containing what appear to be two 5 x 1.5 m basins, recorded on a plan by the 

Yale Expedition in the 1930s (Figure 6.14d).  

 
117 The photographs are from the DAI Wiegand archive, Gerasa 438, 440, 442. 
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The floor of the cold-water pool in the thermae is at an elevation of ca. 558 m (Lepaon, 2017) so 

either JE02 or the interpreted earlier aqueduct could have supplied the thermae. According to the 

working hypothesis, the earlier aqueduct supplied an irrigation conduit south of the city but also 

passed by important buildings constructed on the terrace above the tufa waterfall described in Boyer 

(2018d) (Figures 6.15a–6.15c).  

Qairawan Cave spring. Conduits carried water from this spring to the south and north, although 

the precise alignments and destinations of these conduits are uncertain (Figures 6.16a, b). Water 

from multiple outlets in the cave discharged at an elevation of ca. 577 m onto a natural rock 

platform and was initially directed into conduit JE03 to the south (Figure 6.17a). JE03 can only be 

traced for a few metres, but it probably followed the top of the limestone scarp that can still be 

traced for around 100 m south of the cave. At the spring head, conduit JE03 has a broad profile and 

is lined with a distinctive lime plaster. It is the earliest of the three conduits from Qairawan Cave 

spring and is presumed to be of Roman date or earlier. Repeated attempts to radiocarbon date the 

aqueduct plaster failed to produce useable results. 

JE03 was cut by a later rock-cut conduit (JE04), 0.25 m wide and up to 1.4 m deep, that carried 

water northwards from the cave’s southernmost spring outlet (Figure 6.17b). The destination may 

have been the fifth century Church of the Apostles, Prophets and Martyrs located ca. 20m to the 

north-west.  

JE04a is a half-tunnel conduit that follows the foot of the scarp to the north of the cave. It is 

thought to be later than conduit JE04 and may have replaced it after the JE04 conduit inside the 

cave was destroyed by the collapse of the cave roof. It is also postulated that the half-tunnel conduit 

profile was necessary to enable the conduit to pass in the narrow space to the east of the apse of the 

Church of the Apostles. Little of this half-tunnel has survived;118 however, a ca. 30–40 m long 

section can be traced on early 20th-century ground photographs. These photographs also show 

rectangular masonry structures ca. 50 m north of the cave that may have been the conduit’s 

destination.119  

Eastern spring. Early 20th-century photographs show water from this spring flowing to the west, 

but the site has since been destroyed, and no trace of an ancient conduit was found during field 

inspections.  

Lower Tufa Cascade spring. This spring lies close to the southern wall of the city and supplied 

irrigation water to extramural consumers via tunnel conduit JE01. 

 
118 Details are shown in Figures 4.24 to 4.26. 
119 See Figure 4.25. 
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Pipelines. Within the city, pipelines were used to supply water to end users from castella 

divisoria and to act as drains carrying rainfall runoff and wastewater.  

Ceramic (terracotta) pipelines.  

While there are many examples of ceramic pipelines in the city, they are poorly recorded, and 

few are exposed for more than a few metres. Several better-known examples are described below. 

Sections of a ca. 12 cm diameter ceramic pipeline were exposed in excavations along the North 

Decumanus (Ball et al., 1986, p. 391) over a distance of ca. 60 m (Ball et al., 1986, fig. 15). They 

are believed to have carried water to the fountains (nos. 3a–3d) on the North Tetrapylon. The 

pipeline originated from fountains (nos. 2a and 2b) in front of the North Theatre portico, which 

were, in turn probably supplied from the North Theatre basin.  

A pipeline of similar date was exposed by DOA excavations in the South Decumanus in the 

1970s and is described here for the first time: This site is unusual in that it shows a joint between 

ceramic and lead piping (Figure 6.18). This pipeline may have connected with the ceramic pipeline 

beside the western city wall close to the South-West Gate excavated by Kehrberg and Manley 

(2003a, pp. 85–86), that was presumably supplied from the north-west aqueduct network. The 

destination of the South Decumanus pipeline is likely to have been the Macellum fountain in the 

late second century and the Central Baths in the late third/early fourth century (Blanke et al., 2010, 

pp. 312–317). From elevation data obtained from Parapetti (1983–1984a, pls. V & VI) it is 

estimated that the pipelines in the western arms of the two decumani had gradients of ca. 5%.  

Street fountains were constructed beside the Cardo between the Propylaeum and the Oval Piazza, 

and these were supplied via a pipeline that would ultimately have been around 300 m long. As 

described in Chapter 7, this pipeline would have been supplied from a castellum and aqueduct in the 

vicinity of the Artemis Upper Terrace established in the second half of the second century. The 

construction material of the main pipeline is uncertain, but field evidence shows that individual 

fountains were connected to it via lead pipes. 

Ceramic pipelines were excavated by the DGNWQ team in various parts the city’s north-west 

quarter, and the earliest were dated to the late first–early second century (Raja & Sindbæk, 2018, p. 

105). 

Lead pipelines. The majority of pipelines in Gerasa found to date are ceramic, but there are also 

examples of lead being used in public pipelines. Aside from the small diameter piping used in 

fountain supply systems, a larger (10 cm) lead pipeline was recorded by the Yale Expedition 

beneath the sill of the South Gate, and another of similar diameter formed part of the pipeline down 

the west side of the South Decumanus already described. The South Gate pipeline went to an 
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extramural destination that may have been the Building without the walls sketched by William 

Bankes in 1818 and thought to have been a Christian building (Boyer, 2018e, p. 68).120The largest 

diameter lead pipeline known to the author is the 30 cm pipeline that supplied the fountain in 

Fountain Court. 

 6.1.3 Water-holding installations. Conduits in Roman urban distribution systems carried water 

to and between a variety of water-holding installations. These installations fulfilled various 

functions, including storage (reservoirs and basins), the removal of sediment (piscinae), the 

stabilisation and regulation of flow, and the distribution to end-users (castella divisoria). An 

installation sometimes had several functions and functions sometimes changed over time in 

response to changed delivery and demand circumstances. 

Reservoirs and storage basins. The aqueduct-fed reservoirs and storage basins servicing the city 

area were described in Chapter 5. While the majority were intramural, the enigmatic Trapezoid 

Precinct located 250 m west of the city wall at the convergent junction of several aqueducts of the 

north-western aqueduct network may be the site of one or more extramural storage installations 

servicing the city. 

Piscinae and flow regulation basins. Aqueducts often carried sediment, and this was collected 

in purpose-built settling tanks or piscinae limariae placed at intervals along the conduit (Evans, 

2000, p. 69; Wilson, 2007, p. 440), although, in practice, sediment accumulated intentionally or 

otherwise on the floor of many water installations. Some of the better-known examples of piscinae 

are in Rome (Aicher, 1995; Evans, 2000). Water outlets were typically placed close to the top of the 

outer wall, which meant that the structure also served to stabilise and regulate water flow but had no 

significant storage function. 

In urban Gerasa, several basins in the vicinity of the Artemision probably acted as piscinae at 

some point in their lives: These installations also acted as castella at some point and are described in 

that context below. 

Castella. It is generally agreed that the term castellum divisorium (henceforth castellum or 

castella) refers to a distribution basin with multiple outlets; however, descriptions of their design 

and use by both Vitruvius and Frontinus are probably idealised. Wilson (2001, p. 83) noted that “A 

prioritized tripartite distribution of water from castella divisoria to public fountains, public baths, 

and private consumers […] based on Vitruvius (De arch. 8.6. 1–2), is nowhere attested 

archaeologically”.121  

 
120 DHC reference D-BKL/HJ/7/3/54-Sheet 24. 
121 Ohlig (as cited in Wilson, 2008) went further and considered that Vitruvius’ tripartite distribution arrangements 
“must be treated as idiosyncratic suggestions that may never have been realized in practice” (pp. 302–303). 
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The study identified several aqueduct-fed basins that are believed to have functioned as castella 

on the basis that they have several outlets in the form of open channel conduits or ceramic pipes. In 

all cases, the castella are believed to have been placed downslope of reservoirs, thereby emulating 

the context described by Wilson (2007). A plan showing the location of castella is shown in Figure 

6.19. 

Artemis Lower Terrace Basin. This important installation is located at the south-western corner 

of the stairway on the formerly named Intermediate Terrace (Parapetti, 1983–1984b, pp. 79–81).122 

Little has been published on this basin; yet, as shown below, it is believed to have played a key role 

in the water distribution system from the distribution hub centred on the Artemis Upper Terrace in 

the Roman–Byzantine period. The site is unusual in that the aqueduct inlet and two outlets are 

preserved. 

There are no details of the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin’s excavation in the 1930s, but plans and 

commentary appeared in several subsequent publications (Fontana, 1986; Seigne & Morin, 2007; 

2008). The basin was supplied by two aqueduct conduits from the west via a single large inlet in the 

west wall (Figure 6.20). At least three phases of use are deduced from the evidence in the extant 

ruins.  

The first phase involved the construction of the basin with internal dimensions of 6.2 m x 9.2 m 

and walls up to 1.2 m thick. The walls and floor were lined with a thick application of opus 

caementicium. The opus caementicium lining extends to a height of ca. 1.5 m from the floor, giving 

the basin a nominal capacity of ca. 85 m3. There is a large hole up to 1.5 m wide in the original opus 

caementicium lining in the south wall that extends almost to the basin floor (ca. 598 m elevation) 

(Figure 6.21a). A section of the original west wall of an outlet is preserved, with the top at 599.3 m 

elevation, but the rest of the outlet apparatus lay in the hole and is now lost. There may have been 

more than one outlet originally. The placement of the original outlet close to the floor of the basin 

suggests that the basin was used for storage or as a castellum. The outside of the south wall was 

subsequently filled with spolia blocks, so the destination of water from the original outlet is 

obscured. 

The second phase followed the damage to the south wall that created the large hole. The top of 

the south wall over the hole was rebuilt using spolia blocks, and a masonry substructio was built to 

the south of the basin to support a new castellum. Water was delivered to the castellum via a new 

outlet and channel from the basin, whose floor level was at 598.98 m—i.e. roughly 1 m above the 

 
122 The Intermediate Terrace (=lower terrace) described by Parapetti includes a number of separate elements—an earlier 
(Antonine) terrace, a long stairway from the propylaea, and a later Byzantine terrace—of different ages and elevations. 
It links the propylaea and lower stairway with the temple’s upper terrace. 
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floor of the basin. The relationship between the basin and the castellum is shown in Figure 6.21b. 

The castellum distributed water to an adjacent water mill, the Fountain Court fountain and several 

pipelines, and the ca. mid-sixth century date for the supply to the water mill suggested by Seigne 

and Morin (2007, 2008) provides a terminus ante quem for the closure of the original outlet in the 

basin.  

The third phase involved the blocking of the outlet to the castellum and, presumably, the use of 

other outlets that are now lost. The basin was re-purposed as a distribution basin supplying water 

installations in the adjacent church in the early seventh century (Piazza, 1983–1984, p. 119).  

The destination of the water from the original outlet in the basin is unknown, but the size of the 

outlet and the fact that the installation was supplied by two aqueducts infers that the end-users were 

important and had a high water demand. One hypothesis is that the basin acted as a storage basin for 

a hypothetical castellum supplying the precinct that included the Glass Court bathhouse and the 

Nymphaeum, a scenario that is outlined in Figures 6.22a and b. The basin may also have supplied 

the Cardo street fountains, a view shared by Seigne and Morin (2007, p. 249). 

The likely dating of the basin to the main Artemision building phase in the second half of the 

second century is consistent with it being able to supply the Nymphaeum in the late second century; 

however, as discussed in Chapter 7, the early phase of the Placcus basin could have potentially 

fulfilled the same function. 

 Artemis forecourt basin. A rectangular plastered basin with internal dimensions of 9.5 m x 6.5 m 

was constructed at the northern end of the forecourt of the Artemis Upper Terrace (henceforth 

Artemis Forecourt Basin).123 The basin was clearly visible in the early 20th century and remains a 

prominent and visible structure (Figures 6.23 a, b); however, its existence has been neglected in 

published accounts.124 The eastern end of the basin is shown on an unpublished plan in the YUAG 

archives and (Figures 6.24a, b) and is depicted on a 1966 survey plan of the city (Figure 6.24c), 

but it is missing from the survey plans published by Parapetti (1983–1984a). It is presumably the 

structure on the upper terrace of the Artemis sanctuary referred to by Mujalli (1982, p. 25) and the 

“room” excavated on November 5, 1931, by Fisher (as cited in Parapetti, 1989, p. 39). A channel 

cut into the surface of the basin’s north wall marks the line of a pipeline that probably supplied a 

fountain pedestal. 

 The Artemis Forecourt Basin was constructed of large ashlars and extended the full width of 

the forecourt (Figure 6.25a). Its construction date is uncertain; however, Fisher (as cited in 

 
123 This forecourt was described as the “east portico” by Parapetti (1983–1984b, pp. 80–81).  
124 There is no mention of the basin in Fisher’s published description of the Artemision excavations (Fisher 1938b), nor 
in his diarised notes published by Parapetti (1989, pp. 37–39). 
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Parapetti, 1989, p. 39) noted that the structure “although later, is built on the old temple 

foundations”. The basin floor is obscured by fill, but an assumed minimum original water depth of 

1 m gives the basin a capacity of 80 m3. Mujalli (1982, p. 25) referred to traces of pottery pipe 

channels on its eastern and western walls embedded in the masonry, but only a single outlet is 

visible in the eastern wall today (Figures 6.25b and c). The fountain suggests an ornamental 

function, but the number of inlets and outlets identified by Mujalli implies that the basin may have 

functioned as a castellum. 

 Other castella in the Artemis Upper Terrace–St. Theodore precinct. Three other castella were 

identified in the vicinity of the Artemis Upper Terrace and are described below (Figure 6.26).  

The Artemis 5.3.1 Basin described above supplied water to an adjacent castellum. This castellum 

is rectangular in plan, with dimensions 2.6 m x 4.2 m, and had a depth of up to 1 m (Figures 6.27a, 

b). A large open channel outlet in the west wall of the castellum supplied an overshot water wheel 

in an adjacent chamber that powered a stone saw. Seigne and Morin (2008, p. 262) found that the 

sawmill only operated for a short period in the mid–late sixth century. Two ceramic pipelines 

connected with the south wall of the castellum and one of these may have supplied the fountain in 

Fountain Court. The high elevation of the castellum floor (598.98 m) was probably dictated by the 

level needed to supply the mill race, but it could only have been supplied if the supply basin to the 

north was full, as the floor of the castellum lies ca. 1.0 m above the floor of the supply basin.125  

The Yale Expedition recorded a castellum (“canal chamber”) west of St Theodore’s church in 

1931 (Figure 6.28a). It lay in “Room B. 76” and was described by Fisher (1931, p. 148) as being at 

the end of an aqueduct. The castellum appears to have been roughly the same size as the castellum 

supplying the water mill, but its precise location is not known as Room B 76 does not appear on any 

published plan. Fisher described three open channel outlets to the south within the chamber; one 

outlet lay at a higher level within a walled-off section and probably acted as an overflow. 

A very small distribution basin with a capacity of around 0.5 m3 remains in situ at the junction of 

several aqueducts at the south-east corner of the temple podium. It was created through the reuse of 

a masonry box with two aqueduct inlets and two outlets (Figure 6.28b).  

The basin distributing water to the Placcus Baths (second phase). As noted in Chapter 5, a 

rectangular basin installation lying at the north-western corner of the later Placcus Baths supplied 

various unknown users before the mid-fifth century. The function of the basin changed, however, 

when it was altered to supply the newly constructed Placcus Baths adjacent to it. The outlet was 

 
125 Contra Pickett (2015, p. 65), who stated that that the overflow channel from the supply basin (“reservoir”) lies 60 cm 
above the floor of the supply basin. 
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relocated to a higher level, which meant that the bathhouse could only have been supplied with the 

basin maintained close to full capacity. In this second phase, therefore, the basin functioned as a 

regulation installation and perhaps as a piscina rather than as a storage basin.  

The tower at the south-west corner of Oval Piazza. A square masonry tower with internal 

measurements of ca.7 m x 7 m lay at the junction between the western colonnade of the Oval Piazza 

and the north-west corner of the lower terrace of the Zeus Temple (Figure 6.29a). The tower’s 

foundations are now buried, but it was probably one of the basins noted by Burckhardt during his 

visit in 1812.126 The walls were recorded in the 1930s (Figure 6.29b) and were still visible in the 

early 1980s (Mujalli, 1982, p. 25; Parapetti, 1983–1984b, p. 56 n. 32) (Figure 6.29c). The tower 

effectively blocked direct access from the Piazza to the South Theatre: Parapetti considered that it 

predated both the Piazza and the lower terrace and was levelled to the height of the Piazza during 

the construction of the Piazza. Mujalli (1982) noted that 

There are pottery pipe channels on the western and eastern sides of this square structure. 

Furthermore, a continuation of this pottery pipe channel was discovered in the vault's floor, 

which lies underneath the first flight of stairs of the Zeus Temple. (p.25)  

and it is inferred from this that the tower was probably a castellum. There is a 4 m difference in 

elevation between the base of the stylobate of the Oval Piazza colonnade and the base of the Zeus 

lower terrace, and from this, it is inferred that the castellum had a capacity of around 200 m3 to the 

height of the piazza.  

6.1.4 Water drainage and sewage disposal. There is direct archaeological evidence on the 

western side of the city of a drainage system that disposed of surplus aqueduct deliveries, rainfall 

runoff, the overflow from public fountains, and wastewater from several baths. This system 

comprised a network of secondary drains that connected with large collector drains located beneath 

the main streets and would have ultimately discharged into the wadi, although no discharge outlet 

has been confidently identified. A similar system may have existed in the eastern part of the city, 

but no evidence has yet come to light to confirm this.  

The various drain types in the western side of the city were placed into four of the five 

hierarchical categories or orders proposed by Kamash (2010, fig. 16), and follows a scheme 

originally proposed by Bodon, Riera and Zanovello (1994, pp.399–415) (Figure 6.30). Kamash’s 

fifth category was not adopted as it does not apply to Gerasa.  

 
126 Burckhardt (1822) noted “At the end of the semicircle, opposite to the long street, are several basins, which seem to 
have been reservoirs of water, and remains of an aqueduct are still visible” (p. 257). 
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Secondary (first, second, & third order) drains. Small-scale runoff from roofs and pavements to 

nearby cisterns was generally carried by first-order drains (often ceramic pipes), and two examples 

are shown in Figures 6.31a and b.  

It was noted in Chapter 5 that public monuments and paved spaces covered a substantial part of 

the city in the Roman–Byzantine period. These surfaces would have generated substantial runoff 

from high-intensity rainfall events that required more management than could be achieved from 

first-order drains. Modern climatic data indicate a propensity for high-intensity rainfall events in the 

wet season (Zaid, 1997, pp. 31-35), with more significant flooding events recurring at intervals of 

up to 100 years (CEC-Sajdi and Partners, 2011). On present evidence, it is thought that the climate 

in the late Hellenistic–Byzantine period was as wet or wetter than the present climate and subject to 

similar climatic “drivers”, and the city planners would have needed to cater for the substantial 

runoff from these climatic events. The existence of the substantial primary drainage system 

described below demonstrates that this need was recognised, but evidence of how rainfall runoff 

from individual sites was managed is scant.  

In the case of public buildings and monuments, rainwater was initially collected in first-order 

drains (gutters) placed along the periphery of the paved area and was then carried to the primary 

street drains via second and third-order covered conduits. These masonry conduits often lie buried, 

although sections of the massive third-order drain that carried runoff from the Zeus upper terrace 

over the ruins of the lower terrace to the southern end of the Oval Piazza in the Byzantine–Early 

Islamic period are visible (Figure 6.32).  

The best-preserved example of runoff management from a public building is the drainage system 

from the ca. 7,000 m2 Antonine lower terrace of the temple of Artemis that was partially exposed by 

the excavations of the Italian team in the 1980s. This system directed runoff from the terrace into 

vertical drains constructed in the eastern wall of the terrace, and the water was then carried via 

conduits within the walls behind the tabernae that fronted the Cardo, to ultimately connect to the 

Cardo main drain (Parapetti, 1989, p.24). Figure 6.33 shows the general arrangement, and Figure 

6.34 shows the drainage route via “taberna “A”, while Figure 6.35 shows an example of one of the 

eight drain entrances preserved on top of the eastern wall of the lower terrace behind the tabernae. 

This drainage arrangement clearly formed part of the original Antonine construction plan for the 

terrace.  

It might be imagined that a similar arrangement was used for the Artemis Upper Terrace, which 

was almost double the size of the lower terrace, but there is no evidence of this. The upper terrace 

slopes down to the east, and presumably the original plan provided for peripheral first order gutters 
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to collect the runoff as in the case of the lower terrace of the Zeus temple; however, no trace of the 

original surface drainage system has yet come to light. Water collecting on the unpaved surface of 

the upper terrace would have been a problem for later users of the upper terrace, and the second-

order drain excavated at the south-eastern corner of the upper terrace in the 1930s is an example of 

a Byzantine–Early Islamic solution to this problem. A terminus ante quem for the construction of 

this drain is provided by the tumble likely dating to the AD 749 earthquake that lies on top of it 

(Figures 6.36a and b). Fisher (1938c, pp. 286–291) made frequent references to “drains” carrying 

runoff to the south of the upper terrace, but his conclusions are hard to substantiate since aqueducts 

and drains in this area were constructed the same way, and water sources and destinations are rarely 

known. Despite the extent of the excavations conducted in this area in the 1930s, the proliferation of 

water conduits in this area is difficult to interpret (Figures 6.37a, b).  

There is no information on the runoff drainage system from the so-called basilica and agora that 

adjoin the north side of the North Decumanus (Agusta-Boularot & Seigne, 2005; Rostovtzeff, 1934, 

p. 82). In the absence of any evidence of a primary sub-street drainage system in the Cardo north of 

the North Tetrapylon, it is assumed that the runoff from these buildings drained southwards into the 

fourth-order drain beneath the North Decumanus.  

First or second-order gutters were also constructed beside pavements in the main streets (Figures 

6.38a–6.38c), and street runoff was directed to the fourth-order primary drains via small semi-

circular openings cut into the kerb. There are several cases along the Cardo where these first-order 

openings were placed to take advantage of locations where existing third-order drains joined with 

the Cardo primary drain (Figure 6.39a and b). The street fountains along the Cardo probably 

produced only minor flows, with the overflow typically being discharged directly onto the street 

and thence to the primary sub-street drain via the small kerb drains. More significant flows such as 

those from the Macellum fountain were directed into the sub-street primary drain via a network of 

first-, second-, and third-order drains (Figure 6.40). 

Third-order drains are more substantial than first and second-order drains, and good examples 

are to be found associated with minor streets and alleys to the west of the Oval Piazza and the 

Cardo. The third order drains beneath the two minor streets that join the west side of the Oval 

Piazza and pass beneath its pavement are particularly substantial, even to the extent of having 

circular manholes similar to those over the fourth-order drain that passed beneath the central part of 

the Oval Piazza and Cardo (Figure 6.41). The existence of the manholes over the third-order drains 

appears to have been the reason behind the erroneous interpretation of the alignment of the fourth-

order drain beneath the Oval Piazza by Harding (1949) that “The great drain which runs down the 
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centre of the Cardo is continued across the Forum towards the south-west corner, as indicated by 

manhole covers let into the pavement.” (p.15). 

Primary (fourth-order) collector drains. The ultimate destination of water and sewage collected 

by the first, second and third-order drains were large, roofed masonry drains constructed beneath 

the main streets and the Oval Piazza (Figure 6.42). The large size of these fourth-order collector-

drains meant that they were accessible for periodic maintenance and cleaning. Mujalli (1982) was 

the first to present evidence of the primary drainage system beneath the Cardo, Oval Piazza 

(“Forum”) and South Decumanus. The North Decumanus had not been excavated at the time of 

Mujalli’s publication, but information on the primary drainage system beneath this street 

subsequently came to light from two sources. Firstly, excavations identified a large sub-street 

collector drain between the North Theatre and the North Tetrapylon (Ball et al., 1986, p. 390) and 

later excavations exposed an extension of this drain east of the North Tetrapylon (Figures 6.43a 

and b).  

Construction details come mainly from the excavations conducted in the 1920s and 1930s and 

the later study by Mujalli (1982). Mujalli described the drain constructed between the North 

Tetrapylon and the city’s South Gate as being ca. 0.6 m wide and 1.2 –2.2 m high and with masonry 

walls, although a section between the Propylaea Gate and the Nymphaeum is partially cut into the 

bedrock. The masonry drain beneath the South Decumanus is 1.2–1.3 m high and drains eastwards 

to the wadi. The streets above the drains are pierced by circular manholes (0.4 m–0.5 m in diameter) 

at intervals of 9–32 m. Cross-sections through the Cardo and South Decumanus drains are shown in 

Figures 6.44a and b. Photographs of intersecting sub-street drains at the junction of the Cardo and 

the South Tetrakionion taken by the Yale Expedition in 1934 show that the water could have been 

discharged either eastwards beneath the South Decumanus or southwards beneath the Cardo 

(Figures 6.45a and b). The primary drain beneath the Cardo drained south-westerly beneath the 

Oval Piazza before leaving the city via the South Gate (Figure 6.45c). 

Kraeling (1938, p. 54, n. 129) described a “sewer” to the west of St Theodore’s Church, referred 

to as “drain e–e” by Fisher (1938c, pp. 289–290), that supposedly carried runoff from the Artemis 

Upper Terrace precinct. This well-built masonry structure had a gutter cut into the floor, partially 

plastered walls, was covered with horizontal slabs and had similar dimensions to the drain beneath 

the South Decumanus described by Mujalli (1982). The present study concluded that it conveyed 

overflow water to the city’s drainage system from an aqueduct west of the Artemis sanctuary, but 

also received runoff, wastewater and perhaps sewage from adjacent properties (Figures 6.46a and 

b). It was constructed to cater for strong aqueduct flow during the winter months and much-reduced 
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flow in the dry season. Fisher (1938c, p. 288–290) showed that drain e–e post-dates the construction 

of the so-called Temple C (mid-second century) and predates “Cistern 1” that he dated to the late 

third century (p. 293), and therefore was probably constructed around the same time as the Artemis 

sanctuary in the second century.  

The construction of the primary drains would probably have taken place before or was coeval 

with, the paving of the streets. The paving of the South Decumanus is dated to around AD 170 (Ball 

et al., 1986, p. 386; Gawlikowski, 1986, p. 109), and the widening of the Cardo between the North 

Tetrapylon and the Oval Piazza is also dated to the second half of the second century (Ball et al., 

1986, p. 393). The lack of evidence of a drain beneath the Cardo between the North Tetrapylon and 

the North Gate suggests that there was no sub-street drainage system beneath the Cardo before the 

street widening carried out in the second century. The discovery of Islamic post-reform coins in the 

primary drains shows that the system still operated into the early eighth century (Walmsley, 2011b, 

p. 280). 

The gradients of the primary drains are not known with certainty, but the depth data provided by 

Mujalli (1982) imply that the drain floors paralleled the street surface. This means that some drain 

sections have a substantial gradient; ca. 5% in the case of the sections of the decumani west of the 

Cardo and almost 9% in the section of the South Decumanus drain between the South Tetrakionion 

and the South Bridge.127 The gradient of the section of the Cardo drain between the Cathedral and 

the South Tetrakionion would have probably averaged around 3%. 

The dimensions of the primary drains indicate a potential capacity to carry very large volumes of 

water, and the planning that went into the provision of drainage for the Antonine lower terrace of 

the temple of Artemis shows that the city planners were well aware of the need to cater for runoff 

events. 

Sewage disposal. The wastewater outflows from the West Baths were probably discharged 

directly into the adjacent wadi ravine, whereas wastewater collected from the Central Baths and the 

Placcus Baths was directed to the primary drains.   

There is evidence that the primary drainage system was also the destination of sewage from the 

three known public latrines in the city: Blanke (2016, p. 52) showed that sewage from the latrine at 

the Central Baths was directed into the same drain that carried waste water from the frigidarium 

basins to the fourth-order drain beneath the western arm of the South Decumanus.128 The 

destination of the waste from the latrine at the Placcus Baths is less certain. Fisher (1938c, p. 266) 

 
127 The data on street gradients are taken from level data presented in Parapetti, 1983–1984a, plate II–VII. 
128 In an early phase of the use, waste water and sewage sewer from the Central Baths was directed to the main drain in 
the Cardo (Blanke, 2015, p. 90). 
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describes the latrine outflow being directed to a cess-pit located on the premises (“Room A 53”); 

however more recent research shows that the latrine waste outflow was directed into a second or 

third-order drain below an alleyway that probably connected with the Cardo fourth-order drain 

(Blanke, 2016, p. 55; Lepaon, 2012b, plate CCXVII). Likewise, sewage from the public latrine 

located in the south-eastern corner of the original Roman plaza surrounding the South Tetrakionion 

was probably directed to the adjacent Cardo primary drain a short distance away until the latrine 

was abandoned in the fourth century (Blanke, 2016, p. 47).  

The limited excavation of domestic dwellings means that the extent to which private housing 

was connected to the public drainage system is not known, but known examples include houses 

bordering a side street that connected with the South Decumanus (Barghouti, 1982, 220–221) and a 

pre-Umayyad dwelling beside the South Decumanus itself (Gawlikowski, 1986, p. 113). 

The date when the public drainage system went out of use is uncertain. We have noted that the 

latrine and frigidarium of the Central Baths drained into the Decumanus street system, but the 

drainage system in the mosque constructed over it in the early eighth century did not, which, as 

noted by Barnes (2016, p. 796), implies that the main drainage system in the vicinity of the mosque 

may have gone out of use by the time the mosque was built.  

 

6.2 Water Distribution Network 

The western side of the city was supplied from extramural sources, but the eastern side of the 

city was supplied from both intramural and extramural sources. The various components of the 

intramural water distribution network are described below. The available evidence from all sources 

has been combined onto plans showing an up to date interpretation of the restored network at 

various points during the study period. No equivalent level of interpretation of the network had been 

published prior to the present study. 

6.2.1 Areas covered by the main supply aqueducts.  

Methodology. Evidence of the original intramural water transport system is limited to widely 

dispersed fragments. As a consequence, a schematic plan was created showing the area of the city 

that could be hypothetically supplied from the main supply aqueducts to assist in understanding and 

interpreting the water distribution network, based on the elevation of the actual or predicted entry 

point of each aqueduct (Figure 6.47a). The results are hypothetical for three main reasons. 

1. The gradients of the aqueducts in the study period are unknown, and the boundaries on 

the plan assume a flat gradient. 
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2. The plan uses modern contours, and these reflect changes—sometimes substantial—to 

the contours in the study period caused by the subsequent deposition of gravel fill across 

the city area. 

3. The absence, to date, of archaeological evidence that can be unequivocally attributed to 

any of the northern network aqueducts inside the city. The use of similar aqueduct 

alignments in the Late Ottoman period to irrigate farmland at the northern end of the city 

strongly suggests that the northern network aqueducts fulfilled the same function in the 

study period, and maybe earlier, but there is presently no direct evidence to indicate that 

the northern aqueducts supplied the urban area south of the North Decumanus in the 

study period. 

Stott et al. (2018, Figure 6) used a similar methodology to provide a more generalised interpretation 

of potential supply areas that included the supply of water to the south-west quarter of the city via 

their so-called South-West Aqueduct (Figure 6.47b).  

Interpretation. The high elevation of the entry points of the north-west network aqueducts meant 

that they could potentially supply any part of the western side of the city. These aqueducts supplied 

two reservoirs in the city’s north-west quarter and probably another in the central city area, and 

radiocarbon dating from north-west aqueduct JW01 shows that the network was in use by the end of 

the first century. Areas above 615 m elevation must have been supplied from aqueducts in the 

north-western network, but the situation is less clear for areas below this elevation as the north-west 

network supply area is overlapped by the potential supply area of the northern aqueduct network.  

The potential supply area of the northern aqueducts is more limited than the north-western 

network, but is still considerable, as can be seen by reference to Table 6.1.  

 

Table 6.1. Area of the city potentially supplied by individual aqueducts in the northern aqueduct 
network. By author. 
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The data in this table highlight the potential importance of low-elevation aqueducts DW01, 

DW04, and DW05, which could hypothetically deliver water to most of the area settled in the 

Hellenistic/Early Roman period. The operating periods for DW04 and DW05 are unknown, but 

their construction style and weathered condition are consistent with ancient use. They may have 

originally been built to carry irrigation water to the be farmland at the southern end of the El-

Hammar plain that later formed the city area after the construction of the city walls, and may pre-

date the Roman period. If DW01 was supplied from Birketein, then it is unlikely that it was in use 

before the construction of the reservoir in the first half of the second century.  

On the wadi’s eastern bank, the very strong lower elevation springs of Qairawan and Qairawan 

Cave could, between them, potentially supply the entire eastern lower terrace. The perennial supply 

from Qairawan spring gave extra water security to consumers in the lower part of the eastern lower 

terrace. The addition of the higher elevation Eastern and Tell Jarash North springs gave supply 

coverage to most of the remaining areas on this side of the city, but only the alignment of aqueduct 

JE02 from Qairawan spring has survived.  

The components of the intramural distribution system supplied from the main aqueducts and 

sources are described below. 

6.2.2 Distribution from the supply aqueducts to castella divisoria. The aqueduct-fed 

intramural storage and distribution installations identified in the study are shown in Figure 6.48.  

The principal purpose of Roman urban aqueduct systems throughout the Empire was the supply 

of water to public baths and fountains. The prevailing view until recently was that effective 

operation of these installations required a continuous flow of water, and this “continuous offtake 

principle” was enshrined in the literature as being a notable feature of Roman–Byzantine urban 

water management systems.129 The continuous offtake principle arose from studies of the water 

management systems in Rome and Pompeii, which are the two best-studied cities in this context.130 

Adequate year-round water supplies were available in both cases, with water distributed from 

castella that were fed directly from the aqueducts. 

The absence of substantial water storage in urban distribution systems has been taken by some 

to typify the application of the constant offtake principle (for example Kamash, 2010, pp. 101–103; 

Peleg, 2006), but it is argued here that the environmental conditions in Rome and Pompeii were not 

universal within the Roman Empire. There were many parts of the Empire where rainfall was 

 
129 See commentary by Forbes, 1964; Hodge, 2011; Kamash, 2010, Peleg, 2006. 
130 For discussion on the water management system in Rome see Aicher, 1995; Evans, 2000. For discussion on the 
water management system in Pompeii see Olsson (2015) and Rasmussen (2017). 
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unreliable or seasonal, or the supply was simply inadequate, and there was a need to make special 

provisions to ensure the adequacy of a year-round steady supply for installations such as baths and 

public fountains that required it, especially during the dry season. This provision could be achieved 

via the periodic shutting off of water supplies to the fountains and bathhouses in non-critical 

periods, and the introduction of adequate temporary storage. Wilson (2001, pp. 84–92; 2008, pp. 

304–305) drew attention to examples of Roman sites where unreliable or seasonal rainfall and 

variable karstic spring flows meant that constant offtake was not easily achievable year-round. In 

these cases, aqueducts discharged into substantial reservoir water storages described by Wilson as 

“reservoir cisterns” that were typically placed at the end of the aqueduct close to the point where it 

entered the city. Wilson focussed on examples in North Africa, but he also noted examples in Italy, 

Spain and Turkey, and also in Rome in the post-Frontinus era (Wilson, 2007, p. 441).131  

The physical setting of the study area is similar to that in North Africa described by Wilson 

(2001, p. 83); the climate is bi-seasonal, rainfall is restricted to the winter months, there is high 

variability in total rainfall year-on-year (see Chapter 2) and flows from karstic springs vary during 

the year. The archaeological evidence presented in Chapter 4 suggests that some conduits in the 

study area were designed to cater for weak and strong flows, demonstrating that similar flow 

variations were encountered in antiquity and were factored into the design of the water management 

system.  

6.2.3 Evolution of the water management network. 

 Hellenistic to mid-second century Early Roman period.  

 West bank. Before the provision of external aqueduct supplies, settlers on the wadi’s west bank 

had access to several local springs, which augmented water supplied from runoff and brought most 

parts of the city area within 250 m of a spring. These springs were weaker than the springs on the 

wadi’s eastern bank, but their existence might at least partially account for the relatively small 

number of cisterns identified to date compared to Gadara.  

 Little is known of the layout of the city in the first century AD. Rather than having a nucleated 

settlement centred on Camp Hill as proposed by Seigne (1992), there is evidence of a linear 

occupation zone between the later Cardo and the wadi, extending from the vicinity of Museum Hill 

to the location of the later Artemis propylaeum (Brizzi, 2018, p. 102, n. 60). The South Theatre and 

West Baths were constructed at the southern and northern ends of this zone respectively, linked by 

the early Cardo. Temples were located on Zeus hill and beneath the later Cathedral, and the pre-

 
131 Peleg (2006) disputed the existence of, or need for, reservoirs in Rome in the Roman period. He claimed that “the 
water system in Rome was an open, constantly running system without any water storage facilities.” (p. 347). 
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Antonine Artemis temple was probably located in the vicinity of the Artemis Lower Terrace 

(Brizzi, 2018, p. 102–103). The landscape was marked by many small quarrying areas and terraced 

slopes delineated by sharp-edged scarps. The El-Hammar plain was farmed intensively as far south 

as the North Decumanus, which was laid out by the end of the first century, and farmland would 

likely have separated the occupied areas from the necropoleis established to the south, west, and 

north-west. Before the artificial terracing established in the second century, the area west of the 

Artemis propylaeum was a bedrock slope culminating in a hilltop that dominated the local 

landscape. 

 The crystallisation of the city plan on the west side continued apace in the first half of the second 

century, with the construction of Ionic colonnades along the Cardo and the building of the city’s 

north and south gates. Agusta Boularot and Seigne (2005) also place the construction of the North 

Theatre and adjacent basilica and agora in this period. There is evidence that the city wall building 

program had started by the mid-second century and the working hypothesis is that the main 

aqueduct conduits supplying the western city area were also in place by the mid-second century. 

 The positions of known and interpreted distribution system components prior to AD 150 are 

shown in Figure 6.49, and the paucity of evidence is immediately apparent. At least one aqueduct, 

conduit JW01 in the north-west aquifer network was delivering water to the city by the end of the 

first century. None of the northern aqueducts has been attested to this period, but aqueducts SW02, 

SW2a and DW05 would have been in place before the city wall was built.  

 The study identified four large storage installations in elevated positions on the west bank; two 

have been partially excavated (by others), and two were interpreted from APs. The present study 

interpreted these large installations to be reservoirs based on their size, topographic location and 

positioning relative to aqueduct entry points into the city, but the absence of verifiable aqueduct 

sources and observable outlets means that this function is not proven. It is likely that all these 

installations were in use by the Early Roman period, but, to date, this is only confirmed for the 

southern reservoir (and a large basin on the hilltop) in the north-west quarter that has been dated to 

the late first-early second century (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2018a, p. 148).  

 The terrace in the area of the later podium of the Artemis temple was crossed by aqueducts from 

the north and west that delivered water to a castellum in the room “B76” and a basin beneath 

“House VI” respectively. The western aqueduct was presumably supplied from the north-west 

network, but the source for the northern aqueduct is uncertain. The earliest attested water-

consuming installation is the first phase of the West Baths, which is dated to around the turn of the 

first/second century; however, it is uncertain whether this installation was supplied from a west 
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bank or an east bank source. A small number of fountains were in use by AD 150, but the total 

number is uncertain. Two fountains (nos. 5a & 5b) were built into the façade of the eastern 

propylaeum of the Artemis sanctuary in AD 150, and a fountain pedestal (fountain 16) found in a 

secondary context in the Macellum dates to the early second century.  

 East bank. The eastern bank of the wadi was well-endowed with strong springs and could have 

provided ample water to residents on the lower eastern terrace. The aqueducts from Qairawan and 

the Lower Tufa Cascade springs probably supplied irrigation water to adjacent garden areas on the 

wadi’s eastern bank in the Hellenistic–Early Roman period. These springs may also have supplied 

more distant downstream networks in this period, as they did in the Roman and later periods, but 

this is not proven.  

 The second half of the second century. The positions of known and interpreted system 

components dating to this period are shown in Figure 6.50. 

 West bank. The construction of public buildings and water-consuming installations in the city 

peaked in the second half of the second century. The main building components of the new city 

were all probably in place by the end of the second century, although the cella of the Artemis 

sanctuary was unfinished (Brizzi, 2018, p. 99).132 The aqueduct distribution network was 

significantly expanded with the provision of castella, many of which were placed around the 

distribution hub on the newly constructed Artemis Upper Terrace. The strong hydraulic head (up to 

40 m overall) created by the difference in elevation between aqueduct entry points into the city and 

fountain outlets close to the Cardo, would have needed to have been balanced across the city, but it 

is not known how this was achieved.  

 A new conduit supplied from the north-west network crossed the south side of the Artemis 

Upper Terrace and probably connected with the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin. A second aqueduct 

crossed this terrace from the north; it may also have been supplied from the north-west network, but 

this is uncertain. Northern aqueduct DW01 delivered water to the city at an elevation that would 

have enabled it to supply the Artemis Upper Terrace, and if–as is likely–this aqueduct was supplied 

from Birketein, then it could potentially have delivered water to the Artemis Upper Terrace from 

the second half of the second century.  

 Pipelines were constructed along the Cardo south of the Artemis propylaeum and along sections 

of the two decumani to supply new fountain installations. The first phase Placcus Baths Basin and 

the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin probably had a role in supplying the Nymphaeum and the Cardo 

 
132 While the dedication of the Artemis propylaeum is dated to AD150 by inscription (Welles, 1938, p. 404 no. 63), the 
dating of the structures on the higher terraces is uncertain. 
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street fountains and possibly the Glass Court Baths, but their exact role is uncertain. A storage basin 

located immediately west of the Nymphaeum may have initially controlled water flow to the 

Nymphaeum and also, perhaps, the pipeline supplying the Cardo street fountains in the Roman 

period. Decorative fountain installations were constructed at the Nymphaeum and the Macellum, 

and at least four fountains were installed on the street between the Nymphaeum and the Macellum. 

Fountain installations associated with the North Theatre and the North Tetrapylon were all probably 

supplied from the North Theatre basin, which in turn was probably supplied from an aqueduct in the 

north-west network. The fountain in the Macellum was probably supplied from the pipeline along 

the south side of the South Decumanus, but the water source for this pipeline is not known.  

 East Bank. The construction of the Large East Baths in the second half of the second century 

caused a change in supply priorities on the east bank. It was postulated in Section 6.1.2 that the 

water requirements of this large thermae resulted in the re-direction of water from Qairawan into a 

new aqueduct at a slightly higher elevation built on a substructio from the newly monumentalised 

Qairawan spring around the eastern perimeter of the bath precinct before returning to the earlier—

and lower—alignment south of the precinct. The contribution of the Eastern spring to the east bank 

supply network in the second half of the second century is unknown, but radiocarbon dating 

(Section 4.5.1) attests that the Lower Tufa Cascade spring was supplying irrigation water to rural 

consumers downstream via aqueduct JE01 by the second century. 

 The third century. The positions of known and interpreted system components dating to the third 

century are shown in Figure 6.51. There is little evidence of change to the distribution network in 

this century, beyond adjustments to the aqueduct supply arrangement to the Artemis Upper Terrace 

and the addition of a large basin (“Cistern 1”) nearby (Fisher, 1938c, p. 282). The continuation of 

the public bathing tradition demonstrated in the expansion of the facilities in the Large East Baths 

on the wadi’s east bank,133 the city’s largest bathhouse, contrasts with the construction of the first of 

the smaller balnea—the Central Baths—in the heart of the city on the west bank in the late third 

century.134  

The Byzantine period (fourth–seventh centuries). The changes continued in the fourth century 

with the building of the Small East Baths on the east side of the city within a few metres of the 

entrance to the Large East Baths. The fifth century saw changes to the city’s physical environment, 

expressed through the city-wide effects of earthquakes and the accumulation of waterlain gravels in 

the vicinity of the North Decumanus precinct. This street, and also probably the adjacent North 

 
133 Lepaon et al. (2018, p. 133) considered that the expansion of the Large East Baths has a late second-early third 
century terminus ante quem. 
134 Blanke, 2015, p. 85. 
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Theatre, was effectively abandoned by the end of the fifth century, which presumably also rendered 

the pipeline to the fountains at the North Theatre and North Tetrapylon redundant. It is hard to see 

how the West Baths can have continued to operate in this environment, yet in the same period, the 

Placcus Baths were established in the St Theodore-Cathedral precinct in the centre of the city. There 

is evidence that the water supply to the Nymphaeum was reduced in the fifth century, and this is 

discussed further in Section 7.2.2. 

 Several important, and probably interrelated, changes occurred to the supply and distribution 

network in the sixth century, and these changes are reflected in the interpreted network plan in 

Figure 6.52. The Artemis Lower Terrace Basin had been built in the late second century for 

purposes that were probably associated with the water supply to the public fountains along the 

Cardo, including the Nymphaeum. In the Byzantine period, the basin’s outlets were radically 

modified to supply a new castellum built adjacent to it. In the new arrangement, the castellum 

supplied a water mill and various pipelines that were directed to installations associated with the St 

Theodore–Cathedral precinct; the timing of this change can be placed around the middle of the sixth 

century by the dating of the water mill installation. This period coincides with the construction of 

the Placcus Baths, and it is possible that the changes to the water distribution priorities reflected in 

the repurposing of the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin result from the impact on the supply network 

of the additional demand from the Placcus Baths. This scenario may have been influenced by a 

concomitant reduction in supply from the north-west aqueduct network that is suggested by the 

decommissioning of the south reservoir—the city’s largest— in the north-west quarter in the sixth 

century (Lichtenberger et al., 2018a, p. 149).  

 The redirection of supplies from the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin described above meant that a 

new supply source was needed for the fountains along the Cardo, and this change is manifested in 

modifications to the water inlets or outlets on various fountain installations described in Section 

7.2.2. These hydraulic changes are attributed to a connection to a smaller supply from a lower 

elevation source than previously, but the identity of this source is not known.  

 East Bank. The Large East Baths had been abandoned by the sixth century, but the status of the 

Small East Baths in this period is not known. The abandonment of the thermae meant that the 

surplus supply from Qairawan spring was presumably used for downstream irrigation. 

 The Early Islamic period. The positions of known and interpreted system components dating to 

the Byzantine seventh century–Early Islamic period are shown in Figure 6.53. The continued use of 

the Central and Placcus bathhouses into the early eighth century shows that at least part of the late 

Byzantine water management system continued to function into the Early Islamic period. There 
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were changes, however, with a new aqueduct to the city area constructed under the South-West gate 

and the abandonment of the pipeline on the south side of the South Decumanus in favour of a new 

supply for the mosque from the northern side of the South Decumanus. A new fountain was 

established in the centre of the Oval Piazza, supplied via a pipeline along the Cardo from the 

vicinity of the Nymphaeum. 

Recent work by the DGNWQ team (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2018a, p. 161) has shown that the 

north-west quarter was abandoned following the destructive AD 749 earthquake, and was not 

reoccupied until the Ayyibid–Mamluk period; it is unlikely that any of the intramural components 

of the north-west network survived this earthquake. 

 

6.3 Discussion 

 6.3.1 Overview of the evolution of the urban water management system. Although based on 

fragmentary evidence, some broad conclusions can be drawn from the synthesis presented in the 

previous section. The importance of the north-west quarter as the principal hub of the network from 

the Early Roman period onwards is immediately apparent, and the Artemis Upper Terrace became 

the centre of an important local network that supplied and distributed water to high-demand users 

such as baths and the fountains. Much of this network dates to the second century and probably 

coincided with the construction of the Artemis sanctuary. The West Baths were supplied by an 

aqueduct before the establishment of the Artemis hub, but the source of this aqueduct remains 

uncertain. The network in the south-west quarter in the Roman period is also unknown, although the 

presence of conduits and installations in excavations on the west side of the Oval Piazza attests to 

the existence of one by the Byzantine period.  

 Two basins, the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin and the Placcus Baths Basin, played key roles in 

the distribution network in the area between the Artemis Upper Terrace and the Cardo. While 

something is known of the roles of these basins in the Byzantine period, almost nothing is known of 

their roles in the city’s peak building period from the second to the fourth centuries, when the first 

public baths and fountains were in use.  

 There is evidence of substantial changes to the network on the western side of the city in the 

Byzantine period. By the mid-fifth century, significant water supplies no longer flowed to the 

Nymphaeum and nearby Glass Court Baths, and this may be at least partially due to a redirection of 

supplies to the newly established St Theodore–Cathedral ecclesiastic precinct: This, in turn, implies 

substantial involvement of the local church hierarchy in the city’s administration. Aqueduct 

supplies were maintained to the Artemis Upper Terrace hub, but the water supply to the North 
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Decumanus precinct had likely ceased along with all other activity along this thoroughfare by the 

early fifth century. While some network changes may have been in response to increased overall 

demand within the city, and perhaps also to climate change, earthquake damage is considered to be 

a likely ancillary cause.  

 The water sources of the aqueducts delivering water to the Artemis Upper Terrace hub have yet 

to be confirmed, but the location of several conduit sites above 610 m elevation dating to the 

Byzantine period means that some—perhaps all—of the supply to the hub must have come from 

aqueducts in the north-west aqueduct system in the Byzantine period. Aqueduct conduits crossing 

the Artemis Upper Terrace supplied the Placcus Baths from the late fifth century to the eighth 

century (Lepaon, 2012b, p. 365) and the castellum supplying the water mill by the mid-sixth 

century. The construction of the castellum may have closed an earlier supply conduit to the south 

that delivered water to the Nymphaeum and Cardo street fountains, and there is evidence that these 

installations were supplied from a new source. On the grounds of elevation and availability, the 

most likely source is aqueduct DW01; DW01 probably entered the city at an elevation around 603 

m, and radiocarbon dating shows that it was in service in the fourth century, but no trace of this 

aqueduct in the city area has yet been found.  

 An important supply pipeline beside the South Decumanus continued to supply the Central Baths 

up to the late seventh/early eighth century (Blanke, 2015, p. 85; Rattenborg & Blanke, 2017, p. 5.) 

and may also have supplied the pipeline to the basin and probable fountain established in the Oval 

Piazza in the Late Byzantine–Early Islamic period described by Harding (1949, 15).135 The pipeline 

supplying the Cardo street fountains established in the Roman period remained in use in the Late 

Byzantine–Early Islamic period and is discussed further in Chapter 7.  

 No evidence of a water distribution network from the reservoir on the hilltop in the south-west 

quarter has yet come to light, but the existence of an aqueduct (JW07) that entered the city through 

the South-West Gate in the Early Islamic period implies that the reservoir might not have been 

functioning at this time. 

 On the eastern side of the city, the main springs at lower elevations were all supplying aqueducts 

by the second century, but the extent of these intramural networks is very uncertain, except for the 

aqueduct from the perennial Qairawan spring. The high elevation of the Eastern spring meant that it 

had the potential to be an important source for the eastern side of the city, but no elements of a 

possible supply network from the Eastern spring have been preserved. 

 
135 See also the analysis by Simpson (2007, pp. 71–73). 
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 6.3.2 Other discussion. A picture emerges of an urban water distribution and drainage system 

based on gravity flow and designed around the city’s topography. Knowledge of this topography, 

coupled with the distribution of reliable springs at suitable elevations, would likely have been 

factored into the Roman urban plan from the beginning. This plan may have been inspired by an 

earlier Hellenistic system, but no trace of any such a system has yet been found  

While simple in overall plan, multiple changes to the water distribution system in the Roman–

Byzantine period in response to changes in demand and supply and the need to allow for supply 

redundancy led to the establishment of an elaborate, overlapping system that is difficult to interpret 

from the available evidence. The analysis is further complicated by the use of identical 

components—aqueduct conduits and pipes—for the transport of water from both the spring-fed 

supply networks and runoff. Archaeological evidence of the original aqueduct supply system near 

the city wall is particularly fragmentary, although there is sufficient evidence to indicate that the 

conduits of the north-west aqueduct system predate the city wall. No inlets or outlets were identified 

for the four main reservoirs recognised in the present urban study. The complete absence to date of 

any intramural archaeological excavation of any of the northern aqueducts to the city means that the 

contribution of this part of the delivery system is particularly obscure.  

The interpreted distribution network for the western side of the city shows a simple and logical 

system that is similar in some respects to the urban system in Ephesus described by Ortloff and 

Crouch (2001). The interpreted inclusion of large reservoirs with capacities of up to 2200 m3 in the 

Gerasene system, however, appears to be unusual in the Levantine context. Unlike sites such as 

Ephesus and Pompeii, where there is good knowledge of the system components, only broad 

conclusions can be drawn regarding the hydraulic parameters of the Gerasene system due to the 

fragmentary evidence. In particular, details such as the placement of inlets and outlets in castella are 

frequently lacking, and no examples of taps or stopcocks have been reported: Castella are likely to 

have been more numerous than is suggested by current archaeological knowledge. There is a ca. 20 

m fall in elevation between the supply aqueducts crossing the Artemis Upper Terrace and the street 

fountain outlets on the Cardo, and additional installations would likely have been installed to break 

the system down into shorter segments to reduce the hydrostatic head. A comparable topographic 

situation existed in Pompeii and was resolved by placing intermediate tanks on water towers that 

reduced the head on the final sections to <5 m (Wilson, 2008, p. 303), but no evidence of water 

towers in Gerasa has emerged to date. 

Ortloff and Crouch (2001) showed that large volume supply conduits in Ephesus included both 

open masonry types and pipelines in multiple bundles, whereas in Gerasa such supplies appear to be 
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carried only in open masonry type conduits. Ortloff and Crouch also showed that flow within 

pipelines in Ephesus typically was open channel flow (i.e. pipes were only partially full) on slopes 

<5 degrees, and demonstrated hydraulically how this type of flow yields higher flow rates on such 

slopes compared to full flow conditions. In addition to higher flow rates, an important benefit of 

open channel flow in pipelines is the lesser risk of leakage and breakage as the water is not under 

hydrostatic pressure.  

No hydraulic analysis of pipelines in Gerasa has yet been attempted, but the analysis of the 

Ephesus system by Ortloff and Crouch (2001) shows that it should not be assumed that all pipelines 

carried full flow water under high hydrostatic pressure. In Gerasa, as in Ephesus, there is evidence 

that water was distributed from castella to individual users via individual pipelines, rather than via 

pipelines branching off a primary pipeline, an arrangement that Ortloff and Crouch (2001) describe 

as being the preferred Roman practice as it stabilises the flow. 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

The findings of the study of the intramural water distribution network build on the analysis of the 

extramural aqueduct network and the study of water storage installations. The available evidence 

supports the view that there were independent distribution systems for each side of the city supplied 

by gravity flow. In outline, the system at its peak is believed to have comprised three principal 

divisions: A primary delivery system from spring-fed aqueducts that supplied several reservoirs at 

elevated locations within the city, a secondary system that carried water from the reservoirs to 

regulation basins and castella within the city, and a tertiary system that carried water from castella 

to end-users. Runoff, excess aqueduct supplies and wastewater from baths, fountains and public 

latrines were carried in a tiered drainage system for ultimate disposal in the wadi. 

Water on the western side of the city was largely sourced from extramural springs, while much 

of the distribution system on the east side relied on intramural spring sources. The extramural 

aqueducts to the western side of the city fall into two groups; a north-western network that can be 

shown to have delivered water to the city from the first to at least the eighth century, and a northern 

network whose contribution within the city is unknown due to a complete lack of archaeological 

evidence. The north-west network had the capacity to be the sole source of water for the city area 

lying between the two decumani until perhaps the late Byzantine period (fifth–seventh centuries) 

when, it is suggested, the northern aqueduct DW01 may have taken over the water supply to the 

fountains along the Cardo. It is possible that aside from this contribution from DW01, the 

contribution from the northern network was limited to supplying the agricultural areas at the 
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northern end of the city, as was the case in the Late Ottoman period onwards. The recent suggestion 

by Stott et al. (2018) and Lichtenberger et al. (2019) of the existence of an important aqueduct to 

the western side of the city from the south-west that was carried across a valley via a long siphon is 

considered unlikely from the evidence presented. 

A picture of how aqueduct water may have been distributed within the western part of the city 

has been deduced from the disposition of water storage installations and aqueducts, especially in the 

vicinity of the Artemis sanctuary where archaeological knowledge is greatest. It is argued that the 

water from the north-western aqueduct network was probably delivered to reservoirs flanking the 

hill that dominates this quarter of the city; however, this arrangement is not archaeologically 

attested to date. In the wet season, these reservoirs would have operated to stabilise flow, whereas 

their storage function would have become paramount in the long dry season. No reservoir outlets 

have yet been observed, but archaeological evidence downstream of the reservoirs shows that water 

was delivered under gravity to castella at lower elevations via open channel conduits. Water was 

distributed to various end-users from the castella via open channels or pipelines. This scenario is 

very similar in principle to the castella distribution system that serviced Pompeii, except that there 

is no archaeological evidence of secondary castella on water towers in Gerasa. 

The lack of archaeological evidence means that little is known about the distribution system on 

the eastern side of the city. Previous commentary has focused on the importance of Qairawan spring 

and the constraints on its use imposed by the low elevation of the source. This observation is 

correct, insofar as it goes, concerning intramural consumers, but the spring’s elevation was less 

important to irrigation users outside the city. In reality, Qairawan was one of several strong springs 

on the east bank, and an important new finding from the study is the recognition of additional water 

sources at elevations significantly higher than Qairawan spring.  

The destinations of the water in the distribution network are discussed in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: WATER USE 

 

 In this chapter, we look at the various uses of the water supplied from runoff and spring-fed 

sources. 

 

7.1 Private Use 

 Intramurally, some private house owners had access to water stored in cisterns supplied from 

roof runoff, although only a relatively small number of domestic-sized cisterns have been identified 

to date. There would also have been public access to springs. The strongest of these were on the east 

bank, but a Hellenistic spring was recently attested on the west bank (Blanke, (2018) and the study 

identified several other possible relict spring sites (see Section 3.2.2). Urban residents would also 

have accessed the water available from public fountains (described below) from the second century, 

and both cistern and fountain sources would have been used to satisfy the daily domestic 

requirements for drinking, cooking, laundry and personal hygiene. Wealthier residents may also 

have had direct connections to the aqueduct network, but evidence of this is lacking. In Pompeii 

(Olsson, 2015) and North Africa (Wilson, 2001, p. 92) there is evidence that wealthy private 

householders used piped water from public aqueducts to supply fountains and water features, but it 

remains to be seen if future excavations find that a similar situation existed in Gerasa.  

 Extramurally, private water use would have included water from private cisterns and springs not 

otherwise owned or controlled by the authorities.  

 

7.2 Public Use 

 This section looks at the provision of water supplies from aqueducts to public water-consuming 

installations (bathhouses, fountains, ornamental pools and latrines). The supply arrangements to 

these installations and the installations themselves are described below. 

 7.2.1 Bathhouses. Bathhouses in the Roman Republican world were known as balneae, while 

the term thermae was introduced in the first century (Fagan, 2002, p. 17). As the definition of these 

terms can vary, balneum in this study refers to smaller, less ornate, bathhouses and thermae is 

limited to larger establishments constructed of massive masonry that were ornamented in a lavish 

style and typically lay within extensive precincts.136 There have been several published studies on 

bathhouses in the study area, the most comprehensive and up to date being that by Lepaon (2012b). 

The majority lie in the city, but a balneum was located at Birketein north of the city. The study 

 
136 A comprehensive discussion on the definition of thermae and balnea is provided in Fagan, 2002, pp. 14–19. 
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critically reviewed the published information on the bathhouses; Interpretation, aided by field 

surveys and radiocarbon dating, provided new information on several known bathhouses and on two 

bathhouses in the southern Jarash valley not previously described. A list of bathhouses in the study 

area is presented in Table H1; the locations of intramural and extramural bathhouses are shown in 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. Brief descriptions of each bathhouse are provided below.  

 Intramural bathhouses  

 West Baths. This thermae was established on a terrace beside the wadi and was the largest 

bathhouse on the west side of the city. Although essentially unexcavated, its floor plan has been 

recovered from surface surveys, the most detailed being that by Lepaon (2008, pp. 52–57; 2012a; 

2012b, pp. 91–164). Two main phases of construction have been identified: An initial phase, dated 

to the late first century, and a later second century (post AD 115) phase (Lepaon, 2012b, p. 143).  

 The source of the thermae’s water supply is uncertain, although the size of the bathhouse would 

justify a substantial supply. Lepaon (2012b, pp. 154–155) suggested Qairawan spring on the 

opposite side of the wadi, even though the elevation of this spring is 8 m below the floor level of the 

thermae.137 He argued that the technical ability to raise the water to the required level existed in the 

Early Roman period, but two plausible alternative sources emerged from the present study. The first 

alternative source is Qairawan Cave spring, located ca. 40 m north of Qairawan spring. The outlets 

of Qairawan Cave spring are at an elevation of 577 m, ca. 3 m above the floor level of the West 

Baths, and water from this source could theoretically have supplied the thermae, but only if an 

aqueduct bridge was constructed across the wadi. A well-built, pier-like masonry structure, visible 

on the west bank in early APs, maybe the western abutment of an arched aqueduct bridge that 

carried water from Qairawan Cave spring to the West Baths (Figure 7.3a). Fisher’s plan of Gerasa 

(Kraeling, 1938, plate1) shows that this and an adjacent structure are dated to the “Christian” (i.e. 

Byzantine) period, but they are not described in any publication. A more detailed 1:500 plan in the 

YUAG archive shows it to have a height of ca. 5 m, a width of ca. 1.5 m and an exposed length of 

ca. 5 m, with the elevation of the top of the structure at ca. 575 m.138 The structure is probably too 

narrow to have been a water mill penstock tower, which it otherwise resembles, although this 

remains a possible explanation. There is no visible trace of a conduit between the pier and the West 

Baths; however, foundations of walled structures are faintly visible immediately north of the West 

Baths in early APs. The inferred route of a conduit and bridge from Qairawan Cave spring and the 

key archaeological structures identified from APs are shown in Figure 7.3b. A second alternative 

 
137 The floor level taken from Lepaon, 2012b, plate XLI is at 574 m elevation. 
138 Sheet NW B1. YUAG reference 1938’5999’5004’47~05. 
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water source for the West Baths is an aqueduct from either the north-western or northern aqueduct 

networks, but no suitable alignment to the baths has yet come to light. The entry point of the water 

supply into the bathhouse precinct is also unknown, although the existence of two plastered basins 

in the vicinity of the precinct’s north-western corner suggests that it probably lay on the eastern 

side.  

 Inscriptions show that the bathhouse was still in use in the third century (Lepaon, 2012b, pp. 

130–133): While presently unknown, the date of its abandonment might have coincided with the 

abandonment of the rest of the North Decumanus precinct in the fifth century (Ball et al., 1986, p. 

393).  

 Glass Court baths. Lepaon (2008, pp. 59–60; 2012b, pp. 216–227) was the first to describe the 

ruins of a poorly preserved bathhouse in the vicinity of the Glass Court in any detail. He considered 

the bathhouse to be a thermae based on the massive, monumental construction, but this appellation 

is difficult to reconcile with the installation’s small architectural footprint. The building was 

partially excavated by the Yale Expedition (Crowfoot, 1938, pp. 216–217), but its functional history 

was unknown at that time. The Yale Expedition’s excavations revealed early use of the area in the 

first and second century, followed by the laying of a mosaic in the fourth century (Biebel, 1938, pp. 

310–311; Crowfoot, 1931a, p. 10). A first or second-century date for the bathhouse seems likely on 

architectural grounds; the building seems to have gone out of use before the end of the fifth century 

when a second mosaic floor was laid down (Crowfoot, 1931b, p. 150). 

 The building remains largely unexcavated; little of the original installation is visible today apart 

from flues associated with the heating system and a basin at the western end of the precinct reported 

by Lepaon (2012b, p. 377) (Figure 7.4). The western parts of the thermae were later incorporated 

into the Placcus Baths described below.  

 Placcus Baths. A balneum lies to the north of the Cathedral, and an inscription shows it was built 

under the direction of Bishop Placcus in AD 454–455 (Welles, 1938, p 475, no 296) (Figure 7.5). 

Four main phases of construction and use were identified in studies conducted by Lepaon (2008, pp. 

57–59; 2012b, pp. 313–385; 2015). The first phase of the baths covered an area of 400 m2, but the 

facilities were expanded after the construction of the adjacent St Theodore’s church in the late fifth 

century (Lepaon, 2012b, p. 354–355, plate CCXV). A second inscription (Welles, 1938, pp. 475–

476, pl. CCXVII) shows that the baths were renovated in AD 584, but by the seventh century, the 

facilities had contracted. The bathhouse and latrine remained in use into the Early Islamic period, 

but without the thermal suite, until their abandonment in the early eighth century. 
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 The bathhouse was supplied from a rectangular basin (henceforth Placcus Baths Basin) that lay 

at the north-western corner of the bathhouse precinct. Lepaon (2012b, p. 377) showed that a large 

conduit (“Can.006”) from this basin had previously carried water to an unknown destination, but the 

conduit had fallen out of use before the first phase of the Placcus Baths. The basin was reconfigured 

to supply reduced water flow from a higher-level outlet to the newly constructed balneum. In this 

later configuration, the basin functioned to stabilise and regulate water flow from the supply 

aqueduct. The subsequent reduction in the size of the cold room basin is evidence of a decline in the 

supply in the seventh century. 

 Central Baths. A bathhouse was found during the recent excavation of the large Umayyad 

congregational mosque to the south-west of the South Tetrakionion (Blanke, 2015) (Figure 7.6). 

Named the Central Baths, the excavation revealed a history that included five architectural phases 

and a period of use that extended from the late third–early fourth century until the construction of 

the mosque over the bathhouse in the early eighth century (Blanke, 2015, p. 85). This represents the 

longest attested history of use of any of the intramural bathhouses. The excavations did not 

encompass the entire structure, but the bathhouse is regarded as a fairly typical urban balneum.  

 No evidence of the aqueduct supply to the baths has been published. The supply conduit would 

probably have entered the western end of the facilities, and it is likely that the first phase of the 

balneum was connected to the ceramic/lead pipeline beside the stylobate of the southern colonnade 

of the South Decumanus.139 The flow from this pipeline may have been sufficient to supply the 

Macellum fountains and the Central Baths  

 Large East Baths. The largest bathhouse in the ancient city was the so-called Large East Baths, a 

thermae that occupied an insula-sized precinct on the eastern side of the city (Lepaon, 2012b, p. 

165). The precinct lies on a terrace (henceforth Wadi Bank Terrace) sandwiched between the 

eastern lower terrace to the east and the wadi to the west. The Wadi Bank Terrace was probably 

formed by a prehistoric landslide, and the backscarp of this landslide formed the eastern border of 

the precinct enclosing the Large East Baths. The bath buildings have not been fully excavated,140 

but recent studies (Lepaon,2012b, pp. 165–215; Lepaon, 2017) found evidence of two construction 

phases; an initial phase dating to the second half of the second century, and a second phase, dated at 

the earliest to the third century, that almost doubled the area of the bathing facilities. The precinct 

was looted and reoccupied in the sixth/seventh centuries (Lepaon, Turshan & Weber-Karyotakis, 

2018, p. 138), so the thermae had been decommissioned before this. 

 
139 This pipeline is depicted in Figure 4.40a. 
140 A French–Jordanian team resumed excavation of the so-called northern hall of the baths in 2016–2018. 
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 The baths were probably supplied via an aqueduct from Qairawan spring to the north of the 

precinct (Lepaon et al., 2018, p. 131). The entry point of the aqueduct (JE02) into the precinct has 

not been observed; however, as described in Chapter 6, it is possible that the inflow to the thermae 

from Qairawan spring was controlled by an interpreted castellum (the LEB basin) located at the 

south-east corner of the thermae building.  

 The partial excavation of the thermal building means that the water requirements of the thermae 

cannot be estimated directly, but a substantial requirement is inferred from the large size of the 

bathing suite, which included a cold-water basin with an area of ca. 270 m2 in the so-called North 

Hall (Lepaon et al, 2018, p. 137; Lepaon & Weber-Karyotakis, 2018, p. 34).141 The average flow 

rate of around 3,500 m3/day from Qairawan spring in modern times (data from Daane & McNeil, 

1997) provides a very rough estimate of the water potentially available to the thermae in the Roman 

period.  

 Small East Baths. A second, much smaller, bathhouse was constructed just 20 m north of the 

northern entrance of the Large East Baths in the mid-fourth century (Lepaon, 2012b, pp. 278–312). 

Despite being constructed against a 4 m-high substructio supporting the Qairawan aqueduct, the 

presumed water source, no direct connection between the balneum and the Qairawan aqueduct has 

yet been found. It is not known when the baths went out of use, but the end was probably hastened 

by the collapse of the North Bridge sometime before the construction of the Propylaea church in the 

sixth century (Brizzi et al., 2010, p. 353). 

 Extramural bathhouses 

 Birketein baths. The Birketein balneum is the only extramural bathhouse to have been excavated 

to date. Excavations conducted in 2005 exposed a bathing suite dated approximately to the Roman–

Byzantine period that was constructed in two phases (Lepaon, 2012b, pp. 228–260; Lachat, Lepaon, 

Abu Abeyleh & Malkawi, 2015). The balneum was constructed against a prominent ca. 3m high 

scarp and lay adjacent to the Festival Theatre and Birketein reservoir constructed in the second 

century (Figure 7.7). 

 Lepaon (2012b, p. 253) posited that a small rock-cut conduit and basin system (in “space M”) on 

the hilltop immediately west of the baths formed part of the balneum’s water supply. This 

interpretation remains a possibility, but the small size of the conduit mitigates against it. A 

substantial aqueduct conduit cut into the eastern edge of the hilltop scarp 80 m north of space M is 

considered to be a more likely supply conduit for the bathhouse. This conduit is poorly preserved 

due to earthquake damage but is visible at several points (Figures 7.8a–7.8c). Its spring source is 

 
141 A capacity of 270 m3 is estimated if a depth of 1 m is assumed. 
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unknown but was probably either Esh Shawahid spring or the relict spring at site JWP 185. The 

aqueduct’s alignment takes it close to a previously unrecognised ruined masonry structure that lay 

immediately below the scarp and west of the festival theatre; little is visible today, but the structure 

is recorded on several photographs taken by the Yale Expedition during the excavation of the 

Festival Theatre in the 1930s. This structure may be the castellum that distributed water to the baths 

and possibly also the Festival Theatre (Figures 7.9a–7.9d). The relative locations of the two 

possible supply systems to the balneum are shown in Figure 7.10). 

 Radiocarbon dating of charcoal in gravels that accumulated over the ruins of the room housing 

the balneum’s hypocaust returned a calibrated fourth-century date (sample B-476372; see Appendix 

E), which provides a terminus ante quem for the balneum’s abandonment around the turn of the 

fifth century. 

 Der Abu Saedi bathhouse. The Der Abu Saedi site described in Section 2.3 is the largest 

settlement on the west side of the southern Jarash valley recognised to date. The 1953 photographs 

show a terrace covered with archaeological structures, but the ruins are buried beneath a modern 

plant nursery. Among the masonry structures at the northern end of the terrace is a building that is 

interpreted to be a balneum. A preliminary archaeological interpretation of the terrace based on the 

photography is shown in Figure 7.11a, and a more detailed interpretation of the balneum site is 

shown in Figure 7.11b). A major aqueduct (JSW01) sourced from west bank outlets at Ficus 

Springs flowed along the western boundary of the Der Abu Saedi terrace and presumably supplied 

the balneum.  

 El-Hammam spa. A mineral spring lies on the south bank of the Zarqa River, slightly upstream 

of the river’s junction with Wadi Jarash. It is named el-Hammam today but was named “el-

ehmeme” by Schumacher in the late 19th century (Steuernagel, 1925, p. A276). The site lies close 

to the point where the Roman road from Philadelphia to Gerasa crossed the river (Figure 7.12). 

Hammam is the word for bathhouse in Arabic, although installations used for therapeutic purposes 

built around a mineral spring are also referred to as spas (Dvorjetski, 2007, pp. 19–32). Glueck 

(1939b) reported seeing “much evidence that there was during the Roman period an extensive 

bathing establishment in connection with the sulphurous spring” (pp. 220–221). Much more was 

visible at the end of the 19th century, when Schumacher (Steuernagel, 1925) recorded the following 

details. 

 In antiquity, the spring was used for a bath. Its remnants were completely flooded by the 

river, but they were exposed by Hamid. The construction was made of bricks 0.35 m 

square and 5–6 cm thick. The basin was circular and overgrown; its diameter was 3.4 m 
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in 1897, 4 m in 1902 and was still 1.8 m deep. It was connected to a second pipe lying to 

the east, but not yet revealed, through a pipe. Adjacent to the actual bath there are 6–8 

rooms of 2–3 m width with mosaic floors, over which an alluvial layer of 1.50 m 

thickness is stored; they reach up to the present river and show good Roman masonry. (p. 

A276; Translated by D. Boyer). 

The spring flows weakly today, and the only extant evidence of the Roman spa is a spring basin 

enclosed by a substantial platform of Roman concrete (Figures 7.13a–7.13d). The spring water is 

mineralised but is lukewarm rather than hot (as noted in Section 2.1.6).  

 The platform today has a diameter of ca. 15 m and surrounds an oval basin at least 2 m deep and 

up to 4 m wide. The platform comprises concentric rings of Roman concrete, the innermost ring of 

which contains spolia of dressed blocks and is faced with opus incertum (Figure 7.14a). Spring 

water currently bubbles from the floor of the basin, but substantial water outlets visible in the south 

wall of the basin indicate that historical flows were much stronger (Figure 7.14b). The bathhouse 

described by Schumacher lay on a roughly rectangular terrace beside the basin that, from 

photographic evidence, was still in place in 1953. No evidence of the original bathhouse or terrace 

remains today, apart from a line of stone blocks close to the south-eastern edge of the spring basin 

that may be wall foundations (Figure 7.14c). The full size of the original bathhouse is unknown, 

but the ruins described by Schumacher and the known area of the basin platform cover an area of at 

least 100 m2. A section of the tiled wall mentioned by Schumacher is still visible on the western 

side of the platform.  

 The terrace and bathhouse lay above the level of the el-Hammam spring outlets, and additional 

water supplies were delivered from a source to the east via the pipeline described by Schumacher. 

Radiocarbon dating of the concrete platform around the spring basin returned a calibrated mid-

third–late fourth-century date (sample B-417369; see Appendix E), but it is inferred from the use of 

spolia in the platform’s construction that there were buildings on the site before this. The spa lies 

around 500 m from the second–third-century Roman fortlet at “Tell Faysal” beside the Roman road 

and may well have been patronised by the garrison.  

 Conclusions (baths). The public bathing tradition in Gerasa was established by the end of the 

first century and at least two urban balnea continued in use until at least the early eighth century. 

Individual bathhouses continued in use for long periods, albeit with frequent layout changes, with 

the Central Baths in use for around four centuries. Access to bathhouses was not limited to urban 

residents; three of the nine known bathhouses lie outside the city, and the only known spa in 

Gerasene territory lay beside the road to Philadelphia at the Zarqa river crossing. Almost without 
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exception, the bathhouses seem to have relied on spring-fed aqueduct supplies, with water supply 

probably being controlled via a castellum, although the identification of individual aqueducts and 

their sources is often uncertain.  

 The two largest thermae date to the Roman period, but on present evidence their use cannot be 

attested beyond the fourth century, by which time it appears that they may have been replaced by 

two smaller bathhouses; the Central Baths and Small East Baths. The likely reasons for this 

decrease in size include a decrease in the amount of water available for use and a change in bathing 

tradition away from large-scale communal bathing to more personal use. Reasons for a reduction in 

the water supply to the baths include a permanent decrease in spring flows, increased demand from 

other consumers due to urban growth, and a change in the prioritisation of water allocations.  

 7.2.2 Fountains Apart from the balneae and thermae, the main end-use of the reticulated water 

supply within the city would probably have been the public fountains, although the proportion 

going to private citizens or industrial consumers is presently unknown. Outside the city, the greater 

part of the water supply was directed towards irrigation, with an unknown proportion consumed by 

rural industrial users such as water mill operators. The study, however, also found evidence of 

fountain installations at several extramural localities. 

 The present study investigated all known or probable fountain installations in the study area; it is 

based on the published corpus and personal observation and includes several that are described for 

the first time. Seigne (2008) described many of the intramural fountains, and his numbering system 

provides a useful basis for distinguishing many sites, especially those located close together in the 

vicinity of the Cardo.  

 Typology. As outlined by Richard (2012, pp. 1–33), there is no general agreement on the 

typology of fountains from the Classical period. The approach adopted in the present study was to 

distinguish fountain types by construction (masonry or rock-cut), use (practical water supply or 

aesthetics), and the scale of the ornamentation and monumentalisation. Aesthetics played a role in 

each of the known fountain installations, but the degree that they contributed to practical water 

supply varied considerably, as did their size and level of ornamentation. The term nymphaeum has 

been applied by some authors to several intramural fountain installations (Parapetti, 1983–1984b, p. 

75; Seigne, 2008, p. 37), but in the present study, the term has been restricted to a natural cascade in 

a grotto (fountain 25 in Qairawan Cave). The study adopted the definition of a monumental fountain 

provided by Richard (2012), and the so-called Nymphaeum on the Cardo is the sole example. 142  

 
142 Richard’s definition is  
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 Each fountain in the present study was identified by a unique number. Fountains numbered 1–16 

follow the numbering identified by Seigne (2008), and fountains numbered 17 and above refer to 

other installations recognised and described in the present study, some for the first time. Most 

installations lie within the city, but eight are extra muros. The location of each intramural fountain 

installation is shown in Figure 7.15, and extramural installations are shown in Figure 7.16. Details 

of individual fountain sites, including photographs, are provided in the Fountain Catalogue 

(Appendix I). The characteristics of the masonry and rock-cut fountains are summarised in Table 

I.1 and Table I.2, respectively. 

 The end-members of fountain types range from street fountains, where the prime function was 

the delivery of water to the public, to ornamental fountains that may have served little or no 

practical purpose. \ 

Masonry fountains. Masonry fountains comprise by far the largest group of fountain 

installations. Four architectural subtypes were recognised in the present study and are described 

below. 

 Fountains with rectangular bases or set into walls. A total of ten examples are recognised and all 

date to the second half of the second century to the early third century. They were built of ashlars 

with bases and crowns moulded in the fashion typical of this period. Four examples with 

rectangular bases (numbered 7–10) are located on the west side of the Cardo between the Cathedral 

propylaeum and the Macellum. Each is equipped with a rectangular lacus, and three (nos. 7, 8, and 

10) have two spouts.143 The small fountain installations built into the pillars flanking the northern 

and southern gateways of the North Tetrapylon form a discrete group; they are unusual in that there 

is no evidence of a lacus or basin. The sole extramural fountain of this type (fountain 24) was 

recorded in the southern wall of the Birketein reservoir by Schumacher (1902, p.67), but it may be 

in a secondary context. 

 Fountains with round pedestal bases. There are seven examples of this subtype: Six, numbered 

11–16, form a subgroup labelled “monolithique” by Seigne (2008, pp. 45–48). The seventh 

(fountain 24) is an unusual installation adjacent to the North Gate of the city. The inscribed 

examples date to the second century, and mostly to the first half of that century. The small size of 

some installations makes them “portable”, and several are not in situ.  

 
a structure designed to contain and move water, in which water was exposed, had an aesthetic value and was 
integrated into an architectural and decorative frame adopting the shape of a façade, this frame being 
superfluous in the sense that it did not affect the function of the installation. (p. 30). 

143 For definitions of lacus see Aicher (1995, p. 20) and Evans (2000, p. 11). 
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 Fountains in niches. The six examples of this type are all associated with major buildings and the 

majority date to the second century. All are either semi-dome or conch niches. The group includes a 

partially preserved niche-type installation (fountain 23 in the present study) identified as a fountain 

by Macdonald (1986, p. 101, fig. 100), but its use as a fountain is doubtful.  

Central-type fountains. This type is characterised by a central water supply pipe set in a walled 

masonry basin. The Macellum and Fountain Court fountains are the only two known examples; 

neither is complete, but elsewhere in the Roman Empire this type of fountain usually featured water 

emerging from the centre of a labrum. The basins associated with these installations are larger than 

the average for masonry fountains, reflecting both a desire for ornamental display and stronger 

water flows. It is possible that the ornamental basins described in Section 7.2.3 featured central-type 

fountains, but no evidence of this has yet come to light. 

 Monumental façade fountain. The city’s only monumental façade fountain, the so-called 

Nymphaeum (fountain 6), lies on the west side of the Cardo immediately north of the stairway to 

the Cathedral. Given the importance of the fountain as a water-consuming installation, it was the 

subject of a macrolevel analysis in the present study. The main features of the installation are 

described in Appendix J. The study identified many previously unrecorded structural features that 

provide useful insights into how the installation’s functionality evolved over time; this additional 

information points to changes in the provision of water from the parapet spouts for public use. A 

full understanding of these diachronic changes can only come from a more detailed analysis of the 

monument and its technical apparatus, but broad conclusions drawn from the available evidence are 

summarised below.  

The installation was designed to fulfil the dual functions of an aesthetic display and utilitarian 

public water supply. The design of the nymphaea at Gadara and Gerasa may well have been 

inspired by the Exedra of Herodes Atticus in Olympia, as noted by Richard (2012, p. 164). The 

focus was a decorative display, as the non-utilitarian dimensions of the parapet wall (0.9 m wide 

and the top is 1.5 m above the pavement) meant that users standing on the pavement could not draw 

water directly from the basin. The design provided for water from the basin to cascade over the full 

28 m length of the parapet wall, although the overflow v-notch weirs supplying the frontal outlets 

would have reduced or eliminated any overflow. The water supply needed to be carefully balanced 

to ensure the effective operation of the frontal outlets. 

Unlike Gadara, the absence of secondary draw basins in the Gerasene Nymphaeum meant that 

the only public access to the water was via the direct overflow (if any) and from seven, frontal lion-

head spouts built into the parapet wall. It is not clear whether these spouts were included in the 
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original design, or retrofitted, as the water inlets and spouts were cut into self-contained spout 

blocks that could have been placed in the top course after the wall had been built.  

There is evidence of some modifications and adaptions to the discharge outlets over the life of 

the installation. Gerasa was not unique in this respect, and Richard (2012, pp. 142–154) listed many 

examples, including the monumental fountains at Pergamon and Sagalassos. The differences in the 

size of the overflow v-notch weirs in the outlet blocks in the parapet wall in Gerasa show that, from 

the outset, the frontal spouts were designed to deliver different amounts of water, perhaps to 

enhance the visual water display. The closure of at least one outlet block, the redirection of water to 

other outlets, changes to inlet design and the provision of the labrum beneath the central outlet are 

seen as considered responses to the larger problem of supplying the maximum number of people 

from a shrinking water supply. The reduction in water supply would also have limited the system’s 

ability to flush the fountain basin. Ultimately the water display and the supply of water to outlets for 

public use had to be abandoned because of low water flow, and in the final stage, the water 

discharged through the single, large, lower-elevation outlet at the southern end of the parapet wall.  

The flow arrangement through the fountain’s basin required careful management to ensure that 

the basin remained full and adequately flushed. An oversupply of water could be accommodated by 

water overflowing the parapet (weir) wall into the drain below. Seasonal flow fluctuations or a 

permanent reduction in the water supply would have made it difficult to maintain the basin in full 

condition, with a corresponding deterioration in the water quality and a lack of water reaching the 

spout block inlets. The later lowering of the inlet to the central spout and, ultimately, provision of 

the single large spout 0.5 m below the top of the wall at the south-eastern corner of the frontal 

parapet wall, is interpreted to be a response to a permanent reduction in the fountain’s water supply. 

The poor functionality of the Nymphaeum’s design as a public supply via fountain spouts was 

exacerbated by the inability of users to draw water from the basin by any other means.  

The original water supply conduit to the fountain is no longer visible but was probably an open 

channel conduit from the vicinity of the Artemis Upper Terrace distribution hub. The effective 

operation of the frontal spouts in the parapet wall required a carefully regulated water supply and 

the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin (described in Chapter 6) may have satisfied this purpose. Seigne 

(2008, p. 45) considered that all the fountains in Gerasa were supplied by water under pressure; 

however, as noted by Richard (2012), this does not necessarily apply to the Nymphaeum, where 

“the topography of the city would indeed allow a large gravity-driven conduit to function 

correctly.” (p. 102). The hydraulic apparatus that supplied the first storey fountains lies hidden 

within the structure, but it is hypothesised here that these fountains were gravity-fed via a 
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distributor conduit constructed immediately behind the fountain niches in an arrangement described 

in Appendix J.  

 Fountain outlet design. The preserved examples of fountain spouts are typically in the form of a 

lion’s head, either carved directly onto the fountain or separately fixed to the fountain base. Water 

from the delivery pipe was often directed into a small chamber before exiting through the spout, and 

similar examples are found in fountains 6–9 on the west side of the Cardo. This design reduces the 

water pressure to the spout but aerates the water and produces a differently shaped water stream 

than would otherwise be the case. The examples in the frontal spouts of the Nymphaeum are 

striking because of the larger size of the chambers behind the spouts. Aeration of the water is 

desirable to improve the quality of the water (Charles Ortloff, personal communication), but the 

chambers would also have acted as resonance chambers and enhanced the sound effects created by 

the water flowing through them.144 

 Natural fountains. This group includes a range of natural fountains and cascades that have 

undergone various degrees of modification.  

Qairawan Cave spring. This site lies 40 m north of Qairawan spring. The (now dry) spring 

outlets in the cave lie at the geological contact between Jarash Conglomerate and underlying Naur 

limestone; the water would have originally cascaded over the limestone bedrock immediately below 

the outlets, although later some of this was directed into several aqueduct conduits. The cave is a 

natural grotto formed within Jarash Conglomerate and once contained a natural cascade (fountain 

25). There are several niches in the rear wall of this cave that may have had cultic functions, and 

there is evidence of a plaster façade constructed around the central spring outlet at some unknown 

point in antiquity. Commentary by Fuller (1830) that “[the site] is supplied from two springs, at 

both of which are considerable remains of ancient buildings and some blocks of marble” (p. 336) 

infers that Qairawan spring and Qairawan Cave spring were flowing at the time of his visit in 

October 1819, and that there were building ruins adjacent to both. A large section of the original 

cave roof has collapsed, probably sometime in late antiquity, but before this collapse, the grotto 

would have been around 20 m deep.  

 Ficus Springs. The largest collection of extramural cascades and natural fountains identified in 

the study lay within a precinct covering ca. 0.75 ha associated with what, historically, was a group 

of strong and important springs 1 km south of the city. The JHS first recorded the site (JHS site 

666), and it was renamed Ficus Springs in the present study. Many springs once flowed from 

 
144 I am grateful to John Ortloff’s insights on the importance of aeration in improving the purity of the water supply. 
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myriad outlets at various elevations on the Kurnub Group sandstone cliffs on both wadi banks and 

would have created spectacular naturally cascading water features historically, especially in the wet 

season. Many water-related installations are preserved in the sandstone cliffs and outcrops that 

dominate the site, and many more likely lie hidden beneath the soil covered lower slopes. Visible 

man-made (rock-cut) installations include a tunnel, aqueduct conduits, and unusual hemispherical 

basins with modified fountain outlets and the whole precinct may be unique in the context of the 

Decapolis. 

 The installations were analysed in some detail in the present study (Boyer, 2018a) and details of 

five of the more important fountain and cascade features (fountains 27–31) are provided in 

Appendix K.  

 Cascades and fountains at JWP site 173. The site lies adjacent to the major natural waterfall at 

the Shallal locality ca. 1 km downstream of Ficus Springs and includes several springs and 

modified cascades established in sandstone bedrock. Details of fountain site 31 are published in 

Boyer (2018c, p. 375). 

 Fountain installations of unknown type. The study identified four sites (nos. 4, 18, 19 and 21) 

where the installation type is unknown because the fountain base is missing. 

The water supply to the fountains. Seigne (2008) considered that the water supplies to all the 

fountains were pressurised. This is generally the case, but the Nymphaeum and the North Gate 

fountain (fountain 25) may be exceptions. Evidence is presented below from fountain 9 on the 

Cardo that the pressurised supply to the Cardo street fountains was replaced by an unpressurised 

supply in the Byzantine period. 

The water supply to the fountains can be broken down into four principal networks on the west 

side of the city (viz. the North Decumanus, South Decumanus, Cardo and Nymphaeum-Fountain 

Court networks), and a fifth grouping that includes fountains in the remaining areas (Figure 7.17). 

North Decumanus fountain network. This network was supplied via a pipeline from the 

interpreted North Theatre basin. The pipeline supplied the niche fountains (2a, 2b) flanking the 

stairway to the Odeum’s east portico and the group of small fountains mounted on the North 

Tetrapylon (3a–3d) that probably date to the second century.  

South Decumanus fountain network. The only observed component of this network is a 

ceramic/lead pipeline than ran beside the stylobate of the southern colonnade. Of unknown date, it 

postdates the mid-second century construction of the South Decumanus. The network probably 

supplied the central Macellum fountain (fountain 11) and also possibly fountains 10 and 11 

constructed beside the Cardo in front of the Macellum. This pipeline also probably supplied the first 
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phase of the Central Baths dated by Blanke et al. (2010) to the late third or early fourth century. The 

location of the castellum controlling the South Decumanus pipeline is unknown. 

Cardo fountain network. This is the largest of the known networks. Evidence is presented below 

to show that all the street fountains beside the Cardo and on the Oval Piazza (nos. 7–10, 12–13, 19 

and 23) were probably supplied by components of this network at some point, but not necessarily 

concurrently. The earliest in situ fountain installations in this network are the two niche-type 

fountains (nos. 5a, 5b) of the Artemis Propylaea on the east side of the Cardo, which are dated to 

AD 150. The estimated elevation of the water supply inlets to the niches (ca. 585 m) in these 

installations indicates that the supply came from the west side of the Cardo, but the supply source 

has yet to be identified. Pedestal fountain installations 12 and 13 lie on either side of the Cardo to 

the north of the Artemis Propylaea but their supply system(s) are presently unknown.  

In addition to fountain 10, which was probably constructed coevally with the Macellum, three 

masonry fountains with rectangular bases (nos. 7, 8, and 9) had been inserted into the fabric of the 

portico on the west side of the Cardo by the late second century. These fountains all received a 

pressurised water supply via lead pipes, and three (nos. 7, 8, and 10) were equipped with two 

fountain spouts. There is no evidence that these fountains originally discharged into a basin or 

lacus, and it is possible that they discharged directly onto the pavement: Sometime later, however, a 

rectangular lacus built of spolia was constructed on the Cardo pavement in front of each of them.  

Fountains 7 and 8 were initially supplied via a late second-century pipeline in the channel on the 

west side of the portico stylobate. This pipeline may have continued beneath the early plaza at the 

junction between the Cardo and North Decumanus to supply fountains 9 and 10 in front of the 

Macellum as well. Subsequently, a pipeline was established in a channel beside the western edge of 

the stylobate of the Cardo portico, and channels were cut into the pavement of the South 

Tetrakionion plaza and the Oval Piazza to accommodate it. This pipeline would have run directly 

past fountains 7–10 before terminating at the site of fountain 19 in the centre of the Oval Piazza. A 

connection between this pipeline and fountains 7–10 seems likely but is not attested. The pipeline 

itself is no longer visible, but Harding (1949) noted that the pipeline crossing the Oval Piazza (to 

fountain 19) was constructed of grey-black ceramic pipe. The cutting of the pipeline channel 

through the pavement of the South Tetrakionion plaza, which was tentatively dated to the late third–

early fourth century by Kraeling (1938, p. 114, provides a terminus post quem for the pipeline, 

while the covering of the channel in the South Tetrakionion plaza and Oval Piazza by later shops 

provides a terminus ante quem. Simpson (2007, fig. 4.66) considered these shops to be “Late 

antique/Early Islamic” in date.  
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Fountains 7–10 all feature later lacus installations that appear to date to the Byzantine–Early 

Islamic period. Continued operation of the pressurised supply through the original spouts after the 

installation of the lacus is attested at sites 8–10, while sites, 7 and 8 have a second (lower elevation) 

water inlet to the lacus at the level of the portico stylobate. The plastering of the new open channel 

inlet and lacus of fountain 9 as a single installation is convincing evidence that the new 

unpressurised supply replaced the original pressurised supply.  

 The Nymphaeum network. From the evidence presented in Appendix J, the working hypothesis 

concerning the Nymphaeum is that water was supplied to the interpreted storage basin behind the 

Nymphaeum via a regulation basin located to the west of the Nymphaeum. This regulation basin 

may have been the Placcus Baths Basin, the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin or an as-yet unexcavated 

installation. Any supply from the Placcus Baths Basin probably ceased with the diversion of the 

basin’s water supply to the Placcus Baths by the mid-fifth century. The original supply conduit to 

the Nymphaeum storage basin must have been replaced in the Byzantine period, as the interpreted 

storage basin and associated structures originally constructed to the west of the Nymphaeum were 

covered by fill around the time the Cathedral complex was built. Brenk (2009, pp. 21–22) described 

a new supply conduit built on top of this fill that supplied the Nymphaeum, but this was demolished 

by the construction of a later portico thought by Brenk to date to the fifth century; however, it may 

be later.  

Artemis Upper Terrace fountain network. As discussed in Chapter 6, the upper terrace of the 

Artemis temple was a key hub in the water distribution network on the western side of the city. In 

the second century, this network supplied the fountain sites associated with the Artemis Upper 

Terrace Basin and Artemis Forecourt Basin and in the late Byzantine period it supplied the niche 

fountain sites 17a and 17b in the atrium of St Theodore’s Church.  

Water supplies to other fountains. From their high elevation, the fountains in the Bishop 

Genesius Church and Synagogue Church must have been supplied from aqueducts in the north-west 

aqueduct network. The North Gate fountain was supplied by an extramural aqueduct that entered 

the city via the North Gate. 

 The dating of the fountain supply networks. The pedestal of fountain 16 in the Macellum is dated 

to AD 125–127 and therefore predates the fountains in the Artemis Propylaea, but is not in situ. 

Nevertheless, along with the dating evidence of the first phase of the West Baths, its existence 

demonstrates that a water supply network was operating in the city by the early second century. 

There is as yet no evidence of this early network, although there is radiocarbon dating evidence that 

the north-west aqueduct system to the city was in use by the end of the first century.  
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Evidence from the Cardo fountain network shows that it operated in some form from the mid-

second century to at least the Early Islamic period. The introduction of new water supply inlets to 

fountain installations at a lower elevation is evidence of a change in the hydraulic head of the water 

supply in the Late Antique–Early Islamic period. As noted by Walmsley (2011, pp. 279–280) the 

network was also enhanced with the addition of a lacus to each fountain, the provision of a new 

pipeline, and the establishment of a substantial water supply to basins in the Oval Piazza. No 

evidence was found, however, to support the view by Walmsley (1996, p. 145) that new fountains 

were built along the Cardo in the Late Antique–Early Islamic period.  

The Central Baths had a long history of use that lasted from the late third–early fourth century 

to the early eighth century, and this infers that the South Decumanus pipeline—its likely water 

supply—had an equally long life.  

 Fountain flow rates. There is insufficient evidence on which to estimate flow rates for the 

majority of fountains; however, preliminary estimates based on approximate field measurements 

were calculated for the Nymphaeum (fountain 6) and the Fountain Court fountain (fountain 20). 

The flow estimates and parameters are summarised in Table 7.1, and further commentary is 

provided below: 

 

Table 7.1. Estimated maximum flow rates for fountains 6 and 20. By author 

 

 
 

 While there are no direct estimates for any of the street fountains along the Cardo, using 

estimates for 15 street fountains in Pompeii by Monteleone (as cited in de Feo et al., 2010, p. 343) 

as a guide, average maximum flows might have been around 1 litre/sec or 83 m3/day per spout. 

Using these figures, the combined maximum water requirement for the five spouts at fountains 7–9 

would be ca. 400 m3/day. 

 No figures of flow rates through the Nymphaeum have previously been published, although 

Richard (2012, table 3) estimated the flow rate to be relatively low. Each of the frontal spouts in the 
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parapet wall is a self-contained spout block comprising a v-notch inlet set in the top of the parapet 

wall, a small aeration chamber and an external spout. The study made a preliminary estimate of the 

maximum flow for original spout blocks 1 and 7 (numbered from the southern end) based on the 

parameters of the v-notch inlets using a conventional hydraulic formula (Formula 2 in Appendix K). 

The results indicate maximum flows of up to 3 L/s and a total combined maximum flow from all the 

spouts estimated to be ca. 15–20 L/s, or 1,300–1,700 m3/day. This maximum flow is slightly less 

than the maximum estimated flow from fountain 20 in Fountain Court described below. 

 The water distribution alignment from the supply pipeline to the fountain in Fountain Court is 

still partly preserved, but accurate water flow estimation to the fountain is complicated by the short 

pipe length from the supply basin, the very steep initial pipeline gradient, the reduction in pipe 

sizing within the delivery pipeline, and the branching of the pipeline before it reaches the fountain. 

As an alternative, a rough estimate of the maximum quantity of water reaching the fountain was 

made by calculating the maximum overflow from the square-notch overflow weirs set in each of the 

eastern and northern walls of the fountain basin using Formula 3 in Appendix K. The preliminary 

estimate of the combined maximum flows from these overflow outlets is 24 L/s or 2,070 m3/day.  

Conclusions. A total of 32 separate fountain installations or possible installations of various 

types were identified from 24 fountain sites on the west side of the city in the present study, but it is 

unlikely that this represents the total number of fountains originally installed. None have yet been 

identified on the east side of the city, although several 19th-century visitors refer to one or more 

fountains on the site of Qairawan spring. To date, street fountains are only known on the Cardo, but 

the limited excavation of the city’s other thoroughfares means that the total distribution of this type 

is unknown. Likewise, fountains would almost certainly have been installed in the city’s 

bathhouses, but the lack of excavation means that this cannot be confirmed. 

The earliest in situ fountain installation dates to the first half of the second century and fountains 

from this period are of the round pedestal type. Most of the fountain installations along the Cardo, 

including the city’s only monumental façade fountain, date to the late second or early third century; 

some fountains were operating along the Cardo and in various churches in the Late Antique–Early 

Islamic period.  

Surprisingly, preliminary estimates of maximum flow rates for the so-called Nymphaeum and 

the fountain in Fountain Court suggest that they were broadly comparable, despite the large 

difference in the size of the installations. When combined, the flow estimates suggest that these two 

fountains had a maximum daily water supply requirement of ca. 3,300–3,800 m3/day or 38–44 L/s. 
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The importance of Fountain Court suggested by the flow estimates is consistent with the usage of 

the fountain as a draw basin implied from the wear on the basin’s parapet wall.  

 7.2.3 Ornamental pools. This section considers installations whose primary purpose seems to 

have been ornamental, although they may also have functioned as draw basins.  

Qairawan spring basin. Qairawan is an ancient spring that remains an important perennial water 

supply for the Jarash community. The spring site was not investigated by the Yale Expedition in the 

late 1920s and early 1930s, although some details are recorded on an unpublished 1:500 scale plan 

(“Jerash NE B1”) in the YUAG archives. The only published archaeological studies since then are 

by Seigne (2004, pp. 174–175; 2008, p. 35), but new field observations and reviews of published 

material conducted during the present study have clarified the archaeological and physical setting of 

the precinct that encompasses the spring. These new considerations highlight the need to distinguish 

between original Roman work and modern restoration work. 

 The 1:500 plan (Sheet NE B1) in the YUAG archives shows that in the early 1930s the 

parapet wall could be traced intermittently for at least 40 m. The plan shows the northern end of the 

parapet wall terminating at the point where it joins a 1.2 m high cross wall, considered by Seigne 

(2004, p. 174) to be part of the ancient basin (Figure 7.18a). No trace of the southern and western 

walls of the basin is recorded, although it is inferred from ancient water levels etched on the parapet 

wall that a basin existed.145 Seigne (2004, fig. 4) found these ancient markings up to 1.1 m above 

the basin floor (Figure 7.18b), but a recent inspection identified faint water level marks up to ca. 2 

m above the basin floor (Figure 7.18c), which is well above the floor level of the access portal and 

is also about 0.8 m above the level of the top of the cross wall. The capacity of the spring basin is 

unknown, but a hypothetical basin 40 m long, 1 m deep and 5 m wide would have a capacity of 200 

m3. It is presumed that the basin functioned as a public draw basin, but an ornamental function is 

also likely given the architectural quality of the structure. 

 The dimensions and architecture of the parapet wall make it likely that it was part of the 

Qairawan Precinct referred to in chapter 3, an important monumentalised precinct dating to the 

Roman period. This supposed precinct included the postulated water sanctuary associated with the 

nearby Qairawan Cave spring 40 m north of Qairawan spring. The precinct’s dimensions are 

unknown but may have broadly coincided with the terraced area outlined by contours on a 1:500 

scale plan drawn around 1930 (Figure 7.19). The precinct may have included a public bathhouse, as 

suggested by William Bankes (Bowsher, 1997, p. 236) and Seigne (2008, p. 35). 

 
145 Meistermann (1909) refers to “a big square pool built in stone” (pp. 324–325), but his accompanying photograph of 
the site (fig. 76) shows a wall only on the eastern side. 
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 Artemis Upper Terrace Basin. A long, narrow, ornamental basin was constructed in antiquity on 

the upper terrace of the Temple of Artemis between the temple podium and the southern portico of 

the peristyle (Figure 7.20). It was partially excavated by Kalayan (1981, pp. 331–332) in the 1970s. 

A detailed survey of the temple precinct by Parapetti (1983–1984a, plate X) recorded a basin with 

an internal width of 2.6 m–2.9 m and a length of ca. 33 m, but the position of the basin’s western 

end is uncertain (Figures 7.21a-7.21c). Seigne (2008, p.37) referred to a basin length of ca. 54 m, a 

width 3.6 m, and depth of ca. 1.8 m. The basin is divided into two unequal sections by a spolia cross 

wall pierced by a slot (Figures 7.22a and b). The relationship between the basin and adjacent 

aqueducts is described in Chapter 6. 

 At least two major construction stages are suggested for the basin from the available 

archaeological evidence. Stage one involved the construction of a basin ca. 54 m long and 2.9 m 

wide with walls of soft, dressed limestone capped with two courses of hard moulded limestone 

(Figure 7.23a). Water was presumably introduced into the western end of the basin, while the water 

outlet is located 0.3–0.4 m above the present floor in the eastern wall. Based on an estimated depth 

of 1 m the phase one basin had a capacity of ca. 170 m3 (or ca. 280 m3 using Seigne’s 1.8 m depth 

estimate).  

 The second construction stage involved the separation of the basin into two parts by the building 

of a new north wall inside the old one in the western two-thirds of the basin and the construction of 

a cross wall (Figures 7.23b). This stage also marked a change in function to a storage and draw 

basin. The moulded top courses of the original north wall were removed, and the lower courses of 

the old wall became a substructio for a new aqueduct conduit that ran along the outside edge of the 

basin’s north wall. The new wall was necessitated by the prior creation of a wall of broken column 

drums from the peristasis on the temple podium that left insufficient room for a new conduit 

between the existing basin wall and the wall of column drums (Figures 7.24a–7.24e).146  

 As already noted in Section 6.1.2, the basin’s first construction stage is believed to be coeval 

with the podium, which is dated to ca. AD 150–160. The dating of the basin’s second construction 

phase is less certain, but the stratigraphic context of the later conduit constructed on top of the stage 

two north wall provides the basis for a working hypothesis. This conduit was subsequently covered 

by spolia and layers of stone dressing chips (Kalayan, 1981, p. 332) and later by debris flow 

deposits (Figures 7.25a–7.25c). Radiocarbon dating of charcoal in the lowest debris flow horizon 

ca. 1.5 m above the upper terrace floor provided a calibrated late fourth–early fifth century terminus 

 
146 The column drum wall rests against the wall of the pre-stage one aqueduct conduit and was a deliberate 
rearrangement of drums that had previously fallen from the podium in an earthquake.  
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ante quem for the second basin construction phase and for the seismic event that toppled the 

columns on the temple podium (sample B-476377; see Appendix E).  

 7.2.4 latrines. As noted in Chapter 6, only three public latrines are known in the city, and two of 

these are associated with bathhouses (Placcus and Central Baths). The water supply for the 

bathhouse latrines would have come from the main bathhouse supply, but the supply for the latrine 

in the south-east corner of the South Tetrakionion is unknown. The size of the known latrine 

installations suggests that their water supply requirements would not have been large. 

 

7.3 Ecclesiastical use 

Busine (2015, pp. 94–96) commented that water features were a common addition to the 

architecture of Byzantine churches and, as noted in Section 7.1, niche fountain installations are 

attested inside the Bishop Genesius church and St. Theodore’s church. Crowfoot (1931a; 1938) 

described a probable fountain in the courtyard to the east of the Synagogue Church, but the city’s 

only attested atrium fountain lies in the Fountain Court of the so-called Cathedral. More atrium 

fountains may come to light once the atria of the other Gerasene churches are fully excavated.147  

Cisterns exist in many church precincts in the city and could have supplied water for baptisms 

and other ceremonies. The larger baptistries in the southern side chapel of St Theodore’s church and 

between the church of St Cosmas and St John would have needed a larger supply, possibly from the 

city’s reticulated supply. Crowfoot (1938, p. 225) thought that the St Theodore’s installation was 

supplied from a cistern via “a ramshackle contrivance which included a large jar, a small stone 

sarcophagus, and same earthenware piping” (p.225).  

 

7.4 Primary Industry Water Use 

 Primary industrial activities in the study period would have included agriculture, forestry and 

quarrying, although only agriculture would have required substantial water use.  

 7.4.1 Agriculture. This section discusses the irrigation system established in the study area that 

provided for the artificial supply of water for the cultivation of crops in the Roman–Byzantine 

period.  

 The present climate supports rainfed agriculture, although, as shown in Chapter 2, the average 

annual rainfall decreases eastwards over the study area. Farm yields from the rainfed agriculture 

regime depend on the timing of the start of the seasons, the frequency and quantity of rainfall 

 
147 There is evidence that at least 12 churches in Gerasa had an atrium (Boyer, 2018e, p. 69), compared to the 32 
churches with atria identified by Habas (2011) in the whole of “Transjordan” (pp. 384–385). 
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received, and soil type. Given that yields from the Red Mediterranean Soils that prevail over the 

study area are proportional to the amount of effective moisture available, it is clear that the 

provision of irrigation water during the dry season would increase yields and gives greater 

flexibility to the types of crops that may be grown.  

The study area is unusual in the overall Jordanian context in having many spring-fed water 

resources that can be harnessed for human use and evidence was presented in Chapter 4 to show 

that these sources sustained extensive aqueduct networks in the Jarash valley and lower Majarr–

Tannur valley in the Roman–Byzantine period. Evidence presented in Sections 7.1–7.3 shows that 

part of the network was designed to supply bathhouses and fountains in the city, but the greater part 

of the overall aqueduct network supplied rural users. These users could have resided in other 

Roman–Byzantine settlements in the aqueduct service area but, other than possibly Der Abu Saedi, 

none are of any size and non-agricultural domestic demand from the rural network is unlikely to 

have been large.  

The evidence of the existence of an irrigation system in the Roman–Byzantine period has four 

components:  

i. The network of aqueduct conduits identified in Chapter 4, with several radiocarbon-dated 

to the Roman period, and the existence of field storage installations supplied by these 

conduits described in Chapter 5.  

ii. The existence of offtake canals and secondary conduits in or adjacent to farming areas. 

iii. The incorporation of significant parts of the ancient network in the modern irrigation 

system. 

iv. The absence of plausible alternative uses for such an extensive system. 

These threads are re-visited in the overviews of the various sections of the system presented below 

that are based on the aqueduct network plan.  

 Wadi Suf. The evidence of aqueduct conduits presented in Chapter 4 outlined a system 

concentrated on the lower slopes, where the very strong Maghasil and Fauwara springs provided for 

the irrigation of contiguous, overlapping areas totalling up to 110 ha (1.1 km2) into the modern 

era;148 these springs were probably perennial in antiquity. Very little detailed field surveying was 

conducted in this sector during the present study, and it is the least well understood of the aqueduct 

sectors in the Jarash valley. Apart from the ancient spring sites themselves, the present study found 

very little evidence of an ancient conduit reticulation network, but the modern irrigation system 

probably gives some idea as to the possible extent of the ancient system.  

 
148 See figure 4.45. 
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 A study of the conduit system supplied from Maghasil spring, the largest system in Upper Wadi 

Suf, shows a complex history that reflects not only the plan to deliver water at differing elevations 

to maximise irrigation coverage but also the need to modify conduit alignments to resolve problems 

caused by landslides.  

 Separate irrigation systems were established on mid-level slopes around strong springs at 

Keykebe, Nabhan, En Busat Zreg, and Muqbilah. The two largest were the south bank system 

supplied from En Busat Zreg spring (ca. 22 ha) and the north bank system supplied from Keykebe 

spring (ca. 15 ha).  

 There are a number of previously strong springs fringing the northern edge of the ca. 700–800 m 

wide plateau of south-facing slopes of the Upper Jarash valley between ca. 950 m and 800 m 

elevation (henceforth Northern Plateau), and it is likely that further surveying in this area will 

identify evidence of additional ancient irrigation systems beyond those identified in Figure 7.26. 

 Central Jarash valley. The floor of the Jarash valley widens downstream of Umm Qahara spring 

to form an important agricultural zone that extends 4 km downstream to the city. The narrowing of 

the valley at Birketein divides this agricultural zone into two parts, each around 80 ha in size; a 

northern sector centred on the Wadi ed Deir–Wadi Asfur junction and a southern sector comprising 

the El-Hammar plain that stretches from Birketein to the city (Figure 7.26). Farms, villas and 

monasteries were no doubt scattered throughout both sectors in the Roman–Byzantine period, and 

the farming zone was flanked to the east by the settlements of Kh. Munja, Kh. esh Shawahid 

(otherwise known as Kh. Ebsas er rum, ed-dscdeide or el-gdede),149 and Kh. es Soda. Another 

settlement was probably located near Esh Shawahid spring on the west bank. 

 The previously strong springs of Umm Qahara, Esh Shawahid, and Bisas er Rum lie in the 

northern sector. Most of the farmland in this sector lies on the east bank, which was largely irrigated 

with a conduit network supplied from Bisas er Rum spring and sources close to Umm Qahara 

spring. The conduits from Esh Shawahid spring carried water as far south as Gerasa but may have 

also supplied rural consumers en route. Roughly half of the northern sector was irrigated from 

conduits that had sources close to the wadi bed away from known springs and may have drawn 

water from wadi stream. Modern irrigation canals have destroyed much of the evidence of the 

ancient irrigation conduits in the northern sector, although rock-cut sections of conduits SUFW01 

and SE04–SE06 are preserved.  

 
149 Schumacher named these ruins Kh. esh Shawahid on his map (Dscherasch 1: 50,000, 1918) seemingly in error, as he 
later changed the name to Kh. ed dschdeide (Steuernagel,1925, p. 271 & note 1). Mittmann (1964) referred to the site as 
ed ğdēde or hirbet ebsas er-rūm (p. 114 & note 10). The name Kh. esh Shawahid was retained in the present study. 
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 The El-Hammar plain is arguably the single most important agricultural area in the Jarash valley, 

and this would also have been the case in the Roman–Byzantine period. The Wadi ed Deir divides 

the plain into two very unequal parts; a narrow strip on the east bank that is <60 m wide, and an 

extensive western part that is up to 500 m wide. There are many uncertainties regarding the 

aqueduct network that irrigated the plain as none of the elements is preserved in situ, but a 

scattering of small conduit blocks attests to the existence of a secondary network of offtake conduits 

distributing irrigation water from primary aqueducts. These blocks are characterised by the 

narrower specus (< 20 cm) compared to the specus of the primary aqueducts (around 40 cm). None 

of these secondary components is in situ and therefore, cannot be related to specific conduit 

alignments (Figures 7.28a and b). An interpreted outline of the primary aqueduct network based on 

the available evidence is presented below. 

 The strong Birketein springs lay at the northern end of the El-Hammar plain; however, despite 

their strength, their elevation limited the potential delivery area of the aqueducts they supplied to 

that part of the plain that lies below 619 m elevation. Birketein was probably the source of three 

ancient aqueducts—DE01, DW01 and DW04—that had the potential to provide irrigation water to 

the El-Hammar plain. DE01 supplied the narrow east bank strip and later, in the Islamic–Early 

Ottoman period, also supplied at least two oblique chute water mills. DW01 and DW04 both 

crossed the central part of the plain and had the potential to supply irrigation water to farmers areas 

as well as urban consumers; DW04 could have supplied areas on the plain below 619 m elevation, 

whereas DW01 could have supplied areas below 608 m elevation.  

 The north-western part of the plain that lay above 619 m elevation may have been irrigated by 

aqueduct DW05 and by aqueducts SW02 and SW02a at higher elevations. The offtake conduit 

recorded at site JWP 164 on conduit SW02 is an example of a side conduit that may have supplied 

irrigation water (Figure 7.29).  

There may have been aqueducts from the strong Birketein springs before the construction of the 

reservoir/castellum in the first/second century, but no direct evidence has yet come to light. Being 

located at a natural constriction, Birketein is also the most logical place to construct a barrage 

across the Jarash valley, and a barrage at this location would have been able to irrigate the whole of 

the El-Hammar plain between Birketein and the city. While there is archaeological evidence of 

prehistoric and later occupation at several sites on the west side of this valley, there is, as yet, no 

direct evidence of the construction of a barrage near Birketein, and the irrigation issue was later 

resolved with the construction of the valley’s spring-fed aqueduct systems in the Roman period.  
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 Southern Jarash valley. The study found evidence of aqueduct systems on both banks of the 

Wadi Jarash that stretched from the city to a point 1.2 km north of the Wadi Tannur junction. It is 

possible that the system originally extended as far as the wadi junction, but a long history of 

landslips on both banks of the lower valley obscures any evidence. Except for Der Abu Saedi and 

several farmsteads or villas, known Roman–Byzantine settlements in the southern Jarash valley 

were placed on mid-level terraces overlooking the valley and not close to the wadi floor. Several of 

these benefitted from aqueduct-supplied water, but the bulk of the aqueduct network on the lower 

slopes of the valley must have been directed to agricultural use. 

 The system was supplied from multiple spring sources. Unlike the springs in the central Jarash 

valley, which were supplied from Jarash Conglomerate or Naur Limestone aquifers, most of the 

springs on the lower slopes of the southern Jarash valley tapped aquifers in Kurnub Group 

sandstone. Importantly, the low elevation of these springs and their interconnection with aquifers in 

the overlying formations meant that they were likely to be perennial. Additionally, farmers in the 

southern Jarash valley could access perennial flow in the wadi; this perennial flow is modest today 

but would likely have been stronger in the study period.  

 Extramurally, terraces on the lower wadi slopes close to the city were supplied from intramural 

springs via conduits JE01, JE02 and JW02, while the mid-level slopes on both banks were supplied 

via multibranched conduit networks supplied from a variety of spring sources. These combined 

networks watered substantial agricultural areas that lay immediately downstream of the city. The 

broadest area lay close to the city, but flanking mid-slope networks provided for the irrigation of a 

contiguous area that extended as far south as the Shallal waterfall. 

 The aqueducts irrigating the lower terraces appear to have been mainly supplied from Ficus 

Springs, with additional supplies coming from other springs lying close to the aqueduct alignments. 

The system in the southern Jarash valley ultimately harnessed all the significant springs within the 

valley.  

 Evidence of crops grown and irrigated. The modern irrigation systems in the study area are used 

to supply horticulture, stone fruit orchards, olive groves, andgrapevines. There is no direct evidence 

of what crops were irrigated in antiquity, but it is reasonable to assume that irrigation water was put 

to similar uses as today, with a focus on cash crops. An early third-century dedication to Artemis by 

“the gardeners of the upper valley” (Gatier, 1985, pp. 310–312) attests to the importance of 

horticulture in the well-watered central Jarash valley in the Roman period.150 There is a distinct 

 
150 Gatier (1985, p. 310) considered that the inscription referred to a steep sided valley or ravine, and he suggested that 
these gardens lay in the vicinity of Birketein. It may equally refer to the deeply incised Wadi Suf Section of the valley 
upstream of Birketein. 
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concentration of olive and grape processing installations in the Jarash valley, particularly the 

western side, but mainly away from irrigated areas (Figure 7.30). Olive groves are commonly 

irrigated today and the existence of very old olive trees (rūmāni) in the well-irrigated part of the 

upper Jarash valley immediately downstream of Suf, suggests that this was also true in the past.  

 Irrigation practices. In the case of the aqueduct system from Qwndeit spring, there is evidence 

of secondary canal branching at several sites and at least one case of tertiary canal branching, which 

implies the use of a rotational system of irrigation management and a large number of end-users or 

end-user locations (Figure 7.31).  

 7.4.2 Extraction industries. This group includes stone quarrying, the extraction of clay for the 

potteries and the extraction of sand for construction.  

 Quarrying. The present study found abundant evidence for stone quarrying within the study 

area, especially at sites within the Jarash valley close to the city. The quarrying industry was first 

described by Blake (1939, pp. 125–127) and more recently by Abu-Jaber, al-Saad and Smadi 

(2009). Most of the material quarried is limestone, or calcretised limestone and Jarash 

Conglomerate, although there is evidence of the use of quarried Kurnub Group sandstone in 

buildings near the Wadi Jarash/Zarqa River junction Specialist stones such as granite and marble 

were imported, but the bulk of the softer limestone used in the city was quarried locally. 

 Clay was quarried locally for use in the potteries, but no extraction sites were identified in the 

present study. It is possible that much of the supply came from small pockets of suitable clay that 

were accessed opportunistically. 

 Quartz sand and aggregate would have been quarried in the lower Jarash valley and Zarqa valley 

for use in mortar and concrete production, as there are no sand supplies upstream of the city. 

 It is unlikely that quarrying per se would have generated a significant demand for water, other 

than the need to provide the drinking water requirements of quarry workers and their draught 

animals. 

 Mining. The only known mining site in the study area is at “Khabara” (Al Abbara[?]) (Blake, 

1939, p. 116; Admiralty. Naval Intelligence Division, 1943, p. 483), on the south bank of Wadi 

Tannur, where there is evidence of alum and yellow ochre mining on a modest scale. Use of this site 

in the study period cannot be demonstrated, but it is likely as alum was used in fulling and textile 

processing, and these activities are attested in Gerasa in this period. The water requirements for 

these mining operations are unknown, but would probably have been met from local springs. 
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7.5 Secondary Industrial Use 

 Roman provincial cities were home to a variety of secondary industries that satisfied both local 

and trade markets and Gerasa was no exception. There is evidence of many secondary industries 

operating within the boundaries of the study area in the Classical period, and each of these would 

need water to some degree.  

 Perhaps the best-known secondary industry associated with Gerasa is pottery production. 

Evidence is presented below to show that textile production was also important and achieved a level 

of vertical integration that extended beyond the mere production of the basic raw materials—flax 

and wool—to the secondary processing of the woven cloth (dyeing and fulling) using raw materials 

(ochre and alum) mined in the district. 

 The evidence from Pompeii Ostia suggests that the various trades would have been a substantial 

user of public water supplies, especially fulling (Flohr, 2006). 

 7.5.1 Textiles and leather. To date, the existence of a woollen cloth industry in Gerasa is not 

separately attested by inscriptions but can be inferred from the reference to a collegium of fullers in 

an inscription (Gatier, 1985, pp. 308–310). Linen weaving, is, however, attested by reference to a 

linen weaving guild in an inscription (Welles, 1938, p. 442, no 190). The re-allocation of seating in 

the Odeum to accommodate the linen-weaving guild suggests that this guild rose to some 

prominence in the third century (Retzleff & Mjely, 2004, pp. 40–41). 

 Textile production itself is unlikely to have required significant water, but fulling and dyeing 

establishments required much more water, and these are discussed below. 

 Fulling. No fulling installation (fullonica) has yet been described from Gerasa, but the presence 

of fullers in Gerasa is attested by an inscription found on the Artemis Altar Plaza dedicated to 

Artemis by a trade association or collegium of fullers known as the “Great Artemisiakon” (Andrade, 

2013, p. 169). The dedication is dated to AD 207 and is described by Gatier (1985, pp. 308–310). 

As no fullonica have yet been found, it is not possible to gauge their possible water requirements, 

but Flohr (2006) noted that the large fullonicae in Ostia had substantial water requirements. 

 Dyeing. The existence of dyeing workshops (officina tinctoria) is well-attested in Gerasa. The 

largest concentration is in various repurposed rooms in the Hippodrome, but dyeing workshops are 

also preserved in the Macellum. 

 Bessard, Bonneric and Callot (2012) described 16 dye-works in the north-western and north-

eastern chambers of the cavea and date to the seventh/eighth century. Kehrberg (1995) had 

previously described some of the industrial installations in these chambers as being associated with 

tanning; however, Bessard et al. (2012) thought it more likely that these installations were dye-
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works. All dyeing activities at the Hippodrome were brought to an end by the AD 749 earthquake. 

Small water storage basins are scattered among the cavea chambers used for dyeing, but the source 

of water for these basins is uncertain. The dyeing installations in the eastern cavea lay close to 

aqueduct JW05a and may have drawn water from this source, using the previously mentioned 

basins as temporary storage. A linear feature visible in APs dating to the first half of the 20th 

century approaching the hippodrome from the north-west may have supplied water to the 16 dye-

works described by Bessard et al. (2012) at the northern end of the Hippodrome. 

 Uscatescu and Martín-Bueno (1997, pp. 75–78; 2018, pp. 226–229) found evidence of dyeing 

workshops in taberna 3, tabernae10–11 and exedrae 2–3 in the Macellum at the end of the fifth 

century. It appears that the installations in taberna 11 drew water from cisterns in taberna 10 that 

were supplied from the same water system that supplied the Macellum central fountain (Uscatescu 

& Martín-Bueno, 1997, p. 78).  

 Tanning. Kehrberg (1995, pp. 525–526) described evidence of tanning workshops containing 

vats and basins in some chambers on the eastern and northern sides of the hippodrome cavea. These 

workshops were established in the late third–early fourth centuries and went out of use by the late 

fifth–early sixth centuries. As noted above, however, Bessard et al. (2012) presented evidence in 

support of their view that the so-called tanneries were dye-works.  

 7.5.2 Milling. There is abundant evidence of historical water-milling activity in the study area in 

the form of extant standing ruins. Operating mills are mentioned in a contemporary account from 

the AD 1225 by the Arab writer Yakut (as cited in Le Strange, 1890, 462), and the Ottoman census 

conducted in 1596–1597 shows that Jarash residents were taxed for the use of water mills 

(Hütteroth and Abdulfattah, 1977, 164). To date, however, the only attested water mill dating to the 

study period is the vertically-wheeled mill that operated a stone saw in a re-purposed room in the 

Artemision in the sixth century (Seigne, 2002a; Seigne & Morin, 2007; 2008). The existence of this 

mill is late proof of the more widely understood use of water-milling technology throughout the 

Roman Empire that can be dated to at least as far back as the early centuries AD. One of the best-

preserved examples in the western Empire is the industrial-sized complex of 16 overshot water 

mills at Barbegal in France that has been dated to the second century (Sürmelihindi, Leveau, Spötl, 

Bernard & Passchier 2018). 

 There is a small corpus of published work on water mills in Jordan and Israel (Greene, 1995; 

McQuitty, 1995; 2004; Rogan, 1995; Franzman, 2011). These publications relate almost exclusively 

to horizontally-wheeled mills of the Arubah penstock or drop-tower type (Avitsur (1960, p. 45), 

supplied via horizontal mill races, that are generally thought to post-date the 12th century. Ruins of 
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horizontal-wheeled water mills of the arubah penstock type can still be found along the length of the 

Jarash valley and in the neighbouring Tannur valley, but they have yet to be studied in detail. They 

generally comprise square; well-built penstock towers up to 6 m high constructed of spolia blocks 

surrounding a core of weakly cemented rubble. The tower contains a cylindrical plaster-lined water 

tank known as an arubah. The study of the water mills dating to the Islamic and Ottoman periods is 

outside of the scope of this thesis; however, an overview of such mills and mention of another type 

of horizontal mill—with an oblique chute delivery canal—has been published by the author (Boyer, 

2018a, pp. 362–363).  

 Aside from the sixth-century water mill in a room of the Artemision described above, the study 

identified a mill site that could date to the study period at Der Abu Saedi in the southern Jarash valley. 

HAS APs taken in 1953 show a rock-cut room-like structure, ca. 10 m square, constructed on the 

edge of a low scarp.151 It would have been supplied by water from the nearby spring-fed aqueduct 

JSW01 The location is consistent with the placement of a water mill, and the structure shows some 

similarities with the known overshot waterwheel installation in the Artemision, but the site is now 

covered by a modern plant nursery, and the interpretation cannot be confirmed. 

 It is thought highly likely that water milling was a widespread practice in the Jarash valley in the 

Roman–Byzantine period even though archaeological evidence is lacking. The incised banks of the 

wadi would have made ideal sites for water mill placement within the city area, as is evidenced by 

the later placement of penstock and oblique chute mills, but changes on both wadi banks by modern 

development means that all evidence has been lost. It is also possible that evidence of earlier mill 

use is obscured by subsequent repair and modification in Medieval and later mills.  

 The known mills in the study area typically used spring-fed water supplies, as did the sixth 

century vertically-wheeled mill in the Artemision, and their use may well have been concentrated in 

the winter months when spring flows were strongest. 

 7.5.3 Olive oil. Relatively minor quantities of water would have been required to blanch the 

olives before pressing and to facilitate the extraction of oil during pressing but would have been 

dwarfed, as today, by the requirements of irrigating olive groves discussed in Section 7.4.1 

 7.5.4 Potteries. Pottery production proved to be the most enduring industry in the study period. 

Gerasa was self-sufficient in locally produced pottery in the late second–early first century BC 

(Kehrberg, 2004, p. 194) and pottery production is attested into the second half of the tenth century 

(Rattenborg & Blanke, 2017, p. 14), a period spanning more than a millennium. Known Late 

 
151 Site E in Figure 2.68. 
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Roman–Early Islamic pottery sites are defined by the excavated remains of kilns, while Hellenistic–

Early Roman potteries are defined by kiln dumps, some of which are extensive.  

 Intramurally, known kiln sites are concentrated on a fairly small area on the upper terrace of the 

Artemis temple east of the temple podium and in an adjoining area to the west of St Theodore’s 

church and date from the fifth century to the Umayyad period. However, taking into account the 

location of kiln dumps, a picture of more widespread distribution of potteries emerges running 

along the inside of the western city wall (Kehrberg, 2011, fig. 4). The earliest of these was a Late 

Hellenistic pottery that lay to the west of the site of the later South Theatre, but by the third/fourth 

century, the number of pottery sites had expanded according to Kehrberg (2011, fig. 4.4), especially 

in the city’s north-western quarter. The importance of the guild of potters is also attested in an early 

third-century inscription concerning their financing of column construction on the Cardo (Lucas, 

1901, p. 66 no. 47; Welles, 1938, p. 410 no. 79). 

 Extramurally, work by Kehrberg (2004, 2009) has shown that the abandoned Hippodrome 

became the site of several potteries from the late fourth century. The Hippodrome area grew rapidly 

in the fifth and sixth centuries to become the city’s main industrial suburb and, as shown in Section 

7.5.1, included other industries such as lime production, dyeing and possibly tanning. These 

industries declined after that, and the site was not occupied after the Umayyad period.  

 Water is needed for the blunging process in potteries, whereby the raw clay is cleaned and 

prepared in tanks or basins for use in potting. How much water is needed will depend on  

the scale of pottery production. The smaller-scale potteries of the Late Hellenistic period in the 

vicinity of the southern necropolis and the area west of the (later) South Theatre could have been 

supplied from cisterns or small local springs. Also, the commercial-scale potteries of the Late 

Roman–Umayyad period in the Hippodrome and Artemis upper terrace/west St Theodore areas 

appear to have been deliberately sited to take advantage of adjacent spring-fed aqueduct supplies. 

 7.5.5 Wine production. Ancient wine production is attested by the number of rock-cut pressing 

installations identified throughout the study area during surface surveys. Wine pressing installations 

are rarely found near aqueducts but several have been recorded near cisterns, and it is likely that the 

water requirements of the winemaking process could be met from runoff sources. 

 The importance of the industry is implied from a fragment of a third-century—probably 

Severan—edict in an inscription found near Gerasa in 1893 that sets out the penalties for vineyard 

pillagers (Johnson et al., 1961, p. 230). 

 7.5.6 Metal and glass-working. These attested activities would not have involved much water 

use. There is evidence of Byzantine artisanal activities involving glass in the tabernae lining the 
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Cardo near the propylaeum, in Glass Court, and in the Zeus Sanctuary, and much of this work was 

directed towards the making of tesserae (Dussart as cited in Baldoni, 2019, p. 147). There is also 

evidence of late sixth–early seventh-century metal-working and craft activities in the Macellum 

(Uscatescu & Martin-Bueno, 1997, p. 77) and in the tabernae beside the Cardo near the propylaeum 

(Baldoni, 2019). 

 

7.6 Conclusions 

 Despite many knowledge gaps in the delivery network, the evidence points overwhelmingly to 

much of the intramural use of water being directed to public installations such as bathhouses, 

fountains and ornamental pools. There is insufficient evidence upon which to base even an 

approximate estimate of water needed to supply any of the six intramural bathhouses; however, the 

study provided the first preliminary flow estimates for two of the largest fountain installations in the 

city. These not only show that these installations may have had broadly similar maximum flow 

rates, despite the vast difference in the size of their structural footprint and ornamentation, but they 

also provide an insight into the significant water requirements of these installations. 

 A much lesser amount of water would probably have been consumed by processing activities 

associated with the textile industry. Dye-works are attested at several locations, and inscriptions 

indicate that the guild of fullers was very active in the Roman period, but the absence of any direct 

evidence to date of fullonicae means that it is not possible to assess the impact of these potentially 

significant water-consuming installations on the city’s water supply. Likewise, water milling may 

have been a significant consumer of water, but, with only a single installation attested to date from 

the study period, the overall consumption from this source is unknown. The amount of aqueduct 

supplied water being directed for private domestic use is also totally unknown at present.  

 Some extramural aqueduct-supplied water would have been consumed by extramural 

bathhouses, but the dominant rural use of water was for irrigation that involved the full length of the 

Jarash valley and the lower Tannur valley. 

 Spring-fed supplies were prodigious, but finite, even with all accessible springs being utilised 

and steadily increasing overall demand through the Roman and Byzantine period could have 

strained the system’s capacity to meet it. There is evidence of major changes to water supply 

conditions in Late Antiquity affecting various fountains on the Cardo, and this is discussed further 

in the next chapter. 
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SECTION THREE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT: CHANGES IN URBAN WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE 

BYZANTINE PERIOD. 

 

 The study found evidence of profound societal and environmental change in the study area in the 

Byzantine period and broad commentary on this evidence is presented in Boyer (2018d). This 

chapter expands on this evidence and looks at how these societal and environmental changes 

affected the Gerasene water management system.  

 

8.1 Changes in the Physical Environment 

 8.1.1 Climate The analysis of palaeoclimate proxy data from various sources by Izdebski et al. 

(2016) showed that a dry climatic phase occurred in the southern Levant in the early Byzantine 

period and was followed by a wet climatic phase in the sixth and early seventh centuries. Strong 

regional runoff during this late Byzantine wet climatic phase is manifested in the rise in Dead Sea 

water levels (Migowski et al., 2006) and was followed by the onset of a “prolonged drought” 

(Izdebski et al., 2016, p. 205). 

 As noted in Chapter 2, the evidence of sheet flow runoff that deposited gravels in low-lying areas 

is indicative of a regime of high-intensity rainfall and flash flooding events in the mid to late 

Byzantine period. In the city, these deposits are thickest in areas flanking the hills on the city’s west 

bank. The North-Decumanus–Odeum-Basilica precinct was covered with wash deposits and was 

abandoned (Ball et al., 1986, p. 357. Sheet flow gravels also accumulated on the upper terrace of the 

Artemis sanctuary and against the western wall of the North Theatre. Outside the city, the study 

found that wash deposits covered parts of the Birketein Baths, and that debris flows inundated the 

floor of the wadi for at least a kilometre south of the city. At Ficus springs, these debris flows 

buried the springs and water-related installations to a depth of ca. 5 m (Boyer, 2018d, p. 77) and 

presumably overwhelmed the local terracing systems. Further evidence of late Byzantine–Early 

Islamic aggradation events comes from a preliminary program of Optically Stimulated 

Luminescence (OSL) dating of regolith components recently conducted by Cresswell et al. (2018). 

This study found evidence of seventh–eighth-century sedimentation events in the upper and lower 

Jarash valley, although the wide range in dating uncertainty encompasses the period from the early 

fifth to the late ninth centuries. 
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 The impact of the heavy rainfall events of the late Byzantine period was felt widely in the 

Decapolis. Walmsley (2013, p. 135) noted that Baysan and Bayt Ras were similarly affected by the 

incursion of wash from the fourth and fifth centuries. Lucke et al. (2012, p. 111–120) found 

evidence that wadi-fill sediments were rapidly deposited in Wadi Queilbeh near Abila around the 

end of the sixth century, and Walmsley (2013, pp. 133–134) noted that the incursion of wash 

flooding into Pella’s lower Roman-period town in the late sixth–early seventh century caused its 

abandonment (Smith & Day, 1989, cited in Walmsley, 2013, pp. 134–135).  

 Recent experience in the lower Jarash valley shows that heavy rainfall can also trigger landslides 

on steep slopes developed over Kurnub Group sandstone, especially in the 2.5 km-long section of 

the valley upstream of the Zarqa River junction, and similar circumstances would have occurred 

through the valley’s history. As noted in Chapter 4, there is evidence that aqueducts on both banks 

were lost in antiquity to landslides in this section of the valley. 

 These examples of landslides and rapid sedimentary deposition show how the combination of 

high-intensity rainfall events and gravity results in substantial landscape changes, but seismic 

activity increases the opportunity for further change. 

 8.1.2 Seismic activity. Gerasa was affected by many seismic events in the Byzantine period that 

caused extensive damage to buildings. There is widespread evidence of direct and indirect damage 

to aqueducts from these events outside the city, sometimes on a scale that would surely have 

resulted in the aqueduct being permanently decommissioned, but the damage has not, to date, been 

related to specific events. Seismic damage to water infrastructure inside the city is less obvious, a 

reflection of the lack of visibility, although the ruination of the Nymphaeum is one obvious 

example.  

 Evidence of small-scale fracturing of aqueducts is common, but reparable, whereas the loss of 

sections of aqueducts along the edge of scarps through toppling failure or detachment through 

landslides—such as occurred in the case of the aqueduct (JW03) from Qwndeit spring and north-

west aqueduct JW01—is much more serious and likely to lead to the permanent loss of the 

aqueduct.  

 The frequency of repairable damage to aqueducts is usually difficult to determine; however, the 

three plaster repairs to conduit JW01 attested at site JWP 128 over a period of less than a century 

show that aqueducts sometimes required frequent repair. 

 

8.2 Societal Changes 
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 The rise of Christianity at the expense of paganism in the fourth century is reflected in the 

systematic stripping of the city’s pre-Christian temple sanctuaries, and perhaps some of the earlier 

city monuments and baths, over the following two centuries to provide material for new 

churches.152 Early fifth-century churches such as the Cathedral and the Church of the Apostles had 

the pick of materials and were well-built, but the subsequent competition for materials from the 

surge in church building—and perhaps also for the need to repair earthquake damage to the city 

walls—in the sixth and early seventh centuries lead to a steady decline in the quality of church 

building. Bishop Placcus and later bishops established an ecclesiastical complex in the heart of the 

city that eventually stretched from the Cardo almost to the western city wall and covered at least 2 

ha, perhaps rivalling the footprint of the adjacent Artemision. The establishment of this huge 

complex, with its bathhouse and fountains, implies that the Church played a significant role in the 

city’s administration, especially as the provision of water to these new installations appears to have 

resulted in the redirection of some of the water supply previously directed to the Nymphaeum and 

the Cardo street fountains.  

 The Byzantine period also saw changes in the use of some parts of the city. The North Theatre–

North Decumanus precinct was abandoned, perhaps to be replaced by farming activities. A possible 

failure of aqueduct DW04/DW05 could have contributed to this abandonment, and the evidence of 

quarrying presented in Section 4.3.2 that destroyed sections of this aqueduct at sites JWP 144 and 

JHS 185 offers some support, although undated, for this hypothesis. Parts of the city became 

increasingly industrialised; the most obvious examples of this are the potteries established in the 

Hippodrome, Artemis upper terrace, and the Macellum, but artisanal craft activities involving glass 

and metal were established in repurposed shops in the Macellum and along the cardo in the late 

sixth–early seventh century. 

 The two main thermae were decommissioned, perhaps as a result of a change in bathing culture. 

In the case of the Large East Baths, at least, the strength of the water supply from Qairawan spring 

makes it unlikely that the installation was decommissioned because of a lack of water. If the West 

Baths thermae was supplied via an aqueduct bridge from Qairawan cave spring, then the collapse of 

this bridge by the same sixth-century seismic event that collapsed the arch of the North Bridge 250 

m to the south could explain the closure of the baths.153 In her discussion on Gerasa’s Central 

Baths, Blanke (2015, p. 103) found that “The Late Antique development of the bathing suite from 

 
152 The looting of materials from the Large East baths in the Byzantine period is attested (see Lepaon, Turshan & 
Weber-Karyotakis, 2018, p. 138). 
153 The North Bridge went out of use prior to the construction of the propylaea church, which has an AD 565 terminus 
ante quem according to Brizzi et al. 2010, p. 353. 
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communal basins to individual bathtubs corresponds with trends observed in bathhouses in Gerasa 

as well as in the broader Roman world.”  

 

8.3 Changes to the Water Distribution System 

 There is evidence of changes to both the water supply distribution system and the water demand 

requirements in the Byzantine period. 

 8.3.1 Evidence of change. On the supply side, the aqueducts crossing the upper terrace of the 

Artemis sanctuary were reorganised with the addition of a new conduit from a western source built 

adjacent to the Artemis Upper Terrace Basin. The distribution from the Artemis Lower Terrace 

Basin was reorganised, probably by the sixth century, with a change in elevation of the main outlet 

to accommodate a new castellum built on an adjoining elevated platform to the south. Changes to 

water storage arrangements included the decommissioning of the 300 m3 basin west of St 

Theodore’s church and the decommissioning of the large southern reservoir in the city’s north-west 

quarter; these changes are presumably associated with supply network changes that are, for the 

present, unknown.  

 On the demand side, the decommissioning of the Large East Baths would have released water 

sourced from Qairawan spring for irrigation and other uses. On the west bank, the decommissioning 

of the West Baths would also have released water for other uses; however, as its water source is 

uncertain, the impact this decommissioning had on the city’s distribution system is unknown. The 

Byzantine period also saw the construction of three important new water-consuming installations on 

the west bank: These were the Placcus bathhouse, the fountain (fountain 20) in Fountain Court, and 

a water mill. The Placcus bathhouse was supplied from the Placcus Baths Basin, which had 

previously supplied the Glass Court thermae and other installations, but the fountain and water 

mill—and an early seventh-century church—were supplied from the new castellum constructed 

adjacent to the lower terrace basin. The impact of new water-consuming installations on the existing 

supply arrangements is discussed below. 

 8.3.2 Impact of additional water demand on water supply. The water requirements of the new 

water-consuming installations represented additional demand on the existing supply arrangements. 

Unless additional water supplies could be found, this additional demand could only be 

accommodated by reducing the supply to existing users. A corollary to the reality that all external 

aqueducts to the city either pre-date or are coeval with the construction of the city wall foundations 

is that it would have been very difficult to add new aqueduct entry points to increase the water 

supply to the city once the wall had been built. This constraint may not have mattered if, as is likely, 
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all practical sources of supply were already being utilised by the time the wall was built, but the 

finite nature of the available water supplies ultimately constrained the capacity to maintain water 

deliveries to all end-users in the Byzantine period.  

 The changes to the water management system in towns and cities in Anatolia and the Levant, 

including Jerash, were studied by Izdebski et al. (2016), who analysed palaeoclimate proxy data 

from a variety of published sources. They argued that “The archaeology of late antique cities in the 

Levant and Anatolia provides another set of evidence for responses to climate change: namely, 

adaptations to water scarcity at the level of urban infrastructure.” (p. 203). Izdebski et al. also 

argued that “In both the Levant and Anatolia, between the fourth and eighth centuries, cisterns 

proliferated in new architectural and institutional formats that promoted water storage in cities.” In 

this context Izdebski et al. (2016) claimed that, in the case of Jarash, “an original second-century 

Roman system of rainwater drains around the Temple of Artemis was converted to use as supply-

lines for new cisterns, between the end of the third and the beginning of the fifth century (Fisher, 

1938).” (p. 203). This broad statement is difficult to evaluate without knowing the page numbers in 

Fisher’s text being referred to, but it appears that their statement is not supported by the available 

facts. Firstly, since it is rarely possible to determine a rainwater runoff or aqueduct source for the 

water conduits draining westwards from the upper terrace of the Artemis sanctuary from the 

evidence presented by Fisher (1938b), it is difficult to see how the conversion of use can be 

attested. The second problem is the identification of the “new cisterns”, since the only cistern dated 

to the period between the end of the third and the beginning of the fifth century in this area is 

“Cistern 1”, which was dated to the late third century by Fisher (1938c, p. 291). Its source is 

unknown and its period of use is likewise uncertain, although it had been decommissioned by the 

Umayyad period. This decommissioning, together with decommissioning of the southern reservoir 

in the north-west quarter by the fifth/sixth century (Lichtenberger & Raja, 2017, pp. 123–124), 

argues against the concept of the promotion of water storage in Jarash in the Byzantine period. 

 As noted in Chapter 7, most of the fountains along and adjacent to the Cardo show Byzantine or 

Early Islamic modifications that were a response to reduced water availability and water pressure. 

The modifications were investigated by Pickett (2015) who concluded that 

these features [Byzantine modifications to fountain inlets] point either to a deficiency of water 

from the original spring or a pressure problem that was resolved by lowering the intake 

channel [at the fountain] (thereby increasing the elevation difference between the fountain and 

the spring head, and increasing pressure), or by introducing a separate and secondary supply 

line from a different spring (pp. 46–47).  
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Izbedski et al. (2016) saw the modifications as “late antique diminishment of water availability and 

pressure in the municipal water system at Jerash” as a water conservation measure that was applied 

to the whole system, rather than measures applied to individual components of the system, and was 

a reaction to climate change. This argument ignores the impact of an increase in demand from the 

Placcus bathhouse, fountains and water mill on a city supply system that was already fully 

stretched: If the same amount of water had to supply more installations, the only way that this could 

be achieved was by reducing the supply to the existing fountains, resulting in a loss of pressure and 

the need to lower the water inlets to these fountains. It is also possible that there was a need to 

change to a supply aqueduct at a lower elevation due to failure of, or damage to, the original higher-

level aqueduct. Uncertainties, however, remain and can only be resolved by a more detailed 

understanding of the date of individual installations and their modifications, the location of all the 

castella divisoria, and the elevations of the distribution outlets in these castella.  

 

8.4 Discussion  

 The evidence presented above confirms that the city’s water management system was adapted to 

accommodate changes in the societal and physical environment. On the west bank, spring water 

sources appear to have been stretched to meet increasing demand, despite the likely 

decommissioning of water-consuming installations in the North Decumanus–West Baths precinct, 

but the existence of multiple sources gave the system flexibility and provided supply redundancy. 

This redundancy would have been important, as the aqueduct network would have needed constant 

maintenance and frequent repair to rectify seismic and landslide damage.  

 Claims by others that changes to the location of water inlets on the Cardo street fountains were 

the result of climate change ignore changes in water demand and changes to the supply network 

necessitated by seismic and other damage, so the modifications to the fountains cannot, on their 

own, be used as evidence of climate change. Regional palaeoclimate proxy data indicate several 

periods of climate change in the Byzantine period, but what influence these climatic changes had on 

the spring-fed supplies to the water management system is presently unknown. 
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CHAPTER NINE—CONCLUSIONS 

 

 Archaeological investigations of the ruins of the Decapolis city of Gerasa over a period of 90 

years left four elementary, water-related research questions largely unanswered: What were the 

water sources; how was the water distributed; what was it used for and how was the system 

managed? The main aim of this study has been to seek answers to these fundamental questions. In 

addition, the study examined the role the hydraulic system played in the development of urban 

Gerasa and a hinterland of 108 km2 and the impacts of climate change and natural disasters on that 

system. 

 The contextual approach combined new field surveys with a critical analysis of the published 

corpus and original studies of the geoarchaeological setting and was augmented by attempts to 

obtain absolute dates for key water installations through the application of radiocarbon dating 

technology. Such a multidisciplinary approach had not previously been applied in the study area or 

so comprehensively to any other Decapolis city in the context of water management studies. The 

frequently overlooked records of early 19th century visitors proved to be a valuable information 

source, and early photographs provided unbiased and at times unique knowledge on the state of the 

archaeological sites and landscape before the changes wrought by the establishment of the 

Circassian colony and, later, the large-scale excavations and clearances pre-Second World War. 

 The comprehensive evidence presented in Chapter 2 provided the geoarchaeological, 

paleoclimatic, and historical contexts for the ensuing chapters. Attention was drawn to the 

important aquifers in the youngest geological formation, the Jarash Conglomerate, which sustained 

many of the springs that supplied the aqueduct systems described in detail in Chapter 5. The AD 

749 earthquake was the most severe to strike the city, but the study showed that the effects of 

fourth-century earthquakes might be greater than previously thought. 

 The benign physical environment is reflected in the long occupation record in the study area. The 

palaeolandscape study established the first relative chronology of landscape-forming events in the 

central Jarash valley, which were dominated by cycles of wadi erosion and aggradation interspersed 

with landslides triggered by seismic and climatic events. Although lacking absolute dating 

evidence, the study concluded that the key landscape elements were probably in place by the start of 

the Neolithic period and that topographic landscape changes after the Roman period mainly reflect 

the transportation and redistribution of the regolith.  

 Evidence from carbonate sinter lining an aqueduct to the city showed that the climatic factors in 

the Roman period were broadly similar to those today, but regional palaeoclimate studies show that 
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the study period coincided with a wetter climatic phase than at present. A series of potentially 

devasting wet climatic events between the fourth and eighth centuries—possibly exacerbated by 

seismic activity—triggered the deposition of sheet flow gravels and debris flows in the city and 

lower Jarash valley, and similar events have been recorded elsewhere in the Decapolis. 

 The physical landscape had a major role in determining settlement patterns. Strong springs and 

flint resources attracted the first Neolithic settlers, while the area’s fertile soils and climate 

supported reliable rain-fed arable farming within the Jarash valley from the Bronze Age. The 

detailed study of water sources presented in Chapter 3 demonstrated that the study area was 

endowed with a high concentration of fresh-water spring sources, although the spatial distribution 

of springs - especially strong springs - is skewed in favour of the Jarash valley. Surplus flows from 

these springs initially sustained a perennial flow in the Jarash and lower Majarr–Tannur valleys, 

thus supporting the city’s Hellenistic appellation of Antioch on the Chrysorrhoas (or Golden River). 

Settlement patterns throughout history were influenced by a relatively small group of very strong 

springs: The elevation and concentration of very strong springs in the Jarash valley were important 

factors in the siting of Roman Gerasa on the west bank of Wadi Jarash, while the paucity of such 

springs and lower rainfall account for the contrasting settlement patterns in the adjacent Majarr–

Tannur valley.  

 

9.1 Answers to the Research Questions 

 9.1.1 Water sources. The study found that rainfall runoff was an important water source from 

prehistoric times, especially in domestic contexts; however, karstic springs were the main water 

source for the water management system throughout the study period. While there are still 

uncertainties about the contributions of the various sources supplying the city, Birketein was just 

one of these sources, and the study results do not support the popular claim that Birketein was the 

city’s main or only water source or that water from Birketein supplied any of the fountains and 

baths in the city. Water was probably also sourced from perennial flows in the main wadis, but the 

extent of use is uncertain, and supplies would likely have declined during the study period as a 

result of the diversion of spring flows to aqueduct networks.  

 9.1.2 Water distribution and storage 

 Aqueducts. Many ancient aqueduct networks were established throughout the Jarash and lower 

Majarr–Tannur valleys in the Roman period. These networks eventually tapped all suitable springs: 

While some networks delivered water to intramural consumers, the greater quantity of water was 

carried by irrigation networks of various sizes that were established on the 17 km-long section of 
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the Jarash valley downstream of Suf, and a 4 km section of the lower Majarr–Tannur valley. 

Although absolute dating information is not presently available, it is likely that parts of the Roman 

networks continued to be used into the Medieval Islamic period and many were reactivated in the 

Late Ottoman period. 

 The aqueducts were simple, practical, open channel installations of the type commonly found in 

the Levant. The construction technique varied with the terrain; wherever possible, they were cut 

directly into natural bedrock surfaces, but conduit blocks were used on soil covered areas and 

conduits were also carried on modest, masonry substructio where necessary. Tunnel aqueducts are 

uncommon, in contrast to the extensive use of tunnel aqueducts to supply the cities of the northern 

Jordanian Decapolis. Conduit gradients varied with the surface relief but, overall, were very high by 

Roman standards, although analogous examples of the steepest sections are to be found in several 

other Roman aqueducts in the Near East. Energy dissipation devices were needed on the steepest 

sections, and specus design needed to accommodate the seasonal variance in spring flow. The 

aqueduct networks presented few engineering challenges; apart from a possible example of an 

aqueduct bridge in the city, the study found no evidence of the use of aqueduct bridges, siphons or 

arcades. 

 The Decapolis cities of Gadara, Abila, and Adra’a were obliged to augment weak local water 

sources with supplies from more distant sources via one of the longest tunnel systems in the Roman 

Empire. In contrast, Gerasa’s water supplies were delivered via separate aqueduct networks from 

the north and north-west that drew on strong springs within a 3.5 km radius of the city. Radiocarbon 

dates from plaster were obtained for several Roman aqueducts in the study area, the earliest being a 

first-century date for aqueduct JW01 to the city from a source to the north-west. The total quantity 

of water delivered to the city is unknown, but it was estimated that the section of aqueduct JW01 

closest to the city carried a peak flow of around 150 L/s (ca. 13,000 m3/day). This compares with a 

flow rate of 250 L/s for the entire Firaun–Turab aqueduct network supplying Gadara in the 

first/second century. 

 Storage. The overall adequacy of the available spring-fed supplies in the study area is inferred 

from the lack of any evidence of long-term storage, yet the study found that reservoirs—although 

uncommon—did form part of the distribution system in rural and urban areas (Chapter 5). These 

reservoirs were generally modest in size, with the largest installation (Birketein) lying outside the 

city and having more of a regulation and distribution function. The study found evidence for an 

estimated 4,800 m3 of total intramural reservoir and basin capacity in the city, nearly all of which 

was located on the west side. Cistern types are similar to those found elsewhere in the region; 
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however, fewer intramural cisterns have been identified to date in Gerasa compared to Gadara, 

which may reflect the greater availability of spring sources inside Gerasa. Intramural cisterns were 

not large, and the combined runoff storage capacity in the larger cisterns was only a fraction of 

storages supplied from aqueducts. Much larger cisterns existed in the Bab Amman locality south of 

the city.  

Urban distribution. The urban network distributed water by gravity flow, with each side of the 

city supplied independently (Chapter 6). The west side of the city was supplied by two distinct 

external aqueduct networks: a northern network that entered the northern end of the city, and a 

north-western aqueduct network that entered the western side of the city and delivered water to the 

hilltop in the city’s north-west quarter. In contrast, the aqueduct networks on the east side of the city 

were largely supplied from intramural springs. 

 The north-western aqueduct network probably delivered water to several hilltop reservoirs in the 

city’s north-west quarter. From here, water was carried via conduits to a major distribution hub 

centred on the upper terrace of the Temple of Artemis. The northern network aqueducts could have 

delivered water to this hub, but there is presently no evidence that they did so and they may have 

only supplied irrigation water to the northern end of the city. Water was distributed from the 

Artemis hub to fountains and several baths via pipelines and open conduits from basins and castella 

divisoria. This interpreted scenario is similar to Roman cities in North Africa and elsewhere where 

constant offtake was not possible year-round due to seasonal changes in the water supply, and short-

term storage installations were needed in the dry season to ensure adequate water supplies to 

priority consumers.  

 Within the city, the design and placement of water infrastructure and water-consuming 

installations in the city were determined by a combination of factors that included the water source, 

topography and the practical needs of the gravity-based hydraulic system. The first diachronic 

interpretations of the intramural distribution system are presented, based on the available evidence: 

They show that the system reached its maximum extent in the period between AD 150 and the end 

of the third century, which coincides with peak water demand from the baths and fountains. The 

north-west aquifer system was still supplying the city’s north-west quarter into at least the seventh 

century, and it is possible that at least one of the northern aqueducts was also operating into the 

early seventh century; however, the long-lived operation of the Central Baths shows that a 

reticulated water supply of some sort was available to at least parts of the west side of the city into 

the eighth century  
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 The large differences in elevation between north-west aqueduct entry points into the city and 

end-users in the vicinity of the Cardo created substantial hydraulic head pressure, but it is not 

known how excess pressure was managed or how pressure was balanced across the network. In 

some Roman cities, pressure balance was achieved via water towers, but no evidence of such towers 

has been found in Gerasa. Excess aqueduct deliveries, runoff and wastewater, were directed into a 

multi-stages drainage network that carried water to primary drains beneath the main streets for final 

discharge into the wadi.  

On the east side of the city, only the alignments of the aqueducts from the Qairawan and Lower 

Tufa Cascade springs are well-defined. The study’s recognition of several springs at higher 

elevations was an important new finding and meant that residents had more distribution options 

than previously supposed, but virtually nothing is known of the networks supplied from these 

higher springs.  

 Water use. The widespread availability of spring water presented many irrigation opportunities. 

Some smaller networks probably had their origins in the Bronze Age, but the networks were greatly 

expanded in the Roman-Byzantine period, especially in the Jarash valley. Preliminary flow 

estimates suggest that the water supplied to the city was substantial, but was dwarfed by the volume 

of water carried by the rural irrigation networks in the hinterland.  

 The northern aqueduct network on the west side of the central Jarash valley was originally 

designed to irrigate the El-Hammar plain and adjacent areas, the southern end of which extended 

into the city area. Much of the water supplied to the city via the north-west aqueduct network was 

directed to public installations such as bathhouses and fountains. The study provided new 

information on two rural bathhouses, including a Roman spa located beside the Roman road at the 

Zarqa River crossing, and provided a substantial update on the number, typology, and distribution 

of fountains.  

 The water needed to supply any of the six intramural bathhouses would have been substantial, 

particularly in the case of the two largest thermae. The water supply security to these installations 

would have been a priority, and the modern flow rates of Qairawan spring that originally supplied 

the Large East Baths give an insight into the very large water supply that was potentially available 

in the Roman period. The first preliminary flow estimates for two of the largest fountain 

installations in the city provides an insight into the significant overall water requirements needed to 

sustain the intramural fountain network. The Large East Baths continued to be used into at least the 

early fourth century but, of the other bathhouses, only the use of the Central Baths and Placcus 

Baths—both on the west bank—can be attested after the fourth century. 
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 Various industrial activities are attested in the city area, including, dying, fulling and water 

milling, but their actual water requirements are unknown. Water milling was important in the study 

area in the Medieval and later periods, but only one overshot water mill installation has been 

attested to the study period to date.  

 The effects of climate change and natural disasters. The study found abundant evidence of 

aqueduct damage from natural causes. Aqueduct conduits cut into bedrock were strong 

constructions but were sensitive to direct and indirect structural damage from earthquakes. 

Additional risks were created by placing aqueducts on the edge of escarpments, where they were 

prone to damage from seismically-induced toppling failure. The frequency of seismic events is 

uncertain, but evidence from the site of an aqueduct from the north-west network supplying the city 

suggests that aqueducts required regular repair in the first and second centuries. Climate change 

affected the hydraulic system in several ways; the many relict springs are testament to the effects of 

lowered water tables as a result of a drying climate, while a change to wetter conditions—especially 

short term high-intensity events—could trigger landslides, debris flows, and sheet flows and 

introduce excessive spring flows into the distribution network. It appears unlikely that the Roman-

Byzantine reticulation system survived the AD 749 earthquake, which caused much destruction and 

the abandonment of parts of the city.  

 System management. The myriad rural irrigation networks were likely managed by local 

communities: The size and complexity of the larger irrigation networks meant that their 

construction, maintenance, and management would have required the resources of the local or 

provincial administration. The ability to link aqueducts from different sources to provide a level of 

supply redundancy and flexibility would have needed to be controlled via an overarching authority. 

Likewise, the complexity and integrated nature of the urban distribution networks and the need to 

control water supply and use can only have been effectively managed through centralised control, 

but there is little evidence as to how this was achieved.  

 The issue of the competing needs of urban versus rural consumers could have been managed by 

the physical separation of the supply networks. If evidence was eventually found that the northern 

aqueduct network did not connect to the city’s main distribution hub on the Artemis upper terrace, 

then it could be plausibly argued that urban (non-agricultural) consumers were supplied via the 

north-west aqueduct network, and that urban farming (and perhaps industrial) needs were met via 

the northern aqueduct network,. At present, however, this remains only a possibility.   

 The impact of the hydraulic system on development. In the hinterland, agricultural production 

was constrained by rainfall and the availability of irrigation water. The Roman administration’s 
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response to this was the introduction of major new irrigation networks, or the expansion of pre-

existing networks, that ultimately provided for the irrigation of up to 500 hectares of productive 

land in the two major valleys. This would have had a major impact on agricultural production, 

which, in turn, underpinned the local economy.  

 The availability and elevation of strong springs to the north and west of the city were 

fundamental factors in the selection of the west bank of Wadi Jarash as the site of the city’s new 

civic centre constructed in the first and second centuries. Urban growth during the study period 

could not have been achieved and sustained without the existence of a reliable supply and 

distribution network, and once put in place, the system needed to adapt to changing human and 

environmental factors. These adaptions became particularly necessary in the Byzantine period. The 

later Byzantine period saw many changes in the city: Some of these were cultural, for example, the 

rise of Christianity that heralded the surge in church construction between the mid-fifth and early 

seventh centuries, the change to smaller bathhouses, and the abandonment of the North Decumanus 

precinct, but environmental changes also played a role. Changes to the physical environment were 

created by natural disasters triggered by extreme climatic events, earthquakes and landslides. These 

changes are all reflected in modifications to the distribution network on the Artemis lower terrace 

and to fountains along the Cardo, which occurred in the sixth century: Part of the flow from the 

basin that probably distributed water to the Nymphaeum and Cardo street fountains was redirected 

to new installations, some of which were constructed by Bishop Placcus. There was also a lowering 

in the elevation of outlets in several Cardo street fountains including the Nymphaeum around this 

time: Possible reasons for this include reduced flows from the source springs, a change in supply 

aqueducts, a change in water distribution (castellum), and increased water demand.  

 The existence of water mills on many of the long-distance aqueducts shows that use of the 

aqueducts extended into the Medieval Islamic and later periods. Only fragments of the original 

networks are preserved, but a sense of their extent can be seen in the extensive irrigation networks 

established by Circassian colonists in the late 19th century that re-used many original network 

alignments and spring sources.  

 Concluding remarks. The study results represent the first comprehensive assessment and 

analysis of the physical components of the Gerasene water management system and are original 

additions to the overall Gerasene corpus. The results present a picture of an integrated water 

management system that was comprehensively planned and managed and built with practicality and 

economy in mind and may have had its beginnings in the pre-Roman period.  
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9.2 Future Directions 

 This thesis provides a comprehensive and up to date outline of the hydraulic system in the study 

area that can be expanded and updated as archaeological investigations advance. The available 

evidence does not refute the idea that the castella were directly supplied from the aqueducts, as in 

Pompeii, but it is considered unlikely that the overall water supply would have been adequate in the 

dry season to meet demand without provision for at least temporary water storage. This can only be 

resolved by being able to analyse the inlets and outlets of the reservoirs, basins and castella 

divisoria.  

 It is hoped that future excavations in the city will close a number of other knowledge gaps; these 

include the water supply system to the monumental fountain (Nymphaeum), investigation of the 

area to the north of the Artemision to determine if the northern aqueduct network connected to the 

Artemis upper terrace distribution hub, and resolution of the possibility that private dwellings were 

directly connected to the public distribution network. The final project report on the recently 

completed excavations by the DGNWQ team will hopefully remove many of the uncertainties 

concerning the hydraulic system in the all-important north-west quarter of the city, and the ongoing 

work by the Late Antique Jerash project in the city’s south-west quarter will shed light on the 

hydraulic system in this area. Excavations are needed north of the West Baths to resolve the nature 

of buildings and structures in this area and, in particular, the water supply to the baths.  

 The results were also constrained by a lack of adequate dating of the water management system 

components, and very few of the extramural aqueducts contain materials suitable for reliable 

radiocarbon dating, but there is considerable scope for locating and dating suitable materials within 

the city. The DGNWQ team working in the north-west quarter have already published some data, 

and much more is expected from this area when the full project findings are published. OSL dating 

was not attempted in the present study, but the recent successful application of this technique to the 

dating of wadi sediments by the DGNWQ demonstrates its potential. Most plasters contain quartz 

grains, and non-charcoal-bearing plasters might be better suited to this technique than the more 

problematic dating of lime-bearing materials using the 14C AMS dating technique. 

 More detailed surveying in the Wadi Suf valley is needed, and more detailed surveys in the less 

accessible parts of the lower Jarash valley could be archaeologically rewarding. A decade ago, the 

JHS highlighted concerns over damage and destruction of archaeological sites in the city’s 

hinterland as a result of seemingly uncontrolled farming and development practices, and these 

concerns remain valid today. Archaeological evidence is fast disappearing, and there is an urgent 

need for properly conducted surveys to ensure that sites are at least recorded. 
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Figure 2.2. The study area in the regional context of the principal physiographic units. Adapted from Google 

Earth image Landsat/Copernicus. 
 
Figure 2.3. Climate classification map showing the location of the study area. Inset shows the study area in 

more detail. Adapted from Beck et al., 2018. 
 
Figure 2.4. Average rainfall map based on data from 1977. Adapted from Ababsa, 2013, fig. 1.12. 
 
Figure 2.5: Bar chart showing Jarash rainfall in the period 1942–2008. Redrawn from data in Al-Qaisi, 2010, 

Appendix 36. 
 
Figure 2.6. Diagram showing a record of changing Dead Sea water levels. Reprint of Bookman et al., 2004, 

fig. 7. 
 
Figure 2.7. Plan showing natural vegetation types based on data from Palmer, 2013, fig. I.20. Adapted from 

Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.8. Plan showing simplified exposed basement geology, highlighting the Pleistocene (red) and 

Lower Cretaceous (green) stratigraphy. Drawn N. Ellis. Adapted from Boyer, 2018d, fig. 5.3.  
 
Figure 2.9. Sites showing the unconformable contact relationship between Jarash Conglomerate and the 

underlying Upper Cretaceous limestone. (a) Qairawan Cave spring, contact at ca. 575 m elevation (1 m 
scale); (b) Bab Amman locality, contact at ca. 543 m elevation (1 m scale). By author. 

 
Figure 2.10. Oblique aerial view of Bab Amman Mesa and spur, looking north. Adapted from 

APAAME_20151010_REB-0462. Photographer R. Banks. 
 
Figure 2.11. Jarash Conglomerate exposures. (a) Qairawan cave, showing (?) Pleistocene Jarash 

Conglomerate lying on Upper Cretaceous Naur Limestone (1 m scale); (b) Bab Amman (?) cave-shelter, 
showing calcretised, bedded conglomerate; note small-scale post-depositional fault and basalt boulder. By 
author. 

 
Figure 2.12. Relict conglomerate fabric preserved in the calcretised crust of Jarash Conglomerate, Bab 

Amman locality (scale 20 cm). By author. 
 
Figure 2.13. Plan showing the approximate location of the tufa terrace beneath modern-day Jarash. Adapted 

from Google Earth image © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.14. Views of the tufa terrace and relict waterfall. (a) Ground view of relict tufa waterfall and terrace 

as it appeared in 1902, viewed from the south. Adapted from Libbey& Hoskins, 1905, p. 179); (b) Aerial 
view of relict tufa waterfall and terrace as it appeared in October 2015, viewed from the south-west. 
Adapted from APAAME_20151001_MND-0345, photographer M. Dalton. 

 
Figure 2.15. Soil map—USDA classification. Reprint of Lucke et al., 2013, fig. I-17. 
 
Figure 2.16. Views of Red Mediterranean Soil preserved in solution cavities developed on limestone 

surfaces. (a) Soils preserved below a palaeosurface at site JWP 128, west of Jarash. (b) Soils in a surface 
solution feature, west side of Jarash valley north of Jarash. By author. 

 
Figure 2.17. Boundaries of the project area and the “Jarash Basin” as defined by Kennedy (2004), with 

reference to the digital elevation model (Aster GDEM 30 m) and Gerasa territory boundary markers taken 
from Seigne (1997c). Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.18. Plan of drainage catchments in the study area. Adapted from Google Earth image DigitalGlobe 

© 2016 CNES/Astrium. 
 
Figure 2.19. The location of Gerasa in the context of bedrock geology and the longitudinal profile of the 

Jarash valley. Adapted from Boyer, 2018d, fig. 5.5. 
 
Figure 2.20. Wadi ed Deir (El-Hammar plain) north of Jarash. Adapted from PEF-P-Crow-Churches-132, 

Courtesy of the Palestine Exploration Fund, London. 
 
Figure 2.21. Stylised diagram diagrammatic representation of water movement into and within limestone 

aquifers in karst terrains. Reprint of https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:KarstterrainUSGS.jpg. 
 
Figure 2.22. Oblique aerial photographs showing typical karst landscape. (a) Karst landscape developed over 

exposed limestone beds in the lower Naur Formation near the village of As-Rashayidah. Photo 
APAAME_20130428_DDB-0732, photographer D. Boyer; (b) Karst landscape developed over exposed 
limestone beds in the Fuheis Formation in the upper Wadi Majarr valley. Photo 
APAAME_20130428_DDB-0615, photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 2.23. Location of modern springs in the study area. Inset: Table showing distribution statistics. 

Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Astrium & © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.24. Location of relict springs identified in the study area. Inset: Table showing distribution 

statistics. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Astrium & © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.25. Plan showing combined locations of modern and relict springs identified in the study area. 

Inset: Table showing distribution statistics. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Astrium & 
© 2017 DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 2.26. Diagrammatic view of a perched water table and water table springs. Reprint of Joyko.sivek, 

Creative Commons, GNU Free Documentation Licence 
 
Figure 2.27. An example of a contact spring: Site of Tannur spring at the contact between limestone and 

shale units. By author. 
 
Figure 2.28. Example of a valley-floor spring: View of Fauwara spring, which emerges from the bed of 

Wadi Suf (taken 1/04/2013). By author. 
 
Figure 2.29. Photographs showing examples of a fracture spring. (a) General view of spring and seep outlets 

(indicated by arrows) associated with fractures and bedding planes in Kurnub Group sandstone at Ficus 
Springs’ (JWP site 146), 1 km south of Jarash; (b) Close-up of spring outlet in fracture (left) and bedding 
plane (above). By author. 

 
Figure 2.30. Diagrams showing flow rates for Maghasil, Birketein and Qairawan springs in 1938/9 based on 

single readings in each of the months shown, together with rainfall data for the same data. By author from 
data published in Ionides, 1939, p. 307, tables 63–65. 

 
Figure 2.31. Diagram showing a comparison of flow rates depicted in Figure 2.35. By author from data 

published in Ionides, 1939, p. 307, tables 63–65. 
 
Figure 2.32. Bar chart diagram showing monthly flow rate record for Qairawan spring, 11/1983 to 08/1993. 

Drawn by author from data in Daane & McNeil, 1997. 
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Figure 2.33: Plan showing the relative strength of spring discharge (N=322) in the context of aquifer source 
and the distribution of deeper soils (black). Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & 
© 2016 DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 2.34. Plans showing the distribution of strong springs in the context of their aquifer source. Adapted 

from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.35. Plans showing the distribution of very strong springs (large dots) in the context of their aquifer 

source. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.36. Plan showing the seismological and topographic setting of the Dead Sea Transform and 

surrounding areas. Adapted from http://woodshole.er.usgs.gov/project-pages/dead_sea/tectonic.html. 
 
Figure 2.37. Earthquake epicentres recorded 1900–2005.Reprint of Ababsa, 2013, fig. I-8. Jordan 

Seismological Observatory, Natural Resources Authority, 2008. 
 
Figure 2.38. Plan showing major historical earthquakes (magnitude 6.5–7.5) in the Jordanian region. 

Adapted from Ababsa, 2013, fig. I-10. 
 
Figure 2.39. Earthquake evidence from Gerasa dating to the 6th century AD. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 

416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 2.40. Earthquake evidence from Gerasa dating to the 7th century AD. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 

416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 2.41. Plan showing the extent of damage from the 749 AD earthquake (shaded area=Intensity X). 

Reprint of Marco, Stein, Agnon, & Ron, 2003, fig. 3.  
 
Figure 2.42. Earthquake evidence from Gerasa dating to the 8th century AD. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 

416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 2.43. Stylised block diagrams of various land movement types. Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
 
Figure 2.44. Oblique aerial image (dated 10/10/2005) of the Er-Rashayida landslide beside Amman-Irbid 

highway south of Jarash. The landslide occurred in the winter of 1991–1992. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 2.45. Aerial photograph showing landslide evidence in the lower Jarash valley. Older—probably pre-

Roman/Byzantine—landslide scarps are shown in white, while at the southern end of the valley these 
have been “overprinted” by younger landslides. Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, 
courtesy of APAAME, projected on Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 2.46. Aerial photograph showing landslide evidence in the lower Jarash valley. View looking south 

down the lower Jarash Valley showing the disposition of scarps interpreted to be ancient landslide scarps 
(white) and evidence of down-slope debris movement (arrowed) on the west bank of Wadi Jarash. The 
boundaries of more modern landslides downstream are shown with coloured boundaries. Adapted from 
Boyer, 2018a, p. 236, fig. 10a.  

 
Figure2.47. Evidence of historical landslide on the west bank of wadi Jarash in the Bab Amman locality that 

removed a 200-m long section of the hillside; earthquake was a likely trigger. (a) Vertical aerial 
photograph of the landslide (red). Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-111, courtesy of 
APAAME, courtesy of APAAME; (b) Oblique aerial view of the same area, showing the removal of 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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several ancient aqueduct alignments from Qwndeit spring. Adapted from APAAME_20101021_DLK-
0457, photographer, D. Kennedy. 

 
Figure 2.48. Examples of rock-fall/toppling failure damage to rock-cut infrastructure. (a) Example of 

aqueduct channel dislocated by seismic fault, site JWP 127. Reprint of Boyer, 2018a., p. 236 fig. 9b; (b) 
and (c) Examples of toppling failure. By author; (d) Example of damage to an aqueduct at the edge of a 
scarp, site JWP 152. Reprint of Boyer, 2018a, p. 236 fig. 9a. 

 
Figure 2.49. Diagram showing the location of key topographical landscape features in the city area. 
By author. 
 
Figure 2.50. Plan showing the location of wadis in the city area predating the Roman period. Adapted from 

Lichtenberger et al. 2019, fig. 2. 
 
Figure 2.51. Examples of deposits of waterlain gravels in the city area, west side. (a) View of the southern 

colonnade of the Artemis Upper Terrace during excavation. Reprint of Kraeling, 1938, pl. XXV(c); (b) 
Gravels deposited against the wall of the lower terrace of the Temple of Zeus. By author; (c) Artemis 
Upper Terrace, South Colonnade, Room R-10, 1930. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa 
Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b10~01 B-10. 

 
Figure 2.52. East-west profile of Artemis Upper Terrace showing the artificial platform. Adapted from a 

public sign on the Jarash archaeological site in 2011. 
 
Figure 2.53. Location of excavated sites that have been published. Adapted from Google Earth image © 

2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.54. Location of sites surveyed in the period 1930s to 1990s. Adapted from Google Earth image © 

2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.55. Location of sites visited by Schumacher, derived from Steuernagel, 1924–1927. Adapted from 

Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.56. “Gaps” in areas recorded in regional surveys. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 

CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.57. Location of Pre-Bronze Age sites in the project area. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 

CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.58. Possible cave-shelter on an east-facing slope, Bab Amman, site of the discovery of Acheulian 

artefacts by Kirkbride (1958, pp.10–12). By author. 
 
Figure 2.59. Location of Chalcolithic and EBI sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 

CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.60. Location of EBII and EBIII sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & 

© 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.61. Location of Middle Bronze Age and Late Bronze Age sites. Google Earth image © 2016 

CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.62. Location of Iron Age sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 

2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.63. Location of Hellenistic (second-first century BC) archaeological sites in the city area mentioned 
in the text. Adapted from Lichtenberger et al., 2019, p. 2, fig. 1. 

 
Figure 2.64. Location of Hellenistic sites in the study area outside the city. Adapted from Google Earth 

image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.65. The northern boundary of the Nabataean Kingdom around 85 BC, based on data from Ababsa, 

2013, fig. III.6. Adapted from Jordan Topography.png, Wikimedia Commons. 
 
Figure 2.66. Location of Early Roman and Roman period sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 

CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.67. Low level oblique aerial view of the southern Jarash valley showing the location of Der Abu 

Saedi on a west bank terrace overlooking the wadi. Adapted from APAMME_20130428_DDB-1013, 
photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 2.68. Structures at Abu Saedi site interpreted from 1953 aerial photography. Adapted from 

APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, courtesy of APAAME. 
 
Figure 2.69. Late Roman-Byzantine sites recorded in regional surveys. Adapted from Google Earth image © 

2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 2.70. Map of Jund al-Urdunn and adjoining districts. Reprint of Walmsley and Damgaard, 2005, fig. 

1.  
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic hierarchical representation of water sources (Potable sources in blue). By author. 
 
Figure 3.2. Plan of water-table well sites in the study area. By author. Adapted from Google Earth image © 

2017 CNES/Astrium & © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 3.3. 1953 Aerial photograph showing the location of the main springs in Upper wadi Suf. Adapted 

from HAS 5-015, courtesy of APAAME. 
 
Figure 3.4. Aerial photograph showing the main springs in central Jarash valley north of Birketein. Adapted 

from HAS 6-114, courtesy of APAAME. 
 
Figure 3.5. Aerial photograph showing the location of the Birketein South spring. Adapted from 

APAAME_20080918_DDB-0037, photographer D. Boyer. 
 
Figure 3.6. Plan showing the location of Tell Jarash North spring. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2019 

CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 3.7. Spring locations and terrain in the southern Jarash valley; the spring legend is as for figure 3.6. 

(a) Plan showing spring locations. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Astrium & © 2017 
DigitalGlobe; (b) Image of the same area showing slope (5-degree increments) highlighting the incised 
nature of the valley. AW3D satellite data © 2014 NTT RESTEC data on image supplied by Geoimage 
Pty Ltd.  

 
Figure 3.8. Location of the three zones of springs recognised in the city area. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 

416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 3.9. 1930s photograph of parapet wall at Qairawan spring. Reprint of Ionides, 1939, p. 154. 
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Figure 3.10. Plan showing the location of Qairawan Cave spring in relation to Qairawan spring and the 
Church of the Prophets. Adapted from 1:500 plans drawn 1928-1934, Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa 
Archive Collection, 1938.5999.5004.30; 1938.5999.5004.32.05. 

 
Figure 3.11. Early plans of the Qairawan spring area. (a) Part of a plan of the city drawn during Bankes’ visit 

in 1816 showing structures near Qairawan cave spring. Adapted from D-BKL/H/J/7/3/27, ©National 
Trust Images/ DHCC; (b) Plan of Jarash by Charles Barry, 1819; (b) Enlargement showing details of 
Qairawan spring and adjacent 20 m long wall; (c) Enlargement of the area highlighted in (b). (b) and (c) 
adapted from D-BKL/H/J/7/3/29, ©National Trust Images/ DHCC 

 
Figure 3.12. Comparative views of Qairawan Cave spring area. (a) Modern view of cliffs to the north of the 

entrance to the spring. By author; (b) A watercolour drawn by William Bankes from the same location in 
1816 (note cliffs on RHS). Reprint of D-BKL/H/J/7/3/3, ©National Trust Images/ DHCC. 

 
Figure 3.13. Site of Hellenistic spring in Gerasa’s south-west quarter. (a) Aerial view, showing the spring 

located at the south-west corner of a later Roman reservoir. Adapted from APAAME_20130413_DDB-
0413, photographer D. Boyer; (b) Detailed view of excavated spring entrance, looking westerly. Adapted 
from Blanke, 2018, p. 31, fig. 28, courtesy of Late Antique Jarash Project. 

 
Figure 3.14. Interpreted relict spring site associated with a reservoir (southern reservoir) in the city’s north-

west quarter. (a) Plan of the site recorded by Yale Expedition ca. 1930, showing the interpreted southern 
entrance to the spring. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 
Sheet NW A3; (b) View of the interpreted spring site at the eastern end of the reservoir in 2011, showing 
the interpreted blocked up southern entrance to the spring on the RHS. By author. 

 
Figure 3.15. Interpreted relict spring site located 150 m north of the site in Figure 3.19 in the city’s north-

west quarter, looking south; (a) Aerial view taken in 2008, looking south. Adapted from 
APAAME_20080918_DDB-0104, photographer D. Boyer; (b) Modern ground view, looking south. By 
author. 

 
Figure 3.16. Historical aerial views of the Bab Amman Mesa showing the interpreted location of spring 

outlets at the Qwndeit spring locality. (a) RAF vertical view, 1926, showing the springs in the context of 
the Hippodrome and the Bab Amman necropolis. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa 
Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b207~01 b-207; (b) German oblique aerial view 1918, looking south. 
Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 459. 

 
Figure 3.17. Modern oblique aerial view of the Ficus Springs locality, looking north, highlighting the 

interpreted position of the original gorge (now buried). Adapted from APAAME_19990613_DLK-0032; 
photographer D. Kennedy. 

 
Figure 3.18. Modern aerial view of the relict spring site JWP173 east of the waterfall at the Shallal locality, 

showing 5 m contours. Image from Bing © 2017 DigitalGlobe. AW3D satellite data © 2014 NTT 
RESTEC Data on image supplied by Geoimage Pty Ltd.  

 
Figure 3.19. Detailed ground views of the relict spring site JWP173 showing the spring outlet canal and a 

rock-cut basin. By author.  
 
Figure 3.20. Examples of tufa encrustations exposed on the rock-face above the north-south aqueduct close 

to site JWP173, demonstrating groundwater sourced from the overlying Jarash Conglomerate formation. 
(a) Aqueduct passing through Kurnub Group sandstone outcrop encrusted with cascade tufa (scale 1 m). 
By author; (b) Close-up of cascade tufa beside the aqueduct (scale 20 cm). By author.  
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Figure 3.21. The location of the spring at site JWP181. Adapted from DigitalGlobe and CNES/Astrium 
2017. Inset shows spring location on 1953 photograph. Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, 
courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 3.22. Location of main springs in Majarr-Tannur valley. Adapted from DigitalGlobe and 

CNES/Astrium 2017 image. 
 
Figure 3.23. Oblique aerial photograph showing the location of Riyashi spring. Adapted from 

APAAME_20130428_DDB-0953; Photographer D. Boyer. 
 
Figure 3.24. Photo-interpreted evidence of archaeological features in the Riyashi spring locality. (a) An 

overview of the interpreted features; (b) Enlargement showing interpreted features adjacent to the Riyashi 
springs.  Adapted APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 3.25. Modern aerial view of Tannur spring, looking south. Adapted from 

APAAME_20130428_DDB-DSC0135, Photographer D. Boyer. 
 
Figure 3.26. Relationship between strong springs and Hellenistic sites. Adapted from DigitalGlobe and 

CNES/Astrium 2017 image. 
 
Figure 3.27. Relationship between strong springs, Hellenistic and Roman sites. Adapted from DigitalGlobe 

and CNES/Astrium 2017 image. 
 
Figure 3.28. Relationship between strong springs and Late Roman–Byzantine sites. Adapted from 

DigitalGlobe and CNES/Astrium 2017 image. 
 
Figure 3.29. Plan showing the relationship of late Roman–Byzantine sites and all spring locations (spring dot 

size reflects discharge strength); areas rich in springs, but with few settlement sites, are highlighted. 
Adapted from DigitalGlobe and CNES/Astrium 2017 image. 

 
Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram highlighting structures associated with surface water collection. By author. 
 
Figure 4.2. 1953 aerial photograph of the western side of central Jarash valley showing historic terracing and 

cross-wadi walls. Reprint of APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-113, courtesy of APAAME. 
 
Figure 4.3. Historical and modern terraces on hill slopes and cross-wadi walls in a tributary wadi east of 

Wadi Riyashi. There is archaeological evidence of EBI and Roman-Byzantine occupation on adjacent 
hilltops, but the dating of the terracing is not known. Adapted from APAAME_20130428_DDB-0130, 
photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 4.4. 1953 aerial photograph of the Riyashi spring locality in the Majarr-Tannur valley showing the 

location of the barrage constructed in Wadi Umm Qantara upstream of the springs. Adapted from 
APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 4.5. Isometric drawing of an interpretation of the area around the Zeus Temple and Camp Hill ca. AD 

30, showing the location of the interpreted barrage dating to the late Iron Age-early Roman period. 
Adapted from Seigne, 1987, p. 58 fig. 5. 

 
Figure 4.6. Location of hypothetical barrage site near Birketein. (a) 5 m contours draped over satellite image. 

Image © 2018 Microsoft, AW3D satellite data © 2014 NTT RESTEC data on image supplied by 
Geoimage Pty Ltd; (b) Same area as (a) showing 5 m contours from AW3D data and natural constriction 
point in Jarash valley in the vicinity of Birketein. 
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Figure 4.7. Examples of rock-cut conduits in rainwater catchment systems. (a) Sketch plan of site JWP162; 
(b) Photo of site JWP162 with a reservoir in the foreground; (c) Rock-cut conduits in the bedrock below 
original steps to the Artemis temple podium, looking east; (d) Detailed view of the scene shown in (c). By 
author. 

 
Figure 4.8. Examples of rock-cut conduit profiles. (a) Large trapezoid cross-section in Naur limestone—

conduit JW01, site JWP128 (scale 2 m). By author; (b) Large trapezoid cross-section of a channel from a 
spring cut into Kurnub Group sandstone, spring channel—Ficus Springs site JWP146(N) (scale 0.2 m). 
By author; (c) Small trapezoid cross-section in Kurnub Group sandstone with recut specus—Ficus 
Springs site JWP146 (scales 0.2 m). By author; (d) Conduit with a large rectangular cross-section cut into 
calcretised bedrock—conduit JW01, site JWP112 (scales 0.5 m). By author; (e) Rectangular cross-section 
with U-shaped specus in calcretised Jarash Conglomerate—site JWP147. By author; (f) Trapezoid cross-
section with U-shaped specus in calcretised Jarash Conglomerate—conduit JW01, site JHS143 (scale 1 
m). Courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey. 

 
Figure 4.9. Evidence of conduit roofing on conduit JW01 where it appears to have been used to contain 

water in full conduits or areas of turbulence. (a) Two roof blocks preserved at site JHS143. Courtesy of 
Jerash Hinterland Survey; (b) Bedrock cut to receive roof blocks over a stepped cascade at site JWP127. 
By author. 

 
Figure 4.10. Evidence of pick marks on conduit walls (a) Conduit JW01, site JWP128; (b) Spring conduit 

Ficus Springs, site JWP146(N); (c) Conduits below tunnel Ficus Springs, site JWP146. (By author). 
 
Figure 4.11. Evidence of pecked tool marks on conduit floors. (a) Ficus Springs, site JWP146; (b) Conduit 

SW02, site JWP165. By author. 
 
Figure 4.12. Examples of repeated plaster applications (arrowed) on conduit JW01. (a) Site JHS143 (scales 

0.5 m). Courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey; (b) Site JWP128 (scale 10cm). By author. 
 
Figure 4.13. View of Ficus Springs locality, looking north, showing the location of the tunnel (RHS) in the 

context of the local landscape. By author. 
 
Figure 4.14. Evidence of earlier steep wadi walls. (a) An 8 m high vertical wall forming the west side of 

gorge exposed in looter’s excavation—site JWP140 (scale 2 m); (b) Subvertical walls forming the east 
side of the gorge—site JWP146. By author. 

 
Figure 4.15. Views of the Ficus Springs site. (a) General view of the Ficus Springs tunnel, looking east; (b) 

View of the north end, looking north; (c) View of the south end (2 m pole); (d) Internal view of the tunnel 
(small scale 20 cm). By author. 

 
Figure 4.16. View of the eastern side of the Ficus Springs site showing the location and impact of a historic 

landslide—site JWP146. By author. 
 
Figure 4.17. Examples of tunnel “windows” at Ficus Springs. (a) and (b) East bank, site JWP146. By author. 
 
Figure 4.18. Ficus Springs, site JWP146, showing examples of change in tunnel direction and uncut wall 

sections. Direction of tunnel cutting shown with yellow arrows. By author. 
 
Figure 4.19. Ficus Springs, site JWP142, showing examples of tunnel damage caused by spring flow. By 

author. 
 
Figure 4.20. Overview of the tufa cascade tunnel location, central Jarash. Photo courtesy of APAAME; 

APAAME_20151001_MND-0345, Photographer M. Dalton. 
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Figure 4.21. Relict cave spring (Tufa Cascade spring) that supplied the tufa cascade tunnel aqueduct, site 
JWP178. By author. 

 
Figure 4.22. Tufa cascade tunnel profiles (a) Site JWP177;(b) Site JWP178a; (c) Site JWP178b; (d) Site 

JWP156. By author. 
 
Figure 4.23. Interior views of the tufa cascade tunnel. (a) Site JWP156 (scale 0.5 m); (b) Site JWP178a 

(scale 0.5 m); (c) Site JWP156; (d) Site JWP 178b). By author. 
 
Figure 4.24. Ca. 1903 photograph showing half-tunnel conduit JE04a running north from Qairawan cave 

spring along the foot of the cliff. Adapted from Princeton University, Howard Butler archive, photo 734. 
 
Figure 4.25. Walled structures north of Church of the Prophets that may have been reservoirs. Adapted from 

George Horsfield Collection, North Theatre_2_14324353753_actd3907668, © UCL Institute of 
Archaeology. 

 
Figure 4.26. Views of Qairawan Cave spring showing tunnel. (a)View looking north showing tunnel 

location; (b) and (c) Tunnel profiles. By author. 
 
Figure 4.27. Plan showing the location of sites with conduit blocks. Five-metre contours from AW3D data 

draped over image © 2018 Microsoft. 
 
Figure 4.28. Examples of conduit blocks from a supply aqueduct on an old excavation dump located south of 

St Theodore-Cathedral complex photographed 2011. (a) Two conduit blocks with rectangular specus 
lined with opus signinum plaster (scale 30 cm); (b) Detailed end view of conduit block showing 3 cm 
thick opus signinum plaster (scale 10 cm); (c) Close-up view of plaster (scale 10 cm). By author. 

 
Figure 4.29. Conduit blocks from aqueduct DW01 on the El-Hammar plain north of the city. (a) & (b) 

Examples of large dressed conduit blocks; (c) Conduit block cut from column drum; (d) & (e) Examples 
of conduit blocks with relict plaster. By author. 

 
Figure 4.30. Examples of conduit blocks with a narrower specus from the El-Hammar plain north of the city. 

(a) Block with a specus 10 cm wide. By author; (b) Conduit block with sediment trap (small scale 20 cm). 
Reprint of Kennedy & Baker, 2009, p. 24, fig. 11. 

 
Figure 4.31 Views of conduit DW01, Wadi ed Deir, 2008. Site JHS 405.3 showing large conduit blocks that 

may be in situ. Photos courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey. 
 
Figure 4.32. Pile of conduit blocks beside the road from Mukhayyam Suf to Asfur recorded in the late 1990s. 

Photo P. Freeman. 
 
Figure 4.33. Examples of conduit roofing types in the city area. (a) Masonry conduit with a flat roof that 

carried water to a “Canal chamber west of clergy house, room B76” (castellum divisorium). Yale 
University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative B.34.100 B517 B-517; (b) View of the 
gabled roof to masonry conduit in “House VI, Area West of St Theodore”. Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-a165~01 A-165. 

 
Figure 4.34. Views of conduit JE02 from Qairawan spring. (a)-(d) Site JWP111. (a) 3D view of substructio 

adjoining Small East Baths. Adapted from Lepaon 2012b, Pl. CLII; (b) Cross-sectional view through 
substructio, looking north. Adapted from Lepaon 2012b, Pl. CXLVII; (c) Side view of substructio 3.25 m 
high (scale 2 m). By author; (d) Vertical view showing canal on top of substructio (scale 0.5 m). By 
author; (e) Vertical view showing canal detail (scale 0.5 m). By author; (f) Sectional view through 
substructio wall. Opus cementicium enclosing specus to RHS (scale 0.5 m). By author.  
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Figure 4.35. Views of the conduit carried on a substructio of the Dille-Raphana aqueduct, southern Syria. (a) 
External view of the southern substructio of the Wadi Qanawat bridge. Reprint of Döring, 2016, fig. 4.9-2 
(photo: M. Döring); (b) Cross-section through the southern substructio of the Wadi Qanawat bridge. 
Reprint of Döring, 2016, fig. 4.10 (photo: M. Döring). 

 
Figure 4.36. An example of conduits bordered by stones at site JWP121, Kh. esh Shawahid. (a) Side view; 

(b) More detailed view from above. By author. 
 
Figure 4.37. Examples of conduits bordered by dressed and partly dressed masonry. (a) Conduit at base of 

fill in first century AD gateway, north end of the Oval Piazza. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b224~01 b-224; (b) Conduit adjoining podium of Artemis 
cella (Byzantine–Early Islamic?). By author; (c) Roofed conduit JW07 at city’s South-west Gate (Early 
Islamic). By author. 

 
Figure 4.38. Varieties of ceramic pipe found in Gerasa by the Yale Expedition in 1930. (a) Reprint of Yale 

University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b-177 (scale 15 cm); (b) Reprint of 
Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa b-178 (scale 15 cm). 

 
Figure 4.39. Examples of water supply pipes intra muros. (a) Ceramic pipe (lower) east of Cistern 1, West of 

St Theodore’s church. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative 
gerasa-a39~01 A-39); (b) South Decumanus, south sidewalk, ceramic pipe (RHS) that probably supplied 
the fountains on the North Tetrapylon. Reprint of Ball & Bowsher 1986, pl. XIV; (c) Ceramic pipe at the 
foot of western city wall. Reprint of Kehrberg & Manley 2003a, fig. 3;(d) Ceramic pipe inside masonry 
conduit in Street West of St. Theodore, June 1930. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa 
Archive Collection, negative number: gerasa-a19~01 A-19. 

 
Figure 4.40. Examples of lead piping in the city. (a) Lead pipe supply line beside the southern colonnade, 

South Decumanus. Reprint of Department of Antiquities photo, Jerash 1976, 10); (b) Lead pipe beneath 
the sill of South gate, 1930. Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative A131 A-
131. 

 
Figure 4.41. Watercolour view of the west bank of Wadi Jarash near the West Baths drawn by William 

Bankes in 1818 showing the absence of any bridge crossing the wadi upstream of the city’s North Bridge. 
Adapted from D-BKL/H/J/7/3/28, ©National Trust Images/ DHCC. 

 
Figure 4.42. View of a bridge crossing Wadi Jarash near the West Baths photographed by Guillaume-Rey in 

1858. Adapted from Rey 1861, pl. 20.  
 
Figure 4.43. Satellite image showing the location of sites on aqueduct JW01 where aqueduct flow rates have 

been calculated. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 4.44. Examples of flow diversion devices at spring heads. (a) Qairawan spring showing the opening 

in the parapet wall that may have been used to redirect flow from the spring as well as serving as a service 
portal. By author; (b) Flow redirection device in tunnel aqueduct JE01 located ca. 15 m downstream of 
the Tufa Cascade spring head. By author; (c) Aerial view of early flow diversion arrangement at the 
eastern outlet of Tannur spring. Adapted from APAAME_20130428_DDB-0136, photographer D. Boyer; 
(d) Ground view of the same location shown in (c) showing the arrangement of the overflow basin and 
cascade. By author. 

 
Figure 4.45. Examples of conduit type with a stepped specus sectional profile. (a), Conduit SW02, Site 

JWP164, showing narrow specus cut into the floor of wider conduit, separated by plaster wall (LHS) 
(scale 0.5 m). By author; (b) Conduit DW05, Site JWP144 (scale 0.2 m). By author; (c) Conduit JE01, 
site JWP169 (scale 0.5 m). By author; (d) Conduit JSE01, site JWP146, showing narrower, deeper specus 
cut the floor of a tunnel. By author; (e) View of a primary drain west of St Theodore’s church showing a 
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gutter cut into the floor. Reprint of Yale University Art Galley Gerasa Archive Collection, negative 
gerasa-a59~01 A-59. 

 
Figure 4.46. The stepped chute cascade installation at site JWP127 (a) View looking upstream; (b) View 

looking downstream (to south-east). Adapted from Boyer, 2016b, p. 524, fig. 6. 
 
Figure 4.47. Examples of pressure control devices built into pipelines in the city. (a) A device comprising a 

vertical ceramic pipe (arrowed) encased in concrete in the pipeline supplying the Cardo street fountains. 
The site is on the west side of the Cardo immediately south of fountain 8. Reprint of Department of 
Antiquities photo Jerash 1976_107; (b) A device embedded in concrete (arrowed) built into the lead 
pipeline supplying the fountain in Fountain Court. Reprint of Yale University Art Galley Gerasa Archive 
Collection, gerasa-bookIII-III6~01. 

 
Figure 4.48. Examples of tufa (arrowed) deposited around spring outlets in the study area. (a) Ficus Springs, 

site JWP146 (scale 10 cm); (b) Site JWP172. By author. 
 
Figure 4.49. Diagram showing Carbonate sinter deposits in aqueducts at Aspendos and Patara in Turkey. 

Reprint of Sürmelihindi, Passchier, Spötl et al. 2013, fig. 2. 
 
Figure 4.50. Comparison of calcareous sinter examples from various Roman aqueducts. (A) Aspendos;(B) 

Vaison; (C) Cologne; (D) Pergamon, (A–D reprinted from Wenz et al., 2016, fig. 2: © Elsevier); (E) 
Example from site JWP-128 (scale 10 cm). By author. 

 
Figure 4.51 Satellite image showing the location of the aqueduct network sectors referred to in the text. 

Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 4.52. Satellite image of the Upper Wadi Jarash spring-fed canal network, showing sources, canal 

alignments and location of known Byzantine sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 
DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 4.53. Types of conduit construction used in upper Wadi Suf irrigation networks. (a) Field-stone 

conduit lined with lime plaster, supplied from a source upstream of Umm Qahara spring. By author; (b) 
Cross-section through unlined earth canal and embankment, upstream of Umm Qahara spring; the 
developed soil profile suggests some antiquity. By author; (c) Probable field stone conduit, Nablan spring 
network, site JWP189. By author; (d) Rock-cut canal, Maghasil spring network. By author. 

 
Figure 4.54. Plan of ancient aqueducts and their sources in the central Jarash valley. The inset shows conduit 

details west of the Birketein reservoir. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2019 CNES/Airbus.  
 
Figure 4.55. Plan of the Umm Qahara aqueduct network in the central Jarash valley. Adapted from Google 

Earth image © 2019 CNES/Airbus & © 2018 ORION-ME.  
 
Figure 4.56. Views of a rock-cut conduit on the alignment of aqueduct SUFW02 at site JWP 117. (a) 

General view, looking north-west showing the main conduit flanked by possible conduits above and 
below; (b) Detailed view showing the fractured south-eastern end of the conduit and plaster lining the 
specus. By author. 

 
Figure 4.57. Plan showing the possible continuation of aqueduct SUFW02 southwards to join with aqueduct 

SW02a. Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-113, courtesy of APAAME. 
 
Figure 4.58. Satellite image showing the location of conduit SE04 from Bisas er Rum spring and the Roman 

road from Gerasa to Adraha. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 4.59. satellite image showing the location of conduits SE05 and SE06 from Es Soda spring. Adapted 
from Google Earth image © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 4.60. Satellite image showing the location of the DE02 aqueduct system from Tell Jarash North 

Spring. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2019 CNES/Airbus & © 2018 ORION-ME.  
 
Figure 4.61. Satellite image showing the location of ancient aqueduct systems probably sourced from 

Birketein. Inset shows a section of aqueduct DW01 recorded on plan “Scale 1:2000, Area of Large 
Birketein Sheet” in YUAG Jerash archive. Google Earth image © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 4.62. Satellite image showing the location of JHS sites 221 and 274 on aqueduct SW01/02. Adapted 

from DigitalGlobe 2017. Inset: photos courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey; inset plan adapted from Yale 
University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 Sheet NW C2.  

 
Figure 4.63. Interpreted and inferred locations of the main northern aqueducts approaching the western side 

of the city superimposed on an oblique aerial photograph taken in 1918 to show the relative positioning of 
the alignments. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 463. 

 
Figure 4.64. Evidence of sections of conduit from aqueduct DW04/5 removed by later quarrying. (a) Aerial 

view at JHS site 485, west side of El Hammar plain Adapted from APAAME_201304213_DDB-0477, 
photographer D. Boyer; (b) Ground view of JHS site 485. By author; (c) Aerial view of aqueduct site 
JWP 144 adjacent to a monumental tomb just north of the city. Adapted from 
APAAME_201304213_DDB-708; (d) & (e) Detailed ground views of quarrying evidence at site JWP 
144. By author. 

 
Figure 4.65: Plan of the north-west aqueduct networks and their spring sources. Adapted from Google Earth 

image © 2019 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.66. Plan showing JWP and other sites mentioned in the text on aqueduct JW01. Adapted from 

Google Earth image © 2019 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.67. Detailed satellite image of En Busat Zreg spring locality showing the relative locations of the 

current and historical spring sites. Adapted from Pleiades satellite data processed by Geoimage Pty Ltd, 
pseudocolour; image date 19/06/2013. 

 
Figure 4.68. Plan of known and interpreted aqueduct conduits to the west of the city, with an inset showing 

details of the conduit recorded at site JWP 166. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.69. Views of early aqueduct passing through the west wall of the city in City walls Project trench 

500. (a) General view of the inside of the city wall showing the aqueduct entry point (arrowed); (b) 
Detailed view of aqueduct entry. Reprint of Kehrberg-Ostraz & Manley, 2019, pl. 1.14. 

 
Figure 4.70. 1939 aerial view of conduits of the north-west aqueduct system close to the city showing the 

location of the Trapezoid Precinct. Adapted from British Academy Stein archives, Stein-BA-ASA-3-
0685, courtesy of the British Academy. Inset shows the internal detail of precinct. Adapted from DAI, 
AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 470. 

 
Figure 4.71. Satellite image showing the disposition of aqueduct systems sourced from east bank springs 

located in the city area. Inset shows the area in the vicinity of Qairawan spring and Qairawan cave spring 
in more detail. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 

 
Figure 4.72. Satellite image showing the disposition of ancient aqueduct systems in city area sourced from 

west bank springs. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 
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Figure 4.73. Satellite image showing conduits sourced from Qwndeit spring. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 

 
Figure 4.74. Photographs showing the interpretation of elements at site JWP147a near Qwndeit spring. (a) 

View along the conduit, looking south, showing the landslide fracture running along the eastern edge of 
the conduit and the tomb dromos that cuts through the conduit; (b) view of conduit from below showing 
the alignment of the landslip backscarp along the axis of the conduit; (c) Detailed view from below 
showing the tomb dromos cutting through the conduit. By author. 

 
Figure 4.75. 1918 aerial photograph showing the interpreted alignments of conduits JW05 and 05a, the 

possible sources for conduit JW05, and the location of ancient reservoirs. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, 
Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 450. 

 
Figure 4.76. 1918 aerial photograph showing the interpreted alignment of conduit JW05 and the evidence of 

pre-Islamic date. (a) Alignment of JW05 showing the location of the possible sources and ancient 
reservoirs. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 450; (b) Details of the 
possible spring site adjacent to the South Bridge. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2; (c) Location 
of a possible source south of the North Bridge. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, 
Luftbild Nr 450. 

 
Figure 4.77. An overview of main aqueducts in southern Jarash valley between Bab Amman and the Wadi 

Tannur Junction showing ancient settlements and the Philadelphia–Gerasa Roman road. Adapted from 
Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 

 
Figure 4.78. View of tunnel aqueduct and surface rock-cut canals (jointly designated JSE01) on the eastern 

wadi bank at Ficus Springs (site JWP146). By author. 
 
Figure 4.79. Views of springs and conduits on the east wadi bank at the Shallal locality. (a) View of Shallal 

East spring centre from the east showing the ancient canal alignment and the location of sites JWP173 & 
174; (b) Detailed view of spring outlet at site JWP173; (c) and (d) Detailed views of the ancient rock-cut 
canal at site JWP174 showing canal entering short tunnel beneath a fallen boulder. By author. 

 
Figure 4.80. Views of aqueduct JSW01 at site JWP175. (a) View looking south: canal 0.8 m wide at the 

bottom, up to 1.85 m high, with a modern concrete floor; (b) View looking south showing rock-cut side 
channels and modern canal in the distance. By author. 

 
Figure 4.81. Views of relict west bank spring outlets at Ficus Springs (Site JWP 140). (a) General view 

(from the east) of the main west bank spring outlets that were the initial source for aqueduct JSW02; (b) 
Close-up of the southernmost outlet showing the rock-cut entrance and an equine petroglyph within a 
rectangular border (arrowed). (Vertical pole 2 m). By author. 

 
Figure 4.82. Possible ancient rock-cut section of aqueduct JSW05 recorded at site JWP176a (scale 0.5 m). 

Conduit is 0.25 m W, 0.35 m H. By author. 
 
Figure 4.83. Plan showing the location of the Haud Abu el Hajal aqueduct network. Adapted from Google 

Earth image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.84. Satellite image showing the Jermish-Mesar Tokh valley aqueduct system. Adapted from Google 

Earth image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.85. Views of the relict spring and basin at site JWP 170. (a) View of the basin from the south (scale 

1 m); (b) View of relict spring outlets from the west (scale 0.5 m). By author. 
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Figure 4.86. Plan showing the aqueduct networks in the lower Jarash valley near the Zarqa river junction. 
Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-111, courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 4.87. Satellite image showing the layout of aqueducts supplied from Riyashi springs displayed over 5 

m contours from AW3D data. Adapted from image © 2017 DigitalGlobe; GeoEye Earthstar Graphics 
SIO; © 2017 Microsoft Corporation. 

 
Figure 4.88. View of installations at site JWP187 near Riyashi spring. (a) View of relict spring site 

(JWP187) on east bank of Wadi Riyashi that contributed water to the lower east bank aqueduct (looking 
south); (b) View of lower east bank rock-cut aqueduct (0.18 m W, 0.18 m H) downslope of site JWP187 
(looking south; scale pole 0.5 m). By author. 

 
Figure 4.89. Layout of aqueduct system supplied from Tannur spring. Adapted from Google Earth image © 

2017 DigitalGlobe. 
 
Figure 4.90. Vertical aerial view of Tannur spring (site JWP 135) looking eastwards, showing the location of 

the spring outlets and the disposition of the aqueducts. Adapted from APAAME_280428_DDB-0136, 
photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 4.91. Views of aqueduct TE01 at Tannur Spring (site JWP135). (a) View looking north; (b) View 

looking south. By author. 
 
Figure 4.92. Views of conduit TE01 from Tannur spring at site JWP179. (a) View looking west (scale 2 m); 

(b) View looking east (scale 20 cm). By author. 
 
Figure 4.93. Plan of civic aqueducts supplying the city area in the Roman–Byzantine period. Adapted from 

Google Earth image © 2019 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.94. Plan showing the main long-distance irrigation conduits likely to be civic aqueducts. Adapted 

from Google Earth image © 2019 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.95. Location of aqueduct sites where 14C dates were obtained. Adapted from Google Earth image 

© 2019 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 4.96. Chart of calibrated 14C AMS dates of organic materials from aqueducts. OxCal v4.3.2 Bronk 

Ramsay (2017); r:5 IntCal13 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al., 2013). 
 
Figure 4.97. Diagram of site JWP 128 on aqueduct JW01 showing a well-preserved section through 

alternating layers of laminated sinter and plaster from a sealed archaeological context in the specus of the 
rock-cut aqueduct. Sampling sites and 14C AMS dates are highlighted. By author. 

 
Figure 4.98. Chart of calibrated radiocarbon dates obtained from charcoal bearing plaster lining the specus of 

aqueduct JW01, showing median calibrated date. OxCal v4.3.2 Bronk Ramsay (2017); r:5 IntCal13 
atmospheric curve (Reimer et al., 2013). 

 
Figure 4.99. Radiocarbon AMS dates from plaster at site JWP 143 on aqueduct DW01, showing median 

calibrated date. OxCal v4.3.2 Bronk Ramsay (2017); r:5 IntCal13 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al., 
2013). 

 
Figure 4.100. Examples of possible early (pre-Roman) conduits in bedrock downstream of springs. (a) Alaya 

spring, central Jarash valley; (b) Meisar el Liyat spring, north-west of Jarash. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2017 CNES/Airbus & © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 

 
Figure 5.1 Location of reservoirs identified during the study. Adapted from CNES/Airbus 2018. 
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Figure 5.2. Plan showing the location of intramural reservoirs and storage basins recognised during the 

study. Plan adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 5.3. Plan views of the city’s north-west quarter showing the location of the south and north reservoirs. 

(a) The reservoir locations on a modern plan. Adapted from Lichtenberger et al., 2019, p. 3 fig. 2; (b) 
1920s aerial view of the north-west quarter showing the location of the reservoirs. Adapted from 
APAAME_192x_OGSC_RAF-AP1074, courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 5.4. Images of the south reservoir in the city’s north-west quarter. (a) Early 1930s plan of the 

reservoir. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 sheet NW A3; (b) 
Ground view of the reservoir from the west, 2011. By author.  

 
Figure 5.5. Detailed aerial view of the north reservoir in the city’s north-west quarter. Adapted from 

APAAME_20130428_DDB-0438, Photographer D. Boyer. 
 
Figure 5.6. Aerial views of the so-called central reservoir. (a) Low-level oblique view looking west taken in 

1918; (b) Detailed view of interpreted reservoir site. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor 
Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 456.; (c) Vertical view taken ca. 1929; (d) Detailed view of interpreted reservoir 
site. Adapted from APAAME_192x_OGSC_RAF-AP1079, courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 5.7. Images showing the location of the reservoir in the city’s south-west quarter. (a) The location of 

the reservoir on a modern plan. Adapted from Lichtenberger et al., 2019, p. 3 fig. 2; (b) 1918 aerial view 
of the south-west quarter of the city taken with the location of the reservoir highlighted. Adapted from 
DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 453. 

 
Figure 5.8. Modern views of the reservoir in the city’s south-west quarter. (a) 2017 aerial view, looking 

north. Adapted from APAAME_20170927_DDB-0134, photographer D. Boyer; (b) Ground view of a 
rock-cut section of the southern wall of the reservoir, April 2013. By author. 

 
Figure 5.9. Evidence of aqueduct conduits that may have supplied the reservoir in the city’s south-west 

quarter. (a) View of excavation at the city’s South-West Gate looking west showing the route of an Early 
Islamic aqueduct conduit passing through the gateway from a source to the west; earlier conduit on RHS. 
By author; (b) View of the same site looking north, showing earlier conduit from the north at lower 
elevation in the trench. By author; (c) 1918 AP showing hypothetical routes of aqueducts that may have 
supplied the reservoir based on contours. Aerial photo adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor 
Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 453. 

 
Figure 5.10. Location of possible reservoir site in the city’s north-east quarter. (a) Site location on 1966 plan 

of the city. Adapted from Jordan Planning Team, 1968, fig. PER-11; (b) Site location on 1926 AP. 
Adapted from APAAME_19261105_OGSC_RAF14-AP1085, courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 5.11. Detailed views of the possible reservoir in the city’s north-east quarter. (a) Detailed aerial view 

of the site (highlighted), 1926. Adapted from APAAME_19261105_OGSC_RAF14-AP1085; (b) 1930s 
ground photograph of possible reservoir (structure highlighted). Adapted from c027Jerash019 from the 
Archives of the American Schools of Oriental Research, Nelson Glueck Photograph Collection. 

 
Figure 5.12. Location of possible reservoir sites (in red) associated with the northern aqueduct system to the 

city. (a) Vertical AP. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 450; (b) Low 
oblique AP, looking south. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 459. 

 
Figure 5.13. Plan of Birketein precinct showing main archaeological structures. Reprint of Lepaon, 2012b, 

pl. CIV. 
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Figure 5.14. Early 19th-century plan and sketches referring to the Birketein reservoir. (a) The General Plan 
compiled by Charles Barry ca. 1820. (Inset A) Enlargement of “Reference 31” on the plan referring to “A 
great tank” [Birketein]; (Inset) Enlargement of the sketch of the reservoir on the plan. Adapted from D-
BKL/H/J/7/3/1, ©National Trust Images/ DHCC; (b) Field sketch of the reservoir drawn by Bankes in 
1818. Adapted from D-BKL/H/J/7/3/54 Sheet 19, ©National Trust Images/ DHCC. 

 
Figure 5.15. Plans of Birketein reservoir at the end of the 19th century. (a) Plan. Reprint of Schumacher, 

1902, fig. 41; (b) Cross-section. Reprint of Schumacher, 1902, fig. 42. 
 
Figure 5.16. Early photographs of Birketein reservoir. (a) Late 19th-century view of reservoir looking east. 

Reproduced from Schumacher, 1902, fig. 39; (b) View of the reservoir from the south-west in April 1931, 
Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b255~01 b-255.  

 
Figure 5.17. Early 20th century photographs of Birketein reservoir. (a) Excavation in the north-east corner of 

the northern compartment, looking north-east. Reproduced from Kraeling, 1938, pl. XXXIIIb; (b) View 
from the northern end of the reservoir looking south (Reproduced from Kraeling, 1938, pl. XXXIVa; (c) 
View along the west wall of reservoir 1928, looking south. Reproduced from Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-bookIII-III21~01.  

 
Figure 5.18. Plan of Birketein reservoir in its final form showing all 12 known outlets. Measurements from 

the new total station survey (this study). By author. 
 
Figure 5.19. Diagrammatic representations of the interpreted stages of construction of Birketein reservoir 

(this study). By author. 
 
Figure 5.20. Birketein reservoir, showing elements of a water delivery system to the west wall of the 

northern compartment. (a) View of the west wall showing water inlets between outside blocks in course 
one (scale 0.5 m); (b) Internal view behind inlet blocks showing cavity (spring chamber) ca. 2 m deep 
containing spolia, including an entablature block (scale 0.2 m). By author. 

 
Figure 5.21. Water delivery to the Birketein reservoir. (a) Plan showing the interpreted locations of the 

springs delivering water to the reservoir’s northern compartment. Adapted from Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CIV; 
(b) View of looters hole containing the delivery pipe. By author; (c) Detailed view of ceramic delivery 
pipe exposed in looters hole. By author. 

 
Figure 5.22. Water delivery system from spring located north of the Birketein reservoir. (a) View inside 

vaulted chamber constructed on the outside of the north wall of the northern compartment that gives 
access to supply conduit from spring, looking west; (b) View of arch springer at the west end of the 
chamber, with delivery conduit to the north wall of the compartment below, looking east. By author.  

 
Figure 5.23. Chart of calibrated 14C AMS dates of mortar samples from Birketein reservoir. OxCal v4.3.2 

Bronk Ramsay (2017); r:5 IntCal13 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al., 2013). 
 
Figure 5.24. Diagrams showing examples of Roman two-compartment reservoirs. (a) Sketch (by author) of 

the reservoir at La Valduerna, Spain, drawn from details in Viollet, 2007, p. 179; (b) Plan of the reservoir 
at Al-Manqoura, Syria. Adapted from after Poidebard, 1934, pl. XXI.  

 
Figure 5.25. Plan of reservoirs identified from APs in the Wadi Suf valley. Adapted from Google Earth 

image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 5.26. Aerial views of the reservoir on the Bab Amman Mesa. (a) Vertical AP, with reservoir site 

arrowed. Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, courtesy of APAAME; (b) Oblique AP 
showing the reservoir in the context of the mesa hilltop. Adapted from APAAME_19261105_OGSC 
RAF14-AP1085, courtesy of APAAME; (c) Vertical AP with possible aqueduct conduit or contour 
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channel (arrowed) carrying water to reservoir (ca. 25 by 15 m). Adapted from Yale University Art 
Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b207~01 b-207; (d) Enlarged oblique AP showing 
bedrock features in vicinity of reservoir. Adapted from APAAME_19261105_OGSC RAF14-1085, 
courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 5.27. The reservoir on the site of the Jarash University. (a) Site of the reservoir visible on 1953 AP. 

Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, courtesy of APAAME; (b) Modern aerial view of the 
same site. Adapted from CNES/Airbus 2016; (c) spring head at site JWP172 (scale 1 m). By author; (d) 
and (e) Views of sections of rock-cut conduit at site JWP172 that carried water from the spring to the 
reservoir (small scale 0.2 m). By author. 

 
Figure 5.28. Aerial views of Der Abu Saedi settlement, southern Jarash valley. (a) Site location on a vertical 

AP taken in 1953. Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-111, courtesy of APAAME; (b) 
Enlargement scene in (a) showing structures identified from stereoscopic analysis, including an 
interpreted reservoir. Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-111, courtesy of APAAME.  

 
Figure 5.29. Spring basin on the upper east side of the city. (a) Aerial view. Adapted from Aerial photo: 

APAAME_192x_OGSC_RAF-AP1072, courtesy of APAAME; (b) View from west. Adapted from 
Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, Gerasa_06964u; (c) Site JWP138, view of the east 
wall. By author; (d) Site JWP138, South-west corner of the basin, showing what appears to be an inlet 
canal. By author. 

 
Figure 5.30. Location of the Placcus Baths Basin. (a) Plan of the Placcus bathhouse at the end of the fifth 

century AD showing the location of the basin in the context of the known archaeology. Adapted from 
Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CCXIX; (b) Plan of Placcus baths at the end of the sixth century AD, showing basin 
location and water circulation from the basin (blue). Adapted from Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CCXLII. 

 
Figure 5.31. Ground view of the Placcus Baths Basin. (a) View in 1931 (scale 1 m). Reprint of Fisher, 1931, 

p. 153; (b) Same location viewed in September 2017. By author. 
 
Figure 5.32. Detailed plans of the Placcus Baths Basin. (a) Plan view highlighting the location of the two 

outlets in the south wall. Adapted from Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CCVIII; (b) Section views showing the 
location of top and bottom outlets. Adapted from Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CCIX. 

 
Figure 5.33. Detailed view of the basin supplying the Placcus bathhouse showing the block against the south 

wall of the basin. Reprint of Lepaon, 2012b, fig. 372. 
 
Figure 5.34. Plan showing the location of basins identified in the area west of St Theodore’s church. Basins 

and supply conduits highlighted in blue. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive 
Collection, negative D30 D-30. 

 
Figure 5.35. The basin below “House VI”. (a) Plan showing the location of the basin and interpreted route of 

supply conduit. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative D30 D-
30; (b) View of the basin from east, rooms R 21 and R 27. Reproduced from Kraeling, 1938, pl. LVIc; (c) 
Detailed view of the entrance of delivery conduit into the basin. Reproduced from Yale University Art 
Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-a165~01 A-165. 

 
Figure 5.36. Views of “Cistern 1” west of St Theodore’s church. (a) View of the east wall of Cistern 1 from 

the north, showing vaulting associated with stage one roof. Reproduced from Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-a33~01 A-33; (b) Interior view of Cistern 1 showing inverted 
columns used to support the stage two arched roof. Reprinted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa 
Archive Collection, negative gerasa-a3~01 A-3; (c) View from south showing supply conduit to Cistern 1 
located at LHS of the photo. Adapted from Kraeling, 1938, pl. LVIIV. 
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Figure 5.37. Location of the interpreted Nymphaeum supply basins showing possible supply sources. 
Adapted from 1:500 plan in Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 Sheet NW 
A1. 

 
Figure 5.38. Details of the fragment of earlier plastered wall preserved in south wall of room remodelled in 

the fifth century AD; (a) Oblique aerial view, looking west. Photo adapted from 
APAAME_20081029_DLK-0115, photographer D. Kennedy; (b) View of the earlier plastered wall in the 
south-west corner of the room. By author; (c) Detailed view of plaster and opus caementicium on the 
lower south wall of the room. By author. 

 
Figure 5.39. Details of a masonry pier probably dating to the Roman period exposed in the later fifth-century 

room to the west of the Nymphaeum. (a) View of the south wall of the room, looking to the south-east. 
By author; (b) Close-up view of the same site as seen in (a), highlighting the main architectural details. 
By author; (c) Detail of the impost blocks supporting the vaulted roof of the chamber beneath the lower 
terrace of the temple of Zeus. Adapted from Department of Antiquities photo, Jerash 1976_170.  

 
Figure 5.40. Details of the postulated stage 2 supply basin to the Nymphaeum. (a) Oblique aerial view from 

the west showing the location of the stage 2 basin in the context of the adjacent postulated stage 1 basin 
and the rear of the Nymphaeum. Adapted from APAAME_20060911_FR-0054, photographer F. 
Radcliffe; (b) and (c) Views of the later aqueduct to stage 2 basin blocked off by mid-fifth century 
structures (scale 30 cm). By author; (d) View down the rear wall of Nymphaeum showing fill in the void 
above the basin ca. 2m below. By author. 

 
Figure 5.41. Views of the North Theatre storage basin. (a) Aerial view, showing the location of the basin 

with respect to the fountains and pipeline beside the North Decumanus. Adapted from 
APAAME_20080918_DDB-0078, photographer D. Boyer. (b) Ground view of the basin from the north-
east. By author; (c) Close up of the eastern basin compartment showing the opening in the north wall. By 
author. 

 
Figure 5.42. 1918 aerial view of basins on the west bank of Wadi Jarash adjacent to aqueduct conduit JW05. 

Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 453. 
 
Figure 5.43. Examples of offtake basins beside aqueduct conduit JSE2 south of Jarash. Adapted from Bing 

(DigitalGlobe & CNES 2018) overlain by 5 m contours processed from AW3D satellite data.  
 
Figure 5.44. Quarry/cave-basin at site JWP147 (site JHS786). (a) Interior view, looking north (scale 2 m); 

(b) Exterior view showing quarried area, looking south (scale 2 m); (c) View of the aqueduct from 
Qwndeit spring with side outlet into the basin (scale 1 m); (d) Exterior view looking north. Photos 
courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey, photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 5.45. Plan showing the location of known and possible cisterns on the west side of the city. Adapted 

from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416, fig. 2. 
 
Figure 5.46. Intramural cistern puteals. (a) South-west quarter (b) St. Theodore’s Church. By author; (c) 

Cross Church, North-east quarter. By author; (d) Zeus lower terrace. Adapted from Rasson & Seigne, 
1989, fig.2. 

 
Figure 5.47. Examples of the necks in intramural cisterns. (a) Cave in Mortuary Church (scale 1 m); (b) 

Byzantine building east of the Cardo; (c) Atrium of St. Theodore’s Church (scale 30 cm). By author. 
 
Figure 5.48. Cross-section through the podium of the Temple of Artemis showing pear-shaped profile of the 

cistern. Source: public site diagram. 
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Figure 5.49. Closed cistern on the lower terrace, Temple of Zeus. (a) Plan view. Reproduced from Rasson & 
Seigne, 1989, fig. 2; (b) Section profile. Reprint of Rasson & Seigne, 1989, fig. 4. 

 
Figure 5.50. Modern aerial view of the site of the cubic cistern beneath Bishop Genesius Church. Adapted 

from APAAME_20081029_DLK-0050, photographer D. Kennedy.  
 
Figure 5.51. Cubic cistern beneath Bishop Genesius Church. (a) Surface view looking east showing the 

location of both access shafts. By author; (b) Detailed surface view of the eastern access showing a 
mortared wall constructed over tomb dromos and two water inlets. By author. 

 
Figure 5.52. Cubic cistern beneath Bishop Genesius Church. (a) Vertical view looking north showing 

architraves covering eastern cistern access and later conduit from the basin. Adapted from 
APAAME_20080918_DLK-0134, photographer D. Kennedy; (b) View with one architrave roof block 
removed showing the detail of later conduit from the basin and early cistern inlet (arrowed) in north wall 
of the cistern. By author. 

 
Figure 5.53. Views of Byzantine cisterns on Camp Hill. (a) General view of the location of the cisterns 

excavated at the southern end of Camp Hill, looking south-east. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b213~01 b-213; (b) View inside one of the Byzantine cisterns 
(scale 1 m). Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative B225 B-225; (c) 
View inside another Byzantine cistern showing stepped access, springer for the arch, and sediment trap in 
the floor (scale 1 m). Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative 
number: gerasa-b235~01 b-235. 

 
Figure 5.54. Gerasa showing the location of main public monuments and spaces generating runoff listed in 

Table 4 (Artemis upper terrace in red). Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure. 5.55. Underground views of the barrel-vaults beneath the cella and portico of the Temple of Artemis. 

(a) View of end of vault in south-east corner, facing east; (b) View of eastern end of central vault, looking 
east; (c) View of western end of north-western vault, looking west; (d) View of western end of central 
vault, looking west; (e) Detailed view of vaulted roof, central vault. By author. 

 
Figure 5.56. Underground views of the central low passage linking the two groups of vaulted chambers 

beneath the Artemis cella. (a) Modern view looking west. By author; (b) Historic view looking east, with 
frame for the door(?) at the eastern end; (c) Detailed view of a frame for the door(?). [(b) and (c) Reprints 
of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative B26-B26. 

 
Figure 5.57. Plans of the vaults beneath the podium of the Temple of Artemis. (a) Reproduction of the 

drawings of the Artemis cella, podium and vaults as recorded by Charles Warren in 1867. Adapted from 
Plan PEF-DA-JER-WAR-61-75, Courtesy of the Palestine Exploration Fund, London. (b) Inset, showing 
Warren’s measurements of the vaults (modern measurements are shown in red).  

 
Figure 5.58. Original cross-section and plan views of Artemis temple showing the disposition of 

subterranean vault complex. Reproduced from original in Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive 
Collection. Published by Fisher (1938) as plan XXI. 

 
Figure 5.59. Views of slots in Artemis temple vaults. (a) Vertical slot in the internal wall; note alignment of 

the slot with a similar slot in the wall of the adjacent vault, with the light coming in from the door in the 
western wall in the background; (b) View of the inclined slot in the outer wall of an eastern vault. By 
author. 

 
Figure 5.60. External views of slots in vaults. (a) Aerial view of north elevation of Artemis cella showing the 

entrances to the dual-purpose slots (arrowed) that directed water down into the vaults from the cella 
ambulacrum and also provided ventilation into the service corridor between the cella wall and outer 
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podium wall: Water draw-hole in portico floor also shown. Adapted from APAAME_19990616_DLK-
0017, photographer D. Kennedy; (b) Ground view showing slot detail in cella wall. By author; (c) Ground 
view of service corridor between the main cella structure and the outer podium wall. Slot outlet is 
arrowed. Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection AYALE_DURAIG_10311817731. 

 
Figure 5.61. Views of the cistern at site JHS 766. (a) Sketch plan, courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey. 

Drawn D. Boyer; (b) Interior view; (c) View of 0.6 m diameter draw-point in the roof of the cistern with 
puteal block in place. Photos courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey, Photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 5.62. Views of the cistern at site JHS 767. (a) View from east (scale 2 m); (b) Interior view, looking 

north (scale 2 m); (c) Interior view showing plastered niches or natural solution features in the north wall 
(scale 2 m); (d) Puteal block fragment on the floor of cave-cistern (scale 1 m). Photos courtesy of JHS, 
Photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 5.63. Examples of the cistern variant with a concave basin-shaped upper inlet shaft. (a) to (c) are 

examples from the site of el Hute at the head of the Majarr valley. By author; (d) An example at site JHS 
2026, ca. 700 m west-north-west of Birketein. Photo courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey. 

 
Figure 5.64. Views of simple bedrock cistern at site JWP 110 (locus 3). (a) and (b) Aerial views looking 

north-east (water inlets arrowed). Adapted from APAAME_20130428_DDB-0531, photographer D. 
Boyer; (c) Ground view, looking north-east. By author. 

 
Figure 5.65. View of quarry-cistern at site JWP 109 from the east (scale 2 m). By author. 
 
Figure 5.66. Views of quarry-cistern at site JWP 110 (locus1). (a) Aerial view, showing pre-existing rock-cut 

cisterns flanking the later quarry-cistern. Adapted from APAAME_20130428_DDB-0527, photographer, 
D. Boyer; (b) View to south-east. By author; (c) View to north-west, showing rear quarry wall and 
stepped access (scale 2 m). By author; (d) View of small architrave quarry above the north-east wall of 
the main quarry (scale 2 m). By author. 

 
Figure 5.67. Quarry-cistern at site JWP 110 (locus 1) (a) View of north wall showing stepped access and 

water inlet (arrowed); (b) North wall inlet to main cistern viewed from the north, showing the earlier 
cistern that was used as a settlement basin; (c) View of the south wall from the north, showing the south 
wall inlet (arrowed); (d) South wall inlet to main cistern from the south, showing earlier cistern that was 
used as a settlement basin. By author. 

 
Figure 6.1. A plan showing the location of intramural springs supplying aqueducts and the elevations of the 

entry points of extramural aqueducts. Base plan adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 6.2. Plan showing the relationship between alignments of conduit JW01f and the South-West 

Aqueduct postulated by Stott, Kristiansen, Lichtenberger & Raja, 2018. Adapted from image ORION-ME 
2018. 

 
Figure 6.3. Location and dating of aqueducts in the vicinity of the Artemis Upper Terrace. Adapted from 

APAAME_20170927_DDB-0114, photographer D. Boyer. 
 
Figure 6.4. Interpretation of the phases of aqueduct conduits constructed in the vicinity of the long basin on 

the Artemis upper terrace. Adapted from Parapetti, 1983-1984a, pl. XX. 
 
Figure 6.5. Locations of recorded aqueduct sites in the city’s north-west quarter (nos. 1-4) described in the 

text overlain on plan adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. Legend as for Fig. 6.51. 
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Figure 6.6. View of an open aqueduct conduit and ceramic pipeline fragment exposed in an excavation on 
the edge of a terrace, viewed from the west. Lichtenberger & Raja, 2017, fig. 7, courtesy of Danish-
German Jerash Northwest Quarter Project.  

 
Figure 6.7. Views of the alignment of the interpreted extension of north-west aqueduct JW01 within the 

north-west quarter of the city. (a) View looking easterly in 2011. By author; (b) View looking westerly 
towards the supposed location of the North West Gate in 2011, scale 30 cm. By author; (c) Aerial view, 
2013: APAAME_20130413_DDB-0440, photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 6.8. Alignment of aqueduct SW02a/DW01 in the north-west quarter. (a) 1939 aerial view of conduits 

(red). Adapted from British Academy Stein Archives, Stein-BA-ASA-3-0687, courtesy of the British 
Academy; (b) Rock-cut features near northern city wall probably associated with the ancient aqueduct. By 
author; (c) Fragment of a plastered wall from a basin supplied by the ancient aqueduct. By author. 

 
Figure 6.9. The interpreted alignment of the North Gate aqueduct. (a) 1930s plan of the North Gate showing 

the aqueduct alignment. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 
Sheet NW C1;(b) Modern aerial view (2002) showing the same area as (a). Adapted from 
APAAME_20020929_DLK-0223, photographer D. Kennedy; (c) 1933 plan view of the North Gate 
showing the aqueduct alignment. Adapted from Fisher, 1934, fig. 2. 

 
Figure 6.10. Views of the extramural section of the North gate aqueduct. (a) Modern aerial view (2002) 

showing the masonry aqueduct adjacent to the gate sill. Adapted from APAAME_20020929_DLK-0221, 
photographer D. Kennedy; (b) 1933 view of the gateway showing the masonry aqueduct adjacent to the 
gate sill. Adapted from Fisher, 1934, fig. 4. 

 
Figure 6.11. Modern aerial view (2006) taken during the restoration of the North Gate showing the 

alignment of the North gate aqueduct to the fountain and along the east side of the Cardo. Adapted from 
APAAME_20060911_FFR-0059, photographer F. Radcliffe. 

 
Figure 6.12. Plan showing the location of the interpreted castellum in the context of the alignment of the 

Qairawan aqueduct (JE02) and the water storage installation in “Room 13” identified by Lepaon (2012). 
Adapted from Lepaon, 2012, pl. LXIII. (Inset A) Location of Room 13 superimposed on the plan of the 
thermae drawn ca. 1820. Adapted from D-BKL/H/J/7/3/1, ©National Trust Images/ DHCC; (Inset B) 
Detailed aerial view of the site of interpreted castellum in 1918. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass 
Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 440. 

 
Figure 6.13. Alignment of the Qairawan aqueduct (JE02) in the vicinity of the Large East Baths showing the 

deviation in the alignment of the 2nd-century aqueduct to connect with the earlier aqueduct alignment 
from Qairawan at a lower elevation. The earlier aqueduct may have supplied the monumental building 
shown in a watercolour by William Bankes. Adapted from 1:500 plan in Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 Sheet SE A1. 

 
Figure 6.14. Plans showing the interpreted relationship between the 2nd-century aqueduct from Qairawan 

spring and an earlier alignment at a lower elevation. (a) Plan showing the alignments of the two 
aqueducts. Adapted from Lichtenberger et al., 2019, fig. 3; (b) Inset 1. 1918 aerial view showing the two 
aqueduct alignments in the context of site JWP111 and the possible castella. Adapted from DAI, AdZ, 
Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 440; (c) Plan of the Small East Baths precinct showing the 
location of site JWP111 and the lower watercourse. Adapted from Boyer, forthcoming, a, fig. 5; (d) Plan 
enlargement showing the detail of the ancient structures recorded by the Yale Expedition ca. 1930. 
Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 Sheet NE A1. 

 
Figure 6.15. Evidence of building with Corinthian column on the east bank of wadi beside the site of tufa 

waterfall shown in watercolour by Bankes drawn ca. 1818. Reprint of Boyer, 2018d, p. 71 fig. 5.15. 
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Figure 6.16. The general disposition of conduits sourced from Qairawan Cave spring and interpreted 
alignments. (a) View from west, ca. 1903. Adapted from Princeton University, Howard Butler archive, 
photo 734; (b) Plan view of the same locality compiled from adjacent 1:500 map sheets. Adapted from 
Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negatives 1938.5999.5004.32.05 and 
1938.5999.5004.30. 

 
Figure 6.17. Aqueducts sourced from Qairawan Cave Spring. (a) Looking south, showing southern conduit 

JE03 (Vertical pole 2 m). By author; (b) Looking north, showing the interpreted alignment of conduits 
JE04 and JE04a (vertical pole 2 m). By author. 

 
Figure 6.18. Five-metre long section of lead pipeline exposed in an excavation beside the southern 

colonnade, South Decumanus. Inset shows detail of the junction with the ceramic pipeline. Reprint of 
Department of Antiquities photo, Jerash 1976-10.  

 
Figure 6.19. Plan showing the distribution of Roman-Byzantine installations that are interpreted to have 

operated as castella at some point. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 6.20. Plan view of the holding installation (Artemis Lower Terrace Basin) in the context of its supply 

aqueducts and the downstream castellum. Adapted from Seigne & Morin, 2007, fig. 2. 
 
Figure 6.21. (a) View of the Artemis Lower Terrace Basin, looking south, showing the location of the outlets 

in the south wall. The upper supply conduit to the adjacent castellum that supplied the sixth-century 
watermill was later blocked off. By author; (b) Profile view of the water holding installation on the lower 
terrace of the Temple of Artemis, looking west, showing the main architectural elements and the special 
relationship with the later castellum to the south. By author. 

 
Figure 6.22. Interpreted trace of water supply conduit from the water holding installation on the lower 

terrace of the Temple of Artemis to the Nymphaeum supply basin and Glass Court baths. (a) Plan view of 
suggested alignment overlain on a portion of the survey plan. Adapted from Jordan Survey Office (1966); 
(b) Oblique aerial view of suggested alignment. Adapted from APAAME_20080918_DDB-0239, 
photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 6.23. Oblique APs of the castellum on the forecourt of the Temple of Artemis (arrowed). (a) View in 

1918. Reprint of DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor Wiegand, Luftbild Nr 456; (b) View in 2017, showing the 
possible route of supply aqueduct. Adapted from APAAME_20170927_DDB-0114, photographer D. 
Boyer. 

 
Figure 6.24. Plans showing the placement of the castellum on the forecourt of the Temple of Artemis in the 

temple precinct. (a) Part of 1:500 scale plan of the Artemis temple precinct, with the location of forecourt 
basin superimposed on it. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 
Sheet NW A2; (b) West side of 1:500 scale plan showing the eastern end of the basin. Adapted from Yale 
University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 Sheet NW A1; (c) Outline of the basin 
(arrowed) on survey plan of Jarash (Jordan Survey Office, 1966. 

 
Figure 6.25. Ground view of the castellum on the forecourt of the Temple of Artemis. (a) View looking 

south along the axis of the forecourt. By author; (b) Detailed view of the eastern wall, showing basin 
outlet and remnant opus signinum plaster (arrowed). By author; (c) View along the north wall looking 
east showing the channel that carried the pressure pipe to the fountain. By author. 

 
Figure 6.26. Location of castella on or adjoining the upper terrace of the Temple of Artemis. Adapted from 

Parapetti (1983-1984a, pl. X). 
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Figure 6.27. View of the castellum adjacent to the Artemis lower terrace basin. (a) View looking south 
showing the outline of the basin and outlet locations. By author; (b) Three-dimensional diagrammatic 
view showing the placement of the castellum and outlets. Adapted from Seigne & Morin, 2008, fig. 4. 

 
Figure 6.28. Photographs of secondary castella on or adjacent to the temenos of the Temple of Artemis. (a) 

Secondary castellum ‘B’. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative 
B.34.100 B517 B-517; (b) Secondary castellum ‘C’. By author. 

 
Figure 6.29. Tower (castellum) at the south-west corner of the Oval Piazza. (a) The tower shown on a 1986 

plan. Adapted from Seigne, 1986a, fig. 6; (b) Tower shown on 1930 plan. Adapted from Yale University 
Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 1: 500 Sheet SW B1; (c) Detail of tower and basin in the early 
1980s. Adapted from Parapetti, 1983-1984a, pl. VIII. 

 
Figure 6.30. Hierarchical categories or orders of urban drainage in Gerasa. The four categories adopted in 

the present study are highlighted. Adapted from Kamash, 2010, table 16. 
 
Figure 6.31. Examples of 1st order drains carrying roof runoff to cisterns. (a) View of “part of water pipe 

leading from the roof” (arrowed) in an Early Islamic dwelling in the north-west quarter. Reprint of 
Lichtenberger & Raja, 2017, fig. 17, courtesy of the Danish-German Jerash Northwest Quarter Project; 
(b) Aerial view of a Byzantine example in the early 7th century AD Genesius church. Adapted from 
APAAME_20080918_DLK-0134, photographer D. Kennedy. 

 
Figure 6.32. Aerial view of a Byzantine-Early Islamic third-order drain carrying runoff from Zeus upper 

terrace over the ruins of the Zeus lower terrace. Adapted from APAAME_20130428_DDB-0407, 
photographer D. Boyer. (Inset showing drain detail by author. 

 
Figure 6.33. Aerial view from the east showing the drainage arrangement that carried runoff from the 

Antonine lower terrace of the temple of Artemis to the Cardo main drain. Adapted from 
APAAME_20080918_DLK-0135, photographer D. Kennedy. 

 
Figure 6.34. Plan view of the tabernae at the south-eastern end of the Artemision fronting the Cardo, 

showing the route of the drain (“d”) from the Antonine lower terrace to the Cardo main drain via taberna 
“A”. Adapted from Parapetti, 1989, plan 1. 

 
Figure 6.35. Views of the drain entrances that carried runoff from the Antonine lower terrace of the temple 

of Artemis to the Cardo main drain. (a) View along the eastern edge of the Antonine lower terrace 
showing the drain entrances (arrowed), looking south; (b) Close up of one of the drain entrances. By 
author. 

 
Figure 6.36. Views of the drain excavated at the south-eastern corner of the temenos in the 1930s. (a) 

Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b4~01 B-4; (b) 
Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative: gerasa-b5~01 B5. 

 
Figure 6.37. Views of conduits in the area west of St Theodore’s church. (a) Reprint of Yale University Art 

Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa A6; (b) Reprint of Kraeling, 1938, pl. LVIIb. 
 
Figure 6.38. Examples of gutters. (a) pavement gutter on the west side of Cardo. By author; (b) Street gutter 

in laneway west of Cardo. By author; (c) Pavement gutter, north side of North Decumanus. Reprint of 
Ball, Bowsher, Kehrberg, Walmsley, & Watson,1986, pl. XIII (1).  

 
Figure 6.39. Examples of street gutter drains. (a) and (b) Examples on the west side of the Cardo placed to 

take advantage of an existing entry point of a secondary (third-order) drain to the primary sub-street 
collector drain. By author. 
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Figure 6.40. Aerial view of first, second- and third-order drains carrying water from the Macellum precinct 
to the primary collector drain beneath the Cardo. Inset by author. Aerial photograph adapted from 
APAAME_20080918_DDB-0070, photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 6.41. Aerial photograph showing the alignment of the third- and fourth-order drains beneath the Oval 

Piazza. Adapted from APAAME_20100611_DLK-0855, Photographer D. Kennedy. 
 
Figure 6.42. Plan of the known third- and fourth-order drain network on the west side of the city. Base plan 

adapted from Braun, 2000, fig. 1. 
 
Figure 6.43. Location of primary (fourth-order) collector drains in the vicinity of the North Tetrapylon. (a) 

Plan of primary drains beneath main streets. Adapted from Lepaon, 2012, pl. XXV; (b) Aerial view of the 
North Decumanus primary drain alignment east of the North Tetrapylon, looking north. Adapted from 
APAAME_20060911_RHB-011, Photographer R. Bewley. 

 
Figure 6.44. Cross-sections through primary drains. (a) Drain beneath the Cardo, looking north; (b) Drain 

beneath the South Decumanus, looking west. Adapted from Kraeling, 1938, pl. XIII. 
 
Figure 6.45. Photographs showing the construction of primary drains. (a) View of intersecting primary 

drains at the Cardo/South Tetrakionion junction looking north (1 m scale). Adapted from Yale University 
Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa A-366; (b) View of the same location, looking 
south. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa A-386; (c) 
View of the primary drain emerging from below the South Gate, looking south-west. Reprint of 
Department of Antiquities photo Jerash 1976-176. 

 
Figure 6.46. Views of the “sewer” located adjacent to “Cistern 1”, west of St Theodore’s church; (a) View of 

partially excavated conduit (sewer or aqueduct) adjacent to the south wall of “Cistern 1” (scale 1 m). 
Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-a33~01-A33; (b) 
Internal view of conduit with dimensions 1.25 m high, 0.6m wide and with a 15 cm wide, 10 cm deep, 
gutter cut into the floor (scale 1 m). Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 
negative gerasa-a58~01-A58. 

 
Figure 6.47. A schematic plan showing the potential supply area for aqueducts supplying the city. (a) 

Hypothetical supply areas based on the elevation of the predicted entry point of the aqueduct. Adapted 
from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2; (b) Probable supply areas according to Stott et al. (2018). Reprint of 
Stott et al., 2018, fig. 6, ©2018 National Academy of Sciences. 

 
Figure 6.48. Plan showing the location of intramural reservoirs, basins and castella supplied by spring-fed 

aqueducts. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 6.49. Schematic plan showing the interpreted disposition of the intramural water transport and 

distribution network components up to AD 150. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 6.50. Schematic plan showing the interpreted disposition of the intramural water transport and 

distribution network components dating to the second half of the second century. Adapted from Lepaon, 
2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 

 
Figure 6.51. Schematic plan showing the interpreted disposition of the intramural water transport and 

distribution network components in the third century. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 6.52. Schematic plan showing the interpreted disposition of the intramural water transport and 

distribution network components in the sixth century. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
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Figure 6.53. Plan showing an interpretation of the intramural water transport network and key water holding 
installations active, or interpreted to be active, in the Late Byzantine seventh century-Early Islamic 
period. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 

 
Figure 7.1. Location of known intramural bathhouses and their precincts. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, p. 

416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 7.2. Bathhouse sites within the study area. Adapted from DigiGlobe image; 2017 (Inset adapted from 

Lepaon, 2011, p. 416 fig. 2). 
 
Figure 7.3. Evidence of possible aqueduct bridge across Wadi Jarash from Qairawan Cave spring to the 

West Baths. (a) Detail of pier abutment on the west bank of Wadi Jarash. The pier may have formed the 
western end of an arched aqueduct bridge across the wadi. (Adapted from Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv 
BS-Palästina 1131); (b) Interpreted route of water conduit (adapted from DAI, AdZ, Nachlass Theodor 
Wiegand, Luftbild Nr. 470. 

 
Figure 7.4. Glass Court thermae. Ground plan of structures attributed to the baths according to Lepaon. 

Adapted from Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CIII. 
 
Figure 7.5. Plan of the Placcus balneum precinct showing the location of the supply basin. Adapted from 

Kraeling, 1938, pl. XLIV. 
 
Figure 7.6. Central balneum. Oblique AP showing the location of the pipe excavated in the South 

Decumanus in 1975 and possible pipeline alignments. Adapted from APAAME_20080918_DDB-0064, 
photographer D. Boyer. 

 
Figure 7.7. Birketein balneum. Plan of the Birketein precinct. Reprint of Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CIV. 
 
Figure 7.8. Birketein balneum. 2011 photographs of the rock-cut aqueduct conduit supplying the interpreted 

castellum; (a) View looking north - main conduit arrowed); (b) View to south along main aqueduct 
conduit; site in (a) in the foreground; (c) View to the north showing a branch conduit (all by author). 

 
Figure 7.9. Birketein balneum. Views of the suggested alternative water supply to the balneum (and possibly 

also the theatre). (a) April 1931 photographic enlargement from the east showing evidence of the ruined 
masonry structure adjacent to scarp west of the theatre Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa 
Archive Collection, negative b253~b-253; (b) View as for (a) Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, negative b254~b-254; (c) View to south along the alignment of the rock-cut 
aqueduct conduit showing earthquake damage (by author); (d) View to the south showing smaller rock-
cut conduit (by author). 

 
Figure 7.10. Birketein balneum. Plan showing the relationship between the two suggested sources of water. 

Adapted from Lepaon, 2012b, pl. CIV. 
 
Figure 7.11. Abu Saedi balneum. (a) Preliminary interpretational overview of the northern half of the Abu 

Saedi terrace; (b) More detailed analysis of the interpreted balneum area. Adapted from 
APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-111, courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 7.12. El-Hammam spa. 1953 AP showing the main archaeological features mentioned in the text in 

the vicinity of el-Hammam spring. Adapted from aerial photo APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-111, 
courtesy of APAAME. 

 
Figure 7.13. El-Hammam baths. (a) Aerial view of spring basin and platform. Adapted from 

APAAME_20130428_DDB-0033, photographer D. Boyer; (b) View of the platform from the north-west, 
showing the outfall of the present spring; tiled path on RHS. By author;(c) View of spring basin and 
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platform showing opus incertum lining the basin wall (Scale 2 m). By author; (d) View from the east 
showing junction of two different types of concrete forming the platform (scale 2 m). By author. 

 
Figure 7.14. El-Hammam baths. (a) Detailed view of 0.5 m wide ring of opus incertum concrete on east side 

of basin containing spolia blocks (horizontal pole 0.5 m); (b) View of original spring inlet into south end 
of basin (scale 0.5 m); (c) Footings of a masonry wall set in the concrete platform (arrowed) (scale 0.2 
m). All by author). 

 
Figure 7.15. Plan of fountain installations referred to in the text. Adapted from Lepaon, 2011, fig. 2. 
 
Figure 7.16. Figure showing extramural fountain sites referred to in the text. Adapted from Google Earth 

image © 2017 CNES/Airbus. 
 
Figure 7.17. Plan showing the location of fountain networks referred to in the text. Adapted from Lepaon, 

2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
 
Figure 7.18. Views of the monumental wall of the Qairawan spring basin. (a) Plan view. Adapted from 

Seigne, 2004, fig. 2; (b) Sectional view looking north. Adapted from Seigne, 2004, fig. 4; (c) Photograph 
showing water level marks on the monumental wall ca. 2 m above basin floor. By author. 

 
Figure 7.19. Plan of the Qairawan Precinct showing the location of the Qairawan spring basin and the 

approximate precinct boundary. Plan adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive 
Collection, 1:500 Sheet NE B1. 

 
Figure 7.20. Aerial view of the western end of the Artemision (looking east) showing the location of the 

main basins described in the text. Adapted from APAAME_20081029_DLK-0032, photographer, D. 
Kennedy. 

 
Figure 7.21. Views of the long basin on the temenos of the Temple of Artemis. (a) Aerial view showing the 

interpreted extent of the basin. Adapted from APAAME_20081029_DLK-0032, photographer D. 
Kennedy; (b) View of the eastern half of basin, looking east. By author; (c) View of the western end of 
the basin, looking east. By author. 

 
Figure 7.22. 1976 photographs of the cross wall separating the two compartments of the long basin on the 

temenos of the Temple of Artemis and comparison with the street cascade in Perge. (a) Looking westerly. 
Reprint of Department of Antiquities photo Jerash 1976-84; (b) Looking easterly. Reprint of Department 
of Antiquities photo Jerash 1976-83.  

 
Figure 7.23. The construction stages of the long basin on the temenos of the Temple of Artemis. (a) Stage 1, 

showing the location of the adjacent aqueduct system (blue) coeval with or later than stage one basin. 
Plan adapted from Parapetti, 1983-1984a, pl. X; (b) Stage two, showing the stage two aqueduct carried on 
the basin’s new north wall. Plan adapted from Parapetti, 1983-1984a, pl. X. 

 
Figure 7.24. The long basin on the Artemis upper terrace showing the relationship between the basin and the 

stage two north wall that acted as a substructio for the stage two aqueduct. (a) Overview of north side of 
basin showing the relationship between the three stages of aqueduct construction, looking south-west; (b) 
View west along north wall of basin showing the stage 2 north wall and the conduit constructed on top of 
it (black); (c) View east showing the multiple conduits constructed of opus caementicium and offtake 
basins that appear to be coeval with or postdate the stage one basin; (d) View west showing relationship 
between the stage two conduit and earlier conduits; (e) View east showing offtake basins supplied by 
conduits coeval with or later than the stage one basin. By author. 

 
Figure 7.25. Views of fill layers in the south-west corner of the Artemis upper terrace showing the location 

of radiocarbon sample B-476377 (arrowed). (a) View of fill sequence, as excavated in 1976. Reprint of 
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Department of Antiquities photo 1976-5; (b) The Same view in 2014. By author; (c) Location and 
elevation of the radiocarbon-dated site (arrowed) in the context of the western end of the basin in 2011, 
viewed looking west. By author. 

 
Figure 7.26. Slope plan (5-degree increments) of the upper Jarash valley showing the disposition of springs 

on the Northern Plateau. Adapted from AW3D slope image, processed by Geoimage Pty Ltd. 
 
Figure 7.27. Main agricultural zones in the central Jarash Valley overlain on 5 m Digital Surface Model. 

Adapted from AW3D data © 2014 NTT Data, RESTEC, processed by Geoimage Pty Ltd. 
 
Figure 7.28. Examples of conduit blocks from the secondary aqueduct network supplying fields and farms 

on the El-Hammar plain. (a) Block with 12 cm wide specus. By author; (b) Block with 12 cm wide 
specus, sediment trap and side channel. Reprinted courtesy of Jerash Hinterland Survey. Site JHS 400. 

 
Figure 7 29. An aerial view of aqueduct SW02 at site JWP164 showing the main features. Adapted from 

APAAME_20130428_DDB-0495, Photographer D. Boyer; (Inset A) A detailed view of the junction of 
the main conduit and the offtake conduit (scale 1 m). By author; (Inset B) A view upstream along the 
main conduit showing the profile of the double specus. By author. 

 
Figure 7.30. Location of olive and wine press installations. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 

DigiGlobe. 
 
Figure 7.31. Aerial view of site JWP147 showing locations of rock-cut canals from Qwndeit Spring. 

Adapted from APAAME_20101021_DDB-0401, photographer D. Boyer. 
 
Figure G1. Birketein reservoir showing details of masonry coursing. (a) North-east corner of northern 

compartment showing courses keyed across the corner. Reprint of Kraeling, 1938, fig. XXXIIIb; (b) 
South-east corner of northern compartment showing lower two courses keyed across the corner (top 
course in cross wall added in 1960s restoration); (c) North-east corner of southern compartment showing 
that the courses in east and cross walls have different heights; (d) Close-up of corner shown in (c). By 
author except for (a).  

 
Figure G2. Birketein reservoir, showing examples of projecting blocks and stepped coursing. (a) Overview 

of the cross wall, looking west; (b) Overview of eastern wall of the northern compartment, looking south; 
(c) Close-up of the eastern wall in the northern compartment; (d) Detailed view of lower courses in north 
wall of the northern compartment. Adapted from Kraeling, 1938, XXXIIIb; (e) Detailed view of lower 
courses in the south-eastern corner of the northern compartment. By author except for (d). 

 
Figure G3. Birketein reservoir, showing step changes in course height. (a) East wall of northern 

compartment showing step changes and southern slope of courses (619 m elevation line in red); (b) North 
wall of northern compartment showing step change in damaged section; (c) Detailed view of the damaged 
section around water inlets showing junction of stage 2 wall with earlier stage 1 wall. By author. 

 
Figure G4. View of the south-western corner of Birketein reservoir in April 1931 showing in situ column 

base sitting on top of the seventh masonry course on the western wall. The sill of the gateway in the south 
wall is at the same level as the top of the column base. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa 
Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b256~01 b-256. 

 
Figure G5. Birketein reservoir, showing details of water outlet E. (a) View of the outlet from the south-east 

corner of the northern compartment (vertical scale 2 m). By author; (b) View of outlet E from inside the 
southern compartment (vertical scale 2 m). By author; (c)–(e) Oblique views of sluice gate slots in floor of 
outlet E (scale 0.5 m). By author; (f) Sluice gate slots on Aqua Traiana near Rome. Reprint of Taylor et al., 
2010, fig. 16. 
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Figure I.1. Location of Qairawan and Qairawan Cave Spring. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, 
Gerasa Archive Collection, 1:500 plans archive: ref. 1938.5999.5004.30; 1938.5999.5004.32.05. 

 
Figure I.2. Part of a plan of the city drawn during Bankes’ visit in 1816 showing structures near Qairawan 

Spring. Adapted from a drawing in DHC archives: ref D-BKL/H/J/7/3/27. 
 
Figure I.3. Early 20th-century view of Qairawan Spring site. Reprint of Meistermann, 1909, p. 324, fig. 76. 
 
Figure I.4. View of the restored Roman parapet wall in modern water treatment facility, looking north-east. 

The portal in the wall gives access to the spring and aqueduct to the east. By author. 
 
Figure I.5. Niche fountains flanking the staircase to the Odeum. (a) View of the fountain installations, 

looking east along the North Decumanus; (b) Restored fountain 2a; (b) Restored fountain 5b. By author. 
 
Figure I.6. Southern façade of the North Tetrapylon showing fountain installations 3 a and 3b. By author. 
 
Figure I.7. The northern façade of the North Tetrapylon, showing fountain installations 3 c and 3d. By 

author. 
 
Figure I.8. Close-up views of each fountain installation. (a) Fountain 3q; (b) Fountain 3b; (3c) Fountain 3c; 

(d) Fountain 3d. By author. 
 
Figure I.9. Evidence of pressure pipe at the eastern end of the Artemis Upper Terrace Basin. (a) View of the 

basin from the west. The pressure pipe site is arrowed; (b) and (c) Close–up views of masonry blocks cut 
to take a pressure pipe. By author. 

 
Figure I.10. Fountain installation sites in the vicinity of the Artemis propylaea. 
 
Figure I.11. Site of fountain 5. (a) Niche fountain 5a, Adapted from APAAME-20060911_FFR-0056, 

photographer F. Ratcliffe; (b) Niche fountain 5b built into the monumental façade of the east propylaeum 
and fountain 5c below it. By author. 

 
Figure I.12. Aerial view showing the location of the two pipelines crossing the Cardo to the fountains (5a–

5d) on the Eastern Propylaeum. Adapted from APAAME_20081029_DLK-0113, photographer D. 
Kennedy. 

 
Figure I.13. The monumental façade fountain on the west side of the Cardo. By author. 
 
Figure I.14. View of the basin, looking south. By author. 
 
Figure I.15. Views of fountain 7. (a) General view of the fountain and lacus installation, viewed from the 

east; (b) Close–up of two spouts and inscription in the crown moulding: Small inscribed cross arrowed; 
(c) View of the installation from the north, looking down the Cardo. By author. 

 
Figure I.16. Views of fountain 8 installation. (a) View of the whole installation from the west; (b) Close-up 

view of the crown moulding containing two spouts. By author. 
 
Figure I.17. Views of fountain 8 lacus. (a) View of installation from the north, showing wear to the lacus 

wall at the south end: Second water inlet arrowed; (b) Close-up view of the southern end of the lacus from 
the east showing the second water inlet cut through the west wall (arrowed): This inlet is plastered the 
same way as the lacus; (c) Vertical view of the southern end of the lacus wall showing the depression for 
placement of water jars (arrowed). By author. 
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Figure I.18. View of installation 8 from the south. Evidence of water jar use includes wearing depressions on 
the pedestal wall below the southernmost spout, and depressions into the top of the western lacus wall. By 
author. 

 
Figure I.19. Views of the Arabic inscription cut into the face of the pedestal base. By author. 
 
Figure I.120. Fountain 9: (a) General view of the installation from the east; (b) Close-up of crown moulding 

showing inscription and single spout. By author. 
 
Figure I.21. Views of the lacus. (a) Modern view from the north, with concave feature in the western lacus 

wall arrowed; (b) The same view in 1939, before the crown moulding had been placed on the rectangular 
pedestal base, showing the second water inlet, the plastered internal walls of the lacus, and the cornice 
blocks on the top of the eastern lacus wall. Reprint of a photograph in the DOA Harding photographic 
collection, reference NA71-1939. 

 
Figure I.22. General view of the fountain 10 installation. The two fountain spouts are arrowed. By author. 
 
Figure I.23. View of the rectangular base of fountain 10 showing the location of spouts and evidence of wear 

from water jars beneath the northern spout. By author. 
 
Figure I.24. General view of the fountain installation in the centre of the Macellum. By author. 
 
Figure I.25. Close-up of the centrally-placed fountain base, 1 m in diameter, with a water inlet 33 x 33 cm in 

the centre of the base. By author 
 
Figure I.26. The author’s reconstruction, showing the labrum currently in front of the monumental façade 

fountain (fountain 6) placed on the base of the Macellum fountain, its supposed original location. By 
author. 

 
Figure I.27. View of the fountain 13 installation. APAAMEG_20070411_DLK-0062, photographer D. 

Kennedy. 
 
Figure I.28. The pedestal of Fountain 15 at the south-west corner of the South Tetrakionion plaza. By author. 
 
Figure I.29. View of fountain 16 inscribed pedestal. By author. 
 
Figure I.30. Location of fountains 17a and 17b in the atrium of St Theodore’s Church. (a) Plan of fountain 

sites. Adapted from Kraeling, 1938, plate XXXIII; (b) Aerial view of fountain sites, 
APAAME_20130428_REB-0129, Photographer R. Banks. 

 
Figure I.31. Fountain 17a. Reprint of Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, Reproduction 

number: LC-DIG-matpc-02755. 
 
Figure I.32. Aerial view of Artemis Forecourt basin with water channels highlighted. 

APAAME_20081029_DLK-0032, photographer D. Kennedy. 
 
Figure I.33. Site of fountain 18. (a) Ground view of the Artemis Forecourt Basin from the north, with the 

trace of the water canal cut into the upper surface of the north wall highlighted; (b) Detailed view of the 
canal cut into the surface of the north wall viewed from the west. By author. 

 
Figure I.34. View of the plastered basin and possible fountain installation in the centre of the Oval Piazza, 

looking west. Adapted from Harding, 1949, fig. 1. 
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Figure I.35. The modern view of Fountain Court, looking east, showing the fountain installation in the centre 
of the Cathedral atrium. By author. 

 
Figure I.36. View of the eastern wall of the fountain in Fountain Court when excavated showing missing 

elements of the installation. (a) Photograph of excavation, 1928. Adapted from Yale University Art 
Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-book I-I26~01; (b) Modern photograph showing 
restored masonry. By author.  

 
Figure I.37. Details of water supply arrangement to the fountain in Fountain Court, showing the main 

features in the text. After a plan by Fisher in Kraeling, 1938, plan XXXI. 
 
Figure I.38. Close-up of the water supply pipe in the centre of the basin, as seen in 2011 (scale 30 cm). By 

author. 
 
Figure I.39. View of recess in the north-west corner of Fountain Court that contained lead pipe. (a) Detailed 

view of 17 cm diameter lead pipe with flared end emerging from recess. Reprint of Yale University Art 
Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative number_ gerasa-bookIII-III8~01; (b) Modern photo of the 
same location (scale 30 cm). By author; (c) General view of water supply arrangement on the north-west 
side of Fountain Court showing the positioning of conical sediment basin, recess and lead pipe to the 
fountain. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-bookIII-
III8~01 

 
Figure I.40. Airholes in pipeline supplying fountain in Fountain Court. (a) Detailed view of a hydraulic 

device—perhaps an airhole—set in 17 cm lead pipeline at the entry to recess in the north-west side of 
Fountain Court. Reprint of Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-
bookIII-III6~01; (b) View of airhole set in the pavement above pipeline in Fountain Court. By author. 

 
Figure I.41. The eastern court and apse of the Synagogue Church viewed from the east. By author. 
 
Figure I.42. Close up of drain or hole for water pipe in the north-eastern corner of the apse of the Synagogue 

Church. By author. 
 
Figure I.43. Fountain 22 beside Church of Bishop Genesius. (a) and (b) Views of dismantled niche fountain 

beside the Bishop Genesius Church (scale 20 cm). By author. 
 
Figure I44. Site of fountain 23. (a) Frontal view of possible fountain site 23, looking west; (b) View of an 

almost identical statue? niche north of site shown in (a). By author.  
 
Figure I.45 Detailed views of the fountain installations adjacent to the eastern side of the southern façade of 

the North gate. (a) View showing the archaeological context when excavated. Adapted from 
APAAME_20060911_DLK-0143, photographer D. Kennedy; (b) Modern (2011) view of the same site 
after restoration. By author. 

 
Figure I.46. Modern aerial view showing the interpreted alignment of the North gate aqueduct to fountain 

24. Adapted from APAAME_20060911_FFR-0059, photographer F. Radcliffe. 
 
Figure I.47. Birketein reservoir. Photograph of the lion’s head fountain outlet in the south wall. Reprint of 

Schumacher, 1902, p. 167, fig. 40. 
 
Figure I.48. West-east cross-section through Birketein reservoir area showing the location of lion’s head 

spout (“Wasserspier”) near the south-west corner of southern reservoir compartment. Reprint of 
Schumacher, 1902, p. 169, fig. 42). 
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Figure I.49. View of Qairawan Cave Spring from the west showing the location of the natural cascade at the 
contact between Jarash Conglomerate and Naur Limestone. Reprint of Boyer, 2018b, fig. 12a. 

 
Figure I.50. View from inside of Qairawan cave looking south showing the monumental plaster façade and 

aqueducts. Reprint of Boyer, 2018b, fig. 12b. 
 
Figure I.51. View of the site of fountain installation 26 (arrowed) on the east bank of Wadi Jarash at Ficus 

Springs. By author 
 
Figure I.52. View of fountain 26 from the west. The fountain water inlet is arrowed (Pole 2 m). By author. 
 
Figure I.53. View of fountain 27 site from the west. Reprint of Boyer, 2018b, fig. 13a. 
 
Figure I.54. Close-up of the fountain basin and fountain inlet (arrowed) (Pole 2m). Boyer, 2018b, fig. 13b. 
 
Figure I.55. Site of fountain 28. (a) General view of the cascade site from the west; (b) Close-up of the main 

cascade (vertical pole 2 m). By author 
 
Figure I.56. Fountain 29 in the context of other water-related features on a low cliff on the west bank of wadi 

Jarash at Ficus Springs, viewed from the east. By author. 
 
Figure I.57. Detailed view of fountain 29. (a) View showing the partially exposed cliff face below the catch 

basin; (b) Close-up showing the details of the fountain and catch basin; (c) Vertical view of the catch 
basin; (d) and (e) Detailed view of peck marks (Scale bar 0.5 m). By author. 

 
Figure I.58. Site of fountain 30. (a) View of the cascade from the south. By author; (b) View of the cascade 

from the west (Pole 2 m). Photo courtesy of JHS. 
 
Figure I.59. General view of the complex of water-related installations on the eastern wadi bank at JWP site 

143, as seen from the Shallal waterfall: The fountain cascade site is arrowed. By author. 
 
Figure I.60. View of the components of the fountain cascade above the spring source for a Roma aqueduct. 

Reprint of Boyer, 2018c, fig. 10. 
 
Figure I.61. Details of the reconstructed overflow basin and cascade at the eastern outlet at Tannur spring. 

(a) View from the west; (b) View from south. By author 
 
Figure I.62. Views of cascade showing details of the outlet from the basin to the cascade apron. (a) Detailed 

view from the south showing the cascade apron overhang; (b) View from above (scale bar segments 0.25 
m). By author. 

 
Figure J.1. Nymphaeum, showing evidence of original piped water supply to several second storey fountain 

niches. (a) Early 20th-century photograph showing holes for lead pipes to two second-storey niches 
(arrowed). Adapted from Packard Humanities Institute, Folder 33.2-02; (b) Modern view of the same 
area, showing evidence in only one second-storey niche (arrowed). By author. 

 
Figure J.2. View of the architrave of the lower storey of the façade surrounding the Nymphaeum basin 

showing blocks with incomplete ornamentation. By author. 
 
Figure J.3. Details of the frontal spouts set in the parapet wall of the Nymphaeum, looking west. (a) Aerial 

view showing numbered blocks containing the water inlet/spout outlet apparatus (Photo courtesy of 
APAAME_20081029_DLK-0115, photographer D. Kennedy); (b) The location of spout block 1 in the 
parapet wall. By author; (c) Close-up of damaged spout block 1 showing narrow ca. 15-degree v-notch 
weir inlet, partially blocked and a small chamber behind the spout. By author; (d) Close-up of damaged 
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spout block 7 showing narrow ca. 30-degree v-notch weir inlet and shape of the chamber behind the 
spout. The front part of the block containing the spout is missing. By author. 

 
Figure J.4. Views of large spout (no. 8) located at south-east corner of basin. (a) General view from south-

east; (b) Detailed view, showing spout outlet outlined in plaster and minor displacement of topmost 
blocks of parapet wall (RHS) (By author); (c) Channel from large outlet down front of parapet wall 
visible in 1930s photograph. Adapted from Yale University Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, 
negative gerasa-b193~01 b-193). 

 
Figure J.5. Evidence of late spolia walls constructed on top of the Nymphaeum parapet wall. (a) View 

looking south, showing remnant spolia wall on top of southern parapet wall; (b) Same location as (a), 
looking west; (c) and (d) Views of interpreted northern spolia wall, showing anchoring holes in column 
base. By author. 

 
Figure J.6. Site of fifth-century portico west of Nymphaeum. (a) View of the west elevation of Nymphaeum, 

with the fifth-century portico in the foreground; (b) Masonry conduit draining shallow cistern, east end of 
the portico (in use in the eighth century); (c) Close-up of drain hole down wall forming west elevation of 
Nymphaeum. (By author)  

 
Figure J.7. Comparison of linings to Placcus Baths Basin and Nymphaeum basin. (a) and (b) Views of opus 

incertum (arrowed) in Placcus baths supply basin; (c) and (d) Views of opus incertum (arrowed) in the 
Nymphaeum basin (By author). 

 
Figure J.8. Schematic sectional view showing possible water delivery arrangement to fountain outlets and 

the water flow through the installation. By author. 
 
Figure J.9. Views of the chamber (arrowed) giving access to the conduit supplying the first storey 

Nymphaeum fountain outlets. (a) View of chamber exposed in the north wall of the Nymphaeum in an 
adjacent laneway; (b) Interior view of the chamber showing the end of the conduit (arrowed) supplying 
the fountain outlets. By author. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Figure 1.1. A topographical plan of modern Jordan showing the location of the ancient city of 
Gerasa. Reprinted from Jordan Topography.png, Wikimedia Commons. 
  

JARASH 
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Figure 1.2. The boundary area of the study area in the context of the digital surface model showing 
the boundaries of the watersheds that comprise the study area. Inset shows the location of the cities 
of the Decapolis. Adapted from AW3D satellite data © 2014 NTT RESTEC Data on image 
supplied by Geoimage Pty Ltd.  
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Figure 1.3. Plan of the study area showing the main surface drainages. By author. 
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Figure 1.4. The boundary of the study area in the context of the boundaries of the Jarash Basin and 
the Zarqa River Basin. Adapted from EXACT Map of the Zarqa river watershed, Public Domain. 
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Figure 1.5. The boundaries of geographically selective regional surveys and more detailed surveys 
lying wholly or partially within the study area. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 
CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe.  
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Figure 1.6. A riverine landscape depicted in a mosaic from the Church of St John the Baptist, 
Jarash. Reprint of Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, matpc.02761. 
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Figure 1.7. Charles Barry’s General Plan (1820). Reprint of D-BKL/H/J/7/3/1, ©National Trust 
Images/ DHCC, courtesy of Francesca Radcliffe. 
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Figure 1.8. Plan of Jarash by Gottlieb Schumacher. Reprint of Meistermann, 1909, p. 321. 
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Figure 1.9. Lithographed photograph of the western side of Gerasa; one of three views taken by 
George Keith in 1844. Reprint of Keith, 1854, facing p. 128. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.10: Lithographed photograph of the western side of Gerasa taken by Louis Vignes in 1858. 
Reprint of Rey, 1861, fig. XX. 
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Figure 1.11. A near-vertical aerial photograph of Jarash taken by German squadron 305 on 
16/04/1918. Reprint of DAI, AdZ, NatchlassTheodor Wiegand Luftbild Nr 450. 
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Figure 1.12. Coverage of 2.5 m panchromatic AW3D satellite mosaic data (in red). Adapted from 
Google Earth image © 2019 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 1.13. Plan showing the boundary of Pleiades satellite imagery data (in red) captured 
19/06/2013. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2019 CNES/Airbus & © 2019 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 1.14. Location of all sites recorded in the study. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2019 
CNES/Airbus & © 2019 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 1.15. Location of sites recorded in the Jarash valley. Adapted from Google Earth image © 
2019 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 1.16. Location of sites recorded in the Majarr-Tannur valley. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2019 DigitalGlobe.  
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Figure 1.17. Chart showing the breakdown of structural types recorded during the study (N=161). 
By Author. 
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Figure 2.1. The main physiographic regions of Jordan. Reprinted from Al-Bilbisi, 2013, fig. 1.3. 
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Figure 2.2. The study area in the regional context of the principal physiographic units. Adapted 
from image Landsat/Copernicus, 
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Figure 2.3. Climate classification map showing the location of the study area. Inset shows the study 
area in more detail. Adapted from Beck et al., 2018. 
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Figure 2.4. Average rainfall map based on data from 1977. Adapted from Ababsa, 2013, fig. 1.12. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.5: Bar chart showing Jarash rainfall in the period 1942-2008. Redrawn from data in Al-
Qaisi, 2010, Appendix 36. 
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Figure 2.6. Diagram showing a record of changing Dead Sea water levels. Reprint of Bookman et 
al., 2004, fig. 7. 
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Figure 2.7. Plan showing natural vegetation types based on data from Palmer, 2013, fig. I.20. 
Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.8. Plan showing simplified exposed basement geology, highlighting the Pleistocene (red) 
and Lower Cretaceous (green) stratigraphy. Drawn N. Ellis. Adapted from Boyer, 2018d, fig. 5.3.  
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Figure 2.9. Sites showing the unconformable contact relationship between Jarash Conglomerate and 
the underlying Upper Cretaceous limestone. (a) Qairawan Cave spring, contact at ca. 575 m 
elevation (1 m scale); (b) Bab Amman locality, contact at ca. 543 m elevation (1 m scale). By 
author. 
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Figure 2.10. Oblique aerial view of Bab Amman Mesa and spur, looking north. Adapted from 
APAAME_20151010_REB-0462. Photographer R. Banks. 
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Figure 2.11. Jarash Conglomerate exposures. (a) Qairawan cave, showing (?) Pleistocene Jarash 
Conglomerate lying on Upper Cretaceous Naur Limestone (1 m scale); (b) Bab Amman (?) cave-
shelter, showing calcretised, bedded conglomerate; note small-scale post-depositional fault and 
basalt boulder. By author. 
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Figure 2.12. Relict conglomerate fabric preserved in the calcretised crust of Jarash Conglomerate, 
Bab Amman locality (scale 20 cm). By author. 
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Figure 2.13. Plan showing the approximate location of the tufa terrace beneath modern-day Jarash. 
Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.14. Views of the tufa terrace and relict waterfall. (a) Ground view of relict tufa waterfall 
and terrace as it appeared in 1902, viewed from the south. Adapted from Libbey& Hoskins, 1905, p. 
179); (b) Aerial view of relict tufa waterfall and terrace as it appeared in October 2015, viewed 
from the south-west. Adapted from APAAME_20151001_MND-0345, photographer M. Dalton. 

 
 

a 
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Figure 2.15. Soil map—USDA classification. Reprint of Lucke et al., 2013, fig. I-17. 
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Figure 2.16. Views of Red Mediterranean Soil preserved in solution cavities developed on 
limestone surfaces. (a) Soils preserved below a palaeosurface at site JWP 128, west of Jarash. (b) 
Soils in a surface solution feature, west side of Jarash valley north of Jarash. By author. 
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Figure 2.17. Boundaries of the project area and the “Jarash Basin” as defined by Kennedy (2004), 
with reference to the digital elevation model (Aster GDEM 30 m) and Gerasa territory boundary 
markers taken from Seigne (1997c). Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & 
© 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.18. Plan of drainage catchments in the study area. Adapted from Google Earth image 
DigitalGlobe © 2016 CNES/Astrium. 
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Figure 2.19. The location of Gerasa in the context of bedrock geology and the longitudinal profile 
of the Jarash valley. Adapted from Boyer, 2018d, fig. 5.5. 
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Figure 2.20. Wadi ed Deir (El-Hammar plain) north of Jarash. Adapted from PEF-P-Crow-
Churches-132, Courtesy of the Palestine Exploration Fund, London. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.21. Stylised diagram diagrammatic representation of water movement into and within 
limestone aquifers in karst terrains. Reprint of 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:KarstterrainUSGS.jpg. 
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Figure 2.22. Oblique aerial photographs showing typical karst landscape. (a) Karst landscape 
developed over exposed limestone beds in the lower Naur Formation near the village of As-
Rashayidah. Photo APAAME_20130428_DDB-0732, photographer D. Boyer; (b) Karst landscape 
developed over exposed limestone beds in the Fuheis Formation in the upper Wadi Majarr valley. 
Photo APAAME_20130428_DDB-0615, photographer D. Boyer. 

a 
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Figure 2.23. Location of modern springs in the study area. Inset: Table showing distribution 
statistics. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Astrium & © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.24. Location of relict springs identified in the study area. Inset: Table showing distribution 
statistics. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 CNES/Astrium & © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.25. Plan showing combined locations of modern and relict springs identified in the study 
area. Inset: Table showing distribution statistics. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2017 
CNES/Astrium & © 2017 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.26. Diagrammatic view showing a perched water table and water table springs. Reprinted 
from Joyko.sivek, Creative Commons, GNU Free Documentation Licence 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.27. An example of a contact spring: Site of Tannur spring at the contact between 
limestone and shale units. By author. 
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Figure 2.28. Example of a valley-floor spring: View of Fauwara spring, which emerges from the 
bed of Wadi Suf (taken 1/04/2013). By author. 
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Figure 2.29. Photographs showing examples of a fracture spring. (a) General view of spring and 
seep outlets (indicated by arrows) associated with fractures and bedding planes in Kurnub Group 
sandstone at Ficus Springs’ (JWP site 146), 1 km south of Jarash; (b) Close-up of spring outlet in 
fracture (left) and bedding plane (above). By author. 
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Figure 2.30. Diagrams showing flow rates for Maghasil, Birketein and Qairawan springs in 1938/9 
based on single readings in each of the months shown, together with rainfall data for the same data. 
By author from data published in Ionides, 1939, p. 307, tables 63–65. 
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Figure 2.31. Diagram showing a comparison of flow rates depicted in Figure 2.35. By author from 
data published in Ionides, 1939, p. 307, tables 63–65. 
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Figure 2.32. Bar chart diagram showing monthly flow rate record for Qairawan spring, 11/1983 to 
08/1993. Drawn by author from data in Daane & McNeil, 1997. 
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Figure 2.33: Plan showing the relative strength of spring discharge (N=322) in the context of 
aquifer source and the distribution of deeper soils (black). Adapted from Google Earth image © 
2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.34. Plans showing the distribution of strong springs in the context of their aquifer source. 
Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.35. Plans showing the distribution of very strong springs (large dots) in the context of their 
aquifer source. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.36. Plan showing the seismological and topographic setting of the Dead Sea Transform 
and surrounding areas. Adapted from http://woodshole.er.usgs.gov/project-
pages/dead_sea/tectonic.html. 
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Figure 2.37. Earthquake epicentres recorded 1900–2005.Reprint of Ababsa, 2013, fig. I-8. Jordan 
Seismological Observatory, Natural Resources Authority, 2008. 
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Figure 2.38. Plan showing major historical earthquakes (magnitude 6.5–7.5) in the Jordanian 
region. Adapted from Ababsa, 2013, fig. I-10. 
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Figure 2.39. Earthquake evidence from Gerasa dating to the 6th century AD. Adapted from Lepaon, 
2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.40. Earthquake evidence from Gerasa dating to the 7th century AD. Adapted from Lepaon, 
2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.41. Plan showing the extent of damage from the 749 AD earthquake (shaded 
area=Intensity X). Reprint of Marco, Stein, Agnon, & Ron, 2003, fig. 3.  
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Figure 2.42. Earthquake evidence from Gerasa dating to the 8th century AD. Adapted from Lepaon, 
2011, p. 416 fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.43. Stylised block diagrams of various land movement types. Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Figure 2.44. Oblique aerial image (dated 10/10/2005) of the Er-Rashayida landslide beside 
Amman-Irbid highway south of Jarash. The landslide occurred in the winter of 1991–1992. Adapted 
from Google Earth image © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.45. Aerial photograph showing landslide evidence in the lower Jarash valley. Older—
probably pre-Roman/Byzantine—landslide scarps are shown in white, while at the southern end of 
the valley these have been “overprinted” by younger landslides. Adapted from 
APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, courtesy of APAAME, projected on Google Earth image © 
2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.46. Aerial photograph showing landslide evidence in the lower Jarash valley. View 
looking south down the lower Jarash Valley showing the disposition of scarps interpreted to be 
ancient landslide scarps (white) and evidence of down-slope debris movement (arrowed) on the 
west bank of Wadi Jarash. The boundaries of more modern landslides downstream are shown with 
coloured boundaries. Adapted from Boyer, 2018a, p. 236, fig. 10a.  
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Figure2.47. Evidence of historical landslide on the west bank of wadi Jarash in the Bab Amman 
locality that removed a 200-m long section of the hillside; earthquake was a likely trigger. (a) 
Vertical aerial photograph of the landslide (red). Adapted from APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-111, 
courtesy of APAAME, courtesy of APAAME; (b) Oblique aerial view of the same area, showing 
the removal of several ancient aqueduct alignments from Qwndeit spring. Adapted from 
APAAME_20101021_DLK-0457, photographer, D. Kennedy. 
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Figure 2.48. Examples of rock-fall/toppling failure damage to rock-cut infrastructure. (a) Example 
of aqueduct channel dislocated by seismic fault, site JWP 127. Reprint of Boyer, 2018a., p. 236 fig. 
9b; (b) and (c) Examples of toppling failure. By author; (d) Example of damage to an aqueduct on 
the edge of a scarp at site JWP 152. Reprint of Boyer, 2018a, p. 236 fig. 9a. 
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Figure 2.49. Diagram showing the location of key topographical landscape features in the city area. 
By author. 
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Figure 2.50. Plan showing the location of wadis in the city area predating the Roman period. 
Adapted from Lichtenberger et al. 2019, fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.51. Examples of deposits of waterlain gravels in the city area, west side. (a) View of the 
southern colonnade of the Artemis Upper Terrace during excavation. Reprint of Kraeling, 1938, pl. 
XXV(c); (b) Gravels deposited against the wall of the lower terrace of the Temple of Zeus. By 
author; (c) Artemis Upper Terrace, South Colonnade, Room R-10, 1930. Reprint of Yale University 
Art Gallery, Gerasa Archive Collection, negative gerasa-b10~01 B-10. 
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Figure 2.52. East-west profile of Artemis Upper Terrace showing the artificial platform. Adapted 
from a public sign on the Jarash archaeological site in 2011. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.53. Location of excavated sites that have been published. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.54. Location of sites surveyed in the period 1930s to 1990s. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.55. Location of sites visited by Schumacher, derived from Steuernagel, 1924–1927. 
Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.56. “Gaps” in areas recorded in regional surveys. Adapted from Google Earth image © 
2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.57. Location of Pre-Bronze Age sites in the project area. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.58. Possible cave-shelter on an east-facing slope, Bab Amman, site of the discovery of 
Acheulian artefacts by Kirkbride (1958, pp.10–12). By author. 
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Figure 2.59. Location of Chalcolithic and EBI sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 
CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.60. Location of EBII and EBIII sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 
CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.61. Location of Middle Bronze Age and Late Bronze Age sites. Google Earth image © 
2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.62. Location of Iron Age sites. Adapted from Google Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium 
& © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.63. Location of Hellenistic (second-first century BC) archaeological sites in the city area 
mentioned in the text. Adapted from Lichtenberger et al., 2019, p. 2, fig. 1. 
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Figure 2.64. Location of Hellenistic sites in the study area outside the city. Adapted from Google 
Earth image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.65. The northern boundary of the Nabataean Kingdom around 85 BC, based on data from 
Ababsa, 2013, fig. III.6. Adapted from Jordan Topography.png, Wikimedia Commons. 
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Figure 2.66. Location of Early Roman and Roman period sites. Adapted from Google Earth image 
© 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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Figure 2.67. Low level oblique aerial view of the southern Jarash valley showing the location of 
Der Abu Saedi on a west bank terrace overlooking the wadi. Adapted from 
APAMME_20130428_DDB-1013, photographer D. Boyer. 
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Figure 2.68. Structures at Abu Saedi site interpreted from 1953aerial photography. Adapted from 
APAAME_19530000_HAS-6-112, courtesy of APAAME. 
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Figure 2.69. Late Roman-Byzantine sites recorded in regional surveys. Adapted from Google Earth 
image © 2016 CNES/Astrium & © 2016 DigitalGlobe. 
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